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 4HLHK@QKX HSG@RADDMQDEDQQDCSN@RmSGDANMDRnNE@M@KXRHRADB@TRDHSGDKORRG@ODSGD
ENQLNMSNVGHBG@M@KXRDR@QDBNMRSQTBSDC$NCHMF @RVHSG@KKRSDORHMSGDQDRD@QBGOQNBDRR HRE@Q
EQNLMDTSQ@K*BNCDCSGDVQHSSDM UHRT@K @MC@TCHNC@S@HMSVNRS@FDRHMHSH@KBNCHMF@MCENBTRDC
BNCHMF$G@QL@Y  NEEDQDCRDUDQ@KSHORENQHMHSH@KBNCHMF VGHBGHRSG@S@QDRD@QBGDQm3DL@HM
NODM4S@XBKNRDSNSGDC@S@,DDOXNTQBNCDRRHLOKD@MCOQDBHRD$NMRSQTBSRGNQSBNCDR1QDRDQUD






@BSHNMR$NLO@QDC@S@VHSGC@S@.NUDPTHBJKXSGQNTFGSGDC@S@n $G@QL@Y 8HSGHMHSH@K
BNCHMF *ENBTRDCNMSGDKDUDKNESGDC@S@SG@SV@RRNLDVGDQDHMADSVDDMVNQCAXVNQC@MCKHMD
AXKHMDBNCHMF5GHR@KKNVDCLDSNRDDMT@MBDCM@QQ@SHUDRDLDQFD DRODBH@KKXVHSGHMSGDVQHSSDM
@MC@TCHNC@S@ @KSGNTFG*V@RKDESVHSGGTMCQDCRNEBNCDRAXSGDDMCNESGHROQNBDRR5GHR
@KKNVDCLDSNFQ@OOKDVHSGD@BGM@QQ@SHUDNM@UDQXHMSHL@SDKDUDK VGHBGTKSHL@SDKXHMEKTDMBDC
@MC@HCDCHMSGDRDBNMCRS@FDNEBNCHMF
'NQENBTRDCBNCHMF GNVDUDQ *RS@QSDCEQNLRBQ@SBG5GDHMBQDCHAKD@LNTMSNESHLDRODMS
NMHMHSH@KBNCHMFV@RVDKKVNQSGHSGNVDUDQ @RHSCHC@KDQSLDSNK@QFDQDLDQFHMFSGDLDRSG@S*
G@CMNSMNSHBDCADENQD*ENTMCSG@SA@SGHMFLXRDKEHMSGDC@S@V@R@MHMSHL@SDDWODQHDMBD@MCSGD
ADMDEHSRDMCTQDCENQRNLDSHLD@ESDQV@QCR"KSGNTFGCNMDVHSG@BNLOTSDQ SGHRENBTRDCBNCHMF
V@RMNSTMKHJDSGDSDBGMHPTDNEmBTSSHMF@MCRNQSHMFnSG@S3X@M@MC#DQM@QC  GHFGKHFGS
)DQDSGDX@KRNRODMC@FQD@SCD@KNESHLDHMSGDHQHMEKTDMSH@KOHDBDNMGNVSNmCHRBNUDQSGDLDR n
VGHBGHRNEBNTQRDBDMSQ@KSNNMDpRNUDQ@KKVNQJ5GDQDHR@MHQNMHBO@Q@KKDKADSVDDMSGDLDR@MC
SXODR VGHBG*G@UDBNMRHCDQDCSGQNTFGNTSSGHROQNBDRR5GDLDR@QD HME@BS m@ARSQ@BS @MCNESDM
ETYYX BNMRSQTBSRn 3X@M@MC#DQM@QC 8GDMQDUHDVHMFSQ@MRBQHOSR QDRD@QBGDQRG@UD@S
KD@RS@CNYDMNOSHNMR@BBNQCHMFSN3X@M@MC#DQM@QC  5GDXB@MRDKDBSEQNLRDUDQ@KD@RHDQ
SDBGMHPTDR QDODSHSHNMR SQ@MRHSHNMR RHLHK@QHSHDRCHEEDQDMBDR @MCBTSSHMFRNQSHMF NQEQNL@
K@QFDQ@QQ@XNELNQDCHEEHBTKSNMDR *MCHFDMNTRSXONKNFHDR LDS@OGNQR KHMFTHRSHBBNMMDBSNQR 
LHRRHMFC@S@ SGDNQXQDK@SDCL@SDQH@K VNQCKHRSR@MC,8*$ VNQCBNNBBTQQDMBD @MC
LDS@BNCHMF  3X@M@MC#DQM@QC "R*VHKKOQDRDMSHM$G@OSDQR@MC SGDSGDLDR*
DRS@AKHRGDCB@LDEQNLLX@SSDMSHNMSNQDODSHSHNMR RHLHK@QHSHDRCHEEDQDMBDR @MCHMCHFDMNTR
SXONKNFHDR






5GHR@BQNMXLRS@MCRENQmJDXVNQCHMBNMSDWSn
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5GDBG@OSDQRSG@SENKKNV@QDLX@SSDLOSSNAQHMFSNKHED'NTB@TKSpRE@LNTRRS@SDLDMS
mJMNVKDCFDHRMNSL@CDENQTMCDQRS@MCHMFHSHRL@CDENQBTSSHMFn 'NTB@TKS *
@BJMNVKDCFD NEBNTQRD SG@SLXNVMVNQJHRMNSDWDLOS8QHSHMFEQNLLXNVMRHST@SHNM@K
OQDRDMS@MCDLADCCDCVHSGHMLXNVMODQRODBSHUD LXVNQJ @RVHSG@KKNSGDQR HRMNSEQDDNE
ITCFLDMS5GHRCHRRDQS@SHNMHR SGDQDENQDHMDRB@O@AKX @MmDEEDBSHUDGHRSNQXnNERGDKKLHCCDM
@QBG@DNKNFX @ESDQ/HDSYRBGDpRF8A:;82748BC>A84RDD GNVDUDQ'NTB@TKS<= 
5GDRNTQBDRCHRBTRRDCHMSGHRBG@OSDQENQLSGDBNQDNEDUDQXSGHMFSG@SENKKNVR5GQNTFG
BNCHMFSGDC@S@CDRBQHADCGDQD *ADF@MSNQD@KHYDSGDM@QQ@SHUDENTMC@SHNMHMGDQDMSHMD@BGRNTQBD
*TKSHL@SDKXENBTRDCNMSGDmRSNQXnSG@SD@BG@TSGNQSNKCVGDSGDQHMVQHSSDM UHRT@KNQ@TCHNENQL
"KSGNTFG*VHKKMNSQDUHDVSGDLMNV SGDRD@QBG@DNKNFHB@KRSNQHDRAQNTFGSSNFDSGDQ@BNLAHM@SHNM
NEM@QQ@SHUDDKDLDMSRHMNQCDQSNENBTRNM@KHLHSDCMTLADQNESGDLDR8GHKDBNCHMFSGDC@S@
@KKNVDCLDSNHKKTLHM@SDSGDRDRSNQHDR *V@R@KRNRHLTKS@MDNTRKXSDKKHMFLXNVM
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*MSGHRBG@OSDQ *ENBTRNMLXEHQRSSVNNAIDBSHUDR VGHBG@QDSNCDLNMRSQ@SD  GNVSGD
RGDKKLHCCDMRHSDSXODG@RADDM@OOKHDC BNMSQNKKDC @MCBNMRSQ@HMDCHM@KNB@KBNMSDWSSGQNTFG
SHLD @MC  GNVSGDK@QFDQCHRBHOKHMDNE@QBG@DNKNFXG@RHLO@BSDCKNB@KRGDKKLHCCDM
@QBG@DNKNFX@MCGNVKNB@KRGDKKLHCCDM@QBG@DNKNFXG@RHLO@BSDCSGDK@QFDQCHRBHOKHMD*ADFHM
SGHRBG@OSDQAXBNMSDWST@KHYHMFSGD%@MHRG:9>4::4=<>4338=6RHSDSXOD5NC@X&MFKHRGROD@JHMF
@QBG@DNKNFHRSRQDEDQSNSGDRDRHSDR@RRGDKKLHCCDMR"KSGNTFGSGDXG@UD@KRNADDMB@KKDCmRGDKK
GD@ORn@MCmRGDKKLNTMCRn@SU@QHNTRSHLDRVHSGHM.@RR@BGTRDSSR@QBG@DNKNFX *TRDSGDSDQL
mRGDKKLHCCDMnSNDMBNLO@RR@KKRTBGSDQLRHMSGHRBNMSDWS"F@HM RHSDRB@QQXHMFSGHRK@ADK@QD
BNLLNMKXTMCDQRSNNCSNADANSGm@OHKDNEENNCQDETRDRGDKKn $K@@RRDM @MCmNEVGHBG
SGDOQHMBHO@KUHRHAKDBNMRSHSTDMSHRRGDKKn 8@RDKJNU 
"RLDMSHNMDCHM$G@OSDQ SGD@QBGHUDSG@S*@BBDRRDCHMBKTCDCEHDKCMNSDR ODQRNM@K
KDSSDQR HL@FDR MDVRO@ODQBKHOOHMFR @MCQDBDMSHMSDQUHDVRVHSG@UNB@SHNM@K@MCOQNEDRRHNM@K
@QBG@DNKNFHRSR"R*NTSKHMDCHM$G@OSDQ *CHRBTRRDCGNV*G@UD@OOQN@BGDCSGHR@QBGHUD@R@
ONQS@K @KKNVHMFLDSNUHDVSGDRD3>2D<4=CB@R<>=D<4=CBSGDLRDKUDR)DQD*VNQJSNBNMMDBS
SGHR@QBGHUDSN5QHFFDQpR  SHLDKHMDNE@QBG@DNKNFHB@KSGNTFGS VGHBGHMBKTCDREHUDODQHNCR
 SGDRR DUNKTSHNM@QX@QBG@DNKNFX   SGDRR BTKSTQDGHRSNQX   SGD
RR OQNBDRRT@KHRL   SGDRR ONRSOQNBDRRT@KHRL @MC  SGDRSNC@X
OQNBDRRT@KOKTR *@SSDLOSSNBNMMDBSSGHR@QBGHUDVHSGGHRSHLDKHMDSNBNMSDWST@KHYDSGDRD
M@QQ@SHUDR@MCCHRBTRRVGDSGDQSGDXBNMENQLDCSNNQRSQ@XDCEQNL5QHFFDQpREHUDO@Q@CHFL@SHB
CHUHRHNMR"KSGNTFG*BNMRHCDQDCRDSRNERGDKKLHCCDMM@QQ@SHUDRENQSGHRCHRRDQS@SHNM *VHKK
NMKXCHRBTRRSGNRDSG@SHKKTRSQ@SDHLONQS@MSONHMSRNQRGHESRVHSGHMSGDRDO@Q@CHFL@SHBCHUHRHNMR
"CDPT@SDKXBNMSDWST@KHYHMFSGDRDSSHMF @BSNQR@MCQDK@SHNMRGHORHMUNKUDCHMRGDKKLHCCDM






@QBG@DNKNFXHRRKNVVNQJ VGHBG*BNTKCMNS@CDPT@SDKXBNUDQHMNMKXNMDBG@OSDQ8HSGSGHRR@HC 
*BNMSHMTDSGDOQNBDRRNEBNMSDWST@KHY@SHNMHM$G@OSDQR@MC VGHKD@CCQDRRHMFK@SDQNAIDBSHUDR
@RVDKK#XSGDBNMBKTRHNMNE$G@OSDQ QD@CDQRVHKKG@UD@LNQDQNATRSOHBSTQDNERGDKKLHCCDM
@QBG@DNKNFXHM.@RR@BGTRDSSR
@AF7A@;667@EQEFDG5FGD3F;A@F:7ADK
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8GHKD*QDUHDVDCSGDKNB@KRGDKKLHCCDM@QBGHUD *EDKSSG@SL@MXQDRD@QBGDQRRSQTFFKDC

VHSGSGDONRRHAHKHSXSG@S/@SHUDODNOKDOBNMRBHNTRKX@MCJMNVKDCFD@AKXPKHUDCSGDHQKHUDRVGHKD
BQD@SHMF@MC@KSDQHMFSGDRDOK@BDRNMSGDK@MCRB@OD (HCCDMR *MROHQDCAX(HCCDMRp
CDEHMHSHNMNE@M@BSNQ *ADKHDUDSG@S/@SHUDODNOKDVDQDCDEHMHSDKX@AKDSNmL@JD@CHEEDQDMBDSN@
OQDDWHRSHMFRS@SDNE@EE@HQRNQBNTQRDNEDUDMSRn (HCCDMR "MXSGHMFKDRR *EHMC
HMBNMBDHU@AKD"RSGHRBG@OSDQHKKTRSQ@SDR @MCKHJDSGDRSQTBSTQ@KRNBHNKNFHRSRSG@S(HCCDMR
BQHSHPTDR RNLD@QBG@DNKNFHRSRG@UDCHRBTRRDC/@SHUDODNOKD@RmADHMFCQHUDMHQQDRHRSHAKX@MC
TMBNLOQDGDMCHMFKXAXLDBG@MHB@KOQDRRTQDRn (HCCDMR /NSTMSHKQDBDMSKXGNVDUDQ 
G@UDVQHSDQRBNMRHCDQDCSGDONSDMSH@KENQ@M@BSNQpRBNMRBHNTRADG@UHNQ@SRGDKKLHCCDMRHSDR
CDDLDC @SKD@RSAXSGDKHLHSRNE@QBG@DNKNFHB@KHL@FHM@SHNMR @RODQHOGDQ@K G@OG@Y@QC @MC
TMBNMSQNKKDC
/@SHUDDSGMNFQ@OGHDRNEEDQ@FKHLORDHMSNSGDBNLOKDWHSHDRNE/@SHUDKHUDR@MCSGDHQ
ONVDQSN@BS'NQNMD /@SHUDODNOKDSNNJB@QDSN@BSHMQHST@KKXOQDRBQHADCV@XRVGDMGTMSHMFRN
SG@SETSTQDRTBBDRRVNTKCADDMRTQDC RDDD@QKHDQCHRBTRRHNMNMO@FDR *MDEEDBS GTMSDQR
BNTKCBNMSQNK@MHL@KR @KSGNTFGSGDXBNTKC HMSTQM BNMSQNKGTL@MR@RVDKK1@VV@VRVDQD
JMNVMENQBTQHMFSGDRHBJ GDMBDG@UHMFSGDONVDQSNHMSDQUDMDNQBG@MFDNMDpRmE@SDn5GDX@KRN
BNTMRDKDCR@BGDLR@MCmO@QSHBHO@SDCHMCDBHRHNMR@ANTSV@Qn 4HLLNMR 0MD
.@RR@BGTRDSSRONVV@VDWOK@HMDCSG@SGDV@RFTHCDCAX@GTLLHMFAHQCVGNmKNNJDC@ESDQGHL
@MCGDKODCGHLCHRSHMFTHRGQHFGSEQNLVQNMFn 4HLLNMR )DQD/@SHUDFQNTOR






TMCDQRSNNCSG@SSGDXG@CSGDONVDQSN@BS @KSGNTFGSGDHQ@BSHNMRVDQDNESDMHMENQLDCAX DUDMSN
SGDONHMSNEADHMFFTHCDCAX MNMGTL@M@MHL@KR
8HSGSGHRR@HC /@SHUDODNOKDVDQD@KRNHMEKTDMBDCSN@BSAXNSGDQODNOKD DUDMSGNRDMN
KNMFDQKHUHMF5GDQD@QDMTLDQNTR@BBNTMSRVGDQD/@SHUDCQD@LRKD@CSNHLLDCH@SD @KSGNTFG
NSGDQVHRDMNSOQDLDCHS@SDC @BSHNM)DQDNMDRDDRGNVSGDROHQHSVNQKCCNDRG@UDSGDONVDQSN
HMEKTDMBDSGDKHUHMF'Q@MJ4ODBJ  MNSDCRTBGOGDMNLDM@VHSGSGD.NGDF@M VGDQD
mSGDQDHR@ADKHDESG@SCQD@LR@QDLDRR@FDREQNLSGDHQ@MBDRSNQRVGN@QDHMSGDROHQHSVNQKC5GDRD
ROHQHST@K@CUHRDQR@OOD@QHMCQD@LRSNFTHCD@MCHMRSQTBSSGDCQD@LDQn(K@CXR5@MS@PTHCFDNM
QDK@XDCNMDNE&LL@#@JDQpRCQD@LR SGDM.DCHBHMDVNL@M VGNmG@C@CQD@LHMVGHBGSGD
ROHQHSNEGDQLNSGDQB@LD@MCSNKCGDQSNSDKKGDQODNOKDSNBNMSHMTDSGDHQOK@MRENQSGD@MMT@K
m8HFV@LnNQm(QDDM$NQM'DRSHU@Kn5GHRLDRR@FDHMROHQDCSGDODNOKD @MCVHSGQDMDVDC
BNTQ@FDSGDXB4CC>F>A:CDSDQLHMDCSNB@QQXNTSSGDNKCBTRSNLSG@SHSLHFGSoOKD@RDSGDROHQHSRNE
SGDCDO@QSDCNMDRp5GD@EE@HQV@R@FQD@SRTBBDRRn 5@MS@PTHCFDNM<DLOG@RHR
@CCDC= 4NLDCQD@LRG@CC@QJDQBNMRDPTDMBDR"BBNQCHMFSN4HLLNMR  m*MNMDNE
SGDD@QKHDRSCQD@LRQDBNQCDCHMSGD/DV&MFK@MC@QD@ SGDFGNRSNE@R@BGDLpRLNSGDQBNLOK@HMDC
SNGDQRNMSG@S@O@QSXNE1KXLNTSGLDMG@CRSNKDMGDQFQ@UDFNNCR8GDMSGDR@BGDL@VNJD GD
B@KKDCSNFDSGDQGHRLDM@MC@SS@BJDCSGD&MFKHRG ATSSGDX@MSHBHO@SDCGHROK@M@MCCDEDMCDC
SGDLRDKUDRn5GD@BBNTMSCNDRMNSNTSKHMDGNVSGDXm@MSHBHO@SDCn@RDDLHMFKXRTCCDM@SS@BJ 
@KSGNTFGHESGDXCHCHME@BSCDRDBQ@SD@FQ@UD SGDXRTQDKXJMDVHSVNTKCG@UD@RDQHNTR
BNMRDPTDMBD)NVDUDQ VGHKD/@SHUDFQNTORL@XG@UDRDDMCQD@LR@RNLDMR SGDXBNTKC
ONSDMSH@KKXADQDUDQRDC'NQDW@LOKD VGDMm".@QSG@pR7HMDX@QC*MCH@MSNKC3NFDQ8HKKH@LR
SG@SSGDRTMFNCG@CRDMS@AD@LHMSNGHRBGDRS VGHBGSGD*MCH@MSNNJSNAD@MNLDMNEGHRCD@SG
5GDV@QMHMFL@XG@UDADDMQDUDQRHAKDENQRGDoB@KKpCGHR'QHDMCR@MCMDHFGANTQR@MCOQDO@QDC
RNLDKHSSKDQDEQDRGHMFENQSGDL ATSGHLRDKEDV@RJDOSV@JHMF@MC'@RSHMFHMFQD@SD)TLHKH@SHNMR
@MC*MUNB@SHNMRENQC@XDR@MCMHFGSRp 8HKKH@LR<= n 4HLLNMR 






5GDKNB@SHNMRVGDQDRHFMHEHB@MSNQLD@MHMFETK@BSHNMRG@OODMDCHMSGDO@RSVDQD@KRN
ONVDQETKOK@BDRENQBNMSDLONQ@QXFQNTORl@MCOK@BDRVGDQDBNMSHMTDC@BSHNMV@RDWODBSDCNTS
NEQDUDQDMBDENQSGDONVDQNESGDOK@BDRSHKKSNC@X4NLDNESGDmR@BQHEHBDQNBJRnHM.@RR@BGTRDSSR
@MCADXNMC@QDL@CDNEGTMCQDCRHEMNSSGNTR@MCRNERSHBJR@MCNQRSNMDRB@RSSGDQDAXO@RRDQRAX
0MDRTBGRHSDV@RL@CDTONEBNTMSKDRRAQ@MBGDR VGHKDm8GDMPTDRSHNMDC SGDXQ@QDKXFNETQSGDQ
SG@MSNR@X SG@SSGDXCNRNADB@TRDSGDXG@UDADDMS@TFGSSG@SHSHRQHFGSSNCNHS NQADB@TRDSGDHQ
E@SGDQRCHCRNADENQDSGDLHESGDX@CC@MXSGHMFSNSGHR HSHR SG@SSGDXDWODBSAKDRRHMFREQNLSGD
NARDQU@MBDNESGDOQ@BSHBD @MCDUHKREQNLSGDMDFKDBSn ,DMC@KK )DQD/@SHUDODNOKD
VDQDBDQS@HMKXmL@JHMF@CHEEDQDMBD nVGHKDSGQNTFGSGDDW@LOKDNEmR@BQHEHBDQNBJR nO@RS@BSHNMR
@KRNBNMSHMTDCSNHMEKTDMBDADG@UHNQSGQNTFGSHLD8GHKDG@OODMHMFTONM@mR@BQHEHBDQNBJ n
/@SHUDODNOKDEDKSNAKHF@SDCSN@BS HMV@XRSG@SRNBH@KRBHDMSHRSRBNTKCCDEHMD@RBNMRSHSTSHUD@MC
QDFTK@SHUDQTKDR @KSGNTFGHMENQL@K@MCVD@JKXR@MBSHNMDC
*NEEDQDCSGDRDDSGMNFQ@OGHBDW@LOKDRNEBNMRBHNTR@MCBNLOKDW/@SHUDCDBHRHNML@JHMF
OQNBDRRDR@SSGDNTSRDSNESGHRBG@OSDQ HMSGDGNODRSG@SQD@CDQRVHKKQDB@KKSGDRDDW@LOKDRVGDM*
BNMSQ@RSRGDKKLHCCDMM@QQ@SHUDRSG@SHLOKHBHSKXONQSQ@X/@SHUDODNOKD@R@TSNL@SNTRADHMFRVHSG
SGNRDSG@SONQSQ@X/@SHUDODNOKD@RHMB@O@AKDNERSQ@SDFHB@MCNQHMSDMSHNM@K@BSHNMR
):7=<A7==7@?A766;@9;E4AD@

*M SGD3NX@K"B@CDLXNE$NODMG@FDM@OONHMSDC@SGQDDL@MBNLLHSSDD 
BNLOQHRDCNE%Q'NQBGG@LLDQ @FDNKNFHRS %Q4SDDMRSQTO @YNNKNFHRS @MC%Q8NQR@@D @M
@QBG@DNKNFHRS SNHMUDRSHF@SDRNLDNESGDL@MXCDMRDRGDKKCDONRHSR@KNMFSGD%@MHRGBN@RS
8GHKDBNMCTBSHMFSGDHQHMUDRSHF@SHNMR SGDXOTAKHRGDCRHWQDONQSR RDD,QHRSH@MRDM<=ENQ@M
GHRSNQHBNUDQUHDVNESGDHQD@QKXVNQJ 6MSHKSGDHQBNMBKTRHUDVNQJV@ROTAKHRGDC CDA@SDR
BHQBTK@SDC@ANTSVGDSGDQSGDRDCDONRHSRVDQDM@STQ@K L@CDAXM@STQD NQ@QSHEHBH@K L@CDAX
GTL@MR "BBNQCHMFSN6MRDS  m5GDSQTDM@STQDNESGDRDGD@ORV@RRNNM
CHRBNUDQDCAXSGDBNLLHSSDDSGDHQENQL@SHNMV@RDUHCDMSKXCTDSNL@MSGDRGDKKR@MCSGDANMDR






NESGD@MHL@KRVDQDQDL@HMRNESGHMFRD@SDMSGDRDK@QFDGD@ORVDQDQDL@HMRNELD@KRn%TAADC
:9>4::4=<>4338=64A SGDRDRHSDRVDQDSNADmM@STQ@KHYDCHM@KKK@MFT@FDR@R@B284=C8582SDQL
CDRHFM@SHMFSGDRHLHK@QQDL@HMRENTMCHMSGDLNRSCHRS@MSBNTMSQHDRHMSGDVNQKCn 6MRDS
<DLOG@RHR@CCDC= 
'NQBGG@LLDQ 4SDDMRSQTO @MC8NQR@@DVDQDMNSSGDEHQRSSNBNMRHCDQSG@SSGDRDRHSDR
VDQDL@ML@CD XDSSGDXCHCRNSGDKNTCDRS@MCVHSGRSQNMFQDOTS@SHNMRSNA@BJSGDHQVNQJ'NQ
DW@LOKD RHWSDDMXD@QRADENQDSGDHQEHQRSQDONQSV@ROTAKHRGDC .@QXK@MCRS@SDFDNKNFHRS+TKHTR
5HLNKDNM%TB@SDK  MNSDCCDMRD@BBTLTK@SHNMRNERGDKKSG@SmAD@QDUHCDMBD @ROQDUHNTRKX
RS@SDC NEADHMFSGDRHSDRNE*MCH@MRDSSKDLDMSRKNMFRHMBD@A@MCNMDCn %TB@SDK "R
DUHCDMBDGDDWOK@HMDCSG@SSGDRDCDONRHSRm@QDENTMCSNDMBKNRDGTL@MRJDKDSNMR CDDQGNQMR 
SNNKR BN@QRDONSSDQX BOK@HMKXRHFMHEHB@MSNESGDHQNQHFHMn %TB@SDK #TSVGXV@R@
RS@SDFDNKNFHRSENBTRHMFGHR@SSDMSHNMNMSGDRDRHSDR "SSGDSHLD SGDRDVDQDBNMRHCDQDCDBNMNLHB
Q@SGDQSG@MGHRSNQHB@KKXRHFMHEHB@MSRHSDR5GDXVDQDU@KT@AKDADB@TRDSGDXOQNCTBDCKHLD VGHBG
E@QLDQRCDRODQ@SDKXMDDCDCHESGDXGNODCSNL@JDTMOQNCTBSHUDK@MC@Q@AKD"RRTBG %TB@SDK
ENBTRDCOQHL@QHKXNMSGDM@STQDNESGDRGDKKEHRGQDL@HMR@SSGDRDRHSDR*MNMDCDRBQHOSHNM GD
QDK@SDCGNVSGDXm@QDBNLONRDCNELNTKCDQHMFNXRSDQRGDKKR HMSDQLHWDCVHSGAK@BJRNHKNQLNTKC 
GHFGKXBG@QFDCVHSGB@KB@QDNTRO@QSHBKDR @MCVGHBGG@UDOQNUDCSNADDWSQDLDKXEDQSHKHYHMFn
%TB@SDK 4GDKKLHCCDMRVDQDMNSNMKXSGQD@SDMDCAXSGDRDOQ@BSHBDR ATS@KRNAXK@QFD
RB@KDNBD@M@MCQHUDQCQDCFHMFENQSGDRGHOOHMFHMCTRSQX $K@@RRDM %TB@SDK  
BNMSHMTDC
5GDCDBNLONRDCRGDKKRSGDLRDKUDRG@UDADDMTRDCVHSGSGDFQD@SDRSADMDEHS@MCVGDM
SGDDWODCHDMSHRQDRNQSDCSNNERHESHMFNTSSGDHQEHMDQO@QSR RDO@Q@SHMFSGDBN@QRDQSNAD
ATQMSHMSNKHLD SGDXETQMHRG@LNRSU@KT@AKDL@SDQH@KENQSGDHLOQNUDLDMSNE@KKJHMCRNE
RNHK5NENQL@MDRSHL@SDNESGDU@KTDNESGDRDA@MJR HSL@XADRS@SDCSG@S@RLTBG@R


5GHRNBBTQQDCNMSGD$@ODENQBDMSTQHDR@RVDKK*M4GDAM@G3HBGB@LD@BQNRR@RGDKKGD@O
SG@SG@CADDMTRDC@R@RNTQBDNEKHLDENQFDMDQ@SHNMR3HBGQDK@XDCSGDENKKNVHMFEQNL@
CNBTLDMSC@SDCSNm8GDQD@RSGDQDHRKHJDKXSNADFQD@SC@L@FDCNMDSNSGDOQNOQHDSNQRNE
1@LDS AXQD@RNMNERNLDODQRNMRCHFFHMFRGDKKNTSNESGDK@MCADKNMFHMFSNSGDRDOQNOQHDSHD @MC
RDKKHMFNQSQ@MRONQSHMFSGDLEQNLNEER@HCK@MC VGHBGNSGDQVHRDLHFGSADNEFNNCTRDSNSGD
HMG@AHS@MSRSNL@JDKHLDENQSGDHQATHKCHMFn .NEEDSS@ 





SGQDDGTMCQDCCNKK@QRG@UDADDMFHUDMENQSGDOQHUHKDFDNEQDLNUHMFSGDRGDKKREQNLNMD
@BQDNEK@MC<%TB@SDK=
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@QBG@DNKNFHB@KQDBNQC VGDQDAXmBG@MFDHMNMDU@QH@AKDB@MSGDMADRGNVMSNQDK@SDHM@
?A4382C01;4@MC@D0=C85801;4V@XSNBG@MFDRHMNSGDQU@QH@AKDR SGDK@SSDQBG@MFHMFHMSTQMQDK@SHUD
SNBG@MFDRHMSGDRSQTBSTQDNESGDRXRSDL@R@VGNKDn #HMENQC<DLOG@RHR@CCDC= )D
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5GDEHQRSKNB@KOHDBDHMEKTDMBDCAX/DV"QBG@DNKNFXV@R@.@RSDQpRSGDRHRNMSGD
.@QRG@KK4GDKK.HCCDMRHSDNM/@MSTBJDS VGHBGV@RDWB@U@SDCHMAXSGD6.@RR"LGDQRS
"QBG@DNKNFHB@K'HDKC4BGNNK 1QDSNK@ )DQD@BQDL@SHNM@MC@OQHL@QXATQH@KC@SDCSNSGD
-@SD8NNCK@MC1DQHNC VGHKDNMDNESGDLHCCDMED@STQDRC@SDCSNSGD-@SD8NNCK@MC$NMS@BS
ODQHNC 1QDSNK@@MC-HSSKD 6MKHJDL@MXRGDKKLHCCDMR@KQD@CXCHRBTRRDC SGHRV@R
HMSDQOQDSDC@R@SGBDMSTQX$NMS@BSODQHNCRGDKKLHCCDM$NLOKHB@SHMFSGHRHMSDQOQDS@SHNMHRSGD
E@BSSG@SSGDHMSDFQHSXNESGHRRGDKKLHCCDML@XG@UDADDMBNLOQNLHRDCAXMD@QAX$NKNMH@K
CTLOHMF 1QDSNK@@MC-HSSKD "SSGDSHLD 1QDSNK@RTQLHRDCSG@SSGDRHSDG@CSNADNBBTOHDC
ADENQDADB@TRDAXSGDMmSGDRTQUHUHMF*MCH@MONOTK@SHNMV@RCDBHL@SDCAXCHRD@RDn 1QDSNK@
 "KRNAXGDQD@RNMDCSG@SmSGD/@MSTBJDS*MCH@MRVDQD@MFKHBHYDC<j=QDEKDBSHMF@
BNLOKDSD@CNOSHNMNE&MFKHRGV@XRn 1QDSNK@ )NVDUDQ GD@OOD@QRSNG@UDQDBNMRHCDQDC
SGDRDHCD@R @RSGHR@QFTLDMSCNDRMNS@OOD@QHMRNLDNEGHRK@SDQBNKK@ANQ@SHUDVNQJNM/@MSTBJDS
-HSSKD@MC1QDSNK@<= 
8GHKDHSHRSQTDSG@SNUDQG@KENESGD/@MSTBJDS*MCH@MONOTK@SHNMCHDCAXSGHRSHLD SGDQD
V@RRSHKK@SGQHUHMFBNLLTMHSXGDQDENQL@MXFDMDQ@SHNMR"BBNQCHMFSN*74=@D8A4A0=3#8AA>A 
SGDmK@RSn/@MSTBJDS*MCH@M "AQ@G@L2T@QX NQ2T@CX CHDCHM/NUDLADQ 4DD'HFTQD 
5*. /NUDLADQMO *S@OOD@QRSG@SGHRFQ@MCE@SGDQ@MCLNSGDQ@RVDKK@R"AQ@G@L
KHUDCHMVHFV@LRSXKDCVDKKHMFRAX4DR@BG@BG@1NMC)DV@R@KRNVDKKJMNVMSGQNTFGNTSSGD
HRK@MC@R@A@RJDSL@JDQ @KKNEVGHBGFNDR@F@HMRS1QDSNK@pR@RRDQSHNMSG@S@ESDQ@KK/@SHUD
ODNOKDVDQDSGNQNTFGKX@BBTKSTQ@SDC"KRNVHSGHM@@QSHBKD SGDQD@CDQRGHOKD@QMRRNLDNE
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3@ED VGNCHDC@QNTMC*MSDQDRSHMFKX GHRVHEDV@RQDK@SDCSN4@F@LNQD NQ4@BGDL 
.@SS@PT@RNMNE.NMNLNXHBJ VGNNMBDNVMDCSGDK@MCVGDQDSGDm.@SS@PT@RNM1TQBG@RDnRHSD
V@RKNB@SDC RDD/HBJDQRNM 'NQ@MDWSDMCDCCHRBTRRHNMNE.HB@GpRKHED@MCSG@SNEGHR
CHQDBSCDRBDMC@MSRRDD/HBJDQRNM  





"AQ@G@LpRmODBTKH@QG@AHSRn4NLDXD@QRADENQDGHRCD@SG @FQNTONEMNMM@SHUD/@MSTBJDSDQR
VDMSSN"AQ@G@LpRGNTRDmVGDQD@QQ@MFDLDMSG@CADDMOQDUHNTRKXL@CDENQ@BK@LA@JDn 5*. 
%DBDLADQMO 0MD@MNMXLNTRFTDRSQDBNTMSDCmHMHL@FHM@SHNM*ODNOKDCSGHRMNV
CDRNK@SDRONSVHSGHSRENQLDQOQNOQHDSNQR@MCBNMSQ@RSDCSGDHQOQNTCAD@QHMF@RSGDXSQNCSGDHQ
M@SHUDRNHKVHSGSGDMNSKDRROQNTCXDSLNQDRTACTDCRSDONESGDKNMDNMDVGNV@RMNVSGDHQRNKD
QDOQDRDMS@SHUDn 5*. %DBDLADQMO 8GDMRGDVDMSHMSN"AQ@LpRGNTRDRGDMNSHBDC
SGDS@AKDV@RMNSRDSSNGDQKHJHMF RNRGDBG@MFDCSGDS@AKDBKNSG@MCQD@QQ@MFDCSGDOK@BDLDMSNE
SGDS@AKD@RVDKK6ONMRDDHMFSGHR "AQ@G@LADB@LDUHRHAKXTORDS DWOK@HMHMFSNGHRFTDRSRmo5GD
S@AKDCNMSFNRNpn 5*. %DBDLADQMO "KSGNTFGSGDXSQHDCSNDWOK@HMSGDHQQD@RNMHMF
ADGHMCSGDBG@MFD GDV@RMNSR@SHREHDCTMSHKDUDQXSGHMFV@RQDSTQMDCSNHSRENQLDQOK@BDLDMS
5*. %DBDLADQMO 1DQG@ORGHRQD@RNMHMFENQSGDOK@BDLDMS@MCBNMEHFTQ@SHNMNESGD
S@AKDQDK@SDCSNSGDE@BSSG@SGDR@VSGDBK@LA@JD NQ0??0=0D6 @R@BDQDLNMH@KSQ@CHSHNMSG@S
mHMUNKUDCLTBGOQDO@Q@SHNM@MC@RODBH@KV@XNEL@JHMFSGDENNCn 1DSDQR 
*MSDQDRSHMFKX1QDSNK@CHRBTRRDCSGDE@TM@KQDL@HMRGDQD@R@QSHE@BSRQ@SGDQSG@MDBNE@BSR
ADB@TRDHMGHRNOHMHNMmSGDXG@UDADDMRTAIDBSDCSN@oBTKSTQ@KEHKSDQpn 3DDC@MC#Q@HCVNNC
 @MCSGDHQOQDRDMBDHRCHBS@SDCAXBTKSTQ@KKXOQDRBQHADCOQDEDQDMBDR@MC@BSHUHSHDRn
1QDSNK@ 1QDSNK@V@RO@QSHBTK@QKXHMSDQDRSDCHMSGDE@TM@KQDL@HMR@SSGD.@QRG@KK
LHCCDM ADB@TRD@RGDDWOK@HMDC@FQD@SCD@KB@MADKD@QMDCEQNLSGDLHMBKTCHMFm5GDDBNMNLHB
HLONQS@MBDNED@BGRODBHDR RD@RNM@KO@SSDQMR ATSBGDQHMFSDBGMHPTDR O@RSDMUHQNMLDMSR 
DBNYNMDRDWOKNHSDC @MCSDBGMNKNFHB@KRTFFDRSHNMRn 1QDSNK@ "BNLLNMOQ@BSHBD@SSGD
SHLDV@RSNDRSHL@SDSGD@LNTMSNEB@KNQHDRKHJDKXBNMRTLDC@S@FHUDMRHSDA@RDCNMSGDRGDKKpR
UNKTLD)DQD1QDSNK@V@RGDRHS@MSSNDLOKNXSGHRLDSGNC R@XHMFm5GDONSDMSH@KNEPT@MSHS@SHUD
E@TM@K@M@KXRHRSNRNOGHRSHB@SDCDBNKNFHB@KEQ@LDVNQJRHRUDQXKHLHSDC@SOQDRDMSn 1QDSNK@
 @KSGNTFGGDCHCNEEDQ@BG@QSDRSHL@SHMFSGD@LNTMSNE@U@HK@AKDLD@SENQD@BGRODBHDR
@MCSGDSNS@KODQBDMS@FDNESGDCHDS6KSHL@SDKX HM@M@KXYHMFSGDRGDKKEHRGGDGNODCSNmCDSDQLHMD
SGDQDK@SHUDDBNMNLHBHLONQS@MBDNED@BGRODBHDRRNSG@SHSL@XADBNLO@QDCSN3HSBGHDpRQDRTKSR





EQNL.@QSG@pR7HMDX@QCn 1QDSNK@ )DRSHKKA@RDCRGHESRHMRGDKKEHRGDWOKNHS@SHNMO@QSKX
NMDUNKTSHNMRHMSDBGMNKNFX VGDQDm'HQRS SGDD@RHKXBNKKDBSDCNXRSDQR LTRRDKR@MCPT@GNFRVDQD
DWOKNHSDC"RSDBGMNKNFHB@KRJHKKRHMBQD@RDC SGDKDRRNAUHNTRRGDKKEHRGRTBG@RSGDRNESRGDKKDC
BK@L #H00A4=0A80 VDQDF@SGDQDCn 1QDSNK@ 
5GD.@SS@PT@RNM1TQBG@RD4HSD RDD'HFTQD@MC5@AKD HM$G@SG@LV@REHQRS
DWB@U@SDCHMAXSGD$@OD$NC$G@OSDQNESGD."45GQDD@UNB@SHNM@K@QBG@DNKNFHRSR
OTAKHRGDCSGDQDRTKSR.@QHD&SDRNM .@QHKXM%$Q@QX@MC.@QX'$G@RD  5GDXVDQD
Q@SGDQRDKECDOQDB@SHMFSGQNTFGNTSSGDOTAKHB@SHNM QDEDQQHMFSNSGDLRDKUDR@RG@UHMF@mM@QQNV
ODQRODBSHUD nADHMFmTMRJHKKDC@L@SDTQR n@MC@MmHMDWODQHDMBDCBNLLHSSDDn &SDRNM $Q@QX@MC
$G@RD 5GDRHSDV@RO@QSH@KKXKNNSDC RNSGDDWB@U@SNQRENBTRDCNMmSGDLHCCDMSG@S
QDL@HMDC@LHCRS@KKSGDG@UNBn &SDRNM $Q@QX@MC$G@RD "SKD@RSED@STQDRVDQD
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@MC@BK@XKHUHMFEKNNQ*MCHRBTRRHMFSGDRHSD HMSDQOQDSDCSNAD@G@AHS@SHNMLHCCDM SGD@TSGNQR
ADF@MmSGDQDETRDGDQDB?40:B@RCNDRSGDBGHOO@FD@MCSGDBK@XEKNNQNMVGHBG@ANQHFHM@KEDDS
VDQDGNLDn &SDRNM $Q@QX@MC$G@RD<DLOG@RHR@CCDC= "QBG@DNKNFHRSRQDSTQMDCSNSGHR
RHSDHMSGDLHCR VGHBGVHKKADCHRBTRRDCHMCDS@HKADKNV QDEDQSNO@FD 
"MNSGDQFQNTONE@UNB@SHNM@K@QBG@DNKNFHRSRDWB@U@SDCSGD-NBTR2RHSD RDD'HFTQD
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#NM@MY@RHSDNM/@MSTBJDS -HSSKD @KSGNTFGNMKX-NBTR2V@RHMBKTCDCHMSGHR
RSTCX"BBNQCHMFSN.NQQHR SGDQDVDQDmLNQDSG@MDMSGTRH@RSHBCHFFDQRn@SSGDRHSDHM
@KNMD .NQQHR )DQD@8NNCK@MCODQHNCRGDKKLHCCDMV@RDMBNTMSDQDCBNMRHRSHMFNESVN
K@XDQR@K@XDQNEC@QJRNHKLHWDCVHSGAQNJDMRGDKK@ANUD@MNSGDQK@XDQNEL@HMKXTMAQNJDM
NXRSDQRGDKKR@MCmNSGDQCHRB@QCDCENNCQDL@HMRn -HSSKD &HFGSED@STQDRVDQDDWB@U@SDC
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SGD$TMMHMFG@LRHSD 3HSBGHD -NBTR2BNMS@HMDCFQDXRD@KQDL@HMR@MCRGNVDCDUHCDMBD
ENQ@E@KKSGQNTFGROQHMFNBBTO@SHNM -HSSKD #@RDCNMSGD@M@KXRDRNEEHRGQDL@HMRGNVDUDQ 
SGDQDV@RDUHCDMBDENQm@V@QLRD@RNMNBBTO@MBXNESGDRHSDn $@QKRNM $@QKRNMCNDR
DWOK@HMSG@SSGDEHRGL@XG@UDADDMB@TFGSHMSGDV@QLDQLNMSGR CQHDC@MCSGDMD@SDMLTBG
K@SDQ
4NLDSHLDK@SDQ -HSSKD@MC4BGNDMHMFDQ  BNMCTBSDCB@QANM@MCMHSQNFDMHRNSNOHB
@M@KXRDRNEGTL@MANMDBNKK@FDMEQNLRHWRDSRNE/@MSTBJDSGTL@MQDL@HMRC@SHMFSNSGD-@SD
8NNCK@MC1DQHNC'QNLGDQDSGDXBNMBKTCDCSG@SSGDKNB@KCHDSBNMRHRSDCNE@K@QFD@LNTMS 
 NERD@ENNC@KNMFVHSGRNLDL@HYD DDKFQ@RRB@QMHUNQDR@MC@BNLAHM@SHNMNEMD@QRGNQD
GDQAHUNQDR@MCNLMHUNQDR -HSSKD@MC4BGNDMHMFDQ 5GDXONHMSDCNTSSGDHM@CDPT@BHDR
NEDRSHL@SHMFSGDONSDMSH@KRHFMHEHB@MBDNE@ENNCRNTQBDA@RDCRNKDKXNM@QBG@DNKNFHB@KE@TM@K
VDHFGSR@MCNQODQBDMS@FDR mRHMBDSGDNUDQVGDKLHMFVDHFGSBNMSQHATSHNMAXRGDKKR@MCSDQQDRSQH@K
L@LL@KANMDL@XQDEKDBSOQDRDQU@SHNM@MCCHRB@QCO@SSDQMRQ@SGDQSG@M@BST@KTRDn -HSSKD@MC
4BGNDMHMFDQ *MSDQDRSHMFKX SGDX@M@KXYDCSGDANMDBNKK@FDMNE@CNFENTMC@S@RHSDNM
SGD#NRSNM)@QANQ*RK@MCR@MCCDSDQLHMDCSG@SHSSNNG@C@CHDSSG@SHMBKTCDCRD@ENNC
5GD6MHUDQRHSXNE.@RR@BGTRDSSR#NRSNMBNMCTBSDC@M@QBG@DNKNFHB@KEHDKCRBGNNK@SSGD
6MHUDQRHSXNE.@RR@BGTRDSSR/@MSTBJDS'HDKC4S@SHNMHMVGDQD@ONQSHNMNE@.HCCKDSN-@SD
8NNCK@MCLHCCDMV@RDMBNTMSDQDC -TDCSJD  5GDFN@KRNESGHREHDKCRBGNNKENBTRDC
NMDCTB@SHMFRSTCDMSR KNB@SHMFRHSDR KD@QMHMF@ANTSSGDO@RS@MCDCTB@SHMFSGDOTAKHB@ANTS
@QBG@DNKNFHB@KQDRNTQBDR5NV@QCRSGDK@SSDQ -TDCSJDO@QSMDQDCVHSGSGD/)"@MCG@C@KDBSTQD
RDQHDR@MC@M0ODM)NTRD@SSQ@BSHMFUHRHSNQR VGHBGHRSGDEHQRSLDMSHNMNEOTAKHBNTSQD@BGHM
SGD@QBGHUD
-TDCSJDCHCBNLLDMSNMSGDE@BSSG@SSGDRGDKK@SSGD'HDKC4S@SHNMVNTKCG@UDADDMS@JDM
MD@QKX@JHKNLDSDQEQNLSGDNBD@M DUDMSGNTFGRGDG@COQDUHNTRKXRS@SDCmODNOKDVHKKTRT@KKXSQX





SNLHMHLHYDSQ@UDKSHLD@MCSGD@LNTMSSGDXSQ@MRONQS @KRNJMNVM@RSGD-@VNE-D@RS&EENQS 
5GDQDENQDOQNBDRRHMF@ATKJXQDRNTQBDHRKHJDKXSNG@UDS@JDMOK@BDMD@QHSRRNTQBDn -TDCSJD
 5GDQDENQD RGDGXONSGDRHYDCSG@Sm@EDVBK@LRNQNXRSDQRVQ@OODCHM@AHSNERD@VDDC
VNTKCRS@X@KHUDENQGNTQR@ESDQADHMFQDLNUDCEQNLSGDNBD@M @MCVNTKCAD@G@MCXRM@BJNQ
KHFGSKTMBGENQODNOKDVNQJHMF@SNSGDQS@RJRn -TDCSJD )NVL@MXmKHFGSRM@BJRnHS
VNTKCS@JDSN@BBTLTK@SDHMSN@LHCCDMNESGHRRHYDHRMNS@CCQDRRDCGNVDUDQ"KRNSGHR
DWOK@M@SHNM VGHKDLNQDDK@ANQ@SDSG@MNSGDQR RSHKKENBTRDRRNKDKXNMSGD384C0AHHLONQS@MBDNE
RGDKKEHRG NQLNQDAQN@CKXNMSGDHQ42>=><82HLONQS@MBDHENMDBNMRHCDQRGDQD@QKHDQCHRBTRRHNMNE
RGDKKRTRDC@RONSSDQXSDLODQ-TDCSJDRS@SDCRNLDVG@SVHSSHKXHMGDQQDONQSSG@Sm1QNBDRRHMF
RGDKKEHRGHRSQ@RGXn -TDCSJD 0MDQDRD@QBGRTAIDBSDBGNDCRHLHK@QRDMSHLDMSRQ@SGDQ
QDBDMSKXVGDMRGDDWOK@HMDCSG@S/@SHUDODNOKDVDQDmMNSSGQNVHMFSGDHQCHQSXNKCRGDKKEHRGHM
SGDHQGNTRDRN<j=SG@SRVG@SLHCCDMENQL@SHNMHRn 3@BGDK ODQRNM@KBNLLTMHB@SHNM 
5GDQDHR@MNAUHNTRBNQQDK@SHNMADSVDDMRGDKKEHRG@MCSQ@RGGDQD @RVDRDDMHMITRSSGDRDSVN
DW@LOKDR NEEDQDCTOXD@QR@O@QS5GHRHRPTHSDCHEEDQDMSSG@M/@QQ@F@MRDSSV@LOTLBQ@ESRL@M 
"KKDM)@Y@QCpRRS@SDLDMS m5GDQDpRITRSMNV@XHMSGDVNQKCXNTpQDFNHMFSNSGQNVSG@S<RGDKK=HM
SGDSQ@RGn 4V@MRNMMO #TSBNMRHCDQVG@SLHFGSADLHRRHMFVGDM@RHSDpRHMSDQOQDS@SHNM
ENBTRDRRNKDKXNMCHDS@MCDBNMNLX)DQDKNB@KCDRBDMC@MSBNLLTMHSHDRBNTKCBDQS@HMKXGDKO
NODMTO@MCBNMSDWST@KHYDNSGDQONRRHAHKHSHDRAXSGHMJHMF@ANTSQDBTQQDMSDUDMSRRTBG@RED@RSHMF 
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"KSGNTFGTMBNUDQDCNTSRHCDNESGDBNMSDWSNESGHR-DTCSJDpRVNQJ $3.@QBG@DNKNFHRSR
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ONSSDQX @KSGNTFGSGDRDVDQDSGNTFGSSNADO@QSNESGDEHKK5GDQDVDQD@RDQHDRNERL@KK@BSHUHSX
@QD@RHCDMSHEHDC@SSGHRRHSD.@MXDKDLDMSRMDDCDCENQONSSDQXL@MTE@BSTQDVDQD@KRNTMBNUDQDC
RTBG@RBK@X RGDKKENQSDLODQ @MCEHQHMFGD@QSGR 0SGDQCDEHMHSD@BSHUHSHDRHMBKTCDCRSNMDSNNK
OQNCTBSHNM





"TMHPTDRHSDV@R@KRNDWB@U@SDCNM$@OD$NCHMSGDRTLLDQNE5GD*MCH@M/DBJ
0RRT@QXRHSDHM8DKKEKDDS RDD'HFTQD@MC5@AKD 8GHKDHMRS@KKHMF@RDOSHBRXRSDLNM
OQHU@SDOQNODQSX GTL@MQDL@HMRVDQDTMBNUDQDC5GDRHSDpRNVMDQR HMBNMRTKS@SHNMVHSG4S@SD
"QBG@DNKNFHRS7@KDQHD5@KL@FD@MC.@RR@BGTRDSSR$NLLHRRHNMNM*MCH@M"EE@HQR&WDBTSHUD
%HQDBSNQ+NGM1DSDQR4Q @FQDDCSNONRSONMDSGDOQNIDBSpRBNLOKDSHNMENQ@VDDJRNSGDGTL@M
QDL@HMRBNTKCADQDKNB@SDC @KSGNTFGSGDEHDKCBQDVNMKXG@CSVNC@XRSNDWB@U@SDSGDRHSD8G@S
V@RK@SDQHMSDQOQDSDC@R@MD@QKX-@SD8NNCK@MCNRRT@QX BNMRHRSHMFNE@SKD@RSRDLH@QSHBTK@SDC
@MCCHR@QSHBTK@SDCHMCHUHCT@KR@SNO@M8=B8CDBQDL@SHNMED@STQDVHSG@SKD@RSHMCHUHCT@KR V@R
BNUDQDCAX@-@SD8NNCK@MCSN$NMS@BSODQHNCRGDKKLHCCDM5GD@TSGNQRMNSDC@mITWS@ONRHSHNM
NESGDLHCCDM@MCSGDTMCDQKXHMFNRRT@QX<VGHBG=L@XG@UDNBBTQQDCNTSNERGDDQBNHMBHCDMBD
0MSGDNSGDQG@MC SGDSHLDK@ORDADSVDDMVGDMSGDNRRT@QXV@RCDONRHSDC@MCVGDMSGDLHCCDM
ADF@MSN@BBTLTK@SDMDDCMNSG@UDADDMFQD@Sn #Q@CKDX4C0;  RDD'HFTQD 
-TDCSJDQDEKDBSDCNMSGDK@QFDQ$@OD$NC/@SHNM@K4D@RGNQDOQNIDBS RODBHEHB@KKX
.B.@M@LNM HM@QDUHDVDMSHSKDCm*MSDQOQDSHMF.TCCKDC.HCCDMRn -TDCSJD 4GD
CDRBQHADCSGHR@LAHSHNTROQNIDBS@RmNMDNESGDLNRSHLONQS@MS@MCBKNRDKXV@SBGDC
@QBG@DNKNFHB@KOQNIDBSRHM/DV&MFK@MCn -TDCSJD 4GD@FQDDCVHSG@ONRHSHNMTOGDKC
AX%HMB@TYD  VGHBGV@RSG@S@QBG@DNKNFHRSR@QDSNNEQDPTDMSKXCQ@VMSNK@QFD BNLOKDW
RHSDR RTBG@RRGDKKLHCCDMR 5GHRV@RRDDMNE@RRNLDVG@SCDSQHLDMS@K @RRL@KKDQ RHMFKD
BNLONMDMSRHSDRVDQDRTARDPTDMSKXO@RRDCNUDQ-TDCSJDADKHDUDCHMRSD@C m8DG@UDSNRSDDK
NTQRDKUDRSNRDDJNTS@MCDWB@U@SDSGDRL@KKDQ@MCKDRRDWBHSHMFRHSDRn -TDCSJD 
+@LDR#3HBG@QCRNM***DWB@U@SDCSGD'QHRAX#TSKDQRHSDHMTMCDQSGD@TROHBDRNE
SGD$@QMDFHD.TRDTLNE/@STQ@K)HRSNQXHM1HSSRATQFG 1" RDD'HFTQD@MC5@AKD 
3HBG@QCRNMG@CADDM@LDLADQNE3HSBGHDpREHDKCBQDV ANSGHM/DV:NQJ@MCNMSGD7HMDX@QC
-HJDSGDRHSDR3HSBGHDDWB@U@SDCNMSGD7HMDX@QC 'QHRAX#TSKDQG@CENTQRSQ@S@"BBNQCHMFSN


0TSNEQDRODBSENQSGDCDBD@RDC *FDMDQ@KKXQDEQ@HMEQNLRGNVHMFGTL@MQDL@HMR*G@UD
QDOQNCTBDCSGHROK@MUHDV@MCOQNEHKDEQNLSGD*MCH@M/DBJ0RRT@QXGDQDADB@TRDHSRGNVRSGD
BKNRD@RRNBH@SHNMADSVDDMSGDNRRT@QX@MCSGDRGDKKLHCCDM@SSGHRRHSD





3HBG@QCRNM  RGDKKLHCCDMRGDQDmTRT@KKXG@UDENTQCHRSHMBSKDUDKRNQRSQ@S@NE
NBBTO@SHNM n@KSGNTFGNSGDQ7HMDX@QCRGDKKLHCCDMRDWB@U@SDCADENQD@MC@ESDQ3HSBGHDRGNV@
U@QHDSXNEBNLOKDWRSQ@S@"CNF CDRBQHADC@RmB@QDETKKXATQHDCnV@R@KRNENTMC@SSGHRRHSD 
VGHBGV@RCDSDQLHMDCSNADSG@SNE@MNKCDQCNFVGNG@C@AQNJDMKDF 3HBG@QCRNM 
5GHRV@RKHJDKXSGDB@TRDNECD@SG @KSGNTFGHSNBBTQQDCRNLDLNMSGRK@SDQEQNL@ANMDHMEDBSHNM
3HBG@QCRNM "#QDVDQSNMONHMSV@R@KRNMD@QSGDCNFpRGD@C "QBG@HBODQHNCB@
 XD@QR@FN DRS@AKHRGHMFSGHR@RNMDNESGDD@QKHDRSCNFATQH@KRTMBNUDQDCHMRNTSGD@RSDQM
.@RR@BGTRDSSR3HBG@QCRNMpRL@HMSGDRHRGNVDUDQHRSG@SQDRD@QBGDQR@QDVQNMFSN@RRTLDSG@S
L@QHSHLDDWOKNHS@SHNMRS@QSDCNMKX XD@QR@FN"RGDDWOK@HMDC ADB@TRDNEQHRHMFRD@KDUDKR
@ESDQSGDK@RSFK@BH@SHNM mLNRSDUHCDMBDNESGDNQHFHMR@MCCDUDKNOLDMSNEL@QHSHLDBTKSTQDROQHNQ
SN XD@QR@FNG@RDHSGDQADDMCDRSQNXDCNQHRRHST@SDCTMCDQV@SDQn 3HBG@QCRNM 
5GHRHR@KRNSGDSHLDODQHNCHMVGHBG.@QSG@pR7HMDX@QCADB@LDRDO@Q@SDCEQNLSGDL@HMK@MC
1DQG@ORETDKDCAXQDBDMSVNQJGDQDHMSGDK@SDR@MCD@QKXR @MDMSHQDHRRTDNE
SGD."4#TKKDSHMHMV@RCDUNSDCSNm$TQQDMS%HQDBSHNMRHMSGD"QBG@DNKNFXNE$@OD$NC
@MCSGD*RK@MCRn5GHRENKKNVDC@RHLHK@QKXENBTRDCRXLONRHTL@SSGD/NQSGD@RSDQM
"MSGQNONKNFHB@K"RRNBH@SHNM /&"" LDDSHMF VGHBGG@CENTQL@HMSGDLDRRHSDKNRR QDFHNM@K
RDPTDMBDR RHSDENQL@SHNM @MCBN@RS@K@C@OS@SHNMR #NQRSDK "ROQNBDRRT@K@MCONRS
OQNBDRRT@KO@Q@CHFLRVDQDBNLHMFSN@GD@C #NQRSDKDWOK@HMDC m@QBG@DNKNFHB@KQDRD@QBGNM
$@OD$NC .@QSG@pR7HMDX@QC @MC/@MSTBJDSHRGD@CDCHMRNLDHMSDQDRSHMFCHQDBSHNMRn #NQRSDK
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;EFAD;53>5A@F7JF

5GDQDHRRNLDNUDQK@OHMSHLDVHSGSGDOQNBDRRT@KODQHNC@MCSGDONRSOQNBDRRT@KODQHNC*
VHKKMNSQDHSDQ@SDHLONQS@MSRNBH@K ONKHSHB@K @MCDBNMNLHBBG@MFDR ATSVHKKHMRSD@CENBTRNM@
EDVRHFMHEHB@MSDUDMSR@MCNQBG@MFDR@BQNRR"LDQHB@@MCSGDVNQKCADSVDDM@MC0M






4DOSDLADQSG "LDQHB@MVHSMDRRDRSGDVNQRSSDQQNQHRS@SS@BJHMHSRGHRSNQX JHKKHMFMD@QKX
 ODNOKD*MQDS@KH@SHNM SGD64LHKHS@QXADFHMRHSRm8@QNM5DQQNQ nVGHBGHMBKTCDCSGD
DUDMST@KHMU@RHNMRNE"EFG@MHRS@M@MC*Q@P@MCSGDB@OSTQD@MCJHKKHMFNE4@CC@L)TRRDHM@MC
SGDJHKKHMFNE0R@L@#HM-@CDM SGDL@RSDQLHMCADGHMC *M /"4"pR.@QR3NUDQ
K@MCRRTBBDRRETKKX*MSG@SXD@Q '@BDANNJV@R@KRNK@TMBGDC ENKKNVDCAX5VHSSDQHM*M
 )TQQHB@MD,@SQHM@CDU@RS@SDCSGD(TKE$N@RSJHKKHMFMD@QKX ODNOKD@MCCHROK@BHMF
NUDQNMDLHKKHNM(TKE$N@RSQDRHCDMSR#DSVDDM0BSNADQ@MC%DBDLADQ SGDRSNBJ
L@QJDSRKNVKXRGQ@MJSNG@KEHSRRHYD KNNRHMFMD@QKX ONHMSRHMSGDRDLNMSGR"R@QDRTKS 
SGD6MHSDC4S@SDR@MCSGDVNQKCDMSDQDCHMSNSGDVNQRSEHM@MBH@KBNKK@ORDRHMBDSGD(QD@S
%DOQDRRHNM*M #@Q@BJ)TRRDHM0A@L@ADB@LDSGDEHQRSAK@BJ1QDRHCDMSHM"LDQHB@M
GHRSNQX5GD(@X$HUHK3HFGSRLNUDLDMS@KRNL@CDFQD@SRSQHCDRHM"LDQHB@ VHSGR@LDRDW
L@QQH@FDADBNLHMFKDF@KHML@MXRS@SDR@MCSGDQDOD@KNEm%NMpS"RJ %NMS5DKKn@KKNVDCNODMKX
F@XLDM@MCVNLDMSNRDQUDHM@KKAQ@MBGDRNESGD64LHKHS@QX-@SDHM 5TMHRH@MOQNSDRSR
DQTOSDC@MCSGDFNUDQMLDMSV@RNUDQSGQNVM5GHRRO@QJDCVG@SHRK@SDQQDEDQQDCSN@RSGDm"Q@A
4OQHMF nVGHBGV@RK@QFDKXB@OSTQDC@MCONVDQDCAXRNBH@KMDSVNQJHMFRHSDRKHJD'@BDANNJ@MC
5VHSSDQ
%3D36;9?3F;55A@F7JF

1NRSOQNBDRRT@KSGDNQXV@R@O@Q@CHFLRGHESSG@SG@CHSRQNNSRHMSGD1NRSLNCDQMHRL5GHR
RGHESHM@QBG@DNKNFXB@LDRNLDSHLD@ESDQ@Q@CHB@KRGHESNBBTQQDCHM@MSGQNONKNFXLNQD
FDMDQ@KKX"BBNQCHMFSN-DVHR  mSGDTOQHRHMFHM@MSGQNONKNFXV@RLNSHU@SDCAXONKHSHB@K
@MCDSGHB@KBNMBDQMRQ@SGDQSG@M,TGMH@M<=@MNL@KHDRHM@oMNQL@KpRBHDMBDpRO@Q@CHFLRn
-DVHR 'QNLGDQD @FQD@SCD@KV@RPTDRSHNMDC RSDLLHMFEQNL
SGDHMSDQOQDSHUDQDEKDWHUDLNUD SGD@RR@TKSNMEHDKCVNQJ <j=CDBNMRSQTBSHNM %DQQHC@ 
oSGDBQHRHRNEQDOQDRDMS@SHNMp oSGDCD@SGNESGD@TSGNQp SGD'Q@MJETQS4BGNNK 'NTB@TKS 
@MCSGDQDIDBSHNMNE@KKFQ@MCM@QQ@SHUDR@MC@KKSGDOQDSDMRHNMR@MCC@MFDQRNERBHDMBD@MC
SGDOTQRTHSNEoSQTSGp<-DVHR=







5GHRL@XG@UDS@JDMRNLDSHLDSNB@SBGNMADB@TRDHSV@RMNSTMSHKSGDRSG@SSGDFQ@CT@SD
RSTCDMSRVGNFQDVTOHMSGDRG@CSGDLRDKUDRADBNLDOQNEDRRNQR @KSGNTFGAXSGDR
mSGDXVDQDHMBG@QFDNESGDKDUDQRNEONVDQHMCDO@QSLDMSR INTQM@KR FQ@MSHMF@FDMBHDR SGD
"""n -DVHR 
*MSGHRKHFGS ONRSOQNBDRRT@KHRLV@RDRRDMSH@KKX@GTL@MHRSmQD@BSHNM@F@HMRSONRHSHUHRL
@MCADG@UHNQHRLn 5QHFFDQ 1NRSOQNBDRRT@K@QBG@DNKNFHRSRPTDRSHNMDCVGDSGDQ
NAIDBSHUDJMNVKDCFDV@RONRRHAKD@MCB@KKDCENQCHRBTRRHNMRNESGDO@RSSG@SDLAQ@BDCLTKSHOKD
UNHBDR@MCODQRODBSHUDR TKSHL@SDKXQDIDBSHMFmFQ@MCM@QQ@SHUDRn RDD)NCCDQ<= 0MD
EQTRSQ@SHNM@ANTSONRSOQNBDRRT@KHRLENQRNLD@QBG@DNKNFHRSRV@RSGD@QFTLDMSSG@SMNSmNMD
HMSDQOQDS@SHNMV@RQHFGS@MC@MNSGDQVQNMF nATSLHFGS@SSHLDRNMKXADLNQDOK@TRHAKD 5QHFFDQ
 1NRSOQNBDRRT@KQDRD@QBGHMSDQDRSRRSQ@XDC@V@XEQNLmSXOHB@KnDBNMNLHBOGDMNLDMNM
@MCLNUDCHMSN@QD@RKHJDHCDNKNFX RXLANKHRL @MCQDKHFHNM ATSQDIDBSDCDRRDMSH@KHRL@MCSTQMDC
SNL@SSDQRNEQDEKDWHUHSX @FDMBX @MCHCDMSHSXDSB
'QNLGDQD *@M)NCCDQ @GHFGKXHMEKTDMSH@KONRSOQNBDRRT@K@QBG@DNKNFHRS CDLNMRSQ@SDC
GNVmL@SDQH@KBTKSTQDHRTRDC@R@M02C8E4DKDLDMSHMRNBH@KHMSDQ@BSHNMn 5QHFFDQ
<DLOG@RHR@CCDC= 0EHMSDQDRSSNSGHRQDRD@QBG )NCCDQBNMBDCDCmSQ@RGCHRONR@KHRCDOKNXDCAX
L@MXRL@KKRB@KDRNBHDSHDR@R@RSQ@SDFXENQL@QJHMFRNBH@KANTMC@QHDRn 5QHFFDQ 
.@SDQH@KBTKSTQDV@R@KRNMNVTMCDQRSNNC@RANSGRXLANKHB@MC@AKDSNCDBDHUDNQCHRSNQSQD@KHSX
*MGHRVNQJNMBNMSDWS@MCHMSDQOQDS@SHNM )NCCDQRGNVDCSG@SSGDQDVDQDmC@MFDQRHMGDQDMSHM@KK
HMSDQOQDS@SHNMRNE@QBG@DNKNFHB@KDUHCDMBD@M@KXYDCHMHRNK@SHNMEQNLHSRAQN@CDQBTKSTQ@KBNMSDWSn
5QHFFDQ 'QNLGDQDSGDBNMBDQMR@MCADKHDERNECDRBDMC@MSBNLLTMHSHDRVDQD
BNMRHCDQDCHM@QBG@DNKNFHB@KOQNIDBSR VGHKDRNLD@QBG@DNKNFHRSRVDQDMNVNODMSNBNKK@ANQ@SHMF
VHSG@CDRBDMC@MSBNLLTMHSX1NRSOQNBDRRT@K@QBG@DNKNFHRSR@KRNSNNJ@M@BSHUDQNKDHM
BNMRHCDQHMFGNVODQRNM@KAH@R@EEDBSDC @MCBNMSHMTDRSN@EEDBS @QBG@DNKNFHB@KQDRD@QBG
*SHRCHEEHBTKSSNDRS@AKHRGVGDMONRSOQNBDRRT@KSGDNQXHMEKTDMBDCSGDRGDKKLHCCDM
@QBG@DNKNFXNE$@OD$NC@MCSGD*RK@MCR"KKNESGDRGDKKLHCCDMM@QQ@SHUDREQNLSGDK@SDR





NMV@QC EQNLSGHR@QBGHUD VDQDDHSGDQDWB@U@SDCAX@$TKSTQ@K3DRNTQBD.@M@FDLDMS $3. 
EHQLNQSGQNTFG@6MHUDQRHSXEHDKCRBGNNK#DB@TRDNESGDU@QHDSX@MCCHUDQRHSXNESGDA@BJFQNTMCR
NEU@QHNTRQDRD@QBGDQR HSL@XADLNQD@OOQNOQH@SDSNBNMRHCDQSGDV@XRSG@S1>C7OQNBDRRT@KHRL
@MCONRSOQNBDRRT@KHRLHMEKTDMBDCRGDKKLHCCDM@QBG@DNKNFXCTQHMFSGHRSHLD#XSGHR*LD@MMN
RGDKKLHCCDMM@QQ@SHUDHMSGHRR@LOKDEQNLSGDRNMV@QCB@MADRSQHBSKXCDEHMDC@R@ONRS
OQNBDRRT@KNQOQNBDRRT@KM@QQ@SHUDENQSG@SL@SSDQ&@BGM@QQ@SHUDL@XADADRSBNMRHCDQDC@R
DWHRSHMFNM@BNMSHMTTL VGDQDANSGO@Q@CHFLRNEEDQHMRHFGSR@MCHMEKTDMBDNMSGD@QBG@DNKNFHB@K
VNQJTMCDQS@JDM5GHRO@Q@CHFL@SHB@L@KF@LG@RADDMB@KKDCmOQNBDRRT@KOKTRnHMSG@SHSSQHDRSN
mDWOKHBHSKX<j=BNLAHMDOQNBDRRT@K@MCONRSOQNBDRRT@KHMRHFGSRn )DFLNM 
:3@9;@9F:7B>3K;@98;7>6F:DAG9:>79;E>3F;A@

):7"3EE35:GE7FFE;EFAD;53>A??;EE;A@

*LONQS@MSRS@SD@MCEDCDQ@KKDFHRK@SHNMV@R@KRNO@RRDCCTQHMFSGDR @KSGNTFG*
NTSKHMDHSGDQDADB@TRDSGDRGDKKLHCCDM@QBGHUDCNDRMNSRGNVHSR@EEDBSRTMSHKSGDR*M
SGD.@RR@BGTRDSSRKDFHRK@STQDDRS@AKHRGDCSGD.@RR@BGTRDSSR)HRSNQHB@K$NLLHRRHNM VGHBGHR
QDRONMRHAKDENQHCDMSHEXHMF DU@KT@SHMF @MCOQNSDBSHMFmHLONQS@MSGHRSNQHB@K@MC@QBG@DNKNFHB@K
@RRDSRNESGD$NLLNMVD@KSGn 4DBQDS@QXNESGD$NLLNMVD@KSGNE.@RR@BGTRDSSR 5GD
$NLLHRRHNMMNVHMBKTCDRRDUDMSDDM$NLLHRRHNMDQRVGN@QD@OONHMSDCEQNLmU@QHNTRCHRBHOKHMDR
VGNRDQUD@RSGD4S@SD3DUHDV#N@QCENQRS@SD@MCEDCDQ@KOQDRDQU@SHNMOQNFQ@LRn 4DBQDS@QXNE
SGD$NLLNMVD@KSGNE.@RR@BGTRDSSR 5GD$G@HQNESGD$NLLHRRHNMHRSGD4DBQDS@QXNESGD
$NLLNMVD@KSG VGNHRBTQQDMSKX8HKKH@L'Q@MBHR(@KUHM5GDNSGDQRHWSDDMLDLADQR@QDEQNL
SGD.@RR@BGTRDSSR%DO@QSLDMSNE$NMRDQU@SHNM3DBQD@SHNM SGD.@RR@BGTRDSSR%DO@QSLDMSNE
)NTRHMF$NLLTMHSX%DUDKNOLDMS SGD.@RR@BGTRDSSR%DO@QSLDMSNE#TRHMDRR5DBGMNKNFX 
SGD.TRDTLNE"EQHB@M"LDQHB@M)HRSNQX SGD/DV&MFK@MC$G@OSDQNESGD4NBHDSXNE
"QBGHSDBSTQ@K)HRSNQH@MR SGD"LDQHB@M"MSHPT@QH@M4NBHDSX SGD.@RR@BGTRDSSR$G@OSDQNESGD
"LDQHB@M*MRSHSTSDNE"QBGHSDBSR SGD."4 0KC4STQAQHCFD7HKK@FD SGD5QTRSDDRNE3DRDQU@SHNMR 
SGD4NBHDSXENQSGD1QDRDQU@SHNMNE/DV&MFK@MC"MSHPTHSHDR)HRSNQHB/DV&MFK@MC SGD/DV





&MFK@MC)HRSNQHB@K(DMD@KNFHB@K4NBHDSX SGD.@RR@BGTRDSSR)HRSNQHB@K4NBHDSX @MCSGD
)NLDATHKCDQR"RRNBH@SHNMNE.@RR@BGTRDSSR5GD(NUDQMNQ@KRN@OONHMSRSVNLDLADQRSNSGD
$NLLHRRHNM 4DBQDS@QXNESGD$NLLNMVD@KSGNE.@RR@BGTRDSSR &@BGLDLADQRDQUDR@
SDQLNESGQDDXD@QR5GDRDONRHSHNMR@QDMNSBNLODMR@SDC@KSGNTFGLDLADQR@QDQDHLATQRDCENQ
SGDHQDWODMRDRVGHKDODQENQLHMFSGDHQCTSHDR@R@LDLADQNESGD$NLLHRRHNM .(-BGd 
5GD.@RR@BGTRDSSR)HRSNQHB@K$NLLHRRHNM@KRNDLOKNXR@GNRSNEOQNEDRRHNM@KRS@EE VGHBG
HMBKTCDRGHRSNQH@MR @QBGHSDBSR @QBG@DNKNFHRSR FDNFQ@OGDQR @MCOQDRDQU@SHNMOK@MMDQR 4DBQDS@QX
NESGD$NLLNMVD@KSGNE.@RR@BGTRDSSR 5GD.@RR@BGTRDSSR)HRSNQHB@K$NLLHRRHNMG@R
GNTRDCSGD4S@SD)HRSNQHB1QDRDQU@SHNM0EEHBDQRHMBD@MCSGDNEEHBDNESGD4S@SD
"QBG@DNKNFHRSRHMBD @KSGNTFGDRS@AKHRGDCHM 4DBQDS@QXNESGD$NLLNMVD@KSGNE
.@RR@BGTRDSSR 
5GD.)$RS@EELDLADQRm@QDSGDFNUDQMLDMSNEEHBH@KRVHSGVGNLSGDLNRS$3.
OQ@BSHSHNMDQR<HMBKTCHMFOQNEDRRHNM@K@QBG@DNKNFHRSR=BNLDHMSNBNMS@BSVHSGLNRSNESDMn ,HMF
 8GDM@$3.RTQUDXHRBNLOKDSDC @QDONQSHRRTALHSSDCSNSGD.)$ENQQDUHDV
"BBNQCHMFSN.@RR@BGTRDSSRK@V @QBG@DNKNFHB@KHMUDRSHF@SHNMRLTRSG@UD@QDRD@QBGCDRHFMSG@S
LTRSADENKKNVDCmDWBDOSSNSGDDWSDMSSG@STMENQDRDDMBHQBTLRS@MBDRV@QQ@MSHSRLNCHEHB@SHNMn
.@RR@BGTRDSSR)HRSNQHB@K$NLLHRRHNM 4S@MC@QCRENQOQNEDRRHNM@KPT@KHEHB@SHNMR EHDKC
HMUDRSHF@SHNMR @MCQDONQSR@QDNTSKHMDCGDQD@RVDKK@MCVDQDEHQRSHRRTDCAX7@KDQHD5@KL@FDHM
@MCVDQDA@RDCNMSGD4NBHDSXNE1QNEDRRHNM@K"QBG@DNKNFX 401" RS@MC@QCR3DONQSRENQ
@MHMSDMRHUDRTQUDXRGNTKCHMBKTCD@ @CDRBQHOSHNMNESGD@QD@ A @QDRD@QBGCDRHFM LDSGNCNKNFX
@MCQDRD@QBGSDBGMHPTDR B @64(4PT@CQ@MFKDVHSGSGDRHSDBKD@QKXL@QJDC C LNQDOQDBHRD
L@ORRGNVHMFSGDRHSD@QD@ D @CHRBTRRHNMNESGDJMNVM@MCDWODBSDC@QBG@DNKNFHB@KQDRNTQBDR
HMBKTCHMFSGDHQ/@SHNM@K3DFHRSDQONSDMSH@K E PT@MSHS@SHUD@MCPT@KHS@SHUDQDRTKSRNEEHDKCQDRTKSR 
F @VNQJRBNMRTKSDC @MCG OGNSNFQ@OGRNE@KKED@STQDR@MCRSQTBSTQDR .@RR@BGTRDSSR)HRSNQHB@K
$NLLHRRHNM &WB@U@SHNMRS@MC@QCR@QDRHLHK@QENQRHSDDW@LHM@SHNMR @KSGNTFGSGDRD
QDONQSRRGNTKC@KRNHMBKTCDL@ORRGNVHMFSGDRODBHEHBSDRSOHSR@MCDWB@U@SHNMTMHSR @CHRBTRRHNM





NESGDRHSDRMNSDKHFHAKDENQSGD/@SHNM@K3DFHRSDQ@RVDKK @CDRBQHOSHNMNED@BGRHSDSG@SV@R
DW@LHMDC @CHRBTRRHNMNESGDLDSGNC@MCHMSDMRHSXNESGDRHSDDWB@U@SHNM @MC@RTLL@QXNEGNV
SGDDWB@U@SHNMQDRTKSRmB@MBNMSQHATSDSNSGDHMUDRSHF@SHNMNEQDRD@QBGSNOHBRHLONQS@MSHM
OQDGHRSNQXNQGHRSNQXn .@RR@BGTRDSSR)HRSNQHB@K$NLLHRRHNM 
8GDM#NA @MDLOKNXDD@SSGD.@RR@BGTRDSSR)HRSNQHB@K$NLLHRRHNM V@RHMSDQUHDVDC 
GDDWOK@HMDCSG@SSGDRDmQDFTK@SHNMR@QDSGDEKNNQ MNSSGDBDHKHMF8DDWODBSOQNEDRRHNM@KRSNJDDO
TOVHSGSGDBTQQDMSHMMNU@SHUD@OOQN@BGDR <@MC=ADSSDQLDSGNCRSNHLOQNUDODQENQL@MBDn #NA 
ODQRNM@KBNLLTMHB@SHNM )DBNMSHMTDCSG@SQDONQSRmENKKNV@RBGDL@ENQRDQHNTR SDBGMHB@K
QDRD@QBGQDONQSR<j=<VGHBG@QD=O@QSNE@SQ@CHSHNMNERBGNK@QKXQDONQS@FDSG@SV@R@KQD@CX
DRS@AKHRGDCHM@QBG@DNKNFXHMSGDRn #NA ODQRNM@KBNLLTMHB@SHNM 
5GD&WDBTSHUD%HQDBSNQNESGD.)$QDUHDVR@MCBNLLDMSRNMOQNIDBSRVHSGRS@SD@FDMBX
HMUNKUDLDMS .(-B4$l$.3 5GD.)$pRQDUHDVHRKHLHSDCSNOQNODQSHDRKHRSDC
HMSGD4S@SD3DFHRSDQNE)HRSNQHB1K@BDRVHSGHMC@XR@ESDQSGDEHQRSOQNIDBSODQLHSHREHKDC5GD
RS@SD@FDMBXB@MMNSHRRTDSGDRS@SDETMCHMFNQRS@SDODQLHSTMSHKSGD.)$QDUHDVHRBNLOKDSDC*E
SGDOQNIDBSG@RMNEDCDQ@K@FDMBXHMUNKUDLDMS NQVHSGRS@SD@FDMBXHMUNKUDLDMSATSMN4S@SD
3DFHRSDQKHRSDCOQNODQSHDR@EEDBSDC NQENQOQNIDBSRSG@SNMKXQDPTHQDKNB@K@OOQNU@K SGD.)$B@M
QD@KKXNMKXDMBNTQ@FDSG@SSGDFQNTORHMUNKUDC@UNHC@CUDQRDDEEDBSRSNHLONQS@MSGHRSNQHB@K@MCNQ
@QBG@DNKNFHB@KRHSDRSG@S@QDHMBKTCDCHMSGD.)$pR*MUDMSNQX .(-B R 
*MHSH@KKXSGD.@RR@BGTRDSSR)HRSNQHB@K$NLLHRRHNMpR*MUDMSNQXNE"QBG@DNKNFHB@K"RRDSR
B@LD@KLNRSDWBKTRHUDKXEQNLSGD."4 VGHBGTOTMSHKSG@SSHLDG@CSGDLNRSBNLOQDGDMRHUD
HMENQL@SHNMNM.@RR@BGTRDSSRpRRHSDR5GHR*MUDMSNQXHMBKTCDRSGNTR@MCRNE'NQL%R VGHBG@QD
TOC@SDC@RLNQDHMENQL@SHNMADBNLDRJMNVM@ANTSRHSDR5GDRDENQLR@MCRHSDL@OR DLDMCDC
VHSGNSGDQODQSHMDMSHMENQL@SHNMKHJDMDVRO@ODQ@QSHBKDR OGNSNFQ@OGR QDONQSR @QSHE@BSHMUDMSNQHDR 
@MCNSGDQEHKDRBNLOQHRDSGD.@RR@BGTRDSSR)HRSNQHB@K$NLLHRRHNMpR*MUDMSNQXNE"QBG@DNKNFHB@K
"RRDSR5GHR*MUDMSNQX@LNTMSDCSNMD@QKX RHSDRHM.@RR@BGTRDSSR@RNE+@MT@QX 
@KSGNTFGRHSDR@QDBNMSHMTNTRKXCHRBNUDQDC@MCNQCNBTLDMSDC5GDD@QKHDRSHMENQL@SHNMHMSGD





.)$*MUDMSNQXB@LDEQNLNSGDQHMRSHSTSHNMR KHJDSGD."4 SGD1D@ANCX.TRDTLNE
"QBG@DNKNFX@MC&SGMNKNFX 5GD1D@ANCX&RRDW.TRDTL @MCSGD3NADQS41D@ANCX.TRDTL
NE"QBG@DNKNFX5NC@X LNRSHMENQL@SHNMBNLDREQNL$3.RTQUDXR
5GDENQLRSG@SD@BGHMRSHSTSHNMG@CTRDCSNCNBTLDMSRHSDRG@UDDUNKUDCFQD@SKXNUDQ
MTLDQNTRFDMDQ@SHNMR8XL@MCHCMNSTRDENQLRVGDMSGD1D@ANCX.TRDTLNE"QBG@DNKNFX@MC
&SGMNKNFXV@REHQRSENQLDC ATSJDOSHM@KDCFDQANNJ RDD'HFTQD #XDQR@MC+NGMRNMTRDC
ENQLRVGDM@BBDRRHNMHMFSGDL@SDQH@KREQNLSGD)NQMAKNVDQ4GDKK)D@O4HSD@MCSGD4PTHAMNBJDS
$KHEE4GDKK)D@O4HSD RDD'HFTQD 5GD."4BQD@SDC@m4HSD4TQUDX3DBNQCnVGDMSGDXVDQD
ENTMCDCHM VGHBG#TKKDM  G@CTQFDCLDLADQRSNRTALHSSNGHLHMGHRB@O@BHSX@R
$G@HQL@MNESGD4TQUDX$NLLHSSDD RDD'HFTQDENQ@MDW@LOKD *MSDQDRSHMFKXSGD."4pRENQL
HMBKTCDC@RDBSHNMSG@SCDRBQHADCSGDRHSDNVMDQpRm"SSHSTCDSNV@QCRDWB@U@SHNM nVGHBGENQSGD
3NRDRHSDR@HCm'@UNQ@AKDATS@EDDDWODBSDCn 4HSDRTQUDXQDBNQC 5GD3NRDRHSD#/ 
3NADQS41D@ANCX.TRDTLNE"QBG@DNKNFX "MCNUDQ 'NQU@QHNTRQD@RNMR MNRTBGRDBSHNM
B@QQHDCNUDQVGDMSGD.@RR@BGTRDSSR)HRSNQHB@K$NLLHRRHNMBQD@SDCHSRNVMENQLR
5GDQDG@UDADDM@SKD@RSSGQDDUDQRHNMRNESGD.@RR@BGTRDSSR)HRSNQHB@K$NLLHRRHNMpR
m'NQL%nRHMBDSGD$NLLHRRHNMHMHSH@SDCHSRHMUDMSNQXB@5GDEHQRSENQLRVDQDEHKDCHM
 RDD'HFTQDENQ@MDW@LOKD 5GHRUDQRHNMV@RHMTRDENQ@KLNRS@CDB@CD VGDM@RDBNMC
UDQRHNMV@RBQD@SDCHM.@X RDD'HFTQDENQ@MDW@LOKD 5GDBTQQDMSm1QDGHRSNQHB
"QBG@DNKNFHB@K4HSDRn'NQL%V@RHMSQNCTBDCHM@MCSGDm)HRSNQHB1DQHNCn'NQL%V@R
HMSQNCTBDCSGDENKKNVHMFXD@Q RDD'HFTQDENQ@MDW@LOKD 0MDMNS@AKD@MCHMSDQDRSHMFSGHMF
SG@SG@RBG@MFDCVHSGD@BGNESGDRDSGQDDENQLRHRSGDSHSKD*MSGDRSGDRDENQLRVDQDENQANSG
m"QBG@DNKNFHB@K@MC)HRSNQHBRHSDRn#XSGDENQLRVDQDDMSHSKDCm"QBGDNKNFHB@KRTQUDX n
VGHBGSGD.@RR@BGTRDSSR)HRSNQHB@K$NLLHRRHNMETQSGDQBK@QHEHDCSNDMBNLO@RRNMKXm1QDGHRSNQHB
"QBG@DNKNFHB@K4HSDRnAXSGDSHLD'HFTQDV@RTRDC#X@SKD@RSSGDD@QKXR SGD
.@RR@BGTRDSSR)HRSNQHB@K$NLLHRRHNMBQD@SDCSVNENQLR VHSGNMDENQm1QDGHRSNQHB
"QBG@DNKNFHB@K4HSDRn@MCNMDENQm)HRSNQHB4HSDRn





):7"3EE35:GE7FFE(F3F7D5:37A>A9;EF

5GD.@RR@BGTRDSSR4S@SD"QBG@DNKNFHRSHR@OONHMSDCAXSGDBG@HQL@MNESGD
.@RR@BGTRDSSR)HRSNQHB@K$NLLHRRHNM@MCG@RADDM#QNM@4HLNMRHMBD4HLNMG@RNMKX
ADDMSGDSGHQC.@RR@BGTRDSSR4S@SD"QBG@DNKNFHRS @RRGDENKKNVDC7@KDQHD5@KL@FDVGNENKKNVDC
.@TQHBD3NAAHMR5GD4S@SD"QBG@DNKNFHRS @KNMFVHSGSGD.@RR@BGTRDSSR)HRSNQHB@K$NLLHRRHNM
@MCSGD#N@QCNE6MCDQV@SDQ"QBG@DNKNFHB@K3DRNTQBDR@CUHRDRmSGDRS@SDRDBQDS@QXNML@SSDQR
QDK@SHMFSNSGDGHRSNQHB@K@MC@QBGDNKNFHB@K@RRDSRNESGDBNLLNMVD@KSG@MC@RRHRSGHLHM
BNLOHKHMF@MCL@HMS@HMHMF@MHMUDMSNQXNERTBG@RRDSRn .(-BGd 6MCDQ.@RR@BGTRDSSR
K@V SGD4S@SD"QBG@DNKNFHRSHRFHUDMRDUDML@HMBG@QFDR'HQRSSGD4S@SD"QBG@DNKNFHRSHR
DWODBSDCSNmBNLOHKD@MCL@HMS@HM@MHMUDMSNQXNEGHRSNQHB@K@MC@QBGDNKNFHB@KRHSDR@MC
RODBHLDMRn .(-BGd@ 5GDK@VDRS@AKHRGDCSG@SSGDHMUDMSNQXNE@QBG@DNKNFHB@KRHSDR
mRG@KKMNSAD@OTAKHBQDBNQC n@MCHRmBNMEHCDMSH@Kn5GHRK@VV@R@LDMCDCHM@MCMNVR@XR
SG@SSGDHMUDMSNQXNERHSDRmRG@KKADL@CD@U@HK@AKDSNRTBGOQHU@SDNQF@MHY@SHNMR @FDMBHDR@MC
ONKHSHB@KRTACHUHRHNMRNESGDBNLLNMVD@KSG@RSGD4S@SD"QBG@DNKNFHRSCDDLR@OOQNOQH@SDn
.(-BGd@ 5GHRHMBKTCDRm1QNEDRRHNM@K@QBG@DNKNFHRSR@MCSGDHQRS@EE<VGNL=@QD@KKNVDC
SN@BBDRR@MCOGNSNBNOXSGD*MUDMSNQXENQOQNEDRRHNM@KQDRD@QBGOTQONRDRn .@RR@BGTRDSSR
)HRSNQHB@K$NLLHRRHNMMO 0SGDQRVGNVHRGSNUHDVSGD*MUDMSNQXRGNTKCRTALHSQDPTDRSR
mHMVQHSHMFSNSGD4S@SD"QBG@DNKNFHRSENQBNMRHCDQ@SHNMn 5GD.@RR@BGTRDSSR)HRSNQHB@K
$NLLHRRHNMMO 5NADBKD@Q SGHRRSHOTK@SHNMV@RL@HMKXHMSDMCDCENQMNM@QBG@DNKNFHRSR
KHJDDMFHMDDQR@MCNQDMUHQNMLDMS@KOK@MMDQR-NB@K/@SHUDODNOKDNESDMBNMRTKSSGDRDQDBNQCR
@MCG@UDMDUDQADDM@RJDCSNRTALHS@QDPTDRSHMVQHSHMF&UDQXNMDVGNVHRGDRSNRDQHNTRKX
RSTCXNQBNMCTBSQDRD@QBGTRHMFSGD*MUDMSNQXHRDMBNTQ@FDCSNCNRN
5GD4S@SD"QBG@DNKNFHRSHR@KRNDWODBSDCSN
BNMCTBSRTQUDXR@MCEHDKCHMUDRSHF@SHNMRQDK@SHUDSNSGDQDBNUDQX@MCOQDRDQU@SHNMNE
RBHDMSHEHB GHRSNQHB@KNQ@QBGDNKNFHB@KHMENQL@SHNMQDF@QCHMFRODBHLDMRNQRHSDR @MC
@M@KXYD@MCOTAKHRGR@HCHMENQL@SHNM*MSGDDUDMSSG@SSGDRHSDADHMFHMUDRSHF@SDCHR@M
"LDQHB@M*MCH@MATQH@KRHSD SGDRTQUDX@MCHMUDRSHF@SHNMRG@KKADBNMCTBSDCHM
BNMITMBSHNMVHSGSGDBNLLHRRHNMNM*MCH@M@EE@HQR<.(-BGd@=





4S@SD"QBG@DNKNFHRSpRODQLHSR@QDQDPTHQDCENQEHDKCHMUDRSHF@SHNMRNMRS@SDK@MC @MC@KRNENQEHDKC
HMUDRSHF@SHNMRNM@MXK@MCLNCHEHB@SHNMOQNIDBSNMOQHU@SDK@MCVGHBGHRTMCDQQDUHDVAXKNB@K 
BNTMSX NQRS@SD@TSGNQHSHDR NQ@MXK@MCNVMDCNQBNMSQNKKDCAX@MXKNB@K BNTMSX NQRS@SD
@TSGNQHSX@MXOQHU@SDK@MCHMVGHBG@KNB@K BNTMSX NQRS@SD@TSGNQHSXGNKCR@MD@RDLDMSNQNM
@MXK@MCRVHSG@OQDRDQU@SHNM3DRSQHBSHNM .(-B RR NQENQSGNRDK@MCRVGHBG@QD
.@RR@BGTRDSSR)HRSNQHBNQ"QBG@DNKNFHB@K-@MCL@QJR .(-B R$l$.3 
*M@CCHSHNM GDNQRGDQDBNLLDMCRRHSDRSG@SRGNTKCADOQNSDBSDC BNMRHCDQDCK@MCL@QJR
NQOQDRDQUDCSGQNTFG@BNMRDQU@SHNMQDRSQHBSHNM .(-BGd@ *MNQCDQSNDWB@U@SD @ODQLHS
LTRSADNAS@HMDCSGQNTFGSGD4S@SD"QBG@DNKNFHRS0MD@BGODQLHS@OOKHB@SHNM @MDWB@U@SHNMHR
B@SDFNQHYDC@R@QDBNMM@HRR@MBDRTQUDX SGDKD@RSHMSDMRHUD HMSDMRHUDRTQUDX RHSDDW@LHM@SHNM NQ
C@S@QDBNUDQX SGDLNRSHMSDMRHUD &WB@U@SHMFNMRS@SDNVMDCK@MCVHSGNTS@ODQLHSHR@
LHRCDLD@MNQ"M@QBG@DNKNFHRSLTRS@KRNMNVFDS@RODBH@KODQLHSSNDWB@U@SDGTL@MQDL@HMR 
VGHBGHRNMKXHRRTDCmHESGDQDL@HMR@QDHLLHMDMSKX@MCHQQDUNB@AKXSGQD@SDMDCAXMNM
@QBG@DNKNFHB@K@BSHUHSHDRn .@RR@BGTRDSSR)HRSNQHB@K$NLLHRRHNM )DNQRGDHR
SGDQDENQDDWODBSDCSNm*RRTDODQLHSRENQDWOKNQ@SHNMNQEHDKCHMUDRSHF@SHNMRNE@QBGDNKNFHB@KNQ
GHRSNQHB@KRHSDR nm/NSHEXSGDBNLLHRRHNMNM*MCH@M@EE@HQR<j=<@ANTS=SGDCHRBNUDQXNE@MC
DWHRSDMBDNE@MHMENQL@SHNMODQS@HMHMFSN@KK"LDQHB@M*MCH@MATQH@KRHSDRHMSGDBNLLNMVD@KSG n
HMUDRSHF@SDmTML@QJDC GTL@MATQH@K@MCRJDKDS@KQDL@HMRRTRODBSDCNEADHMFNMDGTMCQDCXD@QR
NKCNQLNQD<j=SNCDSDQLHMDSGDM@STQD@MCDWSDMSNESGDRHSD @MCSGDBTKSTQ@KNQAHNKNFHB@K
BG@Q@BSDQNESGDRHSD@MCQDL@HMR n@MCm"QQ@MFDENQSGDCHRONRHSHNMNEMNMM@SHUD GTL@M
QDL@HMR RTRODBSDCNEADHMFNMDGTMCQDCXD@QRNKCNQLNQD@ESDQBNMCTBSHMF@RHSDDU@KT@SHNMn
.(-BGd@ *MNQCDQENQSGD4S@SD"QBG@DNKNFHRSSNB@QQXNTSSGDHQQDRONMRHAHKHSHDR m"KK
@FDMBHDRNESGDBNLLNMVD@KSGNQNE@MXONKHSHB@KRTACHUHRHNMSGDQDNERG@KKBNNODQ@SDETKKXVHSG
SGDRS@SD@QBGDNKNFHRSHMSGDOQDRDQU@SHNM OQNSDBSHNM DWB@U@SHNM@MCDU@KT@SHNMNERODBHLDMR@MC
RHSDRn .(-BGd@ 






):7#3F;A@3>;EFAD;5%D7E7DH3F;A@5F3@6F:7(F3F7;EFAD;5%D7E7DH3F;A@$88;57D

5GD/@SHNM@K)HRSNQHB1QDRDQU@SHNM"BS /)1" V@RO@RRDCHM @MCV@RK@SDQ
@LDMCDCSNG@UDEDCDQ@K@FDMBHDRBNMRHCDQ/@SHNM@K3DFHRSDQDKHFHAKDRHSDR5GD/)1"DRRDMSH@KKX
ADF@M$3.5GHR"BSV@RO@RRDC@MC@LDMCDCHMQDRONMRDSNSGDVHCDROQD@CCDRSQTBSHNMNE
GDQHS@FD DRODBH@KKXD@QKHDQSG@SCDB@CD@R@QDRTKSNEMDVKXHMRSHSTSDCOQNFQ@LRAXSGD%DO@QSLDMS
NE)NTRHMF@MC6QA@M%DUDKNOLDMS@MCSGD*MSDQRS@SD)HFGV@X$NMRSQTBSHNM1QNFQ@L
.B%NMNTFG4C0; 5GD/)1"DRS@AKHRGDC4)10R@MC5QHA@K)HRSNQHB1QDRDQU@SHNM
0EEHBDQR 5)10R 4)10R@QD@OONHMSDCAXSGDRS@SDpRFNUDQMNQ@MCSGDXQDOQDRDMSmSGDRS@SDpR
HMSDQDRSRHMGHRSNQHBOQDRDQU@SHNMn ,HMF "4)10HR@BNMRTKSHMFO@QSXVGNBNLLDMSR
NM@MCO@QSHBHO@SDRHMBNMRTKS@SHNM@ANTSOQNIDBSRVHSGEDCDQ@K@FDMBXHMUNKUDLDMS 64$
El$'3 
4HMBDSGHRSHLD SGD/)1"G@RFQD@SKX@KSDQDCANSGSGDM@SHNM@K@QBG@DNKNFHB@KK@MCRB@OD
@MCLNRSRODBHEHB@KKXSGD.@RR@BGTRDSSRRGDKKLHCCDM@QBGHUD @KSGNTFGMNRGDKKLHCCDMRHSDRHM
SGHRQDRD@QBG@QD@@OOD@QSNG@UDADDMDWB@U@SDCTMCDQSGD/)1"TMSHK RDD5QHMJG@TR
<=@MC5TQBGNM<= 5GD/)1"NMKX@OOKHDRSNEDCDQ@K@MCSQHA@KK@MCRNQSGD@BSHNMRNE@
EDCDQ@K@FDMBXSG@SHMBKTCDEDCDQ@KETMCRNQODQLHSRNMOTAKHBNQOQHU@SDK@MCR"R1@SSDQRNM
DWOK@HMR SGHR@MCNSGDQK@VRHMSGDD@QKXRmQDRG@ODCSGDK@ANQL@QJDSENQ@QBG@DNKNFHRSRn
1@SSDQRNM 
4DBSHNMNESGD/)1"mFT@QCR@F@HMRSHM@CUDQSDMSCDRSQTBSHNMNEGHRSNQHBOQNODQSHDR
@MCOQNLNSDRNODMCDBHRHNML@JHMF S@JHMFHMSN@BBNTMSSGDBNMBDQMRNESGDOTAKHBn .B%NMNTFG
4C0; #DENQDK@SDQBG@MFDRSNSGD/)1" 4DBSHNMTRDCSNADNMKXENQ/@SHNM@K
QDFHRSDQKHRSDCOQNODQSHDR8HSGSGDRDBG@MFDR /@SHNM@K3DFHRSDQDKHFHAKDOQNODQSHDRVDQDMNV
BNMRHCDQDC5GHRDRRDMSH@KKXBQD@SDC$3.@RHRBTQQDMSKXOQ@BSHBDC8HSG4DBSHNM SQ@HMDC
@QBG@DNKNFHRSRLTRSBNMCTBSRTARTQE@BDSDRSHMFNM@M@QD@VGDQDBNMRSQTBSHNMHROK@MMDC*ESGDX
TMBNUDQ@MHLONQS@MS@QBG@DNKNFHB@KRHSD@MCmMNOQTCDMSNQED@RHAKD@KSDQM@SHUDRSNC@L@FHMF
GHRSNQHBOQNODQSHDR@QDHCDMSHEHDCSGQNTFGSGDBNMRTKS@SHNMOQNBDRR SGDMSGD@CUDQRDDEEDBSRNESGD





OQNIDBSB@MAD@BBDOSDC@MCLHSHF@SHNMLD@RTQDRDWOKNQDC@MC@CNOSDCn .B%NMNTFG4C0;
 
4HSDR@QDBNMRHCDQDCDKHFHAKDENQSGD/@SHNM@K3DFHRSDQA@RDCNMLDDSHMF@MXNMDNQLNQD
NEENTQBQHSDQH@ " # $@MC% $QHSDQHNM"HRLDSVGDM@RHSDmHR@RRNBH@SDCVHSGDUDMSRSG@S
G@UDL@CD@RHFMHEHB@MSBNMSQHATSHNMSNSGDAQN@CGHRSNQXO@SSDQMRNENTQGHRSNQXn (dd
 00=3



0$QHSDQHNM#HRLDSVGDM@RHSDHRm@RRNBH@SDCVHSGSGDKHUDRNERHFMHEHB@MS

ODQRNMRHMSGDO@RSn (dd 00=3



0$QHSDQHNM$HRLDSVGDM@RHSD

DLANCHDRmSGDCHRSHMBSHUDBG@Q@BSDQHRSHBRNE@SXOD ODQHNC NQLDSGNCNEBNMRSQTBSHNM NQSG@S
QDOQDRDMSSGDVNQJNE@L@RSDQ NQSG@SONRRDRRGHFG@QSHRSHBU@KTDRn (dd 00=3




0$QHSDQHNM%HRLDSVGDM@RHSDG@RmXHDKCDCNQL@XADKHJDKXSNXHDKC HMENQL@SHNM

HLONQS@MSHMGHRSNQXNQOQDGHRSNQXn (dd 00=3



0 8GHKDSGDSDQLR

mOQDGHRSNQXn@MCmOQDGHRSNQHBnG@UDE@KKDMNTSNEBNLLNMTR@FDHM"LDQHB@@QBG@DNKNFXNUDQSGD
O@RSXD@QRNQRN FHUDMHSR&TQNBDMSQHBM@STQD HSG@RMNSADDMBG@MFDCHMEDCDQ@KK@V(HUDMSGD
M@STQDNESGDRDBQHSDQH@@MCmOQDGHRSNQX nEDV@QBG@DNKNFHB@KRHSDRLDDSBQHSDQH@#ADB@TRD
HMCHUHCT@KRB@MMNSADHCDMSHEHDCNQ$ VGHBGBGHDEKX@OOKHDRSNRS@MCHMFATHKCHMFR0MKX@ANTS
HM OK@BDRKHRSDCHMSGDRS@SDQDFHRSDQHR@M@QBG@DNKNFHB@KRHSD VGHKD@QDMNS
@QBG@DNKNFHB@KRHSDR-HRSHMFHRBGHDEKX@MGNMNQ@QXCDRHFM@SHNMSG@SCNDRMNSOQNSDBSRHSDR@MC
4DBSHNMCNDRMNSQDPTHQDKHRSHMF5GDNOHMHNMRNE$3.OQNEDRRHNM@KR NQSGD4)10 NQSGD
.)$TMCDQ@QDMNSmCDSDQLHM@SHNMRn5GDRDNOHMHNMRB@QQXMNKDF@KVDHFGS@MCCNMNSGHMFSN
OQNSDBS@RHSD5GDRD@QDNMKXQDBNLLDMC@SHNMR@ANTSRHSDRSG@S@QDADKHDUDCSNADRHFMHEHB@MS@MC
RGNTKCADBNMRHCDQDCHMOK@MMHMF@OQNIDBS
5GD.@RR@BGTRDSSR)HRSNQHB@K$NLLHRRHNM@KRNL@HMS@HMR@4S@SD3DFHRSDQNE)HRSNQHB
1K@BDR"RNE SGD4S@SD3DFHRSDQHMBKTCDCmNUDQ OQNODQSHDRHMLNQDSG@MBHSHDR
@MCSNVMRn .@RR@BGTRDSSR)HRSNQHB@K$NLLHRRHNMMO 0ESGDRD OQNODQSHDR@UDQX
RL@KKODQBDMS@FDHMBKTCD@QBG@DNKNFHB@KRHSDRNQONSDMSH@KRHSDREQNL@MXSHLDODQHNC OQDBNMS@BS
NQGHRSNQHBODQHNC  RDD5@AKD 1QDCNLHM@SDKX @QBG@DNKNFHB@KRHSDRHMSGD4S@SD3DFHRSDQNE





)HRSNQHB1K@BDR@QD1QDRDQU@SHNM3DRSQHBSHNMRMDFNSH@SDCVHSGOQNODQSXNVMDQR5GDRD@FQDDLDMSR
BNMS@HMSDQLRSNOQNSDBSSGDRHSDR TMKHJDGNMNQ@QX/@SHNM@K3DFHRSDQKHRSHMFR5NADBKD@Q DWBDOS
VHSG1QDRDQU@SHNM3DRSQHBSHNMR SGD.)$CNDMNS@OOQNUDOQNIDBSR ATSBNMRTKSR@MCBNLLDMSR
@ANTSGHRSNQHBOQDRDQU@SHNML@SDQR@MCFHUDR@CUHBDSN@UNHCNQQDRNKUD@CUDQRDDEEDBSR*SHRSGD
EDCDQ@K RS@SD NQKNB@KNEEHBH@KRSG@Sm@OOQNUDnOQNIDBSR8HSG1QDRDQU@SHNM3DRSQHBSHNMR SGD.)$
CNDRG@UDSGDONVDQSN@OOQNUDBDQS@HMJHMCRNE@BSHNMRSG@S@QDOQNONRDCNMOQNODQSHDRVHSG@
1QDRDQU@SHNM3DRSQHBSHNM
):7#3F;H7?7D;53@D3H7E%DAF75F;A@3@6'7B3FD;3F;A@5F

"BBNQCHMFSN'HMD%@QD  SGDGHRSNQXADGHMCSGDO@RR@FDNE/"(13"B@M@BST@KKX
ADSQ@BDCSNSGDK@SDSGBDMSTQXVHSGBK@HLRENQSGDQDSTQMNEGTL@MQDL@HMR@MCODQRNM@K
ONRRDRRHNMREQNLSGD#@SSKDNE-HSSKD#HF)NQM  @MCSGDL@RR@BQD@S8NTMCDC,MDD  
&UDMSRRTBG@RSGDRD @RVDKK@RSGDFQNVHMF"LDQHB@M*MCH@M.NUDLDMS CDBHCDCKXKDCSNSGD
O@RR@FDNESGD/@SHNM@K.TRDTLNESGD"LDQHB@M*MCH@M"BS  @MC/"(13" 1TAKHB-@V
64$ ITRS@XD@QK@SDQ.NQDRODBHEHB@KKX /"(13"NTSKHMDRBDQS@HM
QHFGSR@EENQCDCSN/@SHUDKHMD@KCDRBDMC@MSR *MCH@MSQHADR @MC/@SHUD)@V@HH@MNQF@MHY@SHNMR@R
SGDXQDK@SDSNSGDSQD@SLDMS QDO@SQH@SHNM@MCNQCHRONRHSHNMNE/@SHUD"LDQHB@MGTL@MQDL@HMR 
ETMDQ@QXNAIDBSR R@BQDCNAIDBSR @MCNAIDBSRNEBTKSTQ@KO@SQHLNMX .B.@M@LNM "R@
QDRTKS DUDQX'DCDQ@K@FDMBX@MCHMRSHSTSHNMSG@SQDBDHUDR'DCDQ@KETMCHMFG@CSNOTAKHRGOTAKHB
HMUDMSNQHDRNESGDHQ/@SHUD"LDQHB@MGNKCHMFR BNMCTBSBNMRTKS@SHNMRVHSGHMSDQDRSDCFQNTOR @M
CDSDQLHMDCDRBDMSNQBTKSTQ@K@EEHKH@SHNM/"(13"G@R@KRN@EENQCDCFQD@SDQOQNSDBSHNMENQ/@SHUD
ATQH@KRHSDR@MCSGDQDLNU@KNE/@SHUDGTL@MQDL@HMR ETMDQ@QXNAIDBSR R@BQDCNAIDBSR @MC
NAIDBSRNEBTKSTQ@KO@SQHLNMXVHSGHMSGD6MHSDC4S@SDR
"KSGNTFGHMSDMCDC@RGTL@MQHFGSRKDFHRK@SHNM 'HMD%@QD  K@LDMSRSG@SENQRNLD
HSG@R@KRNmADDMMNSGHMFKDRRSG@M@MHFGSL@QDENQL@MXNEHSRO@QSHBHO@MSRn#XKDFHRK@SHMFSGD
BNMMDBSHNMRADSVDDMSGD/@SHUD"LDQHB@MO@RS@MCSGDOQDRDMS /"(13"ENQDUDQBG@MFDCVG@S
HSLD@MRSNAD@OQ@BSHBHMF@QBG@DNKNFHRSHMSGD6MHSDC4S@SDR@MCADXNMC





8GDMSGD@ENQDLDMSHNMDC4S@SD@MCNQ'DCDQ@K)HRSNQHB@K1QDRDQU@SHNMQDPTHQDLDMSRCN
MNS@OOKX KNB@KAXK@VRL@XHMRSD@C@OOKX4NLDKNB@KITQHRCHBSHNMRG@UDO@RRDCKNB@KAXK@VR
VGHBGQDPTHQDOQNIDBSRSG@SQDPTHQDNMKXKNB@K@OOQNU@KRSNADQDUHDVDCSNRNLDCDFQDDAXSGD
.)$ TMCDQSGD&DBTSHUD%HQDBSNQ 5GDKNB@KODQLHSSHMF@TSGNQHSXQDL@HMRSGDRNKDKDF@K
@TSGNQHSXENQ@OOQNUHMFRNKDKXKNB@KKXODQLHSSDCOQNIDBSR
*MRNLDB@RDR DUDMKNB@KAXK@VRCNMNS@OOKX L@JHMF@KSDQM@SHUDRMDBDRR@QX4HLNM
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NMDED@STQDBNMS@HMDC@GTL@MSNNSG VGHBGBNTKCG@UDADDMM@STQ@KKXRGDC@MCCHRB@QCDCSNN
RHMBDSGDQDVDQDMNRHFMRNEO@SGNKNFX
4HSD%,V@RDWB@U@SDCHM5GDRHSDV@RKHJDKXNBBTOHDC@ESDQ&TQNOD@M
$NMS@BS@RVDKKFHUDMSGDOQDRDMBDNE&TQNOD@MSQ@CDFNNCR@MCNMDQ@CHNB@QANMC@SDSG@SQ@MFDC
EQNL"%SN%TQHMFDWB@U@SHNMRSVN/@SHUDATQH@KRVDQDDMBNTMSDQDC@RVDKK@RSVN
SNSGQDDLNQDRTRODBSDCATQH@KR*MSNS@KED@STQDRVDQDHCDMSHEHDC@MCHMSDQOQDSDCmA@RDCNM
RTQE@BDLNQOGNKNFX BNKNQ RNHKBNMSDMS @MCBNLO@Q@SHUD@QBG@DNKNFHB@KC@S@n )DQARSDQ@MC
$GDQ@T 5GDRDHMBKTCDCONSDMSH@KATQH@KED@STQDR GD@QSGR RGDKKLHCCDMED@STQD 
OHSED@STQDR ONRSLNKCR @MCSVNED@STQDRNETMJMNVMTRD )DQARSDQ@MC$GDQ@T 0E
SGDRD ED@STQDRVDQDDWB@U@SDC'D@STQD @ATQH@KED@STQD BNMS@HMDCSGDmBNLLHMFKDC 
O@QSH@KKXCHR@QSHBTK@SDCRJDKDS@KQDL@HMRNEENTQHMCHUHCT@KR HMBKTCHMFNMDHME@MSn $QHRS@MC
8@RGATQM *MSDQDRSHMFKXVGDMLDMCTFHMSGD4PTHAMNBJDS@QD@ENQOD@SHMSGDD@QKXSG






BDMSTQX mSGDXENTMC@OK@BDVGDQDSGDQDVDQDRNL@MXANMDRSG@SSGDXQDRNKUDCMDUDQSNCHFOD@S
HMSG@SOK@BD@F@HMn )TMSHMFSNM 
4HSDRDBTQHSXV@RNEFQD@SBNMBDQMSN@KKHMUNKUDCGDQD1TAKHB"QBG@DNKNFX-@ANQ@SNQX 
*MB@QBG@DNKNFHRSR@MCLDLADQRNESGD8@LO@MN@F5QHADNE(@X)D@C "PTHMM@G VNQJDC
SNFDSGDQSNDMRTQDSG@SMNNMDV@R@AKDSN@BBDRRSGD@QD@VHSGNTSODQLHRRHNM0MD@RODBSNESGHR
DWB@U@SHNMSG@SHRPTHSDTMHPTDHRSG@Sm1DQLHRRHNMSN@BBDRRSGDRHSD@QD@V@RBKD@QDCSGQNTFG
.@SSGDV7@MCDQGNNO<SGDM5)10=ENQ@KKMNMSQHA@KUHRHSNQRVGNVDQDMNSCDRHFM@SDCLDLADQR
NESGD@QBG@DNKNFHB@KOQNIDBSNQBNMRTKSHMFO@QSHDRn )DQARSDQ@MC$GDQ@T *M@CCHSHNM 
"PTHMM@GSQHA@KDKCDQR HMBKTCHMFSGDM.DCHBHMD.@M-TSGDQ.@CHRNM UHRHSDCSGDRHSDVGDQDSGDX
mOQNUHCDCBTKSTQ@KA@BJFQNTMCHMENQL@SHNMSN@HCVHSGRHSDHMSDQOQDS@SHNMRn )DQARSDQ@MC$GDQ@T
 5GHRRHSDV@RTKSHL@SDKXmHCDMSHEHDC@R@/@SHNM@K3DFHRSDQDKHFHAKDBDQDLNMH@KRHSDn
)DQARSDQ@ 
5GDRDRRHSDRGHFGKHFGSSGDCHEEHBTKSHDRNESQXHMFSNB@SDFNQHYDRHSDR@R48C74ATSHKHS@QH@MNQ
BDQDLNMH@K @RRTBGRDO@Q@SHNMRL@XMNSG@UDADDMLD@MHMFETKSNSGDRHSDpRHMG@AHS@MSR5GD
KDWHBNMSG@S@QBG@DNKNFHRSRL@X@SSHLDRADOQDRDMSDC@R@CHBGNSNLX VGDQDTSHKHS@QH@M@MCQHST@K
@QDITWS@ONRDC5GHRHRHMBNMSQ@RSSNSGDVNQKCUHDVNEL@MX/@SHUDODNOKDHMVGHBGOQDRDMSC@X
B@SDFNQHDRRTBG@RBDQDLNMH@KQHST@K@MCTSHKHS@QH@MB@MADHLATDCVHSGU@QHNTRKDUDKRNELD@MHMF
RHLTKS@MDNTRKXNQVHSGNTSRTBGCHRSHMBSHNMR@S@KK.@MXNESGDHSDLRTMBNUDQDCHMVG@SG@UD
LNQDQDBDMSKXADDMHMSDQOQDSDC@RBDQDLNMH@KKXRHFMHEHB@MSED@STQDRG@UD@OOD@QDCSNRNLDSNAD
NMKXTSHKHS@QH@M"QBG@DNKNFHRSRFDMDQ@KKXADFHMSNBNMRHCDQSGDONSDMSH@KENQBDQDLNMH@K
RHFMHEHB@MBDVGDMENTMCHM@RRNBH@SHNMVHSGGTL@MQDL@HMRHMO@QSHBTK@Q ATS@KRNB@MHMDQDL@HMR
@RVDKK&CV@QC8HMRKNV <= CDRBQHADCGNV/@SHUDODNOKD HMBKTCHMFSGD
8@LO@MN@F BQD@SDC@MCTRDCmBDQDLNMH@KGNKDRn"RGDDWOK@HMDC 






*MRSD@CNEQDBNQCR@MCBGQNMHBKDR SGDXS@JDSGHRBNTQRD8GDQD@MXQDL@QJ@AKD@BSHR
CNMD HMLDLNQXNEHS DHSGDQHMSGDOK@BD NQAXRNLDO@SGV@XMD@Q@CINHMHMF SGDXL@JD
@QNTMCGNKDHMSGDFQNTMC@ANTS@ENNSCDDO @MC@RLTBGNUDQHS VGHBGVGDMNSGDQR
O@RRHMFAXADGNKC SGDXDMPTHQDSGDB@TRD@MCNBB@RHNMNESGDR@LD VGHBGADHMFNMBD
JMNVM SGDX@QDB@QDETKSN@BPT@HMS@KKLDM @RNBB@RHNMRDQUDSGSGDQDVHSG"MCKDRSRTBG
GNKDRRGNTKCADEHKKDC NQFQNVMTOAX@BBHCDMS @RLDMO@RRAXSGDXVHKKNESQDMDVSGD
R@LD#XVGHBGLD@MRL@MXSGHMFRNEFQD@S@MSHPTHSX@QDEQDRGHMLDLNQX

5GDRDL@X@OOD@QSNADMNSGHMFLNQDSG@MQDETRDOHSRSN@QBG@DNKNFHRSRGNVDUDQ

5GDPTDRSHNMRSHKKQDL@HMRVGDSGDQSGDQDL@HMRNE@CDBD@RDCHMCHUHCT@KNQCNFG@CSNAD
HM@RRNBH@SHNMVHSGSGDRDHSDLRSNADNEBDQDLNMH@KRHFMHEHB@MBD8=C74?0BC@RVDKK5GDQDENQD 
DWOTMFHMF@MXRTBGCHRSHMBSHNMRL@XADSSDQRDQUDSGDCHRBHOKHMD Q@SGDQSG@MSQXHMFSNKNNJENQ
V@XRSNO@QRDNTSTSHKHS@QH@MUDQRTRBDQDLNMH@K@BSHUHSHDR5GHRHRRGNVMHMOQ@BSHBDVGDMNMD
BNLO@QDRSVNm'NQL%nUDQRHNMRENQ%,*MSGDRHSDSXODETMBSHNMENQSGHRRHSDV@R
CNBTLDMSDC@RmRGDKKLHCCDMED@STQDn (KNUDQMO ATSHMHSV@RETQSGDQBNMRHCDQDC@
mRODBH@KOTQONRDOQNBDRRHMFRSNQ@FDCHRONR@K@QD@QHST@KBDQDLNMH@KTRDn )DQARSDQ@MC$GDQ@T
MO VGDMLNQDDWB@U@SDCC@S@ADB@LD@U@HK@AKDENQHMSDQOQDS@SHNMHMBNKK@ANQ@SHNMVHSGSGD
"PTHMM@G8@LO@MN@FBTKSTQ@KQDRNTQBDRODBH@KHRSR
%TQHMFSGHRR@LDSHLD @QBG@DNKNFHRSR@S1"- *MBVDQDGHQDCSNBNMCTBSRHSD
DW@LHM@SHNMRNMRHWRHSDRVHSGHMSGDLHKD1NKOHR3N@C#HBXBKD1@SGNM/@MSTBJDS4HSD/5
 RDD'HFTQD@MC5@AKD SGD'NKFDQpR.@QRG4HSD SGD/NQVNNC'@QL5QTRS4HSD SGD
.@QSHM4HSD SGD3N@CJHKK4HSD @MC4HSD/5 RDD'HFTQD@MC5@AKD )DQD4HSD
/5V@RHCDMSHEHDC@RG@UHMFm@RTARS@MSH@K.HCCKDSN-@SD8NNCK@MC1DQHNCRSQ@SHEHDCLHCCDM
ED@STQD nVGHKD4HSD/5V@RCDRBQHADC@Rm@K@QFD BNLOKDWLTKSHBNLONMDMSRHSDSG@S
BNMS@HMRDUHCDMBDENQ@Q@MFDNE@BSHUHSHDR@MCNBBTO@SHNMRRO@MMHMFSGD8NNCK@MCODQHNCn
3@HMDX@MC3HSBGHDH 


*M@C@S@QDBNUDQX 1G@RD NBBTQQDCNMENTQNESGD@ANUDLDMSHNMDCRHSDR @R

BNMRSQTBSHNMOQNIDBSRBNTKCMNS@UNHCSGDL5GHRC@S@QDBNUDQXHMBKTCDC4HSD/5@MC4HSD
/5 3@HMDX4C0; 'QNLGDQD 4HSD/5V@RTKSHL@SDKXHMSDQOQDSDCSNADm@M
DW@LOKDNE@LNCDQ@SDSNK@QFDRHYDCLTKSHBNLONMDMSG@AHS@SHNM@QD@TRDCQDBTQQDMSKXAXFQNTOR





DWOKNHSHMF@U@QHDSXNEL@QHMD@MCSDQQDRSQH@KRODBHDRn 3@HMDX4C0; 8GHKDSGDRHSD
HSRDKEV@RMNSM@QQNVKXCDEHMDC@R@RGDKKLHCCDM HSBNMS@HMDC@CDONRHSSG@SV@RB@KKDC@mRGDKK
BNMBDMSQ@SHNMn@MC@MNSGDQV@RB@KKDC@mRGDKKLHCCDMED@STQDn 3@HMDX4C0; 5GHRRHSD
BNMS@HMDC@ONRRHAKDWLmKHUHMFRTQE@BDSG@SCDUDKNODCHMRHCD@MDMBKNRDCCVDKKHMFNQ
VHFV@Ln 3@HMDX4C0; #NMD@MCRGDKKVDQDENTMCVHSGHMRDUDQ@KCVDKKHMFCDONRHSR
@MCVDQDFDMDQ@KKXmRB@SSDQDC@BQNRRSGDCVDKKHMFEKNNQn 3@HMDX4C0; 4DUDQ@K
ED@STQDRVDQDHCDMSHEHDCHMRHCDSGDCVDKKHMF*M'D@STQD CDDQSDDSG NTSNESNS@KENQSGD
RHSD VDQDTMBNUDQDC0UDQ FQ@LRNERGDKKB@LDEQNLED@STQDRVHSGHMSGDCVDKKHMF VGDQD@R
NMDED@STQDHMRHCDSGDCVDKKHMFBNMS@HMDCNESGHRRGDKK5GQDDRGDKKR@LOKDRVDQDQ@CHNB@QANM
C@SDCEQNLVHSGHMSGHRCVDKKHMF @KKNEVGHBGOQNCTBDC@-@SD8NNCK@MC1DQHNCC@SD 3@HMDX4C
0; 0MDPTDRSHNMSG@SODQRNM@KKXQDL@HMRTM@MRVDQDCHRVGXNMDVNTKCATQXmSQ@RGn
HMSGDEKNNQNENMDpRGNLD0MDDWOK@M@SHNMLHFGSADSG@SSGDRDHSDLRVDQDO@QSNE@MDUDMSSG@S
V@RLD@MSSNADOQHU@SD RTBG@R@BDQDLNMH@K@BS
"S4HSD/5 @RDQHDRNEQ@CHNB@QANMC@SDRS@JDMEQNL@CDMRDKXO@BJDCLHCCDM
RSQ@STLRGNVDCSG@SSGHRONQSHNMNESGDRHSDV@RCDONRHSDCNUDQ@LHKKDMMHTL"L@YHMFKX @
CVDKKHMFV@RQDONQSDCKXTMBNUDQDCGDQD@RVDKK VGHBGV@RCDRBQHADC@RRGNVHMFDUHCDMBDENQ
m3DOD@SDCTRDNESGDR@LDKNB@SHNMNUDQSGDBNTQRDNERDUDQ@KSGNTR@MCXD@QR<VGHBG=QDRTKSDCHM
SGD@BBTLTK@SHNMNECNLDRSHBCDAQHR@MCSGDHMETRHNMNENQF@MHBQDETRDHMSNSGDHMSDQHNQKHUHMF
RTQE@BDNE@MDMBKNRDCCVDKKHMFNQVHFV@Ln 3@HMDX@ -HJD4HSD/5 SGHRRHSD
@KRNBNMS@HMDC@mRGDKKLHCCDMED@STQD nATSV@RMNSCDDLDCSNAD@mRGDKKLHCCDMnODQRD
3@HMDX@ 5GDCHRBTRRHNMNEANMD@MCRGDKK@RENNCQDETRD@SSGHRRHSDBNMSHMTDCGDQD@R
VDKK@KSGNTFG@R3@HMDXDWOK@HMDCSGDm6RDNESGDRHSD@R@ENNCQDETRDCHRONR@K@QD@L@XG@UD
@KRNNBBTQQDC@ESDQSGD@QD@V@RMNKNMFDQCDRHQ@AKDENQG@AHS@SHNMn 3@HMDX@ 
.TBGNESGDRGDKKQDBNUDQDC@SSGHRRHSDB@LDEQNLSGDCVDKKHMFEKNNQ VGHBGV@RGD@UHKX
EQ@FLDMSDC3@HMDXDWOK@HMDCSGHR@RSGDQDRTKSNEmSQ@LOKHMFTMCDQEKNNQL@SRn 3@HMDX
@ 5GHRSGDNQXV@RRSQDMFSGDMDCSGQNTFGANS@MHB@K@MCOGXSNKHSG@M@KXRDRNESGD





CVDKKHMFEKNNQCDONRHSR VGHBGRGNVDCDUHCDMBDENQSGDOQDRDMBDNERDCFD H?4A02404 @OK@MS
SG@SHRD@RHKXVNUDMHMSNA@RJDSR L@SR @MCA@FR4GDKKR@LOKDREQNLSGDKNVDQKDUDKRNESGHREKNNQ
C@SDCSNSGD&@QKX8NNCK@MC VGHKDSGDTOODQKDUDKRC@SDCSNSGD.HCCKD8NNCK@MC 3@HMDX
@ "MHMBQDCHAKD@LNTMSNEKHSGHBCDAHS@FDB@LDEQNLVHSGHMSGHRCVDKKHMF NQ 
OHDBDRSNS@K NESG@STMBNUDQDC@SSGDRHSDNUDQ@KK *MBNMSQ@RS MNANMDNQRGDKKED@STQDRVDQD
ENTMCHMSGDCNLDRSHBTMHS"BNVSNNSG@MCNSGDQCNLDRSHB@SDC@MHL@KQDL@HMRENTMCHMCDONRHSR
NMSGDCVDKKHMFEKNNQCHCDRS@AKHRGSG@S/@SHUDODNOKDKHUDCGDQDCTQHMFSGD$NMS@BSODQHNC)DQD
3@HMDXCDSDQLHMDCSG@SSGDm#XOQNCTBSRNEOQNBDRRHMF@MCNSGDQ@BSHUHSHDRVDQDDHSGDQAQNTFGSSN
4HSD/5ENQCTLOHMFEQNL@MD@QAXG@AHS@SHNMRHSD n@KSGNTFGRGDCNDR@CCSG@SmSGD
KNB@SHNMHSRDKEL@XG@UDADDMSGDKNB@SHNMVGDQDOQNBDRRHMFSNNJOK@BDn 3@HMDX4C0; 
5GHRVNQJHR@MDWDLOK@QNESGDOQNBDRRT@KOKTRODQHNC @RHSRGNVRSGDHMEKTDMBDNEANSG
SQ@CHSHNMR1QDCHBSHUDLNCDKHMFV@RRSHKKTRDC@MCNMDNAIDBSHUDNESGDC@S@QDBNUDQXV@RmSN
TMCDQRS@MCGNVSGDRDKNB@SHNMRVDQDTRDCAX?4>?;4NECHEEDQDMSBTKSTQ@KSQ@CHSHNMRNQBHBC4<Bn
3@HMDX4C0;<DLOG@RHR@CCDC= 5GDCHRBNUDQXNENMDCTRJXRG@QJSNNSG@MCNMDS@KNM
ANMDEQNL@M"LDQHB@MA@KCD@FKDGNVDUDQ KDC3@HMDXSNGXONSGDRHYDSG@SSGDSNNSGmLHFGSAD
SGDQDL@HMRNE@LD@KNQ@BDQDLNMH@KHSDLn 3@HMDX4C0; VGHKDSGDS@KNMV@Rm@KHJDKX
BDQDLNMH@KNQNQM@LDMS@K@QSHE@BSn 3@HMDX4C0; 4GDDWOK@HMDCSG@SANSGRHSDRRGNV
m$NMSHMTHSXHMGNTRDRHSHMFNUDQSGNTR@MCRNEXD@QR<VGHBG=VNTKCAD@MDWODBSDCOGDMNLDMNM
@RRNBH@SDCVHSGFQNTORS@AHKHSX DBNKNFHB@KBNMRDQU@SHRL @MCSGDL@HMSDM@MBDNEVDKKDRS@AKHRGDC
BTKSTQ@KSQ@CHSHNMRn 3@HMDX4C0; 5GDQDHR@M@OO@QDMSCHEEDQDMBDADSVDDMSGDSVN
GNTRDRSQTBSTQDRGNVDUDQ @R4HSD/5@OOD@QDCSNADmNUDQTRDC@MC@A@MCNMDCCTDSNGHFG
@BBTLTK@SHNMNEQDETRD@MCKNB@KCDOKDSHNMNEQDRNTQBDR<j=VGDMBNLO@QDCSN4HSD/5 
VGDQDGNTRDBKD@MHMFRDDLDCSNAD@QDFTK@QOQ@BSHBDAXSGDRHSDNBBTO@MSRn 3@HMDX4C0;
 "KSGNTFGEQ@LDCPTHSDCHEEDQDMSKX GDQ@QFTLDMSCNDRBNMMDBSSN.NEEDSSpRRNNMSNAD
NTSKHMDCOQDRDMS@SHNMNMSGD)NKCDMRHSD @KRNQDEDQSNO@FDR@MC 3@HMDXGNVDUDQ
CNDREKDRGNTSGDQCHRBTRRHNMVHSGSGDGTL@MDKDLDMS @RRGDDWOK@HMR m#NSGRHSDRRDQUDC@R





E@LHKH@QK@MCRB@ODRVHSGHMVGHBGGNLDRVDQDBNMRSQTBSDC@MCE@LHKHDRB@QQHDCNTSSGDHQC@HKX
QNTSHMDRn 3@HMDX4C0; %@HKXQNTSHMDRHMBKTCDCS@RJRVGDQDmSNNKR@MCNSGDQ
ETMBSHNM@KHSDLRVDQDOQNCTBDC@MCL@HMS@HMDC<j= U@QHNTRENNCQDRNTQBDRVDQDOQNBDRRDC 
LD@KRVDQDOQDO@QDC@MCBNMRTLDC LDCHBHMDV@R@CLHMHRSDQDCSNSGDRHBJ QHST@KRVDQDB@QQHDC
NTS F@LDRVDQDOK@XDC BGHKCQDMVDQDANQM @MCDKCDQRO@RRDC@V@Xn 3@HMDX4C0; 
4GDDMCDCVHSG@V@QMHMFSG@SHRPTHSD@OOKHB@AKDSNSGHRQDRD@QBG SG@SmSGDHMSDQOQDS@SHNMNE
LD@MHMF@MCRHFMHEHB@MBDHM@QBG@DNKNFHB@KEKNQ@K@MCE@TM@K@RRDLAK@FDRLTRSAD@OOQN@BGDC
VHSGB@TSHNMVGDMSGDGTL@MCHDSHRTMCDQBNMRHCDQ@SHNMn 3@HMDX4C0; 3@HMDXCHC
OTAKHRGSVNOHDBDRENQSGDOTAKHBRNLDSHLD@ESDQSGDEHDKCVNQJNM4HSDR/5@MC/5
V@RBNLOKDSDC RDD3@HMDX3@HMDXA @KSGNTFGMNMDVHMENQL@SHNMV@ROQDRDMSDC
"RLDMSHNMDCD@QKHDQ 1"- *MBQDSTQMDCSNSGD.@SS@PT@RNM1TQBG@RDRHSDADSVDDM
@MCSNBNMCTBS@RHSDDW@LHM@SHNM 4G@EDQ@MC)DQARSDQ 3TRRDKK$K@QJ @LDLADQNE
SGD8@LO@MN@F5QHADNE(@X)D@C"PTHMM@G@RVDKK@R'Q@MJ+@LDR SGDM)D@C4@BGDLNESGD
8@LO@MN@F5QHADNE(@X)D@C "PTHMM@G RDQUDC@RHMENQL@MSRNMSGHROQNIDBS 4G@EDQ@MC
)DQARSDQHW 5GQNTFG@QBG@DNKNFHB@K@M@KXRDRSGDRHSDV@RBNMBKTCDCSNAD@
LTKSHBNLONMDMSRHSDSG@SG@CADDMHMG@AHSDCNUDQ XD@QR@MCV@RDKHFHAKDENQSGD/@SHNM@K
3DFHRSDQTMCDQBQHSDQHNM"@MC%5GDm'NQL%nRTALHSSDCAX1"- *MBMNVHCDMSHEHDCSGDRHSD
@R@G@AHS@SHNMRHSD @KSGNTFGSGDRHSDENQL@KRNCDRBQHADRSGDRHSD@RBNMS@HMHMFm@MDWO@MRHUDRGDKK
LHCCDMn .@GKRSDCS@MC4BG@EDQMO 5GQNTFGSGDHQLNQDQDBDMSVNQJ 4G@EDQ@MC)DQARSDQ
VDQD@AKDSNDWO@MC@QBG@DNKNFHB@KTMCDQRS@MCHMFR@ANTSSGDRHSDpRSHLDODQHNC@MCTR@FD
O@SSDQMR5GDEHDKCBQDVTMBNUDQDC@M@CCHSHNM@KMHMDED@STQDRGDQD VGHBGVDQDL@HMKX
HMSDQOQDSDC@RQDETRDOHSR6MKHJDSGDDWB@U@SHNM E@TM@KL@SDQH@KRVDQDRTARS@MSH@KKX
R@LOKDC VGHBGV@RCNMDNMKXRN@QBG@DNKNFHRSRBNTKCADSSDQTMCDQRS@MCRGDKKEHRGmBNMRTLOSHNMn
4G@EDQ@MC)DQARSDQWWHHH 
*M1"- *MBQDSTQMDCSN.@QSG@pR7HMDX@QCSNSDRSSGD)DQQHMF$QDDJRHSD RDD
'HFTQD@MC5@AKD 5GHRHR@UDQXTMHPTDOQNIDBSHMSGHRR@LOKD @RHSV@RCNMDHMNQCDQSN





ATHKCSGD8@LO@MN@F"PTHMM@G4GDKKEHRG)@SBGDQX 8"4) NMSGDO@QBDKNEK@MCNVMDCAXSGD
8@LO@MN@F5QHADNE(@X)D@C "PTHMM@G 5GHRHMDEEDBSDRS@AKHRGDCSGD8@LO@MN@F5QHADNE
(@X)D@C "PTHMM@G @R@BKHDMSNE1"- *MB5GHRRHSDBNMS@HMDCOQDBNMS@BS@MC$NMS@BSODQHNC
L@SDQH@KR RNLDQDOQDRDMSHMFSGDMD@QAX$NNJ)NLDRSD@C"RSGDRDCHEEDQDMSNBBTO@SHNMR
NUDQK@OODCRHFMHEHB@MSKX HSV@R@SSHLDRCHEEHBTKSSNBK@QHEXRSQ@SHFQ@OGHBQDK@SHNMRGHOR0MDED@STQD
V@RHMSDQOQDSDC@Rm@ENNCQDETRDLHCCDM@MCNQGD@QSGED@STQD FHUDMSGDOQDRDMBDNENSGDQ@MHL@K
ANMD@MCRGDKKEHRGF0BC4@KNMFVHSGBGHOOHMFCDAQHR@MCEHQDBQ@BJDCQNBJ nVGHBG@KRNBNMS@HMDC
VG@SV@RHCDMSHEHDCSGQNTFGK@ANQ@SNQXOQNBDRRHMF@R@ONRRHAKDGTL@MBQ@MH@KEQ@FLDMS )DQARSDQ
@MC$GDQ@T<DLOG@RHR@CCDC= 8GHKDDWB@U@SHMFK@SDQSG@SXD@Q SVNGTL@MATQH@KRVDQD
HMCDDCTMBNUDQDC @KSGNTFGSGDXCHEEDQDCPTHSDBNMRHCDQ@AKXEQNLD@BGNSGDQ"ONRRHAKD-@SD
"QBG@HBATQH@K CDRBQHADC@RUDQXK@QFD@MCUDQXCDDO V@RMD@QSGD@ODWNE@RHFMHEHB@MSJMNKKNM
SGDRHSD )DQARSDQ@MC$GDQ@T 5GDHMCHUHCT@KV@RKHJDKXHM@RDLHEKDWDCONRHSHNM 
@KSGNTFGKHSSKDNESGDATQH@KV@R@BST@KKXDWB@U@SDC"RL@KKETKKX@QSHBTK@SDCCNFRJDKDSNMV@R
ENTMCVHSGHMSGDED@STQD@MCV@R@KRNEKDWDC0SGDQHSDLRVHSGHMSGHRATQH@KBNLOKDWHMBKTCDC
BGHOOHMFCDAQHR RGDKKEQ@FLDMSR B@KBHMDANMD @MCBG@QBN@K )DQARSDQ@MC$GDQ@T *M
BNMSQ@RS @-@SD8NNCK@MCNQ$NMS@BSODQHNCATQH@KV@RVHSGHM@RG@KKNVRDLHBHQBTK@QOHSSG@S
mV@RHMSQTRHUDHMSNSGDK@QFDQRGDKKLHCCDMn )DQARSDQ@MC$GDQ@T 5GDHMCHUHCT@KV@R
@KRNHM@MDWSDMCDCQ@SGDQSG@M@EKDWDCONRHSHNM VGHBGHRRNLDVG@STMHPTDENQSGHRSHLDODQHNC
)DQARSDQ@MC$GDQ@TMNSDSG@SVGHKDRHLHK@QL@SDQH@KRVDQDDMBNTMSDQDCSGQNTFGNTSSGD
RHSD RTBG@RBGHOOHMFCDAQHR RGDKKEQ@FLDMSR B@KBHMDANMD @MCBG@QBN@K mSGDRDL@SDQH@KRVDQD
MNSDCHMLTBGKNVDQCDMRHSHDRSG@MSGDK@XDQRNUDQKXHMFSGDGTL@M@MC@MHL@KATQH@KRn )DQARSDQ
@MC$GDQ@T 0MDB@MBNMBKTCDEQNLSGHRSG@SGTL@MRF@SGDQDCNUDQSGDRD@QD@RENQ
KNMFDQCTQ@SHNMRNQLNQDEQDPTDMSKX @KSGNTFGSGDRHFMHEHB@MBDNESGHRB@MNMKXAD@RRTLDC
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ADDMDRS@AKHRGDC)DHRB@QDETKSNR@XSG@SSGHRCNDRMNSLD@MKHEDHROQDCDSDQLHMDC NQSG@SNMD
B@MMNSL@JDCDBHRHNMR5NGHL V@XE@QDQR@QDMNSRHLOKXE@KKHMFHMSNKHMD ATSO@QSHBHO@SHMFHM
mSGDUDQXOQNBDRRNESGDVNQKCpRBNMSHMT@KBNLHMFHMSNADHMF@MCVGN HMK@XHMF@SQ@HKNEKHED 
BNMSQHATSDRSNHSVD@UD@MCSDWSTQDn *MFNKC 5GDXLNUD@KNMFO@SGRSG@S@QD@KQD@CX
E@LHKH@QSNSGDL@MCNQNSGDQR5GDHQLNUDLDMSR@MC@BSHNMRGNVDUDQ B@MNMKXNBBTQ@KNMFSGD
LDRGVNQJpRKHMDR RDD'HFTQD 
8@XE@QDQR@QD@KRNBNMRS@MSKXLNUHMF BNMRS@MSKXSQ@UDKKHMF*MSGHRRDMRD SQ@UDKKHMFHR
MNSLNUDLDMSEQNLONHMS"SNONHMS# mATS@V@XNEADHMFn "ONQS@@RBHSDCAX*MFNKC
 7DQXHLONQS@MSKX *MFNKCONHMSRNTSSG@SVGDM@V@XE@QDQV@KJR@SQ@HK SGDXKNNJ
@QNTMCSNRDDVG@SHS@EENQCRSGDL VGDSGDQHSHROK@MSRNQMDVNOONQSTMHSHDR"V@XE@QDQpRS@RJHR
SNmMDFNSH@SD@O@SGSGQNTFGSGDVNQKCn *MFNKC 8@XE@QDQRLNUDJMNVKDCFD VGHBGGD
HKKTRSQ@SDRVHSG@MDW@LOKDNESGD,NXTJNMODNOKDNE"K@RJ@ *MFNKC )DQDGD@KRNRS@SDR
SG@SRBHDMSHEHBJMNVKDCFDHROQNCTBDCAXV@XE@QHMF @RHSmFQNVRHM@EHDKCNEOQ@BSHBDRBNMRSHSTSDC
AXSGDLNUDLDMSRNEOQ@BSHSHNMDQR CDUHBDR LD@RTQDR@MCQDRTKSREQNLNMDK@ANQ@SNQXSN@MNSGDQn
*MFNKC "KSGNTFGGDRDDLRSNDBGNSGDBNMBKTRHNMRNE@BSNQMDSVNQJSGDNQHRSRGDQD
HD-@SNTQ GDHRBKD@QSG@SNMKXKHUHMFBQD@STQDRB@MADV@XE@QDQR@MCBQD@SDLDRGVNQJR
*MFNKCCQ@VR@O@Q@KKDKADSVDDMV@XE@QHMF@MCRD@E@QHMF*MBNMRHCDQHMFSGHRO@Q@KKDK NMD
RGNTKCRDDGNVV@XE@QHMFHRPTHSDSGDNOONRHSDNERGHOOHMF0MDENBTRDRNMmKHED@SRD@ nVGHKD
SGDNSGDQHRBNMBDQMDCVHSGmQNTSDHMF@BQNRRHSn *MFNKC *SHRRHLHK@QSNSGDCHEEDQDMBD
ADSVDDMCQ@VHMF@EQDDG@MCDCKHMDUDQRTR@MCNMDVHSG@QTKDQ&UDMSGHRHRLNQDBNLOKHB@SDCHM
QD@KKHED"R*MFNKCDWOK@HMRmSQ@MRONQSB@MMDUDQADODQEDBSATS@KV@XRDMS@HKR@MDKDLDMSNE





V@XE@QHMFRNMNKHMDSG@SHRDUDQCQ@VMlDUDMVHSG@QTKDQlB@MDUDQADODQEDBSKXRSQ@HFGSn
*MFNKC 8GHKDANSG@QDNM@O@SG NMDHRENQFDCAXSGDV@XE@QDQ@MCENBTRDCNM
LNUDLDMS5GDNSGDQHR@ANTSDWODCHDMSSQ@MRONQS@SHNM3DF@QCKDRR V@XE@QHMFHR@ANTSmSQ@HKRMNS
QNTSDRn *MFNKC 3DRD@QBGDQRRGNTKCSGDQDENQDADLNQDHMSDQDRSDCHMBNMBDOST@KHYHMF@M
@BSNQpRINTQMDXUDQRTRSGDHQmEHM@KCDRSHM@SHNMn5GDV@XE@QDQ HME@BS mRHFMRGHROQDRDMBDNMSGD
K@MCHMSGDDUDQFQNVHMFRTLNEGHRSQ@HKRn *MFNKC )DHR@KRNB@QDETKSNCHEEDQDMSH@SD
ADSVDDMV@XE@QHMF@MCM@UHF@SHMF)DQD mSGDM@UHF@SNQG@RADENQDGHL@BNLOKDSDQDOQDRDMS@SHNM
ADENQDGHLNESGDSDQQHSNQX HMSGDENQLNE@B@QSNFQ@OGHBL@O TONMVGHBGGDB@MOKNS@BNTQRD
ADENQDDUDMRDSSHMFNTS5GDINTQMDXHRSGDMMNLNQDSG@M@MDWOKHB@SHNMNESGDOKNSn *MFNKC
 *MBNMSQ@RS @V@XE@QDQENQFDR@O@SGSN@CDRSHM@SHNM*SHRNMKX@SSGDDMCNESGDINTQMDX
SG@SSGDQNTSDB@MADQDK@XDC
*MFNKC  V@MSRSNSQ@BDSGDRDSQ@HKR @KSGNTFGSGDXADBNLDPTHSDBNLOKDWVGDMNMD
@CCRNSGDQRpLNUDLDMSRSGQNTFGSGDR@LDRO@BD)D@BST@KKXCDOHBSRSGDRDSQ@HKR@RBNMSHMTNTR
KHMDRNELNUDLDMS VGHBGROHQ@K@QNTMCVGDMRNLDNMDRSNOR@S@KNB@SHNMENQ@ODQHNCHMSHLD
5GDRDADBNLDRNLDVG@SNE@JMNS VGHBGKHDHMNOONRHSHNMSNVG@SGDB@KKRSGDmGTA@MCRONJDR
LNCDKn QDEDQ@F@HMSN'HFTQD 5GDRDJMNSR@QDOK@BDRVHSGHMSGDK@MCRB@OD@MCSGDXL@JDTO
SGDRSQNMFONHMSRVHSGHMSGDLDRGVNQJ VHSGSGDSGQD@CR@RV@XE@QDQpRSQ@HKR5GDXCNMNSNBBTOX@
OK@BD ATSSGDXRTBBDRRETKKXHMG@AHSHS@MCAXCNHMFRNSGDXBNMSHMT@KKXL@JDOK@BDRHMSGDOQNBDRR
*MFNKC )DCNDRMNSV@MSSNTMQ@UDKSGDHQJMNSRGNVDUDQ @RSGHRVNTKCTMCNSGD
LDRGVNQJ)DV@MSRSNSQ@BDSGDSGQD@CR@MCCVDKKNMSGDHQDMS@MFKDLDMSR VGHBG@QDmANTMC
SNFDSGDQ8=SGDJMNS MNSSGDX@QDMNSANTMC1HHSn *MFNKC 8HSGSGHR GDHRB@QDETKSN
ONHMSNTSSG@SV@XE@QDQRL@JDOK@BDR ATS@QDMNSANTMCAXSGDL5GHRHRVGXGDQDEDQRSNSGDL@R
HMG@AHS@MSRUDQRTRKNB@KR @MCHMG@AHS@MSJMNVKDCFDUDQRTRKNB@KJMNVKDCFD  *MFNKC
 
5HLDHRNEMNBNMBDQMSNSGDV@XE@QDQ"V@XE@QDQCNDRMNSENBTRNMSHLD@RGDNQRGD
LNUDR @KSGNTFGSGNRDVGN@QDADHMFSQ@MRONQSDC@QDNARDRRDCVHSGHS *MFNKC 8@XE@QDQR





@QDHMMNQTRG@MCSGQNTFGSGDHQSQ@UDKRSGDX@QDBNMRS@MSKXHMSTMDVHSGSGDHQRTQQNTMCHMFR *MFNKC
 3DSTQMHMFSNSGDSQ@UDKKDQ NARDRRDCVHSGSHLD GDNQRGDHRNMKXBNMBDQMDCVHSG
QD@BGHMFCDRSHM@SHNMRVGHKDSGDINTQMDXHMADSVDDMHRRDDLHMFKXL@QJDCAXMNSGHMFMDRR4HMBD
SGDCDRSHM@SHNMHRNEOQHL@QXHLONQS@MBD SQ@UDKDQR@QDVHKKHMFSNHMUDRSGD@UHKXHMADSSDQ HD
E@RSDQ LD@MRNESQ@MRONQS *MFNKC 8GHKDSGDSQ@UDKDQVNTKCOQDEDQSNRHLOKX
@QQHUD@SSGDHQCDRSHM@SHNM SGDV@XE@QDQ@OOQDBH@SDRSGDRSNQHDR@MCDWODQHDMBDRBQD@SDCAXSGDHQ
LNUDLDMSR@MCRSNOO@FDR@RVDKK@RSGDDWHRSHMFGHRSNQXVHSGHM@MC@KNMFSGDRDKNB@KDR*MFNKC
@QFTDRSG@SNMDNESGDCHKDLL@RENQLNCDQMLDM@MCVNLDMHRSGDE@BSSG@SSGDHQVNQKCHRBQD@SDC
DWOQDRRKXRNSG@SSGDXL@X>22D?H@OK@BD@MCADCA0=B?>AC43 @KSGNTFGL@MXG@UDKHSSKDQDF@QC
ENQMNMGTL@MKHED *MFNKC 
5GQNTFGNTSKHMHMFGHRNAIDBSHNMRSN"/5RODBHEHB@KKX *MFNKCENBTRDR@MDMSHQDBG@OSDQHM
48=6;8E4BB0HB>=<>E4<4=C:=>F;43640=334B2A8?C8>=NMSGDV@XRHMVGHBGV@XE@QHMF
CHEEDQREQNL"/54S@FHMF@BNMUDQR@SHNMADSVDDM@M@MS@MC@ROHCDQHMm8GDM"/5LDDSR
41*%&3RNBH@KSGDNQXENQ@QSGQNONCR nGDB@QDETKKXCHEEDQDMSH@SDRADSVDDM@M@MS@R@LNTMC
ATHKCDQ@MCSGDROHCDQ@R@VDAVD@UDQ)DL@JDRGHRNVM@BQNMXLENQ41*%&3@RVDKK VGHBG
RS@MCRENQmB:8;;43?A02C8248=E>;E4B34E4;>?<4=C0;;H4<1>3843A4B?>=B8E4=4BBn *MFNKC 
)DQDSGD@MSBK@QHEHDRSG@S@FDMBXHRMNSADRSNVDCNMSGDHMCHUHCT@K ATSmHR38BCA81DC43SGQNTFGNTS
SGDMDSVNQJn *MFNKC 5GDROHCDQBQHSHBHYDRSGD@MS @RSGDMDSVNQJGDHR@O@QSNERDDLR
SNG@UDMNL@SDQH@KOQDRDMBD4GD@QFTDRSG@SGDQVDAHRPTHSDCHEEDQDMSSG@M@MDSVNQJ @KSGNTFG
HSL@X@OOD@QNSGDQVHRD@SEHQRSFK@MBD)DQVDAV@RB42A4C43EQNLGDQANCXVGHKDRGDLNUDC
4GDBNMSHMTDRSG@S
5GDRD@QDSGDKHMDR0;>=6VGHBG*KHUD@MCBNMCTBSLXODQBDOSHNM@MC@BSHNMHMSGDVNQKC
'NQDW@LOKD *JMNVVGDM@EKXG@RK@MCDCHMSGDVDAADB@TRD*B@MEDDKSGDUHAQ@SHNMRHM
SGDKHMDRSGQNTFGLXROHMCKXKDFR @MCHSHR@KNMFSGDRDKHMDRSG@S*QTMSNQDSQHDUDHS#TS
SGDKHMDRNELXVDACNMNS2>==42CLDSNSGDEKX3@SGDQ SGDX@QD@KQD@CXSGQD@CDCADENQD
SGDEKX@QQHUDR @MCRDSTOSGQNTFGSGDHQL@SDQH@KOQDRDMBDSGDBNMCHSHNMRNEDMSQ@OLDMS
TMCDQVGHBGRTBG@BNMMDBSHNMB@MONSDMSH@KKXADDRS@AKHRGDC<*MFNKC=







5GHR@BBNTMSL@JDR@MS@RJVG@SHME@BSDMRM@QDRlSGDROHCDQNQSGDVDA 8GHKDHSHRANSG
SNFDSGDQ SGDQDVDQDNSGDQSGHMFRSG@SOK@XDC@QNKDGDQDKHJDSGDSVHFRSNVGHBGSGDVDAV@R
@SS@BGDC4GDBNMEHQLRSG@SGDQVDA @MCSGDSVHFRAXDWSDMRHNM DM@AKDCGDQ@BSHNM ATSSGNRD
RGNTKCMNSADRDDMNE@R@FDMSR4OHCDQS@JDRHRRTDVHSGSGDE@BSSG@SmHMDQSL@SSDQnB@MAD@M@FDMS
HM"/54GDBQHSHBHYDRSGD@MSENQFHUHMF@FDMBXSNHM@MHL@SDNAIDBSRADB@TRDSGHRFNDR@F@HMRS
41*%&3pR@BQNMXLVGNKDGD@QSDCKX"FDMBXHR@KKSGDLNQDBNLOKDW ADB@TRD @RROHCDQDWOK@HMR
m@BQD@STQDSG@SB@MCNMNSGHMFSG@SG@CMNSADDMETKKXSGNTFGSNTSHM@CU@MBDBNTKCMDUDQ HM
OQ@BSHBD CN@MXSGHMF@S@KKn *MFNKC 


*MFNKCNEEDQR@MDSGMNFQ@OGHBDW@LOKDNEV@XE@QHMFHM@BG@OSDQDMSHSKDCm/@LHMF@R

RSNQXSDKKHMFROD@JHMFNE@MHL@KR@LNMFSGD,NXTJNMNE"K@RJ@ nVGHBGGDA@RDRK@QFDKXNMSGD
VNQJNE+DRTHSOQHDRS+TKHTR+DSS^    @MC@MSGQNONKNFHRS3HBG@QC/DKRNM
 ,NXTJNM@MHL@KM@LDR@QDMNSMNTMR ATSUDQAR VGHBGBNLDHMSGQDDENQLRCDRBQHOSHUD
M@LDR %HRS@MS5HLDRSNQHDR NQQHCCKDR8HSGCDRBQHOSHUDM@LDR SGD,NXTJNMCDRBQHADSGD
@MHL@KpRNARDQUDCADG@UHNQ"MDW@LOKDNESGHRHRmODQBGDRHMSGDKNVDQO@QSNEROQTBDSQDDR n
VGHBGHRSGDHQM@LDENQNVK *MFNKC 5GHRHRBNLOKDWADB@TRDSGHRmM@LDCNDRMNS
QD@KKXQDEDQSNSGDNVK@R@MNAIDBS ATSSNVG@SVDLHFGSB@KKSGD@BSHUHSXNEoNVKHMFpn *MFNKC
 8HSG%HRS@MS5HLDRSNQHDR @M@MHL@KHRBNMMDBSDCSNNQ@KSQ@CHSHNM'NQDW@LOKD SGD
KNMFMNRDRTBJDQHRB@KKDCmA@CL@MHMSGDV@SDQnADB@TRDGDV@R@SGHDE)DGHCSGDHSDLRSG@SGD
RSNKDHMGHRGD@C *MFNKC 8GDMSGD,NXTJNMD@SNMD SGDXSDKKGHRRSNQXVGHKD
QDLNUHMFGHRRJTKKANMDR4NLDDUDMOQDEDQMNSSND@SSGDRDEHRGHMED@QSG@SSGDXLHFGSADBNLD
SGHDUDRSGDLRDKUDR"R*MFNKCDWOK@HMRm&@SHMF@M@MHL@KBNMSQHATSDRCHQDBSKXSNSGDFQNVSGNESGD
ODQRNMSGQNTFGSGHR@BSSGD@MHL@KpRRSNQX HMCDDCSGDUDQXSQ@IDBSNQXNEHSRKHED LDQFDRHMSN@MC
ADBNLDRNMDVHSGSGDKHEDNESGDD@SDQn *MFNKC "MHL@KDMBNTMSDQRFTHCDSGDKHUDRNE
SGD,NXTJNM ADB@TRDmDUDQXDMBNTMSDQVHSG@M@MHL@KHR @RVDG@UDRDDM DPTHU@KDMSSNGD@QHMF
HSRRSNQXQDSNKC5GTR@RODNOKDFN@ANTSSGDHQATRHMDRRHMSGDVNNCR SGDX@QDBNMSHMT@KKX






BNMMDBSHMFRSNQHDRNENSGDQRKHUDRSNSGDHQNVM<j=EQNLSGDLODNOKDCQ@VANSGLNQ@K@MC
OQ@BSHB@KFTHC@MBDNMGNVSNB@QQXNMn *MFNKC 
5GDSGHQCENQLS@JDRSGDRG@ODNEQHCCKDR VGHBG@QDRNLDSHLDRG@QCSNCHRSHMFTHRGEQNL
CDRBQHOSHUDM@LDR0ESDMSHLDRQHCCKDRADFHMVHSG@OGQ@RDQNTFGKXSQ@MRK@SDCSNLD@M m8@HS *
RDDRNLDSGHMFn *MFNKC 'QNLGDQDSGDODQRNMNEEDQHMFSGDQHCCKDCDRBQHADR@EKDDSHMF
LNLDMSHMSHLD VGHBGGDNQRGDG@RVHSMDRRDCHMSGDOQDRDMBDNENSGDQR*MBNMSQ@RSSN%HRS@MS
5HLDRSNQHDR QHCCKDR@QDNMKXNEEDQDCCTQHMFSGDC@XRHMBDRHFGSHRRTBG@MHLONQS@MSDKDLDMS
GDQD5GDQDHR@KRN@RD@RNM@KDKDLDMSSNSGDL@RQHCCKDR@QDFDMDQ@KKXNEEDQDCHMSGDROQHMF VGHKD
%HRS@MS5HLDRSNQHDR@QDR@UDCENQSGDVHMSDQ3HCCKDR RTBG@RSGDAD@UDQpRVHSGm*CQ@FLX
RGNUDK@KNMFSGDSQ@HK nRGNVGNV@SSDMSHUDSGD,NXTJNM@QDSNSGD@MHL@KR@QNTMCSGDL)TL@MR
@MC@MHL@KR@QDDUDMLNQDBNMMDBSDC RHMBDANSGB@MGD@QD@BGNSGDQ+TRS@RVDJMNVNTQM@LDR
@MCKHRSDMENQSGDL RNSNNCN@MHL@KRVHSGHMSGD,NXTJNMVNQKCUHDV8GDM@M@MHL@KGD@QRHSR
M@LD HSHRHMRNLDQDRODBSRRTLLNMDC#DB@TRDNESGHR SGD,NXTJNMRNLDSHLDRTRD@KSDQM@SD
M@LDRENQ@MHL@KR HMVG@S*MFNKCB@KKRmBHQBTLKNBTSHNMRn *MFNKC 'NQDW@LOKD HE@
QDCENWVDQDJHKKDC@MCAQNTFGSHMSN@GNTRDRNSG@SHSBNTKCADRJHMMDC HSHRQDEDQQDCSNAX
@MNSGDQM@LD0ESDMSHLDRAD@QRVDQDQDEDQQDCSNAXRNLDSGHMFNSGDQSG@MSGDHQmQD@KnM@LD 
DRODBH@KKXAXVNLDM RNSG@SSGDXCNMNSEDDKCHRQDRODBSDC
5NDWO@MCNMSGDBNMBDOSNEV@XE@QHMFDUDMETQSGDQ *MFNKCRODMCR@FQD@SCD@KNESHLD
NTSKHMHMFSGDV@XRHMVGHBGRSNQXSDKKHMF VGDSGDQNQ@KNQVQHSSDM B@M@KRNADTMCDQRSNNC@R@
V@XE@QHMFDWODQHDMBD)@MCVQHSSDMK@MFT@FD @RGDDWOK@HMR mHR@KHMDNEG@MCVQHSSDMSDWS%NDR
MNSSGHRKHMD SNN FNNTSENQ@V@KJ BNMSHMT@KKX@CU@MBHMFEQNLSGDSHO@RSGDRSNQXOQNBDDCRn
*MFNKC 5GHRSGDMLD@MRSG@S@KKJMNVKDCFDHROQNCTBDC@MC@BPTHQDCUH@LNUDLDMS 
VGDSGDQHSHR@BPTHQDCSGQNTFGSQ@UDKKHMFDWODQHDMBHMFNARDQUHMF@KNMF@SQ@HK KHRSDMHMFVGHKD@
RSNQXHRRONJDMNQSGQNTFGQD@CHMFVNQCRG@MCVQHSSDMNM@O@FD"KNMFSGHRR@LDKNFHB SGDQDHR@
GTFDCHEEDQDMBDADSVDDMRNLDSGHMFSG@SHRG@MCVQHSSDM@MCOQHMSDCSDWS5GHRHR@BNMBDQMADB@TRD
VHSGSGDK@SSDQ @QD@CDQHRMNKNMFDQ@V@XE@QDQ@RNMDHRVGDMSGDXKHRSDMSN@RSNQXNQQD@C@





RBQHADpRRBQHOS)DDWOQDRRDRSGDHMGDQDMSCHEEDQDMBDRADSVDDMQD@CHMFVQHSSDMSDWSR@MCOQHMSDC
NMDR1QHMSDCSDWSR@QDMNSINTQMDXRQDK@XDCEQNLSGDVQHSDQSNADCHRBNUDQDCAXSGDQD@CDQHMNMD
BNMSHMTNTRKHMD DRODBH@KKXFHUDMVNQCOQNBDRRHMFB@O@AHKHSHDR%NSSDCKHMDR@MCNSGDQANWDRSG@S
LTRSADEHKKDCNTSRTEENB@SDV@XE@QHMFHM*MFNKCpRLHMC)DQDmSGDLNUDLDMSNEKHEDHRBNKK@ORDC
HMSN@RDQHDRNEHMRS@MSR-HEDKDRR@MCHMDQS HSMDHSGDQLNUDRMNQROD@JRn *MFNKC 5GDRD
KHDHM@ARNKTSDNOONRHSHNMSN@SDWS RSNQXNQSQHOADB@TRDSGDRDHMRSD@CNEEDQm@INTQMDXL@CDQ@SGDQ
SG@M@MNAIDBSENTMCn *MFNKC 
5GQNTFGGHRVNQJ *MFNKCCHUDQFDREQNL'NTB@TKSpRBNMBDOSNESGHMFRUDQRTRNAIDBSR 
RDDHMFSGDVNQKCQ@SGDQCHEEDQDMSKX8GHKD'NTB@TKSROD@JRNE@MNAIDBS@RRNLDSGHMFSG@SHR
BQD@SDCSGQNTFGCHRBNTQRD *MFNKCRDDRSGDVNQKC@RL@CDTONEUDQXEDVNAIDBSR ATSQ@SGDQ
L@SDQH@KR@MCSGHMFR1DNOKDL@JDSGHMFRAXVNQJHMFVHSGL@SDQH@KR5GHMFR@QDSGDDLANCHLDMS
NE@LDRGVNQJ @RL@MXL@SDQH@KRB@LDSNFDSGDQSNENQL@SGHMF"MNAIDBS GNVDUDQ HR
BNLOKDSDKXANTMCDCNQHRNK@SDC5GHMFR@QDHMOQNBDRR VGHKDNAIDBSR@QDMNS5GDNMKXSQTD
DW@LOKDNE@MNAIDBSSG@S*MFNKCDUDMNEEDQRHRSGDODAAKD ADB@TRDHSHR@MNAIDBSSG@SG@RmBKNRDC
HMNMHSRDKE G@RSTQMDCHSRA@BJNMSGDVNQKC BTSSHMFHSRDKENEEEQNLSGDO@SGR@KNMFVGHBGHSB@LD
HMSNADHMF @MCOQDRDMSHMFNMKXHSRBNMFD@KDC NTSDQRTQE@BDRENQHMRODBSHNM<j=<5GHR=HRSGD
QDRTKSNE@MHMUDQRHNMSG@SSTQMRSGDKHMDRNESGDHQFDMDQ@SHNMHMSNANTMC@QHDRNEDWBKTRHNMn *MFNKC
 *MRGNQS C78=6B@QDO@QSNE@LDRGVNQJ VGHKD>1942CB@QDMNS*VNTKC@CCSG@SVGHKD@
ODAAKDL@XAD@MNAIDBS @RSNMDSNNKHR@SGHMF/NSNMKXHRSGD@QSHE@BSBNMMDBSDCSN@KNB@SHNM
VGDQDHSV@R@BPTHQDCAXSGDOQNRODBSHUDEKHMSJM@OODQ HSHR@KRNBNMMDBSDCSNSGD@MHL@KRSG@S
VDQDJHKKDCAXHS'TQSGDQLNQD HEENTMCL@MXXD@QRK@SDQAX@M@QBG@DNKNFHRS SGDV@XE@QHMF
BNMSHMTDR1TSRTBBHMBSKX *MFNKCADKHDUDRSG@SmSNRSTCXANSGODNOKD@MCSGHMFRHRSNRSTCXSGD
KHMDRSGDX@QDL@CDNEn *MFNKC *MLXNOHMHNM RGDKKLHCCDMR@QDANSG>1942CBHMSGD
'NTB@TKCH@MRDMRD@MCC78=6B@BBNQCHMFSN*MFNKCpRCDRBQHOSHNM$NMUDQRDKX RGDKKLHCCDMR@QD
MDHSGDQC78=6BHMSGD'NTB@TKCH@MRDMRDMNQ>1942CBODQ*MFNKCpRCDRBQHOSHNM$NMBDHUHMFNERGDKK






LHCCDMR@RNAIDBSR@MCSGHMFR RHLTKS@MDNTRKX G@RGDKODCLDBNMBDOST@KHYDSGDHQRHFMHEHB@MBD
@MCQDRD@QBGONSDMSH@K
BB>K;@9?7E:IAD=EFA"3EE35:GE7FFEE:7>>?;667@3D5:37A>A9K

*ENTMC*MFNKCpRBNMBDOSRDWBDOSHNM@KKX@OOKHB@AKDSNSGHRVNQJ*V@RHMSQHFTDCAXSGD
BNMBDOSNEV@XE@QHMF@MCGNVSGDLNUDLDMSRNEV@XE@QDQRL@JDTO@LDRGVNQJ8GHKDHMROHQDC
EQNLGHRVNQJVHSGGTMSDQF@SGDQDQR@MCSGDHQLNUDLDMSRVHSGHMSGDHQK@MCRB@OD V@XE@QHMFHR@
TRDETKBNMBDOSVGDMBNMRHCDQHMFSGDVNQJNE@QBG@DNKNFHRSR OQNEDRRHNM@K@MC@UNB@SHNM@K *
G@UDADBNLDO@QSHBTK@QKXHMSDQDRSDCHMSGDV@XRHMVGHBG@ODQRNMpR@QBG@DNKNFHB@KB@QDDQBNTKC
ADKNNRDKXTMCDQRSNNC@RV@XE@QHMF
6MKHJD4/" @LDRGVNQJ@KRN@BBNTMSRENQRO@BD5GHRV@RNMDHRRTDSG@S*G@CVGDM
SQXHMFSNOKNS@RNBH@KMDSVNQJNE.@RR@BGTRDSSRRGDKKLHCCDM@QBG@DNKNFX VGDQD*EDKS@KKNESGD
@BSNQRVDQDEKN@SHMFVHSGMNBNMRHCDQ@SHNMNERO@BD@MCSHLD8GHKDSGHRHRSQTD V@XE@QHMF@MC
LDRGVNQJRCNMNS@BBNTMSENQSHLDHMV@XRSG@S*EHMCGDKOETK#XSGHR*LD@M HE@QBG@DNKNFHRSR
SQ@UDKKDCSNRHLHK@QRHSDRSGQNTFGNTSSGDHQB@QDDQ ATSSGDHQVNQJV@RRDO@Q@SDCAXCDB@CDR GNV
BNTKCSGHRADQDOQDRDMSDCHM@LDRGVNQJ .NQDNUDQ LHFGS@LDRGVNQJS@JDHMSN@BBNTMSSGD
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.TRDTL "KA@MX 3NAAHMRQDOKHDCPTHBJKXR@XHMFm*V@RFQD@SKXRTQOQHRDCSNRDDSGD@QSHBKD@R*
G@CMNSSGNTFGSNE(@QCHMDQ@RVQHSHMF@ANTSSGDRHSD GDCHCMNS@OOD@QSNLD@RSGDKHSDQ@QXSXOD
)DHR@RNQSNEODBTKH@QHMCHUHCT@K SGHMJRGDHRO@QS*MCH@M@MCL@XADENQ@KK*JMNVn .
3NAAHMRSN8"3HSBGHD.@X 3HSBGHDO@ODQR 5GD/DV:NQJ4S@SD.TRDTL "KA@MX 
"KSGNTFGQDEDQQDCSN@R3TRRDKK(@QCHMDQ GDV@RHME@BS3TRRDKK(@QCMDQ (QD@S.NNRD RDQUHMF
@R8@LO@MN@F5QHA@K)HRSNQH@MENQQNTFGKXENTQCDB@CDR@MC@R@LDLADQNESGD."4"CUHRNQX
$NTMBHK RDD$GNPTDS'@HQA@MJR0SSN )DOTAKHRGDCHMSGD."4#TKKDSHM
(@QCMDQ @MCL@MXLNQDHMKNB@KMDVRO@ODQR RTBG
@R/0=:445GD'@KKHRRTDNESGD."4#TKKDSHMGNMNQDCGHL @Rm*SV@RCDBHCDCHMCDEDQDMBD
SN8@LO@MN@FBTRSNLSNV@HS@XD@QRHMBDGHRO@RRHMFn #K@MBJD 


4DUDQ@KXD@QRK@SDQ "LDKH@#HMFG@LBNMS@BSDC.NEEDSS@ANTSOK@MRSNNODM@LTRDTLHM

.@RGODDSGDENKKNVHMFRTLLDQ.R#HMFG@LHRBTQQDMSKX@.@RGODD8@LO@MN@F5TQSKD$K@M
.NSGDQ@MCSQHA@KDKCDQ4GDV@R@V@QCDCSGDEHESG1HNMDDQHMF8NLDM"V@QCAX$@OD$NC
$NLLTMHSX$NKKDFDENQ@KHEDSHLDNERDQUHBDSNGDQSQHA@KBNLLTMHSX 4YLHS "RRGD
DWOK@HMDCSN.NEEDSSHM m*@LOQDRDMSKXRDDJHMFVG@SDUDQJMNVKDCFD L@SDQH@KRNQ@QSHE@BSR
SNOTSNMCHROK@XENQNTQFQ@MCNODMHMFMDWSRTLLDQn "#HMFG@LSN3.NEEDSS KDSSDQ 
/NUDLADQ .NEEDSSO@ODQR 5GD3NADQS41D@ANCX.TRDTLNE"QBG@DNKNFX "MCNUDQ 4GD
DMCDC m*@L@M@SHUD@MCCDRBDMC@MSNESGD8@LO@MN@FR @MC*EDDK@FQD@SCDSDQLHM@SHNMHM
RDBTQHMF@KKSGDJMNVKDCFD@U@HK@AKD@ANTSLXODNOKDn "#HMFG@LSN3.NEEDSS KDSSDQ 
/NUDLADQ .NEEDSSO@ODQR 5GD3NADQS41D@ANCX.TRDTLNE"QBG@DNKNFX "MCNUDQ 
.NEEDSSRDMS#HMFG@L@MTMJMNVML@MTRBQHOSRGNQSKX@ESDQQDBDHUHMFGDQKDSSDQ





*M@RDBNMCKDSSDQ RGDNTSKHMDCU@QHNTRCHEEHBTKSHDRRGDG@CDWODQHDMBDCHMGDQDMCD@UNQR
"RRGDDWOK@HMDCm*G@UD@SSDLOSDCSNRDD.Q3NAAHMR#DHMF@LDLADQNESGD<.@RR@BGTRDSSR
"QBG@DNKNFHB@K=4NBHDSX *R@VGHL@SSGDK@RS"MMT@K.DDSHMFHM"SSKDANQN ATSGDV@RSN<RHB=
ATRXSNS@KJ GNVDUDQ *RG@KKVQHSDSNGHLRNNMn "#HMFG@LSN3.NEEDSS KDSSDQ %DBDLADQ
 .NEEDSSO@ODQR 5GD3NADQS41D@ANCX.TRDTLNE"QBG@DNKNFX "MCNUDQ 4GDBNMSHMTDC
m:NTL@XADHMSDQDRSDCSNJMNVSG@S*VQNSDSN1D@ANCX'NTMC@SHNM @MCSGDXHMENQLDCLDSG@S
SGDXCHCMNSG@UD@MX@QSHE@BSREQNL$@OD$NCn "#HMFG@LSN3.NEEDSS KDSSDQ %DBDLADQ
 .NEEDSSO@ODQR 5GD3NADQS41D@ANCX.TRDTLNE"QBG@DNKNFX "MCNUDQ #HMFG@L
@OOD@KDCSN.NEEDSSmHEXNTBNTKCONRRHAKXTRDXNTQHMEKTDMBD *VHRGSG@SXNTBNTKCDMBNTQ@FD
SGDODNOKD@SSGD1D@ANCX'NTMC@SHNMSNKN@MSNTR@SKD@RSNMDDWGHAHSn "#HMFG@LSN3
.NEEDSS KDSSDQ %DBDLADQ .NEEDSSO@ODQR 5GD3NADQS41D@ANCX.TRDTLNE
"QBG@DNKNFX "MCNUDQ )DQCDRODQ@SHNMB@MADEDKSVGDMRGDHLOKNQDC.NEEDSSSNm1KD@RDGDKO
TRn "#HMFG@LSN3.NEEDSS KDSSDQ %DBDLADQ .NEEDSSO@ODQR 5GD3NADQS41D@ANCX
.TRDTLNE"QBG@DNKNFX "MCNUDQ 
.NEEDSSVQNSDRNNMSGDQD@ESDQSN+NGMRNM VGNBK@QHEHDC
.QR#HMFG@LVQNSD@oQDPTDRSENQHMENQL@SHNMQDF@QCHMFL@SDQH@KQDK@SHUDSNSGD
8@LO@MN@F5QHADNE$@OD$NCp4BNSSX.@B/DHRGQDOKHDCSG@SVDCNMNSG@UD@MX
8@LO@MN@FL@SDQH@K5GHRHRSQTDTMKDRRNMDV@MSRSNRSHBJNMDpRMDBJNTS@MCR@XSG@S
$@OD$NC@QBG@DNKNFXHRSGDOQDGHRSNQXNESGD8@LO@MN@F@MC*B@M@RRTQDXNTSG@S*
CNMSV@MSSNCNSG@S<'+NGMRNMSN3.NEEDSS KDSSDQ %DBDLADQ .NEEDSS
O@ODQR 5GD3NADQS41D@ANCX.TRDTLNE"QBG@DNKNFX "MCNUDQ=

+NGMRNM@FQDDCSG@SHE.NEEDSSVHRGDC GDBNTKCmRODMC@KHSSKDSHLDRDKDBSHMF@MDWGHAHSHNM<EQNL
.NEEDSSpRQDBDMSKX@BBDRRHNMDC@QSHE@BSR=ENQ.QR#HMFG@L OQNUHCDCSGHRHRVG@SRGDV@MSRn '
+NGMRNMSN3.NEEDSS KDSSDQ %DBDLADQ .NEEDSSO@ODQR 5GD3NADQS41D@ANCX
.TRDTLNE"QBG@DNKNFX "MCNUDQ *SHRTMBKD@QVGDSGDQSGD3NADQS41D@ANCX.TRDTLNE
"QBG@DNKNFXDUDQKDMS@MXHSDLRSN#HMFG@L
5GDRDKDSSDQR@KRNGHFGKHFGS@MMNSDVNQSGXSQDMCSG@SBNMSHMTDRSNC@X VGHBGQDUNKUDR
@QNTMCSGDTRDNESGDSDQLRm8@LO@MN@F nm.@RGODD8@LO@MN@FnNQm"PTHMM@G8@LO@MN@Fn






.@MX@QBG@DNKNFHRSRG@UDQDEQ@HMDCEQNLTRHMFSGDRDBTKSTQ@KKXHCDMSHEXHMFQDEDQDMSR HMRSD@C
TRHMFAK@MJDSSDQLRKHJDm*MCH@MnNQm/@SHUD"LDQHB@Mn*MLXDWODQHDMBD QDEDQQHMFSN@M
HMCHUHCT@K@R@LDLADQNE@RODBHEHBSQHADNQA@MCNQ@BJMNVKDCFHMFSG@S@BTKSTQ@K@QD@ KHJD
$@OD$NC .@QSG@pR7HMDX@QC @MC/@MSTBJDS DMBNLO@RRDRSGDSQ@CHSHNM@KGNLDK@MCRNE@
RODBHEHBSQHADHR@RHFMNEQDRODBS'@HKHMFSNCNRNBNTKCADBNMRHCDQDCHFMNQ@MSNQDUDM
HMSDMSHNM@KKXCHRQDRODBSETK5GDONVDQCXM@LHBRHMGDQDMSHMVNQCBGNHBD@RVDKK@R@BBDRRSN
@QBG@DNKNFHB@KL@SDQH@KRHROQDRDMSHMSGHRDW@LOKD
/DVONVDQRSQTFFKDRDLDQFDCHM.@RR@BGTRDSSRCTQHMFSGDK@SDRNUDQ/@SHUDGTL@M
QDL@HMR@MC RHLHK@QSNANSGM@SHNM@K@MCKNB@KCDA@SDR@ESDQSGDO@RR@FDNESGD/@SHUD
"LDQHB@M(Q@UDR1QNSDBSHNM@MC3DO@SQH@SHNM"BS /"(13" RNLD@QBG@DNKNFHRSRRGNVDC
BNMBDQM@ANTSKNNRHMFBNMSQNKNERTBGHMRHFGSETKmRBHDMSHEHBC@S@n ENQSGDBNLOKDWHSXNESGHR
CDA@SDRDD#QNVM<=#QNVM@MC#QTBG@B<='HMD%@QD<=)@QS<=.B,DNVM
<=.B,DNVM@MC)TSS<=1DSDQR<=8@SJHMR<= <= 5GDRDHRRTDR@BST@KKX
ADF@MSNDLDQFDHM.@RR@BGTRDSSR@RD@QKX@R@ESDQGTL@MQDL@HMRVDQDENTMC@SSGD6.@RR
#NRSNM/@MSTBJDS'HDKC4S@SHNM@MCQDATQHDCNM+TKXSGNESG@SXD@Q 5TQBGNM 5GHR
G@OODMDCSGQNTFGBNMRTKS@SHNMRADSVDDM7@KDQHD5@KL@FD SGDM.@RR@BGTRDSSR4)10 @MC+NGM
1DSDQR4Q SGDM&WDBTSHUD%HQDBSNQNQSGD.$*" DRS@AKHRGDCHM 8GHKDSGDRS@SDCHCMNS
;460;;HOQNSDBSRTBGATQH@KRTMSHKSGD.@RR@BGTRDSSR6ML@QJDC#TQH@K-@V SGHRKHJDKXRDQUDC
@R@B@S@KXRSENQHSRBQD@SHNM VGHBGmENQL@KHYDC<j=SGD@CLHMHRSQ@SHUDOQNBDCTQDRSG@SG@C
OQDUHNTRKXADDMOTSHMSNDEEDBSnADSVDDMSGD.@RR@BGTRDSSR)HRSNQHB@K$NLLHRRHNM@MCSGD.$*"
4HLNM #NSG5@KL@FD@MC1DSDQRVDQDHMRSQTLDMS@KHMHSRO@RR@FD
*MGHR1QDE@BDENQ*74=380=$42:%BBD0AH .B.@M@LNM RDD.B.@M@LNM4C0; 
@BJMNVKDCFDCSG@SSGDmQDHMSDQLDMSNEQDL@HMRHRBNMSQNUDQRH@K@LNMF*MCH@MR @QBGDNKNFHRSR 
OGXRHB@K@MSGQNONKNFHRSR @MC HMBQD@RHMFKX ONKHSHBH@MR @MCSGDFDMDQ@KOTAKHB*CNTASSG@SSGD
SGQDD@TSGNQRNESGHRUNKTLDBNTKC@FQDDBNLOKDSDKXNMSGDQDHMSDQLDMSNESGDNRRT@QXQDL@HMR RN
*RG@KKROD@JNELXNVMOHDBDNMSGHRNTSBNLDn .B.@M@LNM4C0;UH 8HSGSGHR GD





UNHBDCGHRCHR@OOQNU@KNESGDPTHBJQDHMSDQLDMSNESGDRDGTL@MQDL@HMR DWOK@HMHMFSG@SHSV@R
mTMENQSTM@SDSG@SSGDRDQDL@HMRVDQDQDHMSDQQDC@SSGHRSHLDn .B.@M@LNM4C0;UH "F@HM 
SGHRRDMSHLDMSRDDLRSNG@UDBNLDEQNLGHRUHDVSG@SmSGDQD@QDLNQDCDS@HKDCRSTCHDRSG@SBNTKC
ADCNMD@RMDVSDBGMHPTDRNE@M@KXRHR@QDCDUDKNODC DUDMLNQDHMENQL@SHNMLHFGSG@UDADDM
NAS@HMDCn .B.@M@LNM4C0;UH )DB@KKDCENQCDBHRHNMRHMETSTQDSG@S@UNHCmSGDKNRRNE
RTBG@MHLONQS@MSOTAKHBQDRNTQBDn .B.@M@LNM4C0;UH *SHRHLONQS@MSSNMNSDSG@SNMKX
SGDNRRT@QXQDL@HMR@MC@RRNBH@SDC@QSHE@BSRVDQDQDHMSDQQDC5GDRGDKKLHCCDMRSQ@STLV@RMNS
BNMRHCDQDC@RRNBH@SDC@MCHRRSHKKKNB@SDC@SSGD3NADQS41D@ANCX.TRDTLNE"QBG@DNKNFX*
DW@LHMDCSGDQDL@HMHMFBNKKDBSHNMAQHDEKXVGHKDNM@QDRD@QBGUHRHSGDQDHM.@X
5GDQDG@UDADDMQDBDMSCHR@FQDDLDMSR@ANTSVG@SDW@BSKXRGNTKCADQDO@SQH@SDC"R"OQHK
DWOK@HMDC @ESDQ@GTL@MSNNSGV@RQDBNUDQDCEQNL@ED@STQD SQHA@KQDOQDRDMS@SHUDRQDPTDRSDCSG@S
@KKNESGDRHSDL@SDQH@KRADQDO@SQH@SDC0MDSQHA@KLDLADQSNKCGDQSG@SGDJMDVNSGDQ
@QBG@DNKNFHRSRVGNVDQDPTDRSHNMHMF mVGXSGDDMSHQDBNMSDMSRNESG@SED@STQDRGNTKCAD
QDO@SQH@SDCn "OQHK ODQRNM@KBNLLTMHB@SHNM )D@RJDCGDQmo8GXVNTKCVDITRSV@MSSGD
SNNSG p<j=<GDDWOK@HMDCSG@S=VDMNSNMKXV@MSSGDSNNSG VDV@MSDUDQXSGHMFSG@SV@RHMSG@S
ED@STQDSG@SSGDSNNSGV@RBNMS@HMDCHM@MClVGXVNTKCVDITRSV@MSSG@S 8DV@MSDUDQXSGHMF
SG@SV@RBNKKDBSDC@SSG@SRHSD8DV@MSSNJDDOHSSNFDSGDQn "OQHK ODQRNM@KBNLLTMHB@SHNM
 
5NLRDDLDCCHRBNTQ@FDCAXSGDBTQQDMSRS@SDNE7HMDX@QC@QBG@DNKNFX)D@CLHSSDC m*
SGHMJHE*V@RFNMM@CN@QBG@DNKNFXNMSGD7HMDX@QC*COQDEDQSNCNSGD@QBG@DNKNFXNED@QKX
&TQNOD@MRADB@TRDHSRLTBGKDRRBNLOKHB@SDCAXSGD/@SHUDONOTK@SHNM VGHBGG@R@BST@KKXOQDSSX
VDKKFNS@QBG@DNKNFXGDQDFQNTMCSN@G@KS"MC*LD@MITRSSGDXITRSG@UD@CHEEDQDMSUHDVNE
SGHMFRSG@M@QBG@DNKNFHRSRCNn 5NL ODQRNM@KBNLLTMHB@SHNM )DBK@QHEHDCGHRONRHSHNM m*
RTOONRDVDRGNTKC @MC*CKHJDSNSQX @MCVNQJVHSGSGDLATS*CNTASHE*LDUDQFNMM@FDSSN
VNQJNMSGD7HMDX@QC@MXV@XRRNHSCNDRMSL@SSDQ#TSHSBDQS@HMKXHR@CHEEDQDMSBKHL@SDEQNL


5NBK@QHEXGNVDUDQ 1"- *MB@KNMDG@RBNLOKDSDCOQNIDBSRNMSGD7HMDX@QCRHMBD





VG@SHSV@REHESXXD@QR@FN@MCHM@V@XHSRSNNA@Cn 5NL ODQRNM@KBNLLTMHB@SHNM 
(HUDMDMNTFGSHLDGDEDKSmHSKKBNLD@QNTMC@F@HM@MC@MNSGDQFDMDQ@SHNMVHKKAD0;;>F43SNCHFn
5NL ODQRNM@KBNLLTMHB@SHNM )DG@CLHWDCEDDKHMFR@ANTSSGD8@LO@MN@FADB@TRD
mMNANCXLHMCRSGD/@SHUDODNOKDADBNLHMFDLONVDQDC*SRITRSVG@SXNTCNVHSGSG@SONVDQ
VGDMXNTFDSHSn 5NL ODQRNM@KBNLLTMHB@SHNM 
#HKK @MNSGDQ7HMDX@QCQDRHCDMS@MC@UNB@SHNM@K@QBG@DNKNFHRS RDDLHMFKX@FQDDC"ESDQ
ADHMF@RJDCVGXGDSGNTFGSRGDKKLHCCDMRVDQDHLONQS@MSSN/@SHUDODNOKD GDQDOKHDC
VDRNLDSHLDRNUDQQNL@MSHBHYDSGHRVGNKDQDK@SHNMRGHOVHSG@QBG@DNKNFXlOQDGHRSNQHB
@QBG@DNKNFXHMSGD/NQSGD@RS5GDRDFTXRCHCMNSG@UDSQDLDMCNTRKXCDUDKNODCBTKSTQDR
5GDXG@C@MHBDKHEDRSXKD@MCOQNA@AKXKHUDCUDQXVDKK ATSSGDXVDQDMSRHSSHMF@QNTMC
BQD@SHMFKNSRNE@QS@MCHMSDKKDBST@KOQNODQSX5GDXVDQDA@RHB@KKXITRSKHUHMF@UDQX
BNLENQS@AKDRTARHRSDMBDDWHRSDMBD<#HKK ODQRNM@KBNLLTMHB@SHNM=

8GDM@RJDC@ANTSSGDRDmNUDQQNL@MSHBHYDCnUHDVR #HKKRG@QDCSG@SHMGHRNOHMHNM

RNLDNESGNRDCDRBDMC@MSRNESGD/@SHUD"LDQHB@MRSGHMJSG@S@KKSGDRDSGHMFR@QDR@BQDC
*V@R@S@LDDSHMF<j=@EDVXD@QR@FN @MCHSHMUNKUDCNMDNESGDRDHRRTDRNE@OQHU@SD
K@MCNVMDQSQXHMFSNFDS@ATHKCHMFODQLHS"MCSGD/@SHUDRVDQDFHUHMFGHL@SNTFGSHLD
NMSGHROQNIDBSADB@TRDSGDXG@CCNMDRNLDRTQUDXVNQJSGDQD@MC<j=HM@EDVNESGD
OHSRSGDXENTMC@EDVBGHOR@MCRNENQSG XNTJMNV@QBGDNKNFHB@KAHSR@MCOHDBDR ATS
MNSGHMFRHFMHEHB@MS"MC*@RJDCSGHRNMDLDLADQNESGDSQHAD *R@HCo%NDRSGHRLD@MSG@S
DUDQXOK@BDVGDQDVDRDDRHFMRNEOQDGHRSNQHBNBBTO@SHNMVDQDFNMM@G@UDSNFNSGQNTFG
SGHROQNBDRR p"MCGDR@HCo:DRp<#HKK ODQRNM@KBNLLTMHB@SHNM=

1@TK@KRNEDKSTMBNLENQS@AKDVHSGSGDBTQQDMSRS@SDNE@QBG@DNKNFXNM.@QSG@pR7HMDX@QC
"ESDQCHRBTRRHMF*MCHFDMNTR"QBG@DNKNFX GDV@RPTHBJSNONHMSNTSm*CHCMpSFQNVTOVHSG
*MCHFDMNTR"QBG@DNKNFX5G@SR@KK@ESDQLDNJ@X RN*G@UDMpSADDMO@QSNESG@SVGNKDCHRBTRRHNM
*UDKNNJDC@SHEEQNL@E@Q*UDKNNJDC@SHSR@XHMFSGHRHRVG@S*FQDVTOHM5GHRHRVG@S*ADKHDUD
"MCVGDM*GD@Q@QFTLDMSRSG@S@QDNESGHRNQCDQHSL@JDRLDEDDKTMD@RXn 1@TK ODQRNM@K
BNLLTMHB@SHNM 4LHSG@MC8NARS  CDRBQHADC*MCHFDMNTR"QBG@DNKNFX@R
RNLDSGHMFSG@SmLNUDRADXNMCQDRD@QBGo@ANTSp*MCHFDMNTRODNOKDRSNENBTRNMQDRD@QBGSG@SHR
BNMCTBSDCVHSG @MCENQ *MCHFDMNTRODNOKDR*SLNUDR*MCHFDMNTRBNMBDQMR@MCU@KTDREQNLSGD
oNTSRHCDpSNSGDoBDMSDQp NQHDMSHMF@QBG@DNKNFXSNV@QCR*MCHFDMNTRRXRSDLRNEJMNVKDCFD@MC
ONVDQn






1@TKRDDLDCSNHLOKXSG@S@QBG@DNKNFHRSRDCTB@SDCVHSGHM@O@QSHBTK@QO@Q@CHFL@QD
mG@QCVHQDCnEQNLSG@SONHMSENQV@QCSNUHDVDUDQXSGHMFSGQNTFGSG@SKDMR*SHRHLONQS@MSSNONHMS
NTSSG@SL@MXENTMCDQR@MCD@QKX@CUNB@SDRNE*MCHFDMNTR"QBG@DNKNFXVDQDDCTB@SDC@SSGD
R@LDSHLD@R1@TK NQDUDMD@QKHDQ RTBG@R4LHSG@MC8NARSENQDW@LOKD"MNSGDQQDRD@QBG
RTAIDBS 3HBJ VGNHRQNTFGKXSDMXD@QRXNTMFDQSG@M1@TK@MCVGNRDB@QDDQG@RADDMHMRTOONQS
NE*MCHFDMNTR"QBG@DNKNFX RDDLDCSN@FQDDVHSGGHRONHMS@ANTSO@Q@CHFL@SHB@KKDFH@MBD
GNVDUDQVGDMGD@BJMNVKDCFDC m*CNMSSGHMJ*pLUDQXSXOHB@K<j=<*M=LXBNGNQSNE
@QBG@DNKNFHRSRlMNS@GDKKNE@KNSNESGDLSGHMJSGDV@X*CN@ANTS@QBG@DNKNFXn 3HBJ ODQRNM@K
BNLLTMHB@SHNM 
1@TKBNMSHMTDCAXDWOK@HMHMFGHRTMD@RHMDRRVHSG*MCHFDMNTR"QBG@DNKNFX @RHSmOTSRSNN
LTBGDLOG@RHRNMSGDHMENQL@MS@MCSGDHMENQL@MSRCDBHRHNML@JHMF@MCMNSDMNTFGNMSGD
AQN@CDQBNMSDWSNEVG@SVDQDSQXHMFSNFDS@BBNLOKHRGDClVG@SRBHDMBDHR@ANTSn 1@TK ODQRNM@K
BNLLTMHB@SHNM 1@TKOHSSDCm*MCHFDMNTRn@F@HMRSmRBHDMSHEHBnV@XRNEJMNVHMF @KSGNTFG
SGHRHR@C@MFDQNTR@MCDUDMLHRKD@CHMFCHBGNSNLX ENQDW@LOKD RDD"F@QV@K<=<=
(QDDM<= "R@KQD@CXCHRBTRRDCHM$G@OSDQ SGDQDHR@FQD@SCD@KNEU@QH@SHNMVHSGHMSGDRD
SVNB@SDFNQHDR @RSGDQDHRVHSGHM@MXNMD/@SHUDSQHADRNQSGD@QBG@DNKNFHB@KBNLLTMHSX5GDRD
FQNTORRGNTKCMNSADBNMRHCDQDCCHBGNSNLNTR
8GHKDL@MXQDRD@QBGRTAIDBSRENBTRDCNMONSDMSH@KMDF@SHUDHLO@BSRSG@SSGD8@LO@MN@F
G@CNMKNB@K@QBG@DNKNFHB@KRNBH@KMDSVNQJR "OQHKpRDWODQHDMBDR@QDPTHSDSGDNOONRHSD8GDM
@RJDCVGNHMEKTDMBDCGDQSGDLNRSHMGDQB@QDDQ RGDPTHBJKXQDOKHDC 
SGDQDHRMS@O@QSHBTK@QHMCHUHCT@K ATS<j=VNQJHMFVHSGSGD"PTHMM@G5QHAD<j=VNQJHMF
VHSGSQHA@KLDLADQRNMOQNIDBSRHMSGDEHDKCG@RJHMCNEQD@KKXLNQDSG@M@MXNSGDQSGHMF
B@TRDCLDSNSGHMJ@ANTS<j=VG@S*CN@MCVGX*LCNHMFHS@MCGNVHSMDDCRSNAD
CNMD:NTJMNVSG@SHSRHLONQS@MSSNCNHSSGDQHFGSV@X:NTJMNVSG@SHSRMNSITRS
@ANTSKHJDFNHMFNTS@MCSGQNVHMF@RGNUDKHMSGDFQNTMCADB@TRDXNTQDHMSDQDRSDCNQ
ADB@TRDXNTJMNVSGDQDR@KDF@KQD@RNMSNCNHSATSADB@TRDXNTJMNVSG@SXNTG@UD@
QDRONMRHAHKHSXSNADS@JHMFHSJHMCNERDQHNTRKX<"OQHK ODQRNM@KBNLLTMHB@SHNM=

4GD@KRNDWOK@HMDCGNVENTMC@SHNM@KmODQRNM@KQDK@SHNMRGHOR@QD<j=VGDMVNQJHMFVHSG/@SHUD
"LDQHB@MRVHSGBNLLTMHSHDR@MCHMCHUHCT@KRn "OQHK ODQRNM@KBNLLTMHB@SHNM 4GDCHC





MNSQD@KHYDGNVBNLENQS@AKDRGDV@RVNQJHMFRODBHEHB@KKXVHSGSGD"PTHMM@G5QHADGNVDUDQTMSHK
RGDSGDMVNQJDCVHSG@QDOQDRDMS@SHUDEQNL@MNSGDQ/DV&MFK@MC5QHAD"RRGDQDLDLADQDC 
*G@CSN<j=LDDSVHSGGHL@BNTOKDNESHLDR@MCFNNTSSNSGDRHSD@MC*QD@KHYDCSG@SHS
V@RKHJDQD@KKX@VJV@QC@MCTMBNLENQS@AKD@MCGDCNDRMSJMNVLD@MC*CNMSJMNV
GHL@MC XNTJMNV *RNQSNEG@UDG@C*RNQSNEG@CSGHRHLOQDRRHNMKHJDVDKKXNTJMNV
*L*<j=VNQJVHSG/@SHUD"LDQHB@MR@KKSGDSHLDRNMNAHFCD@K ATSBKD@QKXHSRMNS
@ANTS XNTJMNV VG@SSGDHQA@BJFQNTMCHR*SR@ANTSJMNVHMFODNOKD@RHMCHUHCT@KR@MC
DRS@AKHRGHMF@QDK@SHNMRGHONESQTRS<"OQHK ODQRNM@KBNLLTMHB@SHNM=

"OQHKBNMSHMTDCCHRBTRRHMFSGDHLONQS@MBDNEQDK@SHNMRGHOR SQTRS @MCE@LHKH@QHSX4GD@CLHSSDC
SG@SVGDMVNQJHMFVHSGRNLDNMDEQNL@SQHADSG@SRGDV@RKDRRODQRNM@KKXE@LHKH@QVHSG m*V@R
QD@KKX XNTJMNV JHMCNEHMSHLHC@SDC<j=@MC*V@RKHJDVNQQHDC@ANTSVG@S*V@RR@XHMFSNGHL
@MC*MDUDQEDDKSG@SV@XVGDM*LS@KJHMFSN XNTJMNV "PTHMM@GSQHA@KLDLADQRATS@F@HMHSR
ADB@TRD<j=*JMNVSGDLQD@KKXVDKKn "OQHK ODQRNM@KBNLLTMHB@SHNM 
.@QJG@R@KRNVNQJDCBKNRDKXVHSGL@MX/DV&MFK@MCSQHA@KQDOQDRDMS@SHUDRSGQNTFGNTS
GHR$3.B@QDDQ)DV@QMDC nXNTG@UDSNADUDQXB@QDETKSG@SXNTCNMSCDRSQNXXNTQQDK@SHNMRGHO
VNQJHMFVHSGSGDLn .@QJ ODQRNM@KBNLLTMHB@SHNM 1QNIDBSRVHSG5QHA@KQDOQDRDMS@SHNM
B@MADRSQDRRETK DRODBH@KKXVGDM@CD@CKHMD@OOQN@BGDR@RSGDmOQDRRTQDHRNMENQSGD
@QBG@DNKNFHRSSNCNHSVHSGHMSG@SBDQS@HM@LNTMSNESHLD@MCSGDSQHADRG@UD@BNLOKDSDKXNSGDQ
SHLDEQ@LD5GDXCNMSoCNSHLDp ATSXNTFDSTRDCSNHS@MCSGDXFDSTRDCSNTRn .@QJ ODQRNM@K
BNLLTMHB@SHNM 
.@QJQDLDLADQDC mVGDMVDEHQRSQD@CSGDBG@MFDRHMSGD/@SHNM@K)HRSNQHB1QDRDQU@SHNM
"BSSG@SAQNTFGSSGDSQHADRHMSNHS&UDQXANCXBGDDQDCADB@TRDHSR@KV@XRADDMLHRRHMF@MCVD
@KV@XRBNMS@BSDCSGD<j=<.$*"=VGDMVDCHC@OQNIDBSNTSNEBNTQSDRX@MCHEVDJMDVNE
/@SHUD"LDQHB@MRHM@M@QD@VGDQDVDVDQDCNHMF@RTQUDXVD@KV@XRBNMS@BSDCSGDLn .@QJ 
ODQRNM@KBNLLTMHB@SHNM *MGHRNOHMHNM SGDDEEDBSRNEKDFHRK@SHNMKHJDSGD/)1"mSTQMDC
NTSSNADUDQXCHEEDQDMS@MCHSR@KLNRSKHJD VG@SRSGDVNQC*LKNNJHMFENQ <@=o/DV"FDpJHMC
NELDMS@KHSXn .@QJ ODQRNM@KBNLLTMHB@SHNM )DG@R@KRNADDMPTHSDRTQOQHRDCAX

'NQNSGDQUHDVRNMSGDRTAIDBSRDD-DUDHKKDD  @MC-DUDHKKDD@MC-@MBD  








SGDSGHMFRSG@SSGDX<U@QHNTR/@SHUDFQNTORVHSGHMRNTSGDQM/DV&MFK@MC=@QDHMSDQDRSDC
HM*MDUDQVNTKCG@UDSGNTFGS XNTJMNV KHJDSGDRSNMDOHKDR<j=SG@S<VDQD=BNLOKDSDKX
HMSDQOQDSDCCHEEDQDMSKXl@RBDQDLNMH@K<j=HSRMNSVG@S*DWODBSDC ATS XNTJMNV *
CNMSQD@KKXG@UD@QHFGSSNL@JDSGNRDDWODBS@SHNMR*RSHKKODQRNM@KKXEDDK@KHSSKDETMMX
@ANTSRNLDNESGDHMSDQOQDS@SHNMR@MC*SGHMJ@KNSNEHSHRNOONQSTMHRSHB@MCDLOHQD
ATHKCHMF<.@QJ ODQRNM@KBNLLTMHB@SHNM=

.@QJ@BJMNVKDCFDCSG@S/@SHUDFQNTORG@UDSGDHQNVMHMSDQDRSR@MCB@MG@UDSGDHQNVM@FDMC@
VGDMHSBNLDRSNSGDHQGDQHS@FD VGHBGHRNMDNESGDL@HM@QFTLDMSRNE*MCHFDMNTR"QBG@DNKNFX
5QHA@KQDOQDRDMS@SHUDRG@UD@KRNOTSHSHM@TMHPTDODQRODBSHUDENQ.@QJ"RGDDWOK@HMDC 
HSB@MAD@KHSSKDEQTRSQ@SHMF8DEHMCNTQRDKUDRCHFFHMFNMCDFQDDRKNODRSQXHMFSN
VNMCDQVGDSGDQXNTOTSSGDSDRSOHSRSQ@HFGSCNVMNQCNXNTOTSHSRHCDV@XR<j=TRHMF
QNODSNGNKCSGDBQDVHMOK@BDNQRS@MCHMFHMSGDLHCCKDNE@RV@LOSG@SR@KV@XRADDM@
RV@LO@MCCHFFHMFOHSR<j=0MSGDNSGDQG@MC @RSGDSQHADRR@Xo)DX HSRFHUHMFXNT
LNQDVNQJp VGHBGHRSQTD8DUDOQNA@AKXCNMD NE@CCHSHNM@KVNQJ<NMNMD
OQNIDBS=ITRSADB@TRDSGDSQHADRV@MSDCTRSNSDRS<.@QJ ODQRNM@KBNLLTMHB@SHNM=

6KSHL@SDKX @RGDR@VHS mVDANSGG@UD@INASNCNn .@QJ ODQRNM@KBNLLTMHB@SHNM 
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"SSGDNTSRDSNESGHRBG@OSDQ *NTSKHMDCENTQSGDNQHDRNMDBNTKCTRDSNBNMRHCDQSGDRNBH@K

VNQKC4NBH@K/DSVNQJ"M@KXRHR "BSNQ/DSVNQJ5GDNQX EKTHCRO@BD @MCLDRGVNQJR3DKXHMF
OQHL@QHKXTONM4/"@MCLDRGVNQJR *RTQUDXDC@GNRSNE@BSNQRSG@SHLO@BSDC.@RR@BGTRDSSR
RGDKKLHCCDM@QBG@DNKNFXSGQNTFGNTSSGDSG@MCSGBDMSTQHDR*MO@QSHBTK@Q *GHFGKHFGSDCSGQDD
@BSNQR @MCSGDHQ@RRNBH@SDCMDSVNQJR LNQDOQNLHMDMSKX+DEEQHDR8XL@M 3NRR.NEEDSS @MC
8HKKH@L"3HSBGHD"KKSGQDDLDMOTAKHRGDCVHSGHMSGDRGDKKLHCCDM@QBGHUD @KKG@CHMCHUHCT@KKX
HLO@BSDCRGDKKLHCCDM@QBG@DNKNFXHMSGDRS@SD @MC@KKNESGDRDLDMG@CTMHPTDONRHSHNMRVHSGHM
SGDHQMDSVNQJ*@KRNDWOKNQDC.NEEDSSpR@MC3HSBGHDpRBNMSQHATSHNMRTRHMF*MFNKCpRBNMBDOSNE
V@XE@QHMF5GQNTFG@RDQHDRNEHL@FDR *HKKTRSQ@SDC @LNMFL@MXSGHMFR GNVRHSDRADBNLD
mSGHMFRnNQRSQNMFONHMSRVHSGHM@LDRGVNQJADB@TRD@QBG@DNKNFHRSR@QDCQ@VMSNSGDRDOK@BDRNM
SGDK@MCRB@ODl@KSGNTFGHMCHUHCT@KRL@XMNS@KV@XRAD@S@RHSDBNMBTQQDMSKX.NQDRODBHEHB@KKX 
*V@RHMSQHFTDCAX3HSBGHDpRINTQMDXSN.@QSG@pR7HMDX@QC @MCSGDINTQMDXNELNRSNEGHREHDKC
BQDV ADB@TRDDUDQXG@C@B@QDDQ NQL@CDSGDHQB@QDDQ DKRDVGDQD8GDMBNMRHCDQDCLNQD






AQN@CKX SGDRGDKKLHCCDMRNE$@OD$NC@MCSGD*RK@MCRG@UDRDQUDC@RSQ@HMHMFFQNTMC@MCNQ
RSDOOHMFRSNMDRENQL@MX@QBG@DNKNFHRSR
.NQDAQN@CKX RNLD@BSNQRRDDLDCADSSDQBNMMDBSDC@MCONRHSHNMDCA@RDCNMSGDHQ
BNMMDBSHNMRSNNSGDQQDRD@QBGDQR@MCU@QHNTRHMRSHSTSHNMRKHJD)@QU@QC6MHUDQRHSX SGD3NADQS4
1D@ANCX.TRDTLNE"QBG@DNKNFX @MCSGD.@RR@BGTRDSSR"QBG@DNKNFHB@K4NBHDSX4NLD
INBJDXDCSNENQFDRSQ@SDFHBQDK@SHNMRGHOR@MCBNMMDBSHNMR VGHKDNSGDQRB@KKDCTONMSGNRDVHSGHM
SGDHQMDSVNQJENQL@MXQD@RNMR*MBNMSQ@RS *@KRNRGNVDCGNVNSGDQRG@UDG@CSNVNQJG@QCDQSN
F@HM@OK@BDVHSGHMSGDRD@QBG@DNKNFHB@KMDSVNQJR KHJDVNLDM@MCBNMSDLONQ@QX8@LO@MN@F
SQHA@KLDLADQR4NLDQDRD@QBGO@QSHBHO@MSRDUDMRG@QDCSGDHQNTSKNNJNMSGDRDDWO@MCHMF
MDSVNQJR VGHBGG@RQ@MFDCEQNLCHRBNLENQSSNBDKDAQ@SHNM


*M$G@OSDQR@MC *ENBTRDCNMSGDGHRSNQXNERGDKKLHCCDM@QBG@DNKNFXHMBN@RS@K

.@RR@BGTRDSSR@RVDKK@RSGDL@MX@BSNQRSG@SVNQJDCNMSGDRDRHSDRRHMBDSGDSGBDMSTQX*M
$G@OSDQ *BNMSHMTDSGHRCHRBTRRHNMAXENBTRHMFNMSGDRNBH@K2;8<0C4BSG@SDUNKUDC14CF44=
U@QHNTR@BSNQR@MCFQNTORNE@BSNQR#XENBTRHMFNMSGDM@STQDNESGDQDK@SHNMRGHOR@MCSHDR *@L
@AKDSNBNMRHCDQGNVRGDKKLHCCDM@QBG@DNKNFXL@XG@UDADDM@EEDBSDCAXU@QHNTR@KKH@MBDR@MC
OQNEDRRHNM@KCHROTSDR
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*ENBTRNMLXENTQSGNAIDBSHUDHMSGHRBG@OSDQ VGHBG @F@HM HRSNBNMRHCDQGNVBG@MFHMF
RNBH@KBKHL@SDRG@UDHLO@BSDCRGDKKLHCCDM@QBG@DNKNFX.@MXNESGDBG@Q@BSDQRSG@SVDQD
HMSQNCTBDCHM$G@OSDQR@MCQD@OOD@QGDQD @KSGNTFGSGDHQDEEDBSNMNSGDQ@QBG@DNKNFHRSR@MC
RGDKKLHCCDM@QBG@DNKNFXHRETQSGDQCDS@HKDCMNV6MSHKSGHRONHMS *ENBTRDCNMVGNG@RADDM
HMUNKUDCHM.@RR@BGTRDSSRRGDKKLHCCDM@QBG@DNKNFX*MNVENBTRNMRDUDQ@KKNB@KRNBH@KBKHL@SDR
@RVDKK@RGNV@MCVGXSGDXDLDQFDC RGHESDC@MCOK@XDCNTSHMSGDRGDKKLHCCDM@QBGHUD@RVDKK
@RSGDV@XRHMVGHBGHMCHUHCT@KBNMMDBSHNMRL@XG@UD@EEDBSDCRGDKKLHCCDM@QBG@DNKNFX5GHR
BG@OSDQ@CCRSNSGDKDRRNMRKD@QMDCVHSGHM$G@OSDQ@MCVNQJRSNRGNVSGDBNMCHSHNM@KM@STQDNE
RNBH@KBNMMDBSHNMR VGDQD@ONRHSHUDRNBH@KBNMMDBSHNMB@MKD@CSNLNQDONRHSHUDDWODQHDMBDR
ADSVDDMHMCHUHCT@KR VGHKDMDF@SHUDRNBH@KDWODQHDMBDRB@MHMEKTDMBDGNV@BSNQRBNMSHMTDSN
QDK@SDSND@BGNSGDQ*MNSGDQVNQCR CNDR@ODQRNMpR@KQD@CXENQLDCRNBH@KBNMMDBSHNMRHMEKTDMBD
SGDHQETSTQD@BSHNMR@MCNOHMHNMR "EDVDW@LOKDR@QDNTSKHMDCHMSGHRBG@OSDQ@MCBNLO@QDCNUDQ
SGD@QBG@DNKNFHB@KFDMDQ@SHNMREHQRSHMSQNCTBDCHM$G@OSDQ QDEDQ@F@HMSN5@AKD "KRN HM
NQCDQSNTMCDQS@JDSGHRNAIDBSHUDVGDM@M@KXYHMFLXHMSDQUHDVC@S@ *CDUDKNODCSGDENKKNVHMF
BNCDR RDD@KRN5@AKD 
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8HSGSGDRDBNCDR *ENKKNVDCSGDV@XRHMVGHBGQDRD@QBGRTAIDBSRCHRBTRRDCRGHESHMFRNBH@K
BKHL@SDRVHSGHMKNB@KRGDKKLHCCDM@QBG@DNKNFX






5VNRODBHEHBRNBH@KBKHL@SDR @LHSX@MCCHRRDMS ODQLD@SDCSGDRGDKKLHCCDM@QBGHUDHM
L@MXV@XRNUDQODQRNM@KHSX SGDNQX LDSGNC @MCDUDMOQHMBHOKD)HFGKHFGSHMF@LHSX@MCCHRRDMS
HR@MHLONQS@MS@RODBSNESGD0A2704>;>6820;LDSGNC*M'NTB@TKSpRCHRBTRRHNMNEBNGDQDMBDUDQRTR
BNMSQ@CHBSHNM GDBQHSHBHYDCGHRSNQH@MRSG@SENQBDCBNGDQDMBDTONMSGDO@RS VGHKDGDUHDVDC
BNMSQ@CHBSHNMR@RmMDHSGDQ@OOD@Q@MBDRSNADNUDQBNLD MNQRDBQDSOQHMBHOKDRSNADTMBNUDQDC<j=
<ATSQ@SGDQ=NAIDBSRSNADCDRBQHADCENQSGDLRDKUDRn 'NTB@TKS 8GHKDNSGDQRG@UD
CDOHBSDCD@BGO@Q@CHFL@RE@KRDKXTMHSDC@MCNMKXHMNOONRHSHNMSNNSGDQO@Q@CHFLR SGDL@MX
CDA@SDR@MCBNMSQ@CHBSHNMRVHSGHMNMDKNB@KRGDKKLHCCDM@QBGHUDRTFFDRSCDDODQBNLOKDWHSHDR
KNB@SDCVHSGHM@QBG@DNKNFHB@KCHRBNTQRD*MSDQDRSHMFKX VGDML@OOHMFSGHRRNBH@KVNQKC *ENTMC
SG@S@M@BSNQpRBNMMDBSHNMRSNNSGDQ@BSNQRKDCSNBNLOKDWONVDQOK@XRNUDQSHLD4GDKKLHCCDM
RHSDRG@UD@KRNRDSSGDRS@FDENQL@MXONVDQRSQTFFKDR DRODBH@KKXVGDMmMDVn@BSNQR@OOD@QNQ
VDKKDRS@AKHRGDC@BSNQRRDMRDSG@SSGDX@QDKNNRHMFBNMSQNK"RQD@CDQRKD@QMEQNLSGDVNQJNE
3NAHMRNM@MC&KCQHCFD  RTBGCDA@SDR@QDMNSMDBDRR@QHKXTMHPTDSNRGDKKLHCCDM
@QBG@DNKNFXVHSGHM.@RR@BGTRDSSRGNVDUDQ
*M@CCHSHNMSNRL@KKDQ@KKH@MBDR@MCCDA@SDR *EHQRSCHRBTRRSVNSXONKNFHB@KCDA@SDRSG@S
@QDVHSMDRRDCHMSGDKNB@K@QBGHUD5GDRDCDA@SDRG@UDQDUNKUDC@QNTMC@QSHE@BSSXONKNFHDR@MCRHSD
SXODR"QBG@DNKNFHRSR ANSGNMM@SHNM@K@MCKNB@KKDUDKR BNMBDHUDCNE@MCQD@BSDCSNSGDRDSVN
SXONKNFHDRPTHSDCHEEDQDMSKXGNVDUDQ5GDDWBHSDLDMS@MCEQTRSQ@SHNMNEL@MXQDRD@QBGDQRHR
@OO@QDMSVGHKDSGDXVNQJDCNMQDFHNM@KBGQNMNKNFHDR@MCSXONKNFHDR DRODBH@KKXCTQHMFSGDK@SSDQ
G@KENESGDBTKSTQDGHRSNQHB@KODQHNCHMRNTSGDQM/DV&MFK@MC RR %DA@SDRNUDQ
@QSHE@BSSXONKNFHDRVDQD@KKBNMRTLHMFCTQHMFSGHRODQHNC VGDQD@REDVCDA@SDCSGDQDKDU@MBDNE
NQNEEDQDC@KSDQM@SHUDRENQ@KQD@CXDRS@AKHRGDCRHSDSXODRlDRODBH@KKXRGDKKLHCCDMR
*ADKHDUDSG@S@LHWSTQDNECDA@SD@MCBNMFQTDMBD@QDMDBDRR@QXSNRSHLTK@SD@MCHMROHQD
MDVFDMDQ@SHNMRNEQDRD@QBGNM@MXFHUDMSNOHB)DQD*G@UDENTMCSG@SCDA@SD@MC@FQDDLDMS
G@UDDPT@KKXHMROHQDCJMNVKDCFDOQNCTBSHNM*M@RDMRDSGDM CHR@FQDDLDMS@MCCDA@SD@QDGD@KSGX
VHSGHM@MXCHRBHOKHMD.@JHMFBNMMDBSHNMRSG@SENRSDQBNKK@ANQ@SHUDQDRD@QBGB@MADHMBQDCHAKX





ONRHSHUD@MCOQNCTBSHUDDWODQHDMBDR @KSGNTFGVNQJHMFSNFDSGDQHRBDQS@HMKXMNSD@RX$NMUDQRDKX 
CDA@SDRB@MG@LODQJMNVKDCFDOQNCTBSHNM@RVDKK DRODBH@KKXHESGDX@HLSNBQHSHBHYDQ@SGDQSG@M
BQHSHPTD
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"RD@QKX@RSGDK@SDSGBDMSTQX CHEEDQDMS@QSHE@BSBK@RRHEHB@SHNMRADF@MSNDLDQFD+TRS@R

PTHBJKX@RSGDRDBK@RRHEHB@SHNMRDLDQFDC CHR@FQDDLDMSENKKNVDC.@MXQDRD@QBGDQRENBTRDCNM
SGDTRDNEFDNLDSQHBCHLDMRHNMRVGDMBK@RRHEXHMF@QSHE@BSR ENQDW@LOKD RDD'NVJD<=
.NNQDGD@C<=3@T<=8HKRNM<= .NNQDGD@C  CHRBTRRDCTRHMFFDNLDSQHB
RG@ODRSNBK@RRHEX@QSHE@BSRHMGHRRDLHM@KVNQJ&A478BC>A82<?;4<4=CB(454A4=24>>:)DQD
GDENBTRDCNML@MXQDFHNMRHMSGD6MHSDC4S@SDR RTBG@RSGD4NTSGVDRS SGD6OODQ.HRRNTQH@MC
.HRRHRRHOOH@RVDKK@RSGD(QD@S1K@HMR VGHKDGHRANNJV@R@KRNNMDNESGDEHQRSSNBNUDQ/DV
&MFK@MCHM@MXCDS@HK)D@KRNUNHBDCGHREQTRSQ@SHNMGDQDNUDQ@QBG@DNKNFHB@KTMCDQRS@MCHMFRNE
@QSHE@BSSXODR*MGHROQDE@BD.NNQDGD@C HU PTDRSHNMDC
$@MVDMNS @R@QBG@DNKNFHRSR FDSSNFDSGDQ@MCRNKUDRNLDNESGDRDOQNAKDLR 8D@QD
RTOONRDCSNADRJHKKETKHMSGDHMSDQOQDS@SHNMNE@ANQHFHM@KLXRSDQHDRl@QDVDSNADA@EEKDC
AX@AHSNEONKHRGDCRK@SDVHSG@GNKDCQHKKDCSGQNTFGHS 8GDQDHMCNDRSGDONVDQNENTQ
RBHDMBDKHDHEVDLTRSHMSDQOQDSSGQNTFG@BNLO@QHRNMVHSGRODBHLDMRHMTRDHMGHRSNQHB
SHLDR@LNMFRSLNCDQMSQHADR 8D@QDMNSSQTDRSTCDMSRNEoOQDGHRSNQXpHEVDCDODMC
TONMSGHMFROTQDKXGHRSNQHB 

8GHKDGDV@REQTRSQ@SDCNUDQSGDBNLOKDWHSXNE@QSHE@BSRSXODR GDCNDRMNSPTDRSHNMSGDU@KHCHSX
@MCTRDNESGDRHSDSXODNEmRGDKKGD@OnHM/DV&MFK@MC)DDWOK@HMDCHMRSD@Cm5G@SBK@LR 
NXRSDQR LTRRDKR@MCRDUDQ@KNSGDQLNKKTRJRVDQDD@SDMSGDQDHR@ATMC@MSDUHCDMBDHMSGD
MTLDQNTRRGDKKGD@ORNESGDBN@RSn .NNQDGD@C $HSHMF)$.DQDDQpRVNQJ  NM
RGDKKGD@ORHM.@HMD .NNQDGD@CDWOK@HMDCSG@SRNLDG@CmHMSGDLANMDHLOKDLDMSR ONSSDQX 
ANMDRNEU@QHNTR@MHL@KR@MCGTL@MANMDR'QNLSGDOQDRDMBD@MCONRHSHNMNESGDK@SSDQGD
ADKHDUDRSG@SSGDL@JDQRNESGDGD@ORVDQDB@MMHA@KRn .NNQDGD@C .NNQDGD@CO@HC
KHSSKD@SSDMSHNMSNRNTSGDQM/DV&MFK@MCRGDKKGD@ORGNVDUDQ ENBTRHMFNMKXRDMSDMBDRNEGHR
O@FDANNJNMSGDRTAIDBS%DB@CDR@ESDQ.NNQDGD@CpRANNJV@ROTAKHRGDC 3NAAHMR






 @CLHSSDCGHRNVMEQTRSQ@SHNMRVHSGBK@RRHEXHMF@QSHE@BSR VGDQDCDB@CDRNEBNKKDBSHMF
@MCDWB@U@SHMFG@CEHKKDCBNTMSKDRR
5Q@XR ANWDR @MCRGDKUDR@GNODKDRRITLAKDNE@QSHE@BSR OQNIDBSHKDONHMSROQNIDBSHKD
ONHMSRNE@KKRG@ODR@MCRHYDRODRSKDR@MCFQHMCHMFSNNKR RBQ@ODQR@MCMNSBGDCVDHFGSR 
OKTLLDSR@MCRDLHKTM@QJMHUDR FNTFDR@MC@CYDR FQNNUDC@WDR@MCBDKSR QNTFGBQTCD
ENQLR@MCAD@TSHETKKXEK@JDC@MCFQNTMCENQLRVG@SCNSGDXSDKKLDNESGNRDVGNL@CD
SGDL 5QTD*JMNVVG@SRNLDNESGDLVDQDHMSDMCDCENQNQ@SKD@RS*SDKK VHSG@CDDOKX
HMSDKKHFDMSKNNJ VG@S*SGHMJSGDHQTRDRVDQD4SHKK*LTRS@CLHS HMGNMDRSXSNLXRDKE SG@S
*B@SBGNMKX@VNQCNQSVNNESGDRSNQXSGDX@QDSQXHMFSNSDKKLD5GDXS@KJ@K@MFT@FD*
CNMNSJMNV @SNMFTD@RRSQ@MFD@RSG@SNESGDODNOKDVGNL@CDSGDL$@S@KNFDC :DR *
B@MSDKKXNTVG@SRHSDRSGDX@KKB@LDEQNL@MCHMRNLDHMRS@MBDRRNLDNESGDU@QHNTR
ENQLRVHSGVGHBGSGDXVDQD@RRNBH@SDC@MC*B@MPTNSDEQNLLXMNSDANNJNSGDQ
HMENQL@SHNM@ANTSRNLDNESGDLATSSG@SHRMSSGDRSNQXHSRNMKXSGDEHQRSRDMSDMBD
*MRNTSGDQM/DV&MFK@MC @O@SSDQMDLDQFDCVGDQDU@QHNTROQNLHMDMSQDRD@QBGDQRVNTKC
DRS@AKHRG@SXONKNFX@MCBGQNMNKNFX VGHBGV@RGD@UHKXBQHSHBHYDCNQ@A@MCNMDCRGNQSKX@ESDQ
OTAKHB@SHNM5VNXD@QR@ESDQ8HKKNTFGAXpR  =C8@D8C84B>5$4F=6;0=3=380=BF8C7$>C4B
>=C74=284=CD;CDA4B>5C7439024=C*4AA8C>AHV@ROTAKHRGDC 3HSBGHDVQNSD@QDUHDV)D
SGNTFGSSG@SRNLDNE8HKKNTFGAXpRQD@RNMHMFV@RmG@QCKXRTEEHBHDMS nmNODMSNFQ@UDPTDRSHNM n
@MCRGNVDC@MNUDQ@KKmKHLHSDCUHDVONHMSn 3HSBGHDA 4ODBJV@RSGDMDWSSNNEEDQ@
QDUHDV"KSGNTFGMNSV@MSHMFSNNEEDMC@L@MVGNLGDBNMRHCDQDC@LDMSNQ GDEDKSm4NLD
BQHSHBHRLVHKKTMCNTASDCKXADK@HC@SSGDCNNQNESGD@TSGNQENQMNSG@UHMF@OOKHDCSGDMDVRXRSDL
NE@QBG@DNKNFHB@KHMSDQOQDS@SHNM .B,DQMpRBNMBDOS SNSGDGHRSNQHB@KOQNAKDLRNESGD/DV
&MFK@MC@QD@n 4ODBJ +NGMRNM@OOQN@BGDC8HKKNTFGAXpRVNQJLNQDG@QRGKXGNVDUDQ
"RQD@CDQRKD@QMDCRTQQDOSHSHNTRKXSGQNTFG#TKKDM  +NGMRNMm@SS@BJDCSGDOQD"KFNMJH@M 
NKC"KFNMJH@M @MC"KFNMJH@MSDQLHMNKNFX@RRDSENQSGAX8HKKNTFGAX @RMNSEHSSHMFHMVHSGSGD
E@BSR@RGDR@VSGDL NQVHSGSGDQDRTKSRNEQDBDMSDWB@U@SHNMRn #TKKDM 
*M +NGMRNMVQNSD@MHLONQS@MSOHDBDNTSKHMHMFSGDMDBDRR@QXVNQJ@GD@CENQSGNRD
CDCHB@SDCSN/DV&MFK@MC@QBG@DNKNFX)DADF@MFQHLKXGNVDUDQ mVDK@BJ @KLNRSBNLOKDSDKX 
@QBG@DNKNFHB@KC@S@EQNLK@QFD@MC@OO@QDMSKXRHFMHEHB@MS@QD@RHM/DV&MFK@MCn +NGMRNM
 4DDLHMFKXEQTRSQ@SDCVHSGSGDRS@SDNE@EE@HQRGD@CLHSSDCm8DG@UDBNLDSN@ONHMS
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BNMUDQR@SHNMR
"SSGHRRXLONRHTL 3NAAHMR  BNLLDMCDCSGNRDHMUNKUDC @KSGNTFGGD@KRN
UNHBDCFDMDQ@KBNMBDQM ADB@TRDHMGHRNOHMHNM
0MDNESGDFQD@SDRSVD@JMDRRDR@OO@QDMSHM@QBG@DNKNFHB@KKHSDQ@STQD @MCHMCHRBTRRHNMR
NE@RHLHK@QBG@Q@BSDQ HRHMSGDKNNRDSDQLHMNKNFXL@CDTRDNEAX@L@SDTQ@MC
OQNEDRRHNM@K@KHJD*SB@MADDKHLHM@SDCAXB@QDETKCDEHMHSHNM@MCO@HMRS@JHMF@CGDQDMBDSN
CDEHMDCSDQLR"LNQDB@QDETKRDKDBSHNMNESDQLRHMNTQVQHSHMF@MCHMNTQRODDBGRGNTKC
ADNTQBNMRS@MSDMCD@UNQ@RTONMHSCDODMCRSGDBKD@QMDRRVHSGVGHBGNTSETSTQDVNQJ
VHKKADDWOQDRRDC@MCTMCDQRSNNC<j=6ONMVG@SCNVDA@RDSGDRDSDQLR 8G@S@QDSGD
BG@Q@BSDQHRSHBRVGHBGCHRSHMFTHRGADSVDDM@UHKK@FD@MC@B@LORHSD 

3NAAHMRRDDLDCSNAD@AHSNE@RJDOSHBVGDMHSB@LDSNCDRBQHAHMFRHSDR@MC@RRHFMHMFRHSDSXODR
)DEDKS@RSGNTFG@QBG@DNKNFHRSRNESDMBNMRHCDQDCmU@QHNTRM@STQ@K@SSQHATSDR<j=SNADSGNRD
RNTFGSAXSGDOQHLHSHUDRHMSGDRDKDBSHNMNERHSDR<@KSGNTFG=VDRDDLDCHMSDMSTONMDU@KT@SHMF
SGDRD@SSQHATSDREQNL@RHMFKDONHMSNEUHDVn 3NAAHMR )DNEEDQDC@MDW@LOKD S@JHMF@M
@KSDQM@SHUDONHMSNEUHDV"RGDDWOK@HMDC L@MXG@UD@RRTLDCSG@SFQNTORVNTKCV@MSSNADMD@Q
V@SDQV@XR ATSGDBNMSDMCDCSG@SHE@FQNTOV@RDWODQHDMBHMFONKHSHB@KTMQDRSSGHRmLHFGS
HMSQNCTBD@CDRHQDENQQDLNSDMDRREQNLK@QFDQHUDQRNQSQ@UDKDCQNTSDRn 3NAAHMR )D
DMCDCGDQDVHSG@AHSNETMBDQS@HMSX ONRHSHMFmHEVDB@MDUNKUD@U@KHCA@RHRENQCDRBQHAHMFRHSDR
SNFDSGDQVHSGSGD@SSQHATSDRVGHBGHMEKTDMBDRSGDHQNQHFHM@KRDKDBSHNMVDLHFGSQDUDQRDNTQ





QD@RNMHMF@MCBNLDSNRNLDBNMBKTRHNMRBNMBDQMHMFSGDDBNMNLX@MCBGQNMNKNFHB@KONRHSHNMNE
SGDODNOKDVGNHMG@AHSDCHS 0QB@MVDn 3NAAHMR 
'DVSGDNQDSHB@KCHRBTRRHNMRNERHSDSXODR@QDNEEDQDCHM/DV&MFK@MC@F@HMTMSHKSGD
R'NQDW@LOKD VHSGHMSGDETKKQDONQSNMSGD*MCH@M/DBJ0RRT@QX .B.@M@LNM4C0; 
SGD@TSGNQRCQDVNMRNLDQDBDMSDSGMN@QBG@DNKNFHB@K@MCDSGMNFQ@OGHBKHSDQ@STQDVGDMCHRBTRRHMF
SQ@RGCHRONR@K .B.@M@LNM4C0; 5GDXBHSDCQDBDMSVNQJAX#HMENQC  HMVGHBGGD
BNMBKTCDCSG@SmSGDKNMFDQ@FQNTOQDRHCDR@S@KNB@SHNM SGDCDMRDQSGDSQ@RG@MCF@QA@FDSG@SHS
FDMDQ@SDRVHKKAD@MCSGDLNQDCHUDQRDSGDAQNJDM@MCCHRB@QCDCHSDLRn .B.@M@LNM4C0;
 *M@MNSGDQRSTCX .TQQ@X  BNMBKTCDCSG@SLHFQ@SNQXFQNTORKD@UDSGDHQF@QA@FD@S
SGD@QD@VGDQDSGDXTRDCHS VGDQD@RRDCDMS@QXFQNTORAQHMFF@QA@FDSNRODBHEHB@QD@RRDS@RHCDENQ
CHRONR@K
*MDRRDMBD SGDRD@QBG@DNKNFHRSR@QFTDCSG@SRDCDMS@QXFQNTORmBKD@MTOnVGDQD@R
LHFQ@SNQXFQNTORCNMNS1TS@MNSGDQV@X GTMSDQF@SGDQDQR@QDRDDLHMFKXCDRSHMDCSNKHUD @MC
DUDMCHD HMF@QA@FD5GDQDENQD .B.@M@LNM4C0;  RTFFDRSDCCHEEDQDMSH@SHMFADSVDDM
RGDKKLHCCDMREQNLFDMDQ@KLHCCDMR5GDXCDEHMD@RGDKKLHCCDM@RmBNMBDMSQ@SHNMR<j=
BG@Q@BSDQHYDCAXGHFGCDMRHSHDRNERGDKK ATSQDK@SHUDKXKNVCDMRHSHDRNENSGDQQDL@HMRn@MC@
FDMDQ@KLHCCDM@RmBNMBDMSQ@SHNMR<SG@S=G@CGHFGCDMRHSHDRNESVNNQSGQDDJHMCRNEQDL@HMR @
VHCDQ@MFDNEJHMCRNEQDL@HMR@MC TRT@KKX @GHFGCHUDQRHSXNE@QSHE@BSSXODRn .B.@M@LNM4C
0; 5GHRHRSGDEHQRSSHLDSG@S@FQNTOpRCDFQDDNELNAHKHSXHRBNMRHCDQDC TKSHL@SDKX
KD@CHMFSNSVNLHCCDMmRHSDSXODR n@KSGNTFGSGDRDCHEEDQHMFSDQLHMNKNFHDRCNMNSRDDLSNAD
OHBJDCTOAXNSGDQ@QBG@DNKNFHRSR"R*G@UDRGNVM@ANUDGNVDUDQ KHSSKDENQL@KQDUHRHNMSNSGD
RGDKKLHCCDMBNMBDOSG@RADDMDLAQ@BDCAXSGDCHRBHOKHMD
"KSGNTFGSGD@TSGNQRADKHDUDSG@SRGDKKLHCCDMR@QDSGDQDRTKSNE@LNQDLNAHKD
ONOTK@SHNM NRRT@QHDR@QDMNS*M@MNSGDQO@ODQNMSGDRHSD OTAKHRGDCHM)284=C8582<4A820= 
.B.@M@LNM@MC#Q@CKDX  DWOK@HM mRTBGATQH@KROQ@BSHBDR@QDSGDG@KKL@QJNE@RDCDMS@QX
V@XNEKHEDn .B.@M@LNM@MC#Q@CKDX 5GDXBNLO@QDSGHRNRRT@QXSNSGNRDNESGD





)TQNMRHM0MS@QHN VGDQDm&UDQXDHFGS NQXD@QRSGDNTSKXHMFUHKK@FDQRVNTKCBNKKDBSSGD
QDL@HMRNESGDHQCD@CQDK@SHUDR@MCQDSTQMSNSGDHQ@MBDRSQ@KUHKK@FD5GDQD @LHCQDTMHNMR@MC
ED@RSR SGDBDKDAQ@MSRVNTKCBNMSQHATSDSGDANMDRSNSGDNRRT@QXn .B.@M@LNM@MC#Q@CKDX
 )NVDUDQ SGDHQM@QQ@SHUDCNDRMNSBNMRHCDQSGDNUDQKXHMFRGDKKLHCCDM@SSGD*MCH@M
/DBJ0RRT@QX@RDUHCDMBDENQ@K@SDQED@RSSNQDLDLADQSGNRDHMSGDNRRT@QXADKNV
"EKTQQXNEKNB@KKXENBTRDCOTAKHB@SHNMR@OOD@QDCHMSGDK@SDR@MCRSG@S
BNMRHCDQDCRGDKKLHCCDMCHUDQRHSX ENQDW@LOKD RDD#@QADQ<=#QDMM@M<=$DBH<= 
-HFGSENNS<=4@MFDQ<=4ODHRR<= #QDMM@M  RDDLRSNG@UDOQNLOSDCRNLD
K@SDQOHDBDREQNLGHRD@QKXVNQJm5GD.HCCDMHRSGD.DRR@FD nVGHBGGHFGKHFGSDCONSDMSH@KC@SHMF
HRRTDRVHSGRGDKKLHCCDMRAXOQNONRHMFSG@S/@SHUDODNOKDLHFGSG@UDADDMKHUHMFNMRGDKKR
CDONRHSDCAXD@QKHDQFQNTOR*M@CHQDBSQDRONMRD 4@MFDQ  VQNSDm6MRBQ@LAKHMF.DRR@FDR
HMSGD.HCCDMnVGDQDGDNTSKHMDCENTQOQNAKDLRHMSGD@QBG@DNKNFXNEMNQSGD@RSDQMRGDKK
LHCCDMR VGHBGVDQDm  '@HKTQDSNTMCDQRS@MC@MCHMSDQOQDSSGDE@BSNQRQDRONMRHAKDENQRGDKK
LHCCDM@BBTLTK@SHNM  E@HKTQDSNBNMRSQTBS@CDPT@SDQDRD@QBGCDRHFM KD@CHMFSNRJDVDCQDRTKSR
 '@HKTQDSNQDBNFMHYDSGDONRSCDONRHSHNM@KOQNAKDLRHMSGDBN@QRDRGDKKLHCCDML@SQHW  
'@HKTQDSNQDBNFMHYDSGDS@OGNMNLHBOQNAKDLRHMUNKUDCHMRGDKKL@SQHWCDBNLONRHSHNMn 4@MFDQ
 )DDMCDCVHSGDMBNTQ@FDLDMSGNVDUDQ R@XHMFmSGDRGDKKLHCCDMHRHMCDDC@VNMCQNTR
RSNQDGNTRDNEHMENQL@SHNM@V@HSHMFNTQRJHKKRSNHMSDQOQDSn 4@MFDQ *M@CHQDBSQDRONMRD
SN4@MFDQ  RNLDXD@QRK@SDQ 4ODHRR  QDUHDVDCSGDHRRTD@MCBNMBKTCDCSG@SmVD@QD
E@BDCDHSGDQVHSG@OQNAKDLHMHMSDQOQDSHMFNTSKNB@KBTKSTQDGHRSNQHB@KRDPTDMBD@MCHSRFDNFQ@OGHB
U@QH@AHKHSX NQVHSG@OQNAKDLHMSDQOQDSHMFVG@SVDB@MRDDHMRGDKKLHCCDMRSQ@SHFQ@OGXn 4ODHRR
 
$DBH  DWOK@HMDCSG@SDUDMSGNTFG@MHMBQDCHAKDMTLADQNERGDKKLHCCDMRG@UD
ADDMDWB@U@SDC@QNTMCSGDVNQKCmSGDRODBHEHBADG@UHNQR@MCOQNBDRRDRQDRONMRHAKDENQSGDHQ
ENQL@SHNM@MCRTARDPTDMSSQ@MRENQL@SHNMQDL@HMONNQKXJMNVMn5GQNTFGGDQDWODQHDMBD SGD
BNLLNM@RRTLOSHNMSG@SRHSDRVHSGCDMRDRGDKKCDONRHSRVDQDRNKDKXSGDQDL@HMRNEENNCQDETRD





mCDK@XDCQDBNFMHSHNMNESGDL@MXV@LOTLOQNCTBSHNMRHSD@MCSGDUHS@KQNKDNESGDAD@CL@JDQRHM
SGDDBNMNLHBRXRSDLRNE&TQNOD@METQSQ@CDQR BNKNMHRSR @MC*QNPTNHRSQHADR $DBH  
 n $DBH 4GDTKSHL@SDKX@QFTDCSG@SLTBGLNQDQDRD@QBGMDDCDCSNADCNMDHM
NQCDQSNTMCDQRS@MCRGDKKLHCCDMENQL@SHNM@MCSQ@MRENQL@SHNMOQNBDRRDR@RVDKK@RSGDV@XRHM
VGHBGQ@VRGDKKEQNLSGDRDRHSDRG@RADDMQDTSHKHYDCSGQNTFGSHLD
#@QADQ  DWOK@HMDCGNV8XL@MpR  VNQJ@MCGHRHMSQNCTBSHNMNEmSGDSDQL
oRGDKKGD@OpHMSNSGD@QBG@DNKNFXNEMNQSGD@RSDQM/NQSG"LDQHB@ <j=ODQENQLDC@UDHKDC
CHRRDQUHBD<@RHS=<j=AQNTFGSVHSGHSBDQS@HMBNMMNS@SHNMR@MCRNNMCDUDKNODCNSGDQRVGHBGL@CD
HS@OOD@QSNAD@M@M@KXSHBB@SDFNQX Q@SGDQSG@MLDQDKX@AK@MJDSSDQLENQ@OK@BDVGDQDK@QFD
PT@MSHSHDRNERGDKK@BBTLTK@SDCSGQNTFGGTL@M@FDMBXn #@QADQ )DBNMSHMTDCAX
DWOK@HMHMFm5GDGHRSNQXNERGDKKLHCCDM@QBG@DNKNFXHMSGD/NQSGD@RSHRK@QFDKXSGDGHRSNQXNEFKHA
@RRTLOSHNMR@ANTSSGDDRRDMSH@KRHLHK@QHSXNE@KKRGDKKLHCCDMRn #@QADQ -HFGSENNS
BNMBTQQDCVHSG#@QADQ @MCQDUHDVDCGNVQDBDMSmRSTCHDRG@UDRGNVMSG@SL@MXBN@RS@KRHSDR
VGHBGRDQUDCUDQXCHEEDQDMSETMBSHNMRVHSGHMSGDQDFHNM@KRDSSKDLDMSRXRSDLG@UDADDMKTLODC
SNFDSGDQTMCDQSGDRGDKKLHCCDMB@SDFNQXn -HFGSENNS 
*MSGD.@RR@BGTRDSSR)HRSNQHB@K$NLLHRRHNMOTAKHRGDC@OHDBDDMSHSKDC8BC>A82
&A>?4AC84B)DAE4H<0=D0;D834;8=4B5>AC7434=C85820C8>=>58BC>A820=3A2704>;>6820;
(4B>DA24B8=#0BB027DB4CCB VGHBGV@RRNNMSGDQD@ESDQQDUHRDC .@RR@BGTRDSSR)HRSNQHB@K
$NLLHRRHNM *MBKTCDCVHSGHMSGHROTAKHB@SHNMV@R@RDBSHNMNMm)NVSN$NLOKDSD@%
'NQLl1QDGHRSNQHB@MC)HRSNQHB"QBG@DNKNFHB@K4HSDRn0MDRDBSHNMNESGHRENQLHRRODBHEHB@KKX
CDRHFM@SDCENQmRHSDSXODETMBSHNMn)DQDNMDLTRSm-HRS@KKJMNVMRHSDSXODR@MCETMBSHNMR@SSGD
RHSDn .@RR@BGTRDSSR)HRSNQHB@K$NLLHRRHNM 5GHRRDBSHNMBNMSHMTDRSNCDRBQHADSG@S
m4HSDCH?4BL@XHMBKTCDATQH@KR B@LORHSDR EHMCRONSR G@AHS@SHNMRHSDR PT@QQHDRNQRGDKKLHCCDMR
4HSD5D=2C8>=BLHFGSHMBKTCD@BSHUHSHDRRTBG@REHRGHMF KHSGHBDWSQ@BSHNMR@MCNQL@MTE@BSTQD NQ
ENNCOQNBDRRHMFn .@RR@BGTRDSSR)HRSNQHB@K$NLLHRRHNM<DLOG@RHR@CCDC= 5GHRHR
HMBQDCHAKXRHFMHEHB@MSGDQDENQRDUDQ@KQD@RNMR'HQRS SGHRHRSGDNMKXSHLDRHMBDSG@S@M





NEEHBH@KANCXVHSGHM.@RR@BGTRDSSRCHRBTRRDCRHSDSXODRHM@MXV@X4DBNMCKX RHMBDSGD
.@RR@BGTRDSSR)HRSNQHB@K$NLLHRRHNMQDBNFMHYDCSG@SLNQDSG@MNMDSXODNE@BSHUHSXBNTKCNBBTQ
@S@RHSD RNHSV@RMNKNMFDQDWODBSDCSG@S@RHSDLTRSADBK@RRHEHDCSNNMDSXOD'HM@KKX SGD
MTLADQNERHSDSXODRCDBQD@RDCL@QJDCKXHMVGDQD@RSGDQDVDQDSDMNOSHNMRHM SGDQD
VDQDRHWHM5GDmEHMCRONSnV@R@CCDC VGHKDQNBJRGDKSDQ UHKK@FD LNTMCD@QSGVNQJ 
VNQJRGNO EHRGVDHQ @MCOHBSNFQ@OGVDQDNEEHBH@KKXQDLNUDC*SHRCHEEHBTKSSNCDBHOGDQSGD
CHEEDQDMBDGNVDUDQADSVDDMB8C4CH?4@MCB8C45D=2C8>=@R@KKRHWSXODRHMBKTCHMFmRGDKKLHCCDMn
RDDLSNSDBGMHB@KKXAD5D=2C8>=0;CDRBQHOSNQR@RVDKK


,DQADQ  VGNHMSDQDRSHMFKXV@RNMDNESGDDKDUDMEHDKCRBGNNKRSTCDMSR@SSGD

6.@RR/@MSTBJDS'HDKC4S@SHNMRHSD RDD-TDCSJD  NEEDQDCSGDEHQRSKNB@KKXENBTRDC
OTAKHB@SHNMSG@SBNLOKHB@SDCSGDHCD@NERGDKKLHCCDMR@ROK@BDRRNKDKXENQQDETRDCHRONR@K*MNMD
OHDBDOTAKHRGDCHMSGD."4#TKKDSHM GDDWOK@HMDCSG@SGDHMSDMCDCmSNDWO@MCNTQMNSHNMRNE
oRGDKKLHCCDMRp@MCSGDV@XRHMVGHBGCHUDQRHSXHRDWOQDRRDCHML@QHMDRGDKKCDONRHSRAX
DWOKNQHMFKDRRNAUHNTRADG@UHNQ@KOQNBDRRDRSG@SLHFGS@BBNTMSENQ@BBTLTK@SHNMNERGDKKEHRG
QDL@HMR@S8NNCK@MCODQHNCRHSDRHMRNTSGDQM/DV&MFK@MCn ,DQADQ 'NQSGDEHQRSSHLD 
@M@QBG@DNKNFHRSENBTRHMFNM@KNB@KBNMSDWSRS@SDCCHQDBSKXmOQDGHRSNQHBRGDKKCDONRHSR@MCSGDTRD
NERGDKKEHRGL@XG@UDQDEKDBSDCLNQDSG@MITRSRTARHRSDMBDDBNMNLHDR*SHRBNMBDHU@AKDSG@SHM
RNLDHMRS@MBDR ODQG@ORLNQDSG@MVDLHFGS@RRTLD SGDRGDKKRSGDLRDKUDRONRRDRRDCRXLANKHB
LD@MHMF@MCBDQDLNMH@KRHFMHEHB@MBDn ,DQADQ )D@KRN@BJMNVKDCFDCGNV
mRTARHRSDMBD RXLANKHRL @MCBDQDLNMH@KHRL@QDMNSMDBDRR@QHKXTMQDK@SDC MNQ@QDSGDXLTST@KKX
DWBKTRHUD5GDR@LDRGDKKEHRGBNTKCG@UDADDMBNKKDBSDCENQ1>C7BNMRTLOSHNM@MCHCDNKNFHB@K
OTQONRDRn ,DQADQ<DLOG@RHR@CCDC= 
'QNLHMSDQUHDVR @MHMBQD@RHMFKXBNLOKHB@SDCUHDVNERGDKKLHCCDMRDLDQFD8GDM
QDRD@QBGRTAIDBSRVDQD@RJDCSNCDRBQHADRGDKKLHCCDMR SGDQDV@RRNLDNUDQK@O5NLQDEDQQDCSN
RGDKKLHCCDMR@RAHFRHSDRSG@S@QDVDKKRSQ@SHEHDC NESDMKD@CHMFSNFNNCOQDRDQU@SHNMNEANMD3NRR
CDRBQHADCSGDL@RL@HMKXSQ@RGNQF@QA@FDCDONRHSR VGHBGRGNVTO@QBG@DNKNFHB@KKX@RCDMRD





CDONRHSRNEUDQXC@QJRNHKVHSGKNSRNENQF@MHBR@MCUDQXEDV@QSHE@BSR)DRSQDRRDCSGDHQGHFG
UHRHAHKHSXBNMRHCDQHMFSGDHQBNMSQ@RSNEC@QJRNHK@MCCDMRD VGHSD RGDKK3NFDQDWOK@HMDCSG@SSGD
SDQLmHMRS@MSKXBNMMNSDRSG@SXNTpQDCD@KHMFVHSG@BN@RS@KRHSD<SG@SHR=<j=GD@UHKXRSQ@SHEHDCn
3NFDQ ODQRNM@KBNLLTMHB@SHNM "OQHK@KRN@FQDDCSG@S@RGDKKLHCCDMmHR@AHFRHSD<VHSG=
<j=@CDMRDCDONRHSNERGDKKVGDQDXNTOQDSSXLTBGITRSG@UDRGDKK@MCKHSSKDNQMNRNHKn "OQHK 
ODQRNM@KBNLLTMHB@SHNM 3HBJ@FQDDCVHSG"OQHKSG@SRGDKKLHCCDMRG@UDmLNQDRGDKKSG@M
RNHKn 3HBJ ODQRNM@KBNLLTMHB@SHNM 0MD@UNB@SHNM@K@QBG@DNKNFHRSEQNL/@MSTBJDSSG@S*
HMSDQUHDVDCG@CRTQOQHRHMFKXMDUDQRDDM@RGDKKLHCCDM"RGDDWOK@HMDCm*VNTKC@ADDMCHFFHMF
HMSGDLHR*G@CENTMC@MXn 3X@M ODQRNM@KBNLLTMHB@SHNM 
8GDM.@QJV@R@RJDC@ANTSRGDKKLHCCDMR GDGHMSDC@SSGDNUDQTRDNESGDSDQL)D
DWOK@HMDCSG@SSGDXG@UDmFNNCOQDRDQU@SHNMDRODBH@KKXHEHSpR@QD@KRGDKKLHCCDM:NTCNMSEHMC
SNNL@MXNESGNRD:NTEHMC@KNSNERHSDVHSGRGDKK@KKNUDQSGDOK@BD ATSXNTCNMpSEHMCSNNL@MX
LHCCDMRn .@QJ ODQRNM@KBNLLTMHB@SHNM 8GDM@RJDCSNBK@QHEX .@QJR@HCSG@SSGDQD@QD
@KRNmRHSDRVHSGRGDKK@RNOONRDCSN@RGDKKLHCCDM"LHCCDMHR@F@QA@FDOHKDn .@QJ ODQRNM@K
BNLLTMHB@SHNM 8GDM@RJDC@ANTSNMDRHSDSG@SGDVNQJDCNMSG@SV@RHCDMSHEHDC@R@RGDKK
LHCCDMNMSGD'NQL% GDF@UD@BNMSQ@CHBSNQXNOHMHNM R@XHMF m*VNTKCMNSB@KKHS@LHCCDMn
.@QJ ODQRNM@KBNLLTMHB@SHNM )DCDRBQHADCSGDRHSD@RmUDQXD@RXCHFFHMF.NRSKXCHQS
&MNTFGRGDKKSGDQDSG@SHS XNTJMNV LNCHEHDRSGDRNHK#TSHSRMNSKHJDFNHMFHMSN@QD@KRGDKK
GD@O VGHBGHRITRSLNTMCR@MCLNTMCRNERGDKK@MCLHCCDM@MCSG@SRNQSNESGHMF5G@SR
CHEEDQDMSn .@QJ ODQRNM@KBNLLTMHB@SHNM 
%@VMQDLDLADQDCGDQEHQRS@BPT@HMS@MBDVHSG@RGDKKLHCCDMmNM%@L@QHRBNSS@3HUDQHM
.@HMD VGHBGVDQDDMNQLNTR"MCVDG@C@GNTRDTOSG@SV@XRN*V@RD@QKXDWONRDCSNSGDRHYD
NESGNRD@MCADF@MSNSGHMJ@ANTSGNVL@MXBK@LRVDQDCD@CHMSGDQD"MCSGD'KNQHC@LHCCDMR
VDQDNEBNTQRD@MHMROHQ@SHNMn %@VM ODQRNM@KBNLLTMHB@SHNM #NA@KRNUHRHSDCSGD
%@L@QHRBNSS@@QD@@R@ANX@MCQDLDLADQDCmSGDL@RRHUDNXRSDQRHMSGD8G@KDA@BJRGDKKLHCCDMn
#NA ODQRNM@KBNLLTMHB@SHNM 3HBJ@CLHSSDCGNVD@QKHDQDWODQHDMBDRVHSGHMBQDCHAKX





K@QFDRGDKKLHCCDMHMNSGDQO@QSRNESGDBNTMSQX@MCVNQKCL@XG@UD@EEDBSDCGHRNOHMHNMRNM
SGNRDHMSGD/NQSGD@RS"RGD@CLHSSDCm*pUDRDDMRNLDODNOKDB@KKSGHMFRRGDKKLHCCDMR<j=SG@S
CNMSL@SBGVHSGLXHCD@NE@RGDKKLHCCDM<j=*UDRDDMSGDRGDKKLHCCDMRHM,DMSTBJX@MC
4NTSG"LDQHB@M@MC*SGHMJNESGHMFRSG@S@QDKHJDQD@KKX<j=O@BJDCVHSGRGDKK@MC*UDRDDM
ODNOKDB@KKoRNHKLHCCDMRpSG@S@QDEKDBJDCVHSGRGDKKlRGDKKLHCCDMRn 3HBJ ODQRNM@K
BNLLTMHB@SHNM 5GDRDCHR@FQDDLDMSRB@KKHMSNPTDRSHNMSGDUDQXA@RHRNESGDRGDKKLHCCDMRHSD
SXOD @R@BBNQCHMFSN"C@LR@MC"C@LR  SXONKNFHDRRGNTKCG@UDRG@QOANTMC@QHDR 
BNMRHRSDMSCDEHMHSHNMR @MCKHSSKD@LAHFTHSX "C@LR@MC"C@LR *MRSD@C "C@LR@MC
"C@LRLHFGSQDEDQSNSGDRGDKKLHCCDM@R@KDWHBNM VGHBGG@RMNANTMC@QHDR HMBNMRHRSDMS
CDEHMHSHNMR @MC@GHFGCDFQDDNE@LAHFTHSX "C@LR@MC"C@LR 
8GHKD#NA@FQDDCVHSGNSGDQR GDHMSDQOQDSDCSGHRUHRHAHKHSX@RLD@MHMFETK"RGD
DWOK@HMDC m5GDXRTQD@RGDBJVDQDUHRHAKD5GDXRHFMHEHDC5GDXG@C@M@BSHUDQNKD*RTQDCNMS
SGHMJSGDXVDQDRHLOKXF@QA@FDLNTMCR"MCITRSSNB@KKSGDLSG@SHRSNLHRR@FQD@SCD@KNESGDHQ
RHFMHEHB@MBDn #NA ODQRNM@KBNLLTMHB@SHNM "OQHK@FQDDC R@XHMFm*SGHMJSGDQDLTRSAD
RNLDSGHMF@ANTSSGDOGXRHB@K@OOD@Q@MBDNERGDKK<j=ADB@TRDSGDQDRSHKKHRSNC@X@UDQXUHRT@K
DKDLDMSSNSGDRGDKK@MCGNVHSKNNJRn "OQHK ODQRNM@KBNLLTMHB@SHNM 4GDBNMSHMTDC mVD
RSHKK@QDK@ANQHMFTMCDQSGDNKC *pLFNHMFSNQDEDQSNHS@RSGDRNQSNEo(TDQMRDX3HSBGHDLNCDKp
SG@SRGDKKLHCCDMR@QDDHSGDQSQ@RGOHSR@MCATQH@KR@MCSG@SpR@KKSGDXDUDQ@QDn "OQHK ODQRNM@K
BNLLTMHB@SHNM 4GDEDKSSG@SSGDRDRHSDRRGNTKCHMRSD@CADHMUDRSHF@SDCmHM@LNQDGNKHRSHB
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NTSLNCDCENQSG@SSHLD"R3NFDQDWOK@HMDC mGDMDUDQBG@MFDC XNTJMNV NUDQSGDXD@QR*JMDV
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CDROHSDSGDDBNKNFHB@KBG@MFD BTKSTQ@KOQDEDQDMBDRVDQDOQDCNLHM@MSKXQDRONMRHAKDENQSGD
NARDQUDCHMBQD@RDHMSGDBNMRTLOSHNMNERB@KKNORn 1QDSNK@ 1QDSNK@ADKHDUDCHMRSD@C 
KHJD8@SDQR SG@SmDMUHQNMLDMS@KBNMCHSHNMR@QDLNQDKHJDKXQDRONMRHAKDENQSGDNARDQUDC
OGDMNLDM@SG@MBTKSTQ@KOQDEDQDMBDn 1QDSNK@HH $NMETRHMFKXGNVDUDQ GDCHCBNMBKTCD
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@MCHMDWODQHDMBDVHSGSXOHB@K/DV&MFK@MCOQNAKDLRKDCSNL@MXNESGDDQQNQRDMBNTMSDQDCn
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3HSBGHDG@CMNSBNKKDBSDCL@MX@QSHE@BSR@MCDBNE@BSREQNLSGDRHSD VGHBGL@XG@UD@EEDBSDCGHR
TKSHL@SDHMSDQOQDS@SHNMR*S@OOD@QR@RSGNTFGHMBG@MCHMBGRBQDDMV@RTRDCVGDMRGDKK
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BNLOKHB@SD@QBG@DNKNFHRSpR@AHKHSXSNS@KJ@ANTSSGDO@RS"R.@QJQDEKDBSDC
RHSDSXODR@QDLNRSKXCQD@LR:NTJMNVVDFNNTS@MCVDR@XoNGVDFNS@VNQJRGNOp
8DKKVG@SSGDGDKKHR@VNQJRGNO 0QSGHRHR@<j=RL@KKRGNQSSDQLRODBH@KTRDB@LORHSD
3D@C$3.QDONQSR5GDXpQDETMMXHM@V@X*LD@MXNTQD@C<j=VG@SRSGDBNMBKTRHNM
NESGDSXODNERHSDSG@SXNTG@UDGDQD 8DCNNTQADRSSNSQX@MCL@JDRDMRDNEHS ATSSGD
E@BSHRSG@SXNTQDKNNJHMF@S@SHMXKHSSKDO@QSNESG@SRHSD@MCXNTCNMSJMNVVG@SR@QNTMC
HS8DQDOD@SDCKXFNNTS@MCVHMCTOCNHMF@CCHSHNM@KRTQUDXR@QNTMCRHSDR@MCEHMCNTS
VDG@UDSNBNLOKDSDKXBG@MFDNTQLHMC ATSSG@SR@FNNCDWDQBHRDSNN<.@QJ ODQRNM@K
BNLLTMHB@SHNM=

"OQHKCDRBQHADCEDDKHMFTM@OOQDBH@SDCAXBKHDMSRVGNmQD@KKXCNMSB@QD@S@KK@ANTS<j=
VG@SSGDOQNBDRRHRNQVG@SRG@OODMHMF5GDXITRSV@MSSNAD@AKDSNFDSSNATHKCHMF<j=)@UHMF
@BKHDMSVGNRG@CSNO@XENQ@RTQUDXR@Xo*CNMSDUDMV@MS@BNOXNEXNTQQDONQS+TRSRDMCLD
SGDRHFMNEEKDSSDQp5G@SATLRLDNTSn "OQHK ODQRNM@KBNLLTMHB@SHNM 4GD@KRN
@BJMNVKDCFDCSGDONVDQSG@SSGD.@RR@BGTRDSSR)HRSNQHB@K$NLLHRRHNM@MCSGD4)10G@UDNUDQ
$3.EHQLR@MC@QBG@DNKNFHRSR@RHSHR
SGDQDRONMRHAHKHSXNEVGNDUDQG@ROTKKDCSG@SODQLHS<j=SNEHM@KHYDHS<@QDONQS=@MC
A@RHB@KKXHEXNTCNMSXNTJMNVHEXNTBNMRHRSDMSKXCNMSRTALHSQDONQSRQ@SGDQ XNTVNMS
<j=AD@AKDSNFDSODQLHSR@MXLNQD*LD@M*UDGD@QC@ANTSBDQS@HM1QHMBHOKD
*MUDRSHF@SNQR<1*R=VGNG@UDQNTSHMDKXMNSRTALHSSDCQDONQSR5GDXUDITRSKDESSGDHQ
ODQLHSRHMBNLOKDSD@MCSGNRDODNOKDVHKKMNSFDSMDVODQLHSRTMSHKSGDXUDBNLOKDSDC
SGDHQNTSRS@MCHMFNMDR5G@SRRODBHEHBSN.@RR@BGTRDSSR<"OQHK ODQRNM@KBNLLTMHB@SHNM
=







&LOKNXDDR@SSGD.@RR@BGTRDSSR)HRSNQHB@K$NLLHRRHNMDWODQHDMBDTMHPTDINARSQDRRNQR
SGDLRDKUDR#NA@CLHSSDCm*SpRQD@KKXDWG@TRSHMFVNQJ@MCOQDRDMSKXSGDQDHRKHSSKDOTAKHBRTOONQS
ENQFNUDQMLDMSDLOKNXDDR<j=<VGHKD=SGDBNLODMR@SHNMHRUDQXCHRBNTQ@FHMFADB@TRDNE
HMEK@SHNMn #NA ODQRNM@KBNLLTMHB@SHNM #NABNODRVHSGSGHRBNMBDCHMF m*QDENBTRNM
NSGDQSGHMFR*CNSGHRENQRNBHDSX HSpROTAKHBRDQUHBD @MCHSpRHMSDQDRSHMF@MCADMDEHBH@KVNQJn
#NA ODQRNM@KBNLLTMHB@SHNM 
#NA@KRNRG@QDCVGXLDLADQRNESGDFDMDQ@KOTAKHB@OOQN@BGSGD.@RR@BGTRDSSR
)HRSNQHB@K$NLLHRRHNM@MCSGD4S@SD)HRSNQHB1QDRDQU@SHNM0EEHBD'NQNMD LDLADQRNESGD
FDMDQ@KOTAKHBmRDMCHMHMENQL@SHNM@MCVDG@UDSNDU@KT@SDHSSNRDDHEHSpRQD@KNQMNS1DNOKD
OHBJTOQNBJRHMSGDHQF@QCDM@MCSGDMR@Xo0GKNNJ HSEHSRHMSGDG@MCp5G@SpRVG@SSGDX@KV@XR
R@Xo*SEHSRHMSGDG@MCp<j=4NLDSHLDRODNOKDEHMCQD@K@QSHE@BSR@MCVDQDBNQCSGDHMENQL@SHNMn
#NA ODQRNM@KBNLLTMHB@SHNM 5GHMFRADBNLDLNQDBNLOKHB@SDCGNVDUDQVGDM
mLDLADQRNESGDOTAKHBBNLDSNTRADB@TRDSGDXG@UD@M@FDMC@HRRTD5GDXCNMpSV@MSSNRDD@M
@QD@CDUDKNODC0MD/@SHUDL@MB@KKDCHSSGDo#NRSNM5D@1@QSX&EEDBSpl@OOQNOQH@SHMF/@SHUD
BTKSTQDHMNQCDQSNOTRGSGDHQ@FDMC@n #NA ODQRNM@KBNLLTMHB@SHNM 
*MBNMSQ@RSGNVDUDQ SGDFDMDQ@KOTAKHB@KRNUHDVR@QBG@DNKNFX @MC@QBG@DNKNFHRSR @R
mHMSGDV@XnNEOQNFQDRR VGDQDBNMBDQMRENQSGDO@RSS@JDOQHNQHSXNUDQMDDCRHMSGDOQDRDMS0MD
DW@LOKDNESGHRHRRDDMSGQNTFGNTSSGDATHKCHMFNESGD1NKOHR3N@CAHJDO@SGHM/@MSTBJDS
)D@CKHMDRCTQHMFSGHRSHLDQD@C m4S@SDL@MC@SDCRSTCXBNTKCCDK@X.@C@JDSAHJDO@SGONKHBD
RS@SHNMBTONK@LTRSFNn 5*. 0BSNADQMO @MCm0ARS@BKDRBNTKCRSHKKKHMFDQENQ1NKOHR
AHJDO@SGn 5*. "OQHKMO 5GDRDODQBDOSHNMRQDL@HM@MC@QBG@DNKNFHRSRLTRSBNMSHMTD
SNVNQJ@F@HMRSSGDRDMDF@SHUDHL@FDRGDKCAXRNLDLDLADQRNESGDOTAKHB8GDMS@JDMSNFDSGDQ
VHSGSGDOQDUHNTRRDBSHNM HSHRHMSDQDRSHMFSNONHMSNTSSG@SANSGFQNTORG@UDG@QANQDCMDF@SHUD
HLOQDRRHNMRTONMSGDNSGDQ'QNLGDQD HSHRBKD@QSG@SBNMSHMT@KQDK@SHNMRGHOATHKCHMFHRBQHSHB@K
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"RRGNVMVHSGHMSGHR@MCD@QKHDQBG@OSDQR RGDKKLHCCDMRG@UD@LD@MHMFETK@MCBNLOKDW
GHRSNQXVHSGHMSGDCHRBHOKHMDNE@QBG@DNKNFX8GDMBNMRHCDQDCLNQDAQN@CKX SGDRD@QDRHSDRVGDQD
DBNMNLHBB@OHS@K BTKSTQ@KB@OHS@K RTBG@RKDFHSHL@SDJMNVKDCFD RNBH@KB@OHS@K RTBG@R
QDK@SHNMRGHOR@MCBNMMDBSHNMR @MCRXLANKHBB@OHS@K RTBG@RNMDpRQDOTS@SHNM BNMUDQFD
5GQNTFGGHRVNQJ #NTQCHDT  @QFTDCSG@SSGDRDENQLRNEB@OHS@K@QDTRDCHMDK@ANQ@SDV@XR
RNSG@SODNOKDB@ML@HMS@HM NQDUDMHMBQD@RD SGDHQRNBH@KRS@STR
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#NTQCHDTpR  VNQJRGNVDCGNVSGDRDNSGDQSGQDDENQLRNEB@OHS@KBNTKC KHJD

BTQQDMBX ADmB@RGDCHMnENQDBNMNLHBB@OHS@K8HSGSGHRR@HC #NTQCHDTDWOK@HMDCSG@SDBNMNLHB
B@OHS@KV@Rm@SSGDQNNSNE@KKNSGDQSXODRNEB@OHS@Kn #NTQCHDT 5GDHLO@BSRNE
DBNMNLHBB@OHS@K@QDRDDMVHSGHMSGDRGDKKLHCCDM@QBGHUDHMRDUDQ@KV@XR'DVVNTKC@QFTDSG@S
D@QKXRGDKKLHCCDMQDRD@QBGDQRB@LDEQNLOQHUHKDFD NQVDQDEHM@MBH@KKXRTOONQSDCAXVD@KSGX
ADMDE@BSNQRRTBG@R8XL@M@MC1TSM@L *SHR@KRNSQTDSG@SEDV/@SHUDODNOKDG@C@BBDRRSNSGD
DBNMNLHBB@OHS@KMDBDRR@QXSNNAS@HM@CDFQDDHM@MSGQNONKNFX@QBG@DNKNFX @KSGNTFGEDVKHJDKX
EDKSVDKBNLDCNQVDQDNSGDQVHRDHMBKHMDCSNCNRNTMSHKLNQDQDBDMSKX-HJDVHRD L@MX
@UNB@SHNM@K@QBG@DNKNFHRSRG@UDBNLDEQNLVNQJHMFBK@RRA@BJFQNTMCR@MCR@V@QBG@DNKNFX@R@
GNAAXNQHMSDQDRSQ@SGDQSG@MRNLDSGHMFSG@SBNTKCmOTSENNCNMSGDS@AKDn5GHRE@BSG@RHLO@BSDC
RGDKKLHCCDM@QBG@DNKNFXHMCDBHCDCV@XR @RSGQNTFGSHLDNMKXSGDHCD@RNESGNRDVGNVDQD
OQNODQKXBQDCDMSH@KDCG@UDADDMHMBNQONQ@SDCHMSNSGDRGDKKLHCCDM@QBGHUD


&BNMNLHBB@OHS@KNAUHNTRKXQDK@SDRSNSGNRDVGN@QDO@XHMFENQRGDKKLHCCDMQDRD@QBG

4S@QSHMFHMSGDRU@QHNTRHMRSHSTSHNMRG@UDETMCDCRGDKKLHCCDMQDRD@QBGHM.@RR@BGTRDSSR
8XL@MpRVNQJV@RRTOONQSDCAXSGD1D@ANCX.TRDTLNE"QBG@DNKNFX@MC&SGMNKNFX VGHBG
V@RTMCDQSGD@TROHBDRNE)@QU@QC6MHUDQRHSX0SGDQHMRSHSTSHNMRRTBG@RSGD3NADQS41D@ANCX
.TRDTLNE"QBG@DNKNFX 6.@RR"LGDQRS 6.@RR#NRSNM @MCSGD$@QMDFHD.TRDTLNE/@STQ@K






)HRSNQXG@UD@KRNO@HCSNG@UDSGDRDRHSDRDWB@U@SDC.NRSNESGD."4DWB@U@SHNMRVDQDO@HCENQ
AXSGD4NBHDSX@MCSGDHQLDLADQRpCTDR*MRNLDHMRS@MBDR ETMCHMFG@RBNLDEQNLSGDEDCDQ@K
FNUDQMLDMSHMNMDV@XNQ@MNSGDQ SGQNTFGSGD/@SHNM@K1@QJ4DQUHBDRVNQJNMSGD$@OD$NC
/@SHNM@K4D@RGNQD@MC3HSBGHDpR/4'FQ@MSENQGHRVNQJNM.@QSG@pR7HMDX@QC*M@MHMSDQDRSHMF
SVHRSGNVDUDQHSHRBTQQDMSKX/4'pRONKHBXSG@SNMDB@MNMKX@OOKXENQ@M/4'NMBDRNLDNMDG@R
@BST@KKXQDBDHUDC@1G%&UDMHE@FQ@CT@SDRSTCDMS@OOKHDRENQ@%HRRDQS@SHNM*LOQNUDLDMS(Q@MS 
SGDHQ@CUHRNQLTRSRDQUD@RSGD1*VGHKDSGDX@QDKHRSDC@RSGD$N1*5GHRHMDEEDBSHMBQD@RDRNMDpR
@CUHRNQpRRXLANKHBB@OHS@KDUDMSGNTFGSGDXL@XMNSG@UDDUDMVQHSSDMSGDOQNONR@K.NQD
QDBDMSKXGNVDUDQ SGDOQHU@SDRDBSNQG@RENNSSGDAHKK SGQNTFGSGDL@MXL@MC@SDC$3.
DWB@U@SHNMRNERGDKKLHCCDMRHSDRNM$@OD$NC@MCSGD*RK@MCR*M@MHMSDQDRSHMFDW@LOKD SGD
8@LO@MN@F5QHADNE(@X)D@C "PTHMM@G O@HCENQ1"- *MBSNDWB@U@SDNMDRHSD VGHKD
ATHKCHMF@RGDKKEHRGG@SBGDQXNM.@QSG@pR7HMDX@QC5GHRHRNMDNENMKX@EDVHMRS@MBDRHMSGD
QDFHNMVGDQD@CDRBDMC@MSBNLLTMHSXG@R@KRNADB@LD@mBKHDMSnVHSGHM@$3.OQNIDBS


#TSHESGHRHRVGNHRO@XHMFENQRGDKKLHCCDM@QBG@DNKNFX VGNHR@BST@KKXADHMFO@HCSN

DWB@U@SDRGDKKLHCCDMR *MGHRQNKD@RSGDBTQ@SNQNESGD1D@ANCX.TRDTLNE"QBG@DNKNFX@MC
&SGMNKNFX 8XL@MRDDLRSNG@UDADDMO@HCSNDWOKNQDRGDKKLHCCDMRHM.@RR@BGTRDSSR@MC
.@HMD*SHRTMBKD@QGNVDUDQVGDSGDQ$G@RDNQ(TDQMRDXVDQD@BST@KKXO@HCHMRNLDV@XSN
BNMCTBSSGDHQQDRD@QBG @KSGNTFGHSCNDRRDDLKHJDKX'NQL@MXCDB@CDRRGDKKLHCCDMRVDQD
DWB@U@SDCAXUNKTMSDDQRNQHMSDQDRSDCHMCHUHCT@KRVGNCNM@SDCSGDHQSHLD RTBG@R@UNB@SHNM@K
@QBG@DNKNFHRSR HD-TBD 5NQQDX .NEEDSS )TMSHMFSNM @MC."4LDLADQR#XDQR@MC+NGMRNM
VDQDBDQS@HMKXO@HCENQSGDHQVNQJNM.@QSG@pR7HMDX@QCAXSGD3NADQS41D@ANCX.TRDTLNE
"QBG@DNKNFX@KSGNTFGHSHRTMBKD@QVGDSGDQSGDOTOHKREQNL1GHKKHOpR"B@CDLXO@HCSNO@QSHBHO@SD
NQVDQDETMCDCHMRNLDV@XSGDLRDKUDR
8HSGSGHRR@HC LNRSRGDKKLHCCDMRSG@SG@UDADDMDWB@U@SDCSGQNTFG@EHDKCRBGNNKVDQD 
HML@MXV@XR O@HCENQAXSGDRSTCDMSR VGNSGDLRDKUDRVNQJDCmEQDDNEBG@QFDn5GNRDVGN@QD
@BST@KKXO@HC@QDSGDOQNEDRRNQR@MCFQ@CT@SDRSTCDMSRVGNQ@MSGDEHDKCRBGNNK@MCHMRSQTBSDC





RSTCDMSRNMEHDKC@MCK@ANQ@SNQXSDBGMHPTDR RTBG@R&KHY@ADSG$GHKSNM 1DSDQ)@QQHRNM #@QA@Q@
-TDCSJD #DQM@QC1NVDKK @MC+@LDR#3HBG@QCRNM 1QNEDRRNQR@MCFQ@CT@SDRSTCDMSRKHJDKX
@BBQTDBTKSTQ@K RNBH@K @MCRXLANKHBB@OHS@KSGQNTFGNTSSGHROQNBDRR @KSGNTFGSGDXB@MmKNRDn
RXLANKHBB@OHS@K*CDRBQHADCRTBG@OQNBDRRVGDM1QDSNK@QDATJDC)@QQHRNM @KSGNTFGMNSAX
M@LD ENQGHRmHMDWODQHDMBDVHSGSXOHB@K/DV&MFK@MCOQNAKDLRn 1QDSNK@ -NNJHMF
A@BJNMGHREHDKCRBGNNKDWODQHDMBD 3HBJ@KRNPTDRSHNMDCSGDCDBHRHNMRL@CDAXSGNRDHMBG@QFD 
DWOK@HMHMFSG@SNMDmG@QCKXKDSTRQDRSnADB@TRDmGDV@RJHMCNE@G@QCCQHUDQn 3HBJ ODQRNM@K
BNLLTMHB@SHNM 5N@CCSNSGHRmHEVDFNSHMSN@MXSGHMFCDKHB@SDGDTRT@KKXOTKKDCTRNTSNEHS@MC
DWB@U@SDCHSGHLRDKEn 3HBJ ODQRNM@KBNLLTMHB@SHNM 3HBJ VGNG@RQTML@MXEHDKCRBGNNKRNE
GHRNVMRHMBDSGDM DWOK@HMDCm*VNTKCMDUDQCNSG@SSNEHDKCRBGNNKJHCRn 3HBJ ODQRNM@K
BNLLTMHB@SHNM 
$3.HRQHODVHSGKDRRNMRQDK@SDCSNDBNMNLHBB@OHS@KDMS@MFKDCVHSGSGDRDNSGDQENQLR
"R#DQFFQDM@MC)NCCDQ  ONHMSNTS HSHR@M@RRTLOSHNMSG@S$3.VNQJHRB@QQHDCNTSAX
mKNVRJHKKDC KNVO@HCK@ANQn #DQFFQDM@MC)NCCDQ 5GDXCDRBQHADSGDHQVNQJHMRSD@C
@Rm@SDBGMHB@KS@RJSG@SHMUNKUDR@MHMSDKKDBST@KOQNBDRRn #DQFFQDM@MC)NCCDQ 'HDKC
SDBGMHBH@MRFDMDQ@KKXG@UD@FQD@SCD@KNEmNMSGDFQNTMCnBTKSTQ@KB@OHS@K VGHBGHRRDKCNL
OTAKHBKXQDBNFMHYDC5N@CCSNSGHR EHDKCRTODQUHRNQRRDKCNLCHF*MDEEDBS SGDLNQDLNMDXNMD
HMUDRSRHMSNSGDHQDCTB@SHNM SGDETQSGDQ@V@XSGDX@QDEQNLSGD@BST@KEHDKC @KSGNTFGSGDXG@UD
@BBQTDC@FQD@SCD@KNEBTKSTQ@K RNBH@K @MCRXLANKHBB@OHS@K@KNMFSGDV@X#DQFFQDM@MC)NCCDQ
 QDEDQSNSGDRD@MCNSGDQBNMSQ@CHBSHNMR@RSGDmCHR@EEDBSHNMHMEHDKCBNMSQ@BS@QBG@DNKNFX
SNC@Xn #DQFFQDM@MC)NCCDQ 
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*G@UDRONJDM@SKDMFSGHMD@QKHDQBG@OSDQRNMSGDV@XRSG@S@QBG@DNKNFHRSRG@UDVNQJDCSN
DRS@AKHRGSGDLRDKUDR@RSGDNMKXKDFHSHL@SDmJDDODQRNEJMNVKDCFDn@ANTSRGDKKLHCCDMRAX
RXRSDL@SHB@KKXCDKDFHSHLHYHMFSGDJMNVKDCFDGDKCAX/@SHUDODNOKD@MCDUDM@UNB@SHNM@K
@QBG@DNKNFHRSR$TKSTQ@KB@OHS@K @RHSQDK@SDRSNRGDKKLHCCDMR V@R@SEHQRSDWBKTRHUDKXGDKCAX





L@KDOQNEDRRHNM@KR@S)@QU@QC6MHUDQRHSX@MCNQSGD1D@ANCX.TRDTLNE"QBG@DNKNFX@MC
&SGMNKNFX*MSDQDRSHMFKX DUDMSNC@XLNRS@QBG@DNKNFHRSRSG@SG@UDBNMCTBSDCRGDKKLHCCDM
QDRD@QBGHM.@RR@BGTRDSSRB@MADBNMMDBSDCA@BJSNSGDRDHMRSHSTSHNMRHMRNLDV@XlDHSGDQ
ADB@TRDSGDXSGDLRDKUDRVDQD@RSTCDMSSGDQD SGDXVDQDDLOKNXDCSGDQDNQSGDHQ@CUHRNQV@R
"OQHKDWOK@HMDCGNVBTKSTQ@KB@OHS@KHRJDXHM$3.#NSGGDQB@QDDQSQ@IDBSNQXVHSGHM
$3. @RVDKK@RSGNRDNERNLDNEGDQBNVNQJDQR RDQUDR@R@MDWDLOK@QNEU@QHNTROGDMNLDM@
"RRGDDWOK@HMDC
*LQD@KKXKTBJXSG@S*RNQSNEVDMSSGQNTFG@KKSGDCHEEDQDMSRSDOR@KNMFSGDV@XSNFDSSN
VGDQD*@LMNVATS XNTJMNV SGDQD@QD@KNSNENSGDQODNOKDVGN TL DRODBH@KKXMNV
SG@SVDQDAHFFDQ@MCVDQDLTBGATRHDQVDG@UD@KNSLNQDRNQSNELHCCKDKDUDKODNOKD
<j=SGDXCNMSG@UDL@RSDQRCDFQDDRSGDXCNMSG@UDVQHSHMFDWODQHDMBD<j=SGDXQDMNS
QD@KKXHMSDQDRSDCHMVQHSHMF<j=SGDXQDFQD@SEHDKC@QBG@DNKNFHRSR@MCSGDXpQDQD@KKXQD@KKX
FNNC@SVG@SSGDXCN@MCSGDXJMNVVG@SSGDXQDCNHMF*SQTRSSGDLSNL@JDCDBHRHNMRHM
SGDEHDKCBDQS@HMKX ATSSGDXQDMNSODNOKDVGN<j=@SRNQSNE@BNQONQ@SDKDUDKVDRDD
LNUHMFTOXNTJMNVSGQNTFGSGDQ@MJR"MCBDQS@HMKX@F@HMADB@TRDNEODQLHS
QDFTK@SHNMRKHJDHM.@RR@BGTRDSSRXNTB@MSADBNLD@1*VHSGNTS@L@RSDQRCDFQDD4NHSR
XNTJMNVHSRJHMCNE@B@QDDQBDHKHMFENQXNT<j=*EXNTCNMSG@UD@L@RSDQRCDFQDD
SGDQDRNMKXRNE@QXNTB@MFN<"OQHK ODQRNM@KBNLLTMHB@SHNM=

0MDpRBTKSTQ@KB@OHS@KHRENQDUDQHMRBQHADCNM$3.QDONQSR @RSGD1*NQ1QNIDBS"QBG@DNKNFHRS
VQHSDRSGDQDONQS RNSGDHQM@LDHRNMSGDEQNMSBNUDQNESGDQDONQS VGHKDSGDEHDKCSDBGMHBH@MR HE
SGDX@QDKTBJX @QDKHRSDCVHSGHMSGDQDONQS@R5DBGMHBH@MR3DF@QCKDRR LNRSRGDKKLHCCDMRHM
.@RR@BGTRDSSRG@UDADDMDWB@U@SDCAX'HDKC5DBGMHBH@MRNUDQSGDO@RSXD@QR VGNL@HMS@HM
QDK@SHUDKXKNVO@XHMFINARVHSGEDVSNMNADMDEHSR*M@CCHSHNM SGDQDHRNMKX@mRGNQSKHRSnNE$3.
EHQLRSG@S@QD@KKNVDCSNVNQJHM.@RR@BGTRDSSRAXSGD4S@SD"QBG@DNKNFHRSR"OQHKCDRBQHADCGNV
NSGDQBNMRTKS@MSR XNTJMNV NSGDQBNLO@MHDRG@UDDHSGDQB@KKDC<TR=ADB@TRDSGDXMDDC
EHDKCODNOKDNQADB@TRDSGDXQDKNNJHMFENQTRSNO@QSMDQVHSGSGDL<5GDX=BNLOK@HMSG@S
.@RR@BGTRDSSRHRUDQXHMRTK@Q@MCHEXNTQDMNS@JMNVMDMSHSXHSRUDQXCHEEHBTKSENQXNTSN
FDS@ODQLHS'NQDW@LOKD<j=RNLDNMDB@MSBNLDHMEQNL$@KHENQMH@VGNRMDUDQCNMD
VNQJHMSGDMNQSGD@RS@MC DUDMSGNTFGSGDXLHFGSG@UD@1G%@MCSGDXLHFGSG@UDXNT
JMNVSVDMSXXD@QRNE@QBG@DNKNFHB@KEHDKCDWODQHDMBD@MCXNTJMNVSD@BGHMFDWODQHDMBD 
HESGDXG@UDMNSCNMDVNQJHM/DV&MFK@MCSGDXVHKKMNSAD@KKNVDCSNFDS@ODQLHS
5GDXVNMSAD@KKNVDCSNAD@1*NM@OQNIDBS<"OQHK ODQRNM@KBNLLTMHB@SHNM=
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HMLXADCQNNL*UDGTMFRNLD MNS@KK NELXCHOKNL@R<j=RNVGDM*FNSNRKDDO@SMHFGS*B@M
QDLDLADQl*UDADDMSGDQDn %@VM ODQRNM@KBNLLTMHB@SHNM "KSGNTFGSGDXVDQD
OQDRTL@AKXGTMFHMGDQNEEHBDENQCDB@CDR VGDMRGDG@CNMDHM@6MHUDQRHSX RGDEDKSSG@SHSV@R
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4NBH@KB@OHS@KB@MADTMCDQRSNNC@RmLDLADQRGHOHM@FQNTOn #NTQCHDT 
"KSGNTFGOQNEDRRHNM@K@QBG@DNKNFHRSRG@UDHML@MXV@XRDRS@AKHRGDCSGDLRDKUDR@RSGDNMKX
FQNTO@AKDSNROD@JENQ@MC@ANTS@MBHDMSBTKSTQDR SGDXG@UDMNSADDMHMSNS@K@FQDDLDMSVGDM
ROD@JHMF8GDMBNLO@QHMF5QHFFDQpR  EHUDODQHNCRNE@QBG@DNKNFHB@KSGNTFGSSNSGHR
@QBGHUD *V@R@AKDSNRGNVSG@SL@MXK@QFDQCDA@SDRVHSGHM"LDQHB@M@QBG@DNKNFXCHCRGNVTOHM
KNB@KBNMSDWSR RTBG@RBTKSTQDGHRSNQX OQNBDRRT@KHRL @MCONRSOQNBDRRT@KHRL)NVDUDQ CVDKKHMF
NMSGHRE@BSNMKXNEEDQR@RTQEHBH@K @MCQ@SGDQRTODQEHBH@K UHDVNEANSGSGD@QBG@DNKNFX
BNMCTBSHMFVHSGHMSGDM@SHNMpRANQCDQR@RVDKK@RSGDRS@SDNE.@RR@BGTRDSSR
-@QFDQCDA@SDRVHSGHMSGDCHRBHOKHMDVDQDDWODQHDMBDCNM@KNB@KKDUDK VGHBGBNTKC
ADBNLDPTHSDODQRNM@KFHUDMSGDBKNRDPT@QSDQRNERS@SDANTMC@QHDR"R@QDRTKS SGDRNBH@K
MDSVNQJRSG@S@QBG@DNKNFHRSRENQLDC@QDBKD@QQDOQDRDMS@SHNMRNEDUDMRL@KKDQCHUHRHNMR+TRS
ADB@TRD@QBG@DNKNFHRSRRTOONQSDC@O@QSHBTK@QO@Q@CHFLCNDRMNSLD@MSG@SSGDXRTOONQSDCD@BG
NSGDQHMSGDHQ@SSDLOSRSNETQSGDQSG@SO@Q@CHFL*KNNJDCSNSGDRGDKKLHCCDM@QBGHUDSNRGNVGNV
VG@S@SEHQRSRDDLKHJDTMHEHDCCHRBNTQRDHREHKKDCVHSGHMSDKKDBST@KEHRRTQDR*SGDMDWONRDCSGDRD
SDMRHNMR@MCOKTQ@KHSHDRBGQNMNKNFHB@KKX0MDL@HMSDMRHNMQDK@SDCSNSXONKNFHDR VGDQD





.@RR@BGTRDSSR@QBG@DNKNFXNEEDQDCSVNDWSQDLDR)DQD@QSHE@BSSXONKNFHDRVDQDGNSKXCDA@SDCENQ
FDMDQ@SHNMR VGHKDRHSDSXODRVDQDRDDLHMFKXHMBNMSQNUDQSHAKD5GDQDV@RBKD@QKXLNQDSG@MLDDSR
SGDDXDGDQDGNVDUDQ ADB@TRDVGHKDRHSDSXODR@QDRDKCNLCDA@SDCHMOQHMSVGDMHMSDQUHDVDC
SNC@X EDV@QBG@DNKNFHRSRHM.@RR@BGTRDSSR@FQDDCTONMVG@SSGDSDQLRGDKKLHCCDMLD@MR@MC
DUDMVG@SSGDXKNNJKHJD@QBG@DNKNFHB@KKX5GHRHRKHSSKDLNQDSG@MKHORDQUHBDGNVDUDQ @REDV
BG@MFDRVHSGHM.@RR@BGTRDSSRRGDKKLHCCDM@QBG@DNKNFXG@UDADDMOTSHMSNOQ@BSHBD"RHLHK@Q
SQDMCV@R@KRN@OO@QDMSSN+0#QDV <= VGNHMm5GD6RD@MC"ATRDNE5@WNMNLXn
QDONQSDC m5GDNAIDBSHNMRVGHBG*RG@KKQ@HRDSNO@QSRNENTQBTQQDMSOQNBDCTQDR@QDNERTBG@
M@STQDSG@SVGDMBKD@QKXOQDRDMSDC SGDX@QDTRT@KKX@CLHSSDCAXLNRSVNQJDQRHMSGDEHDKCn #QDV
<= )D@KRNENTMCmL@MX@QBG@DNKNFHRSRVGNHMNQ@KCHRBTRRHNM@CLHSSGDU@KHCHSXNE
SGDRDNAIDBSHNMR@MCQDBNFMHYDSGDKHLHS@SHNMRNESGDHQSDBGMHPTDRCNMNSB@QQXSGNRDQD@KHY@SHNMR
HMSNSGDHQ@BST@KVNQJVGDMSGDX@QDCDDOHMSGD@M@KXRHRNESGDL@SDQH@Kn #QDV<= 
#XBQD@SHMF@RNBH@KMDSVNQJNE@QBG@DNKNFHRSR@MCNSGDQQDRD@QBGDQRVGNG@UDVNQJDCNM
RGDKKLHCCDMRRHMBDSGDSGBDMSTQX *V@R@AKDSNHKKTRSQ@SDGNVSGDOQDRDMBD @ARDMBDNQRSQ@HMNE
RNBH@KBNMMDBSHNMRL@XG@UDHLO@BSDCSGHRQDRD@QBGSGQNTFGSHLD$NMUDQRDKX *@KRNRGNVDCGNV
L@MX@BSNQRVHSGHMSGHRRNBH@KMDSVNQJENQLDCQDK@SHNMRGHOR SHDR 1420DB4NERGDKKLHCCDM
QDRD@QBG5GD.@RR@BGTRDSSRRGDKKLHCCDM@QBGHUDNEEDQDC@TMHPTDMDSVNQJ VGHBGHR
HMBQD@RHMFKXONOTK@SDCAXLDLADQRNERTAFQNTORSG@SVDQDNMBDDWBKTCDCNQODQG@ORDUDM
BNMRHCDQDCmCHRQTOSHUDnHMU@QHNTRV@XR HDVNLDM@MCLDLADQRNE/@SHUDCDRBDMCDMSFQNTOR
KHJDSGD8@LO@MN@F 
5GDRDRNBH@KMDSVNQJRG@UDHLO@BSDCSGDK@QFDQCHRBHOKHMD@RVDKK5GD2>==42C8>=B
CHRBTRRDCHM$G@OSDQR@MC VGDSGDQOQNEDRRHNM@KO@QSMDQRGHOR ODQRNM@KEQHDMCRGHOR NQDUDM
QHU@KQHDRADSVDDMRBGNK@QR G@UDGDKODCSNL@JDSGDCHRBHOKHMDVG@SHSHRSNC@X4NBH@KMDSVNQJR
VDQDENQLDC @MC@QDRSHKKADHMFENQLDC ADB@TRDNESGDK@QFDQCHRBHOKHMD VGHBGSGDMSTQMQHFGS
@QNTMC@MCHLO@BSSGDK@QFDQCHRBHOKHMDSG@SL@CDSGDLONRRHAKD*MSGHRRDMRD RNBH@KMDSVNQJR@QD
ANSGSGDB@TRD@MCSGDDEEDBSNE@BNMRS@MSKXBG@MFHMFCHRBHOKHMD





&UDQX@QBG@DNKNFHRSSG@S*HMSDQUHDVDCRONJD@ANTSmLDDSHMFnNQmADHMFHMSQNCTBDCSNnNQ
DUDMITRSmJMNVHMFnHLONQS@MSODNOKDVHSGHMSGDHQRNBH@KMDSVNQJ5GDXNESDMSHLDRENBTRDCNM
GNVSGHRLDDSHMFBG@MFDCSGDHQB@QDDQSQ@IDBSNQXHMQD@KV@XR'NQDW@LOKD 5NL@MC3NFDQVDQD
BKD@QKXHLO@BSDCAXSGDHQQDK@SHNMRGHOVHSG3HSBGHD VGNV@R@BST@KKXHMSQNCTBDCSN5NLAX
3NFDQ3NFDQ@KRNADF@M@M@QBG@DNKNFHB@KB@QDDQHM@CHEEDQDMSBNMSHMDMS@ESDQ@OQNEDRRNQR@V
GHLV@KJHMFCNVMSGDG@KKV@X@MCHMUHSDCGHLSNFNVHSGGHL)TMSHMFSNMV@RNMDNE#HKKpRGHFG
RBGNNKSD@BGDQR)DDWOK@HMDCmVD@KV@XRBNLO@QDCMNSDRNM@QBG@DNKNFXn #HKK ODQRNM@K
BNLLTMHB@SHNM 3NRRQD@KHYDCSG@S$3.V@R@B@QDDQONRRHAHKHSX@ESDQS@JHMF@BNTQRDNM
SGDRTAIDBS@R@FQ@CT@SDRSTCDMS)DSGDM@SSDMCDC@$3.BNMEDQDMBDHM.@RR@BGTRDSSRVHSGSGD
OQNEDRRNQSG@SV@RSD@BGHMFSG@SBNTQRD VGHBG@RGDDWOK@HMDCmLHFGSG@UDOK@MSDCSGHRRDDCHM
LXAQ@HMSG@SHSLHFGSAD@MHMSDQDRSHMFOK@BDSNVNQJn 3NRR ODQRNM@KBNLLTMHB@SHNM 
"OQHKFNSGDQBTQQDMSINASGQNTFGNMDNEGDQFQ@CT@SDRBGNNKOQNEDRRNQR4GD@CLHSSDCNTSQHFGSmGD
V@RSGDBNMMDBSHNMn "OQHK ODQRNM@KBNLLTMHB@SHNM )DQB@QDDQG@RADDMGD@UHKX
HMEKTDMBDCAXVNQJHMFVHSGSGD8@LO@MN@F5QHADNE(@X)D@C "PTHMM@G "BNKKD@FTD
HMSQNCTBDCGDQSNSQHA@KLDLADQRHMSGDR@MCm@RRGDRNQSNESQ@MRHSHNMDCNTSNEFNHMFSNSGD
7HMDX@QC*JHMCNESNNJNUDQ@MCVDG@CJHMCNEDRS@AKHRGDCSGDRDUDQXODQRNM@KQDK@SHNMRGHOR
VHSGODNOKDNTSSGDQD4NVGDM*RS@QSDCJHMCNEENKKNVHMFADGHMC<GDQ=HSITRSHSITRSRNQSNE
ENKKNVDCSG@SVGDMRGDRSNOODCFNHMFNTSHMSGDEHDKC*V@RSGDoFNSNpODQRNMn "OQHK ODQRNM@K
BNLLTMHB@SHNM .@QJCDRBQHADC@MHMSDQ@BSHNMVHSG@FTHC@MBDBNTMRDKNQVGHKDHM
BNLLTMHSXBNKKDFDVGN @ESDQGDDWOK@HMDCGHRHMSDQDRS@QBG@DNKNFX R@HCm#NXXNTpQDFNMM@
AKNVHSADB@TRDHEXNTQDQD@KKXHMSDQDRSDCHMHSMNVRSGDBG@MBD*SRSGDNMKXBG@MBDXNTQDFNMM@
DUDQG@UDSNL@JDSG@SBG@MFD@MC*R@HCo0J@X*LFNMM@CNSG@Spn .@QJ ODQRNM@K
BNLLTMHB@SHNM "KSGNTFGGDCDRBQHADCL@MXLNQDHLONQS@MSEHFTQDRVHSGHMGHRB@QDDQ HS
V@R@SSGHRLNLDMSSG@S.@QJL@CD@CDBHRHNMSG@SL@CDDUDQXNSGDQB@QDDQBGNHBDONRRHAKD
*G@UD@KRNNTSKHMDCV@XRHMVGHBG@QBG@DNKNFHRSRpCDBHRHNMR OQ@BSHBD VDQDRSQ@SDFHB
3DK@SHNMRGHORADF@M@MCVDQDL@HMS@HMDCSGQNTFGRGDKKLHCCDMVNQJ$NMUDQRDKX CHR@FQDDLDMSR





ADF@MNQVDQDGDHFGSDMDC RNLDNEVGHBGV@WDC@MCV@MDCNUDQRGDKKLHCCDM@QBG@DNKNFX
5GQNTFGQDRD@QBGHMFSGDRGDKKLHCCDM@QBGHUD HSADB@LDBKD@QSG@SQDOTS@SHNMRG@UDADDM@SRS@JD
@RVDKK*SHRHMSGDRDHMRS@MBDRSG@SBTKSTQ@K RNBH@K @MCRXLANKHBB@OHS@KDMSVHMDR*M@M
HMSDQDRSHMFDW@LOKD 3X@MADKHDUDCSG@SGHRBNKKDBSHNMBNTKCBNMMDBSGHLSNODNOKDVGNRDM@LDR
GDVNTKCMDUDQJMNV VGHKDHS@KRNAQNTFGSA@BJLDLNQHDRNEGHRBKNRDKNUDCNMDR"ESDQ
CHRBTRRHMFGHRBNKKDBSHNMVHSGGHLENQRNLDSHLD *@RJDCGHLHEGDG@CDUDQRNKC@MXNEGHR
@QSHE@BSR4DDLHMFKXRGNBJDCAXLXPTDRSHNMGDDWBK@HLDCm/N8NMSDUDMFHUDDL@V@X
SGDXQDFHESRSNLDn 3X@M ODQRNM@KBNLLTMHB@SHNM 8HSGSGHR*@RJDCGHLVG@SGHR
BNKKDBSHNMLD@MSSNGHL)DQDOKHDCm*SLD@MRSG@S*pL@/@SHUD5GD/@SHUDRKHJDLDRNSGDXpQD
FHUHMFRNLDA@BJlSGDNQHFHM@K/@SHUDRn 3X@M ODQRNM@KBNLLTMHB@SHNM *MDRRDMBD @R@
mM@SHUDnNESGD@QD@ 3X@MpRBNKKDBSHNMKHSDQ@KKXBNMMDBSDCGHLSNSGDNQHFHM@KHMG@AHS@MSRNESGD
@QD@SGQNTFG@EHFTQ@SHUDSHDADSVDDMSGDO@RS@MCOQDRDMS5GHRRNBH@KMDSVNQJV@RCHROK@XDC@MC
B@QDCENQ VGHBG@KRNDUNJDCRSNQHDRNENSGDQSHDRVHSGHMGHRRNBH@KMDSVNQJ RTBG@RGHRLNSGDQ 
E@SGDQ RNM @MCU@QHNTREQHDMCR*ENMD@KRNQDB@KKR )@QNKC$TQSHRCDRBQHADC;>>B8=6EQHDMCR
ADB@TRDNESGDHQID@KNTRXNUDQGHRBNKKDBSHNM)HRBNKKDBSHNM@KRNGDKODCGHLQDB@KKENMCSHLDRVHSG
GHRVHED@MC.NEEDSSGNVDUDQ
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4XLANKHBB@OHS@KHMBKTCDRSGHMFRKHJDNMDpRGNMNQ@MCQDOTS@SHNM@MCGDKORSNBNMRNKHC@SD
SGDLDLADQRNE@FQNTOAXFHUHMFmSGDLSGDR@LD8==4A0BBDA0=24>5BD224BBn 4TRDM@MC5TQMDQ
<DLOG@RHRNQHFHM@K= #NTQCHDT@KRNCHRBTRRDCRXLANKHBOQNEHSR VGHBGB@MADTMCDQRSNNC
@RmRTARS@MSH@KADMDEHSR>5>C74A:8=3Bn 4TRDM@MC5TQMDQ<DLOG@RHRNQHFHM@K= 5Q@BHMF
HMRS@MBDRNERXLANKHBOQNEHSRHRHMGDQDMSKXBNLOKHB@SDC @RHSQDPTHQDRNMDSN@KRNTMCDQRS@MCSGD
HMSDMSHNMR @MCSGDONRRHAKDTKSDQHNQLNSHUDR NENSGDQR5GHRHRVGDQDOQHL@QXCNBTLDMSR 
DRODBH@KKXODQRNM@KKDSSDQRADSVDDM@QBG@DNKNFHRSR BNTKCNEEDQHMRHFGSRHMSNSGDRXLANKHBOQNEHSR
VHSGHMRGDKKLHCCDM@QBG@DNKNFX






%HRBTRRHNMRNEQDOTS@SHNMR@ANTMCHMSGDRGDKKLHCCDM@QBGHUD3HSBGHDpRQDOTS@SHNM
RDDLDCSNADSGDRTAIDBSNELTBGCHRBTRRHNMCTQHMFGHRVNQJNM.@QSG@pR7HMDX@QCHMO@QSHBTK@Q
8G@SHRHMSDQDRSHMFGNVDUDQHRSG@SVGHKDGHRQDOTS@SHNMV@RPTDRSHNMDCmNEESGDQDBNQCnMNMDNE
+NGMRNMpR@MC.NEEDSSpRPT@KLRVDQDDUDQL@CDOTAKHB*MRSD@C @MCQ@SGDQ@L@YHMFKX@R*G@UD
@KQD@CXLDMSHNMDC +NGMRNM @KNMFVHSG#XDQR @BST@KKXRDMS@KDSSDQSNSGD/4'HMRTOONQSNE
3HSBGHDpR@OOKHB@SHNM#NAEDKSm(DMDQ@KKX*SGHMJVD<SGD.@RR@BGTRDSSR)HRSNQHB@K$NLLHRRHNM=
DMINX@FNNCQDOTS@SHNMn #NA ODQRNM@KBNLLTMHB@SHNM .@QJDWOK@HMDCGNVRNLD$3.
FQNTORG@CS@QMHRGDCSGDHQQDOTS@SHNM)DB@QDETKKXCDRBQHADC
SGDQD@QDODNOKDQHFGSGDQDHM/DV&MFK@MCSG@SCN@(NC@VETKINANE@QBG@DNKNFX*SR
SDQQHAKD"MCSGDXITRS TKSHL@SDKXSGQNTFGSGDODQLHSRXRSDL G@UDADDM@RJDCSNLNUD
NM"MCSG@SRVNQJDCNTSUDQXVDKKADB@TRD@KNSNERHSDRFNSKNRS+TRSTMADKHDU@AKD
1DNOKDSG@S*UDRDDM *VNMSM@LD@MX ATS*LD@MODNOKDSG@SVDQDCHFFHMF VHSG@BQDV
NESVN ENQSXSNEHESXSDRSOHSR@C@X5GHMJ@ANTSSG@S)NVCGDCNSG@S :NTB@MS
<.@QJ ODQRNM@KBNLLTMHB@SHNM=

$NMUDQRDKX "OQHKEDKS@RSGNTFGGDQDLOKNXDQG@CDUDMDRS@AKHRGDC@RSQNMFQDK@SHNMRGHO
VHSGRNLDKNB@KDMFHMDDQR"RRGDDWOK@HMDC 
*EDDKKHJDVDG@UDITRSRNQSNEDRS@AKHRGDCNTQRDKUDRNTSSGDQD@RJHMCNESGDFNSNODNOKD
@MC*SGHMJADB@TRDXNTJMNVHSHRRTBG@MHMRTK@QOK@BD KHJD@KKSGDDMFHMDDQRMNVJMNV
TRSGDX@KKJMNVD@BGNSGDQ@MCSGDX@KKJMNV<TR=@MCODNOKDCNMSDUDMB@KK@QNTMCSN
FDS XNTJMNV PTNSDRKHJDSGDXCNDUDQXVGDQDDKRDHM/DV&MFK@MC8GDMSGDXQD
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QDBDMSKX)DDWOK@HMDCGNVSGDXBNMRHCDQDCDUDQXRHSDSNADmRHFMHEHB@MS n@KSGNTFGGDDWOK@HMDC
SG@Sm*SGHMJ@KNSNEHS *SGHMJRNLDNEHSR@ONVDQSQHO XNTJMNV NEBNMSQNKn #HKK ODQRNM@K
BNLLTMHB@SHNM "R@KQD@CXLDMSHNMDC 1@TK@MC5NLEDKSSGDR@LD@R#HKK1@TKEDKSSG@S
RNLDLNQDQDBDMSRGHESRVHSGHM@QBG@DNKNFXOTSmSNNLTBGDLOG@RHRNMSGDHMENQL@MS@MCSGD
HMENQL@MSpRCDBHRHNML@JHMFn 1@TK ODQRNM@KBNLLTMHB@SHNM 5NLENTMCSGD@QBG@DNKNFX
NESGD@QD@SNADmBNLOKHB@SDCAXSGD/@SHUDONOTK@SHNMn 5NL ODQRNM@KBNLLTMHB@SHNM 
"F@HM GDEDKSmHM@V@XHSRSNNA@CATSMNANCXLHMCRSGD/@SHUDODNOKDADBNLHMFDLONVDQDC






*SRITRSVG@SXNTCNVHSGSG@SONVDQVGDMXNTFDSHSn 5NL ODQRNM@KBNLLTMHB@SHNM 5N
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5GQNTFGSGHRGHRSNQXNERGDKKLHCCDM@QBG@DNKNFX @QBG@DNKNFHRSRG@UDHMSDQOQDSDCSGD
O@RSUH@SGDOQDRDMS LNRSRODBHEHB@KKXSGQNTFGD@BG@QBG@DNKNFHRSpRKHUDCDWODQHDMBDR"R4G@MJR
@MC5HKKDX  DWOK@HM mSGD@QBG@DNKNFHRSHRMNSKD@CHMFJMNVKDCFDEQNLSGDOQDRDMS
FQNOHMFKXSNV@QCRSGDEHQLFQNTMCNESGDO@RSATSQ@SGDQSGDQDUDQRD EQNLSGD@QBG@DNKNFHRSpRO@RS
HMSNSGDNAIDBSROQDRDMSn*MDRRDMBD AXSQXHMFSNSDKK2A4381;4RSNQHDR@ANTSSGD@MBHDMSO@RS 
@QBG@DNKNFHRSRG@UD@KRNSNKC8=2A4381;4RSNQHDR@ANTSSGDLRDKUDR@RVDKK
*MSGHRBG@OSDQ *BNMRHCDQDCGNVBG@MFHMFRNBH@KBKHL@SDRG@UDHLO@BSDCRGDKKLHCCDM
@QBG@DNKNFX5N@BBNLOKHRGSGHR *KNNJDC@SB@RDRHMVGHBG@BSNQR@FQDDC@MCCHR@FQDDCSGQNTFG
SHLD8G@SHRBDQS@HM@MCUHRHAKDHRSGDDWHRSDMBDNEHLO@RRHNMDCCDA@SDRQDF@QCHMFL@MX
@QBG@DNKNFHB@KCNL@HMR HMBKTCHMF@QSHE@BSSXONKNFHDR VGHKDCDA@SDR@MCDUDMCHRBTRRHNMR
RTQQNTMCHMFRHSDSXODR LNRSRODBHEHB@KKXSGDRGDKKLHCCDM G@UDADDMQDK@SHUDKXPTHDSTMSHK
QDBDMSKX5GDBKHL@SDRTQQNTMCHMF@QSHE@BSSXONKNFHDRV@RDRODBH@KKXSDMRDCTQHMFSGDBTKSTQD
GHRSNQHB@KODQHNC RHMBDBTKSTQDGHRSNQH@MRQDKHDCRNGD@UHKXTONMSGDL$NMUDQRDKX *ADKHDUDSG@S
RGDKKLHCCDMRG@UDMNSQNTRDCLNQDRDQHNTRCHRBTRRHNMTMSHKQDBDMSKXADB@TRD@QBG@DNKNFHRSR
E@HKDCSN@BJMNVKDCFDSVNSGHMFR  SG@S/@SHUDODNOKD@BSHUDKX2>=BCAD2C43SGDHQO@RS@MC
OQDRDMSTRHMF@CHEEDQDMSVNQKCUHDVSG@MSG@SNESGD@QBG@DNKNFHRS HMSGDHQ@SSDLOSSN342>=BCAD2C
SGDO@RS @MC  SGDONSDMSH@KBNMMDBSHNMRSG@S$NMSDLONQ@QX/@SHUDODNOKDG@UDSN@MC@ANTS
SGDRDOK@BDR4HSDSXODRG@UDRDDMLTBGKDRRCDA@SDHMOQHMSSGQNTFGSGDFDMDQ@SHNMR @KSGNTFG
L@MXQDRD@QBGRTAIDBSRCHCUNHBDBNMBDQMR BNMETRHNM@MCDUDMEQTRSQ@SHNMNUDQSGDRDBNMBDOSR
4SHKK@QBG@DNKNFHRSRG@UDADDM@LAHU@KDMSVGHKDBNMRHRSDMSKXHFMNQHMFUH@AKD@KSDQM@SHUDRENQLNQD
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"ESDQQDUHDVHMFSGDBNLOKDWHSXNEKNB@KRNBH@KMDSVNQJR HSHR@KRNBKD@QSG@SL@MX
HMCHUHCT@KBNMMDBSHNMRG@UDG@CQD@K@MCK@RSHMFDEEDBSRNMSGDRGDKKLHCCDM@QBGHUD"R*G@UD
RGNVMSGQNTFGNTSSGHRBG@OSDQ @M@BSNQpRSHDRVHSGHM@RNBH@KMDSVNQJBNTKCHLO@BSGHRNQGDQ
QDRONMRDSNODQRNM@KCHR@FQDDLDMSR@MCK@QFDQCDA@SDR @RGDNQRGDL@MDTUDQRSNL@WHLHYD
@KKH@MBDRVHSGNSGDQ@BSNQRVGHKD@KRNQDL@HMHMFCHOKNL@SHBSNV@QCRODQBDHUDC@MS@FNMHRSR6RHMF
DW@LOKDREQNLSGDKHUDR@MC@RRNBH@SHNMRNESGQDDRODBHEHB@BSNQR 8XL@M .NEEDSS @MC3HSBGHD *
V@R@AKDSN@OOKXRNLDNESGDBNMBDOSRSDBGMHPTDRVHSGHM4NBH@K/DSVNQJ"M@KXRHR@MC
V@XE@QHMF5GDRD@MCNSGDQDW@LOKDRDM@AKDCLDSNHKKTRSQ@SDSGDBNLOKDWV@XRHMVGHBGSGDRD
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DRODBH@KKXSQTDVHSG8XL@M@MC"F@RRHY @RVDKK@R#XDQR@MC+NGMRNM VGNL@XG@UDL@CDHS
VNQJADB@TRDSGDXVDQDBNVNQJDQR5GDR@LDB@MMNSADR@HCENQ3HSBGHD@MC@MXNEGHR
.@RR@BGTRDSSRBNKKD@FTDR L@MXNEVGNLRDDLSNG@UDCHRLHRRDC3HSBGHDVNQJHMSGD@QD@@R@M
@SSDLOSSNBNMPTDQ@MD@QAXRS@SD&UDMSGNTFGRDUDQ@KBNKKD@FTDR@HQDCSGDHQBNMBDQMR@ANTSGHR
VNQJHMOQHU@SD SGDXOTAKHBKXRTOONQSDCGHRVNQJ
$G@OSDQR  @MCG@UDNEEDQDC@MHMCDOSGNUDQUHDVNESGDRS@FD SGD@BSNQR @MCSGD
QDK@SHNMRGHORENQFDC@SRGDKKLHCCDMRHSDRHM.@RR@BGTRDSSR NQ@R*CDRBQHADCHS SGDRDSSHMF SGD
RNBH@KSDQQ@HM@MCRNBH@KBKHL@SDRRTQQNTMCHMFRGDKKLHCCDM@QBG@DNKNFX*RGHESFD@QRHM$G@OSDQ
SNBNMRHCDQSGD@BST@KBNMSDMSNESGDRGDKKLHCCDMM@QQ@SHUDRBQD@SDCAX@QBG@DNKNFHRSR
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5GDHMBQDCHAKXBNLOKDWLNCDQMRNBH@KVNQKCRSG@S*ENTMCLXRDKEHLLDQRDCHMVGHKD
QDRD@QBGHMFRGDKKLHCCDM@QBG@DNKNFXRSNNCHMRS@QJBNMSQ@RSSNSGD@MBHDMSODNOKD@MCRNBH@K
VNQKCRSG@SSGDRD@QBG@DNKNFHRSRVQNSD@ANTS VGHBGG@UD@KLNRS@KV@XRRDDLDCEK@S MNMCDRBQHOS
@MCE@BDKDRR"R@QDRTKS SGHRBG@OSDQENBTRDRNMLXEHM@KNAIDBSHUD VGHBGHRSNBNMRHCDQGNV
RGDKKLHCCDMM@QQ@SHUDRBNMRSQTBSVNQKCR ENBTRDCNMANSG@?4A248E43O@RS@MCOQDRDMSQD@KHSX
)DQD*@OOQN@BGDCD@BGRNTQBD VQHSSDM UHRT@K@RVDKK@R@TCHN @R@M@QQ@SHUD VGHBG HMLNRS
HMRS@MBDR B8<D;C0=4>DB;HSNKC@RSNQX@ANTSSGDO@RS@MCSGDSHLDHMVGHBGHSV@RBQD@SDC NQSGD
OQDRDMS@SSG@SSHLD "F@HM SGDRDVQHSSDM@MCUHRT@KRNTQBDRB@LDEQNLSGDENQL@KOTAKHB@SHNMR
SG@S*@L@RRDC@RVDKK@REQNLSGDEHUDQDRD@QBGUHRHSRSG@S*BNLOKDSDCENQSGHROQNIDBS"R
CHRBTRRDCHM$G@OSDQ *@OOQN@BGDCSGDRDHL@FDRm@RNBB@RHNM@KHKKTRSQ@SHNMRn $NKKHDQ@MC
$NKKHDQ *MROHQDCAX1HMJ *@KRNTRDC@KKHL@FDR HMBKTCHMFOGNSNFQ@OGR @RM@QQ@SHUD
SGQD@CRmRG@ODC@MCFDMDQ@SDCnAXRODBHEHBBNMSDWSR 1HMJ 5GDRDUHRT@KR@KRNDM@AKDC
LDSNRDDGNVRGDKKLHCCDMDWB@U@SHNMRVDQDDWODQHDMBDC@MCNQHMSDQOQDSDCAX@QBG@DNKNFHRSR@S
SGDSHLDNESGDHQBQD@SHNM
#3DD3F;H77>7?7@FE;@3D5:37A>A9;53>F7JFE3@6H;EG3>E

5GQNTFG@M@KXYHMFNUDQ O@FDRNEVQHSSDMRNTQBDR@MCNUDQ HMCHUHCT@KUHRT@KR 
BDQS@HMO@SSDQMRG@UDDLDQFDC"ESDQENBTRHMFOQHL@QHKXNMSGDBCAD2CDA4NED@BGVQHSSDMRNTQBD
@MCSGDRTAIDBSL@SSDQNED@BGUHRT@KRNTQBD *QD@KHYDCSG@SD@BGNMDENBTRDCNM@BNLAHM@SHNMNE
SGDENKKNVHMFSGHQSDDMDKDLDMSRHM@TMHPTDV@X RDD@KRN5@AKD 








"QBG@DNKNFHRSR@MCNSGDQRODBH@KHRSR
%DRBDMC@MSBNLLTMHSHDR@MCLDLADQRNECDRBDMC@MSBNLLTMHSHDR
5GDCHRBHOKHMDNE@QBG@DNKNFX
5GDDWB@U@SHNM
)HRSNQHB@KQDEDQDMBDR




 .@SDQH@KBTKSTQD /@SHUDL@CD 
 5GDM@QQ@SNQ
 5GDmM@STQ@KnDMUHQNMLDMS
 5GDMNM@QBG@DNKNFHB@KVNQKC
 1QDBNMS@BS/@SHUDODNOKD
 5GDQD@CDQ
 5GDRHSD
 0SGDQRHSDKNB@SHNMRQDRD@QBG

5NADBKD@Q *@LMNS@QFTHMFSG@SSGD@ANUDDKDLDMSR@QDTMHPTDSNRGDKKLHCCDMM@QQ@SHUDR
$NMUDQRDKX *DRSHL@SDSG@SSGDRDR@LDDKDLDMSRVNTKCBNLAHMDHMRHLHK@QV@XRVHSGHM@MX
@QBG@DNKNFHB@KM@QQ@SHUD@MCTQFDNSGDQRSNBNMRHCDQSGHRONRRHAHKHSX8G@S*BNMRHCDQGDQDQ@SGDQHR
GNV@FQNTONEQDFHNM@KM@QQ@SHUDR ENBTRDCNMNMDCHRBNTQRDNAIDBS BNLAHMDSNNEDVDKDLDMSR
SGQNTFGSHLD
#DENQD*ENBTRNMD@BGHMCHUHCT@KM@QQ@SHUDDKDLDMSVHSGHMSDWSR@MCUHRT@KR *AQHDEKX
CHRBTRRK@QFDRB@KDBG@MFDRSG@S@BBNLO@MXVQHSSDMRGDKKLHCCDMM@QQ@SHUDR"SSGDNTSRDSNESGHR
OQNIDBS *@MSHBHO@SDCSG@S*VNTKCRDDRS@QJRGHESRDLDQFDHMRGDKKLHCCDMM@QQ@SHUDRNUDQSHLD
"ESDQQDUHDVHMFSGDRDM@QQ@SHUDRHMFQD@SDQCDS@HK*MNVADKHDUDSG@SVGHKDSGDRDM@QQ@SHUDRG@UD
BG@MFDC@FQD@SCD@KHMENQL@MCETMBSHNM SGDXG@UDBG@MFDCKHSSKDHMRSQTBSTQD8GHKD
OTAKHB@SHNMRG@UDADBNLDRHFMHEHB@MSKXKNMFDQ@MCLNQDBNLOKDW@MCHL@FDR@QDMNVLNQD
EQDPTDMS@MCCDS@HKDC SGDQD@QDEDVRS@QJBG@MFDRHMSGDF0HBHMVGHBG@QBG@DNKNFHRSRAQHMF
SNFDSGDQU@QHNTRM@QQ@SHUDDKDLDMSRSNB@OSTQDSGDHQVNQJNMRGDKKLHCCDMRSGQNTFGSHLD"RSGD
RODBHEHBBNMSDMSNED@BGM@QQ@SHUD DRODBH@KKX$3.RHSDQDONQSR HRADBNLHMFLNQD@MCLNQD
SDBGMHB@K RSQTBSTQDC @MCDUDMSTQFHC@QBG@DNKNFHRSR @R@TSGNQR RSHKKENBTR@FQD@SCD@KNE
@SSDMSHNMNM@RL@KKMTLADQNEM@QQ@SHUDDKDLDMSRVGHKDNSGDQR@QDQ@QDKXDLOG@RHYDC VGHBG*
CHRBTRRHMCDS@HKADKNV
4HLHK@QKXSGDQDG@UDADDMUDQXEDVMNSHBD@AKDBG@MFDRVHSGSGDM@QQ@SHUDDKDLDMSRSG@S
@QDSGDENBTRNERGDKKLHCCDMHL@FDRSGQNTFGSHLD4S@QSHMFVHSG8XL@M  NMKXEHUD
M@QQ@SHUDDKDLDMSRVDQD@CCQDRRDCVHSGHMGHROTAKHB@SHNM RDD'HFTQD VGHKDXD@QRK@SDQ
4G@V  ENBTRDCNMMD@QKXHCDMSHB@KM@QQ@SHUDDKDLDMSRVHSGUDQXRHLHK@QODQBDMS@FDR RDD






'HFTQD "RVHSGVQHSSDMM@QQ@SHUDR VGHKDSGDQDL@XADE@QLNQDHL@FDRHM@OTAKHB@SHNMSG@S
L@XADLNQDSDBGMHB@K NMKX@RL@KKMTLADQNEM@QQ@SHUDDKDLDMSR@QDDLOG@RHYDC5NADBKD@Q 
RGDKKLHCCDMM@QQ@SHUDRSDRSHEXSNL@MXBG@MFDRVHSGHMSGDCHRBHOKHMD RTBG@RBG@MFDRHMSGDNQX
@MCLDSGNCNUDQSHLD7DQXRHLOKXGNVDUDQ VGDMSGDX@QDANHKDCCNVMRGDKKLHCCDMM@QQ@SHUDR
RSHKKENBTRGD@UHKXNMSNNEDVDKDLDMSRFHUDMSGDCHUDQRHSXNEVG@SSGDXBNTKCONSDMSH@KKXCQ@V
TONMVGDMCHRBTRRHMF@MCONQSQ@XHMFSGDRDRHSDRSGQNTFGSHLD
5GDNUDQ@KKENBHNESGDRDSDWSR@MCUHRT@KRG@UDBG@MFDCKHSSKDVHSGSHLD RDD5@AKDR
@MC "RSGDC@S@RGNV RHMBDSGDRRHLHK@QM@QQ@SHUDDKDLDMSRG@UDADDMSGDENBTRNERGDKK
LHCCDMM@QQ@SHUDR&RODBH@KKXVGDMBNLO@QHMFSGDRGDKKLHCCDMM@QQ@SHUDREQNLSGDRSNSGD
OQDRDMS SGDNUDQ@KKRS@SHRSHBR@QDPTHSDBNLO@Q@AKD4DUDQ@KSQDMCRSGQNTFGSHLDHMBKTCD@MNUDQ@KK
HMBQD@RDNEUHRT@KRSG@SHKKTRSQ@SDm5GDCHRBHOKHMDNE@QBG@DNKNFXn@MCm5GDDWB@U@SHNMn"R@
QDRTKS SGDCNLHM@MBDNEm.@SDQH@KBTKSTQDnG@RRNLDVG@SCHLHMHRGDCSNL@JDQNNLENQSGDRD
NSGDQHMBQD@RDR5GDGD@UXENBTRNMm.@SDQH@KBTKSTQDnCTQHMFSGD$TKSTQDGHRSNQHB@KODQHNC
QDEKDBSRSGDNUDQ@KKBNMBDQM@SSGDSHLDVHSGATHKCHMF@MCQDEHMHMFSXONKNFHDR"KRN SGDENBTRNM
m5GDDWB@U@SHNMnHMBQD@RDCRHFMHEHB@MSKXCTQHMFSGD$TKSTQDGHRSNQHB@KODQHNC@RSGDCHRBHOKHMD
ADB@LDLNQD@MCLNQDOQNEDRRHNM@KHYDC*ADKHDUDSG@SSGDC@S@EQNLSGHRBTQQDMSODQHNCQDEKDBS@
FDMDQ@KRGHES@R$3.EHQLRMNVB@QQXNTSL@MXDWB@U@SHNMR'NQDW@LOKD SGDNUDQ@KKHMBQD@RDHM
RHSDL@OR RNLDSHLDRRGNVHMFNMKXRL@KKRDBSHNMRNEKNMFSDRSHMFBNQQHCNQR@S@SHLD DWOK@HMSGD
K@QFDMTLADQNEUHRT@KRENBTRDCNMm5GDDWB@U@SHNMn&KDLDMSRKHJDm5GDM@STQ@KDMUHQNMLDMSn
@MCm5GDMNM@QBG@DNKNFHB@KVNQKCnG@UDV@WDC@MCV@MDCSGQNTFGNTSSHLD @KSGNTFGSGDX@QD
MNVLNCDRSKXQDOQDRDMSDC*ADKHDUDSGDBG@MFDHMSGHRK@SSDQB@SDFNQXB@MAD@SSQHATSDCSN$3.
@QBG@DNKNFX BNMRHCDQHMFSG@SL@MXUHRT@KRMNVGHFGKHFGS@QD@RNEBNMRSQTBSHNM@MCNSGDQ
ATHKCHMFOQNIDBSR
3@SGDQSG@MCHRBTRRD@BGNESGDM@QQ@SHUDDKDLDMSRADKNV *CHRBTRRRDUDQ@KRHFMHEHB@MS
DKDLDMSRVGHBG*FQNTOADKNVA@RDCNMSGDHQ@UDQ@FDNUDQ@KKOQDRDMBDHMRGDKKLHCCDMM@QQ@SHUDR






SGQNTFGSHLDL@INQOQDRDMBD NUDQ LNCDQ@SDOQDRDMBD  NQLHMNQOQDRDMBD TMCDQ
 5GDRDSQDMCRBDQS@HMKXCDL@MC@MDWOK@M@SHNM VGHBG*NEEDQ@ESDQSGHRRDBSHNM
"3<AD@3DD3F;H7BD7E7@57
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*L@FDRSG@SODQRNMHEXSGDCHRBHOKHMDNE@QBG@DNKNFX@QDPTHSDODQU@RHUD@KSGNTFGSGDX
@KV@XRNUDQK@OODCVHSGNSGDQM@QQ@SHUDDKDLDMSR0MDTMOTAKHRGDCHL@FDEQNLSGD7HMBDMSRHSD
SXOHEHDCSGDCHRBHOKHMDNE@QBG@DNKNFXVGHKD@KRNRGNVHMF@M@QBG@DNKNFHB@KDWB@U@SHNM RDD
'HFTQD )DQD@M@QBG@DNKNFHRSHRRGNVMHMSGDLHCRSNE@MDWB@U@SHNM RTQQNTMCDCAXGHR
B@QDETKKXOK@BDCSNNKJHS"KKNESGDRSQ@S@@QDK@ADKDC @RHRSGDED@STQDADGHMCGHL)DQDSGDEHDKC
QDRDLAKDR@MNODQ@SHMFQNNL VGDQDSGD@QBG@DNKNFHRSB@QDETKKXODQENQLRRTQFDQXNMSGD
@QBG@DNKNFHB@KQDBNQC


5GHRB@SDFNQXV@R@KRNHMBQDCHAKXODQU@RHUD@R@QBG@DNKNFHB@KI@QFNMHMSGDENQLNE

@QSHE@BSSXODRNESDM@BBNLO@MHDCHL@FDR RDD'HFTQD 5GDRDSDQLR@QDBKD@QKXB@SDFNQHDR
BQD@SDC@MCTRDCNMKXAX@QBG@DNKNFHRSR RNSGDXVDQDBNCDC@RRTBG4DUDQ@KHL@FDR@KRNRGNVDC
@M@QBG@DNKNFHB@KHMSDQDRSHMQDBNMRSQTBSHMF@QSHE@BSR RTBG@RONSSDQXUDRRDKR7HRT@K
QDOQDRDMS@SHNMNESDRSHMFRSQ@SDFHDR@KRNRGNV@RDQHDRNECDBHRHNMRL@CDAX@QBG@DNKNFHRSR RTBG@R
VGDQDSNOK@BDTMHSR VG@SRHYD VG@SRG@OD DSB RNSGDRDSNNVDQDDUNB@SHUDNESGDCHRBHOKHMDNE
@QBG@DNKNFXHML@MXV@XR*L@FDRSG@SCDRBQHADCRNHKBNKNQ@MCSDWSTQDVDQD@KRNBNCDCTMCDQ
SGHRB@SDFNQX@RSGDRDVDQDCDSDQLHMDCAX@MCBNMRHCDQDCHMENQL@SHUDSN@QBG@DNKNFHRSR-TDCSJD
 V@RNMDNESGDNMKX@QBG@DNKNFHRSRSNHMBKTCD@EHDKCENQL VGHBGHMBKTCDCB@SDFNQHDR
CDDLDCHLONQS@MS@MC@OOKHB@AKDAX@QBG@DNKNFHRSR RDD'HFTQD .NQDQDBDMSKX S@AKDRQDK@SDC
SNRHSDRHFMHEHB@MBD@MCETSTQDSDRSHMFQDBNLLDMC@SHNMR@QD@F@HMDUNB@SHUDNESGD@QBG@DNKNFHB@K
CHRBHOKHMD RDD'HFTQD 'HM@KKX BG@QSRSG@SOQDRDMSDCQ@CHNB@QANMC@SDRNQHMSDQOQDSDCED@STQD
TRD@MCETMBSHNM@S@RHSDVDQDRHFMHEHB@MSSNSGD@QBG@DNKNFHB@KCHRBHOKHMDNM@MTLADQNEKDUDKR
RDD'HFTQD 
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3DF@QCKDRRNESHLDODQHNC L@SDQH@KBTKSTQDG@R@KV@XRADDMNMDNESGDLNRSRHFMHEHB@MS
UHRT@KM@QQ@SHUDDKDLDMSR)DQDL@SDQH@KBTKSTQDHRRGNVMHMRHST@RVDKK@R@ESDQADHMFQDLNUDC
EQNLSGDEHDKC@MCOQNBDRRDC"KSGNTFGHSHRSNADDWODBSDCSG@S@QBG@DNKNFHB@KOTAKHB@SHNMRVNTKC
DLOG@RHYDL@SDQH@KBTKSTQD HSNUDQRG@CNVRMD@QKXDUDQXNSGDQM@QQ@SHUDDKDLDMS"KSGNTFG
BNTMSKDRRSGDNQDSHB@K@MCLDSGNCNKNFHB@KBG@MFDRG@UDNBBTQQDC HSHRBKD@QSG@SSGDCHRBHOKHMDNE
@QBG@DNKNFXG@R@KV@XRENBTRDCNML@SDQH@KBTKSTQD"KSGNTFGSGDSDQLHMNKNFXTRDCSNCDRBQHAD
@QSHE@BSRG@RBG@MFDC SGDNUDQ@KKENBTRNML@SDQH@KBTKSTQDG@RMDUDQV@HUDQDC&UDMVHSGHMSGD
B@SDFNQXNEL@SDQH@KBTKSTQD SGDQDHR@BKD@QGHDQ@QBGX'HQRS SGDQDHR@KRN@MHMBQDCHAKXGD@UX
ENBTRNMRJDSBGHMF@MCOGNSNFQ@OGHMFRSNMDSNNKR O@QSHBTK@QKXTMAQNJDMOQNIDBSHKDONHMSR 
&BNE@BSR@QDRDKCNLRGNVM @KSGNTFGMNKDRR@ATMC@MS@S@RHSD RTBG@RRGDKKEHRG EHQDBQ@BJDC
QNBJ @MCTMCDBNQ@SDCONSSDQXENQDW@LOKD.@MXCHRBTRRHNMRNEL@SDQH@KBTKSTQD@KRNRGNV
DUHCDMBDENQO@SGDSHBE@KK@BX VGDQDGTL@MSQ@HSR@QD@RBQHADCSNNAIDBSR
"A67D3F7@3DD3F;H7BD7E7@57
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5GDQD HR @M HMBQDCHAKX GD@UX ENBTR NM SGD @QBG@DNKNFHB@K DWB@U@SHNM VHSGHM
@QBG@DNKNFHB@K OTAKHB@SHNMR  VGHBG BNTKC AD BNMRSQTDC @R mCHFBDMSQHBn 5GD CTQ@SHNMNE SGDRD
CHRBTRRHNMR HM @QBG@DNKNFHB@K M@QQ@SHUDR @QD PTHSD CHROQNONQSHNM@SD  5GD M@QQ@SHUD SDLON NESDM
DWO@MCRNQO@TRDRVGDMCHRBTRRHMF@MDWB@U@SHNMVGDQD@RSGDSDLONRTQQNTMCHMFSGDO@RSVNTKC
ADCDDLDC@RTLL@QXNQ DUDMVNQRD @F@OSNKHSDQ@QXSGDNQHRSR*MDRRDMBD SGDDUDMSRSG@SLHFGS
G@UDNBBTQQDC@SSGDRHSDENQLHKKDMMH@@QDRTLL@QHYDCHM@RDMSDMBD @O@FDNQ@BG@OSDQ VGDQD@R
SGDDUDMSRSG@SNBBTQQDC@S@MDWB@U@SHNMNUDQRDUDQ@KVDDJR LNMSGRNQXD@QR @QDCHRBTRRDCO@FD
@ESDQ O@FD NQ BG@OSDQ @ESDQ BG@OSDQ  8GDM M@QQ@SHUDR ENBTR RN GD@UHKX NM @QBG@DNKNFX @MC
@QBG@DNKNFHRSR /@SHUDODNOKDHMSGDO@RS@RVDKK@R$NMSDLONQ@QX/@SHUDCDRBDMC@MSR@QDNESDM


*TRDSGHRSDQLHMSGDKHSDQ@QXRDMRD VGHBGQDEDQRSNSGDQ@SHNADSVDDMGNVKNMFDUDMSRSNNJSN
TMENKC@S@RHSD@MCGNVLTBGSDWSHRCDUNSDCSNSGDL





L@CDmEK@SBG@Q@BSDQRn5GDX@QDD@RHKXENQFDSS@AKD DUDM@KKNVHMFGHRSNQHB@KDQ@RTQDSNQDOD@SNM
SGDO@FD VGHBGVHKKADCHRBTRRDCHMLNQDCDS@HKRGNQSKX
4NLDM@QQ@SHUDRENBTRLNQDGD@UHKXNMRSNQXNQBG@Q@BSDQ VGHKDNSGDQRENBTR@FQD@SCD@K
NE @SSDMSHNM SN OKNS "QBG@DNKNFHRSR RODMC @ L@INQHSX NE SGDHQ SHLD ENBTRHMF NM SGD RSNQX  VGDQD
TMHSR @QD DWB@U@SDC @MC @QSHE@BSR @QD BNKKDBSDC "QBG@DNKNFHRSR ENBTR KDRR @SSDMSHNM NM OKNS NQ
BG@Q@BSDQ @KSGNTFGVHSGHMSGDFDMQDNEINTQM@K@QSHBKDRSGDOKNSB@MADLNQDOQNLHMDMS8GDM@
QD@CDQ@RJRSGHRUDQXPTDRSHNMmVGX nSVNOKNSRVHKKTMENKC @KSGNTFGSNCHEEDQDMSCDFQDDR VHSGHM
LNRSOTAKHB@SHNMR0MDOKNSDWOK@HMRVGX/@SHUDODNOKDVDQD@S@O@QSHBTK@QKNB@SHNM VGHKDSGD
NSGDQENBTRDR BNMUDQRDKX NMVGX@QBG@DNKNFHRSRVDQDSGDQD8HSGL@MXNESGDRHSDOTAKHB@SHNMR
SG@S * @M@KXYDC  SGDQD V@R @ QDK@SHNMRGHO ADSVDDM SGDRD SVN OKNSR  @KSGNTFG SGD KDMFSG @MC
EQDPTDMBXNESHLDSG@S/@SHUDFQNTORRODMS@S@RHSDCHCMNS=424BB0A8;HBNQQDK@SDVHSGSGD@LNTMS
NESHLDSG@S@QBG@DNKNFHRSRRODMSSGDQD5GDQDHR@QDK@SHNMRGHOADSVDDMSGDRDSVNOKNSRGNVDUDQ
ADB@TRDPTHSDKHSDQ@KKXHE/@SHUDODNOKDCHC=>CRS@X@S@KNB@SHNM NQENQUDQXKNMF @QBG@DNKNFHRSR
VNTKC@KRNKHJDKX=>CRS@X@S@KNB@SHNM@S@KK NQENQUDQXKNMF 8GHKDSGDm@QBG@DNKNFHB@KOKNSnHR
NESDMBNMSHMFDMSNMSGDHMHSH@KOKNS HSHRNESDMENQDFQNTMCDC
5GDm@QBG@DNKNFHB@KOKNSnFDMDQ@KKXNODMR@OTAKHB@SHNM @RSGDQD@CDQKD@QMRSG@SKNNSHMF 
DQNRHNM NQ BNMRSQTBSHNM SGQD@SDMDC SGD RHSD )NVDUDQ  @QBG@DNKNFHB@K OKNSR @QD NESDM RHCDRSDOODC
VGDM HS V@R QD@KKX EHDKC RBGNNK RSTCDMSR MDDCHMF SQ@HMHMF  FQ@CT@SD RSTCDMSR MDDCHMF CDFQDDR NQ
@B@CDLHBR MDDCHMF SDMTQD 5GDRD SQTSGR L@X AD L@CD LNQD O@K@S@AKD SN @ QD@CDQ  HE SGD
@QBG@DNKNFHB@K OKNS HR BNTBGDC @R ENBTRHMF NM @M HMSDQDRSHMF  HLONQS@MS NQ TMHPTD RHSD @KSGNTFG
SG@SV@ROQNA@AKXMNSCDBHCDCTMSHK3DA8=6NQ05C4ASGD@BST@KDWB@U@SHNM5GDNSGDQOKNS ENBTRHMF
NMVGX/@SHUDODNOKDBQD@SDCSGDRHSDHMSGDEHQRSOK@BDHRMNSETKKXTMO@BJDCTMSHKSGDLHCCKDNQ
SGDDMCNE@OTAKHB@SHNM RTBG@RVHSGHMSGDQDRTKSR CHRBTRRHNM@MCNQBNMBKTRHNM*SHRSNND@QKXSN
SGDNQHYD @ANTS SGD DEEDBSR  HE @MX  SG@S RTBG mOKNS EK@MJHMFn G@R NM QD@CDQR @MC VQHSDQR 
/DUDQSGDKDRR SGHRHRNMDDW@LOKDNE@K@QFDQSQDMCSG@S*RDDHM@QBG@DNKNFHB@KOTAKHB@SHNMR VGHBG






HR @ ENQDFQNTMCHMF @MC ODQG@OR DUDM @ OQHUHKDFHMF  NE SGD CHRBHOKHMD NE @QBG@DNKNFX @MC SGD
OQDRDMS
6ONMBKNRDDW@LHM@SHNM VG@SRDDLRSNAD@KK@ANTSSGDO@RSHRNMKXRTODQEHBH@KKXRN @RRN
LTBGNEDUDQXOTAKHB@SHNMHRQD@KKX@ANTSSGDOQDRDMS@MCSGDDWODQHDMBDNESGDO@RSHMSGDOQDRDMS
*MDRRDMBD L@MX@QBG@DNKNFHB@KOTAKHB@SHNMRBNMS@HMSVNRSNQHDRHMNMDSGDEQ@LDRSNQX NQRSNQX
HMSGDOQDRDMS @MCA@BJRSNQX NQRSNQXHMSGDO@RS "QBG@DNKNFHB@KM@QQ@SHUDRRODMCLTBGLNQD
SHLDCHRBTRRHMFSGDQ@SHNM@KD@MCOQNBDRRNE@QBG@DNKNFXSGDMSGDXSDMCSN@BST@KKXCHRBTRRSGD
ODNOKD@MC@BSHNMRSG@SBQD@SDCSGDRHSDRHMSGDEHQRSOK@BD1DQG@ORSGHRHRMNSSGDQNKDNE
@QBG@DNKNFXNQ@OK@BDENQ@QBG@DNKNFHRSRSNRHST@SDSGDLRDKUDR ATS*SGHMJSGHRHR@M@QD@QHBGENQ
CHRBTRRHNM@MCCDA@SD
5GQNTFGSGDHMBQD@RDCOQNEDRRHNM@KHY@SHNMNE@QBG@DNKNFX@MCSGDTRDNESDBGMNKNFX
VHSGHMSGDCHRBHOKHMD SGDODQBDMS@FDNE@OTAKHB@SHNMSG@SENBTRDRNMSGDDWB@U@SHNMG@RHMBQD@RDC
LTBGLNQDCQ@L@SHB@KKXSG@M@MXNSGDQ@QD@NECHRBTRRHNM8GHKD*BNLOKDSDKXTMCDQRS@MCSGD
MDDCENQSDBGMHB@KCDRBQHOSHNMR DRODBH@KKXVHSGRHSDQDONQSR HRSGHRMDBDRR@QXNQDUDM@OOQNOQH@SD
HMDUDQXB@RD #@HKDX  QDBDMSKXB@KKDCENQ@STQM@V@XEQNLmBQTSBGDRnHM@QBG@DNKNFX 
VGHBGGDCDRBQHADC@RmSGDEHQRSSGQDDBG@OSDQR VGHBGFHUDTRRNLTBGA@BJFQNTMCRN@RSNAD
BNMEHCDMSDMNTFGSNR@XSGDEHM@KSGQDDBG@OSDQRn #@HKDX 8GHKD*JMNVSGHRHRMNSED@RHAKDNQ
@OOQNOQH@SDHML@MXHMRS@MBDR GHRB@KKENQBG@MFDHRVDKKS@JDM



$NMRHCDQDCSNFDSGDQ SGDHL@FDRVHSGHMSGDRGDKKLHCCDM@QBGHUDRGNV@U@QHDSXNE
BG@MFDR@MC@CCHSHNMRSNSGD@QBG@DNKNFHRSpRSNNKJHS VGHBG@QDMNVRS@MC@QCOQ@BSHBD8XL@MpR
 OTAKHB@SHNMHMBKTCDCSGDEHQRSG@MCCQ@VHMFRNE@QSHE@BSRTMBNUDQDCEQNLSGDRGDKKLHCCDMR
NE.@HMD@MC.@RR@BGTRDSSR RDD'HFTQD $G@RD  V@RSGDEHQRSSNHMBKTCD@L@OSG@S
RGNVDCSGDKNB@SHNMRNEJMNVMRGDKKLHCCDMRHSDRNM$@OD$NC5GDEHQRS@QSHE@BS@MCEHDKC
OGNSNFQ@OGRB@MADENTMCHM(TDQMRDXpRVNQJ (TDQMRDX )DB@M@KRNADBQDCHSDCVHSG
RTOOKXHMFSGDEHQRSOK@MUHDV@MCOQNEHKDCQ@VHMFRNEED@STQDR RDD'HFTQD #XDQR@MC+NGMRNM
 VDQDSGDEHQRSSNHMBKTCDK@QFDRB@KDOK@MUHDVR@MCOQNEHKDRNESGD@BST@KRHSDDWB@U@SHNMR






@MCRHSDRSQ@SHFQ@OGX'QNL/DV:NQJ3HSBGHD  AQNTFGSHM@EDVNSGDQE@LHKH@QDKDLDMSRSN
SGDDWB@U@SNQpRSNNKJHSSGDBG@KJAN@QC RSQHMF LDSDQRB@KDR @MC@MNQSG@QQNV"KSGNTFGATBJDSR
@MCRBQDDMRVDQDBDQS@HMKXTRDCADENQDSGDR SGDX@QDMNSUHRT@KKXQDOQDRDMSDCTMSHK
3HBG@QCRNM  .@MX$3.OQNIDBSRMNVTRDK@QFDL@BGHMDQX @KSGNTFGNMKXCNBTLDMSDCHM
NMDOGNSNFQ@OG RDD'HFTQD 


5GDSQNVDKG@R@KV@XRCDEHMDC@QBG@DNKNFXRNBNMRHCDQHMFHSRTRD@MCUHRT@KOK@BDLDMS

HRHMENQL@SHUD ENQ@RHLHK@QCHRBTRRHNMNESGDFDNKNFHRSpRG@LLDQ RDD,KDLTM<= 5GDNMKX
SQ@BDNE@MDWB@U@SHNMRDDMHM(TDQMRDXpRVNQJHRSGQNTFGGHRSQNVDK"KSGNTFGSGDRHFMHEHB@MBD
B@MNMKXAD@RRTLDC GDV@RHMSGDG@AHSNERSHBJHMFGHRSQNVDKHMD@BGED@STQDGDOGNSNFQ@OGDC
RDD'HFTQD 8GHKDSGHRL@XG@UDADDMCNMDENQRB@KD SGD@BSHNMRDDLRRNLDVG@SUHNKDMS
BNMRHCDQHMFSG@SSVNNESGDRDSGQDDED@STQDRVDQDGTL@MATQH@KR5QNVDKR@QDRDDMRB@SSDQDC
SGQNTFGNTSSGD)NQMAKNVDQRHSD@MC@QDRNLDSHLDRTRDCHMKHDTNE@MNQSG@QQNV RDD'HFTQD 
4NLD@QBG@DNKNFHRSRTRDCHS@R@MDWSDMRHNMNESGDHQG@MClRHFM@KHMFSG@SSGDOGNSNFQ@OGDQ @MC
QD@CDQ RGNTKCS@JDMNSDNERODBHEHBED@STQDR@MC@QSHE@BSR RDD'HFTQD 5GDXB@MDUDMRGNV@M
@QBG@DNKNFHRSpRODQRNM@KHSX@MCRSXKD @RNMD@QBG@DNKNFHRSG@CSGDG@MCKDNEGHRNQGDQSQNVDK
DK@ANQ@SDKXB@QUDCVHSGVG@S@OOD@QRSNAD@E@BD KNNJBKNRDKX@SSGDSQNVDKHM'HFTQD 
"QBG@DNKNFHRSRCNTRD@QSHRSHBKHBDMRDVGDMOGNSNFQ@OGHMFSGDDWB@U@SHNM.NRSEHDKC
OGNSNFQ@OGRS@JDRNLDENQDSGNTFGS@MCOQDO@Q@SHNM'D@STQDR@QDRNLDSHLDRNTSKHMDCNQROQ@XDC
VHSGV@SDQRNSGDX@QDDUDMLNQDUHRHAKDHM@OGNSNFQ@OG*ESGDQDHRSNNLTBGRTMHM@OGNSN 
S@QOR @MCDUDM@QBG@DNKNFHRSRpANCHDR @QDL@MHOTK@SDCRNSG@SSGDDMSHQDRGNSB@MADRG@CDC"
OGNSNFQ@OGB@M@KRNADL@MHOTK@SDC@ESDQHSHRS@JDMHMNQCDQSNFDSSGDCDRHQDCDEEDBS'NQ
DW@LOKD #XDQR@MC+NGMRNMRHFMHEHB@MSKXBQNOODCNMDOGNSNFQ@OGADENQDOTAKHRGHMFHS RDD
'HFTQD #XCNHMFSGHR SGDXQDLNUDCL@MXDKDLDMSRNESGDDWB@U@SHNM@MCITRSGHFGKHFGSDCSGD
ED@STQD"KSGNTFG3HSBGHDHMBKTCDCL@MX@QBG@DNKNFHRSRVHSGHMGHROGNSNFQ@OGR GDLTRSG@UD
QDPTDRSDCSG@SRDUDQ@K@QBG@DNKNFHRSRADmQDLNUDCnEQNLSGDANNJpRBNUDQCQ@VHMF VGHBGV@R
NSGDQVHRDA@RDCDMSHQDKXNM@M@BST@KOGNSNFQ@OG RDD'HFTQDR 'QNLLXNVMODQRNM@K





DWODQHDMBD @QBG@DNKNFHRSR@QDFDMDQ@KKX@RJDCSNFDSNTSNERGNSR @RSGDX@QDMNSSGDHMSDMCDC
RTAIDBSR5GDNBB@RHNM@KBQNOODCENNS G@MCNQRG@CNVCNDR@SSDRSSNSGDE@BSSG@SSGDX@QDITRS
MD@QAXQD@CXSNQDSTQMSNVNQJ RDD'HFTQD 3HSBGHD@OOD@QRSNG@UDRS@FDCRDUDQ@KRGNSRVGHKD
VNQJHMF@SSGD$TMMHMFG@LRHSD OQDRTL@AKX@RJHMFSGD@QBG@DNKNFHRSNMSGDQHFGSSNBNLDNUDQSN
@M@QD@VGDQDGDV@RMNSVNQJHMF A@RDCNMNSGDQOGNSNFQ@OGREQNLSGDRHSD @MC@BSKHJDGDV@R
CHFFHMF RDD'HFTQD 3HSBGHDSGDMSNNJSGDOK@BDNESGD@QBG@DNKNFHRSNMSGDQHFGS@MCVHSG@
SQNVDK AQTRG @MCOHSGGDKLDSRTQQNTMCHMFGHLRNLDNMDDKRDSNNJ@OGNSNFQ@OG RDD'HFTQD 
5GDNQF@MHYDCK@ANQQDPTHQDCSNDWB@U@SD@M@QBG@DNKNFHB@KRHSDHRBDQS@HMKXQDOQDRDMSDCHM
@KKNESGDOGNSNR@ANUD5GDQDENQD @QBG@DNKNFHRSR@QDMDUDQRGNVMS@JHMFMNSDRHMOTAKHRGDC
OGNSNR"QBG@DNKNFHRSR@QD@KRNMDUDQRGNVMS@KJHMFSND@BGNSGDQHMSGDEHDKC ATSQ@SGDQ@KV@XR
G@QC@SVNQJ5GDX@QD@KV@XRCHFFHMF @KV@XRRDQHNTR@MC@KV@XRHMBNMSQNK*MNMDOTAKHB@SHNM 
LD@MSENQSGDFDMDQ@KOTAKHB RDUDQ@KOGNSNFQ@OGR@QDPTHSDNTSRHCDNESGDMNQL RDD3@HMDX
A )DQD@QBG@DNKNFHRSRpDWODQHDMBDRVGHKD@S@RHSD@QDBKD@QKXGHFGKHFGSDC RDD'HFTQD *M
NMDOGNSNFQ@OG EQ@FHKDHSDLR@QDRGNVMADHMFQDLNUDCEQNLSGDFQNTMCVHSGNMKX@M
@QBG@DNKNFHRSpRG@MCRHMSGDRGNS*M@MNSGDQOGNSNFQ@OG RDUDQ@K@QBG@DNKNFHRSRVNQJSNFDSGDQSN
L@O@RHSDVGHKDSVNNSGDQRRS@MCS@KJHMFSND@BGNSGDQHMSGDA@BJFQNTMC*MXDS@MNSGDQ
OGNSNFQ@OG RHW@QBG@DNKNFHRSRVNQJSNFDSGDQ@KSGNTFGHMRL@KKFQNTOR@MCNMCHEEDQDMSS@RJR 
VGHKDNMDRD@SDC@QBG@DNKNFHRSKNNJRADGHMCGDQOQDRTL@AKX@SRNLDSGHMFSG@SHRG@OODMHMFHM
SG@SCHQDBSHNM*VNTKC@QFTDSG@SMNNSGDQOGNSNFQ@OGRB@OSTQDSGDATRXMDRRNE@RHSDDWB@U@SHNM
KHJDSGNRDVHSGHM3@HMDXpROTAKHB@SHNM$NMUDQRDKX NSGDQOGNSNFQ@OGRFDMDQ@KKXFHUDSGD
HLOQDRRHNMSG@SDWB@U@SHNMR@QDB@QQHDCNTSPTHSDRKNVKX5GHRHRE@QEQNLQD@KHSXGNVDUDQ VGHKD
@KSGNTFGD@BGRHST@SHNMHRCHEEDQDMS $3.@QBG@DNKNFHRSR@QDDWODBSDCSNADANSGOQDBHRD@MCE@RS
HMSGDEHDKC
):7E;F7


.@MXUHRT@KRSG@SENBTRDCNMm5GDRHSDnVDQDL@ORNESGD@BST@KRHSDKNB@SHNMR*SHRENQ
SGHRE@BSGNVDUDQ SG@SLNRS$3.QDONQSR@QDMNSD@RHKX@BBDRRHAKDSNLDLADQRNESGDFDMDQ@K





OTAKHBENQED@QNEKNNSHMF3DBDMSOTAKHB@SHNMRSG@SVDQDLD@MSENQSGDFDMDQ@KOTAKHBNMKXG@C
L@ORSG@SRGNVDCUDQXFDMDQ@KRHSDKNB@SHNMR$NTMSKDRROK@MUHDVR@MCOQNEHKDRHKKTRSQ@SDCSGHR
M@QQ@SHUDDKDLDMS @RSGDXB@OSTQDCFDMDQ@KHMENQL@SHNMNMSGDRHSD RTBG@RRSQ@SHFQ@OGX5GHR
DKDLDMSNESDMNBBTQQDCHMBNMITMBSHNMVHSGNSGDQDKDLDMSRRTBG@Rm5GDCHRBHOKHMDNE
@QBG@DNKNFX n@RHCDMSHEXHMF@MCDUDMCDRBQHAHMFRSQ@SHFQ@OGHBK@XDQRHRNODMSNHMSDQOQDS@SHNM
*M@CCHSHNM SGDHL@FDRNESGDRHSDRSGDLRDKUDRHMENQLDCLD@ANTSVG@S@QBG@DNKNFHRSR
R@VHMSGDEHDKC @MCSGDQDENQDCDDLDC@RGDKKLHCCDMSGQNTFGDWB@U@SHNM5GQNTFGDW@LHMHMF
GNV@QBG@DNKNFHRSRG@UDTRDCRGDKKLHCCDMRSNTMCDQRS@MCOQDBNMS@BS/@SHUDKHEDHMSGD
8@LO@MN@FGNLDK@MCRNE$@OD$NC .@QSG@pR7HMDX@QC @MC/@MSTBJDS .@RR@BGTRDSSR*@QFTD
SG@SSGDRGDKKLHCCDMBNMBDOSB@MMNSADTMHUDQR@KKX@OOKHDC @RHSG@RADDM SNDUDQXBN@RS@K
GTMSDQF@SGDQDQFQNTO*E@SXOD KHJD@RODBHDR HRm@FQNTONEHMCHUHCT@KRA4B4<1;8=6D@BGNSGDQ
LNQDSG@MSGDXQDRDLAKDSGDHMCHUHCT@KRNENSGDQFQNTORn #QDV<=<DLOG@RHR
@CCDC= @MC@RGDKKLHCCDMHR@RHSDmNEVGHBGSGDOQHMBHO@KE8B81;4BNMRSHSTDMSHRRGDKKn 8@RDKJNU
<DLOG@RHR@CCDC= HSHRBKD@QKX@MHRRTDVGDMVG@SHRB@KKDC@RGDKKLHCCDMHM
.@RR@BGTRDSSRHRmTMQDBNFMHY@AKDnSNSGNRDVNQJHMFHM.@HMDNQ'KNQHC@ADB@TRDNEQDFHNM@K
DWODBS@SHNMR@MCTMCDQRS@MCHMFR5GQNTFGU@QHNTRQDOQDRDMS@SHNMR *CDLNMRSQ@SDGNVSGDTRDNE
SGDRGDKKLHCCDMSXONKNFHB@KB@SDFNQXHMSGDRDSGQDDBNTMSHDRB@MADTMCDQRSNNC@R@ENQLNE
mSXONKNFHB@KDWOKNHS@SHNM nVGDQDADB@TRDNEKHSSKDBNMRDMRTRNTSRHCDNE @MCDUDMVHSGHM RL@KK
FDNFQ@OGHBQDFHNMR mSXONKNFHB@KCQHESnHR@OO@QDMS'NQDW@LOKD SGDSDQLmRGDKKLHCCDMnG@R
ADDMDWOKNHSDC@RE@QSNNL@MXRHSDRG@UDADDMK@ADKDCRGDKKLHCCDMRHMSGDRDSGQDDBNTMSHDR
VHSGNTS@MXRTARTQE@BDSDRSHMF
8HSGmSXONKNFHB@KCQHESn*LD@MSG@SVG@SHRBNMRHCDQDC@RGDKKLHCCDMHRPTHSDEHBJKD*M
E@BS HSCHEEDQRCQ@L@SHB@KKXADSVDDMQDFHNMRADB@TRDNESGD@LNTMSNESHLDRHMBDSGD@CNOSHNMNE
SGHRSXONKNFHB@KB@SDFNQX@MC@K@BJNEM@SHNM@K@MCHMSDQM@SHNM@KCHRBTRRHNMR@QNTMCSGDTRDNE
SGHRBNMBDOS3DRD@QBGDQRVHSGHM@M@QD@DUDMCHR@FQDDNMVG@SDW@BSKX@RGDKKLHCCDMHR@MC
RGNTKCKNNJKHJD @R*CHRBTRRHMETSTQDBG@OSDQR5NHKKTRSQ@SDVG@S*LD@MAXmSXONKNFHB@KCQHES n*





BNLOHKDC@KKOTAKHRGDCHL@FDRENQD@BGRGDKKLHCCDMRHSDSG@S*RDKDBSDCENQSGHRRSTCX(HUDMSGD
HLONQS@MBDOK@BDCNMSGDUHRT@KM@STQDNERGDKKLHCCDMRCDRBQHADCAX8@RDKJNU  HSHR
RTQOQHRHMFSG@S*V@RNMKX@AKDSNBNLOHKD@?D1;8B743HL@FDSG@S2;40A;HRGNVDCVG@S
@QBG@DNKNFHRSRVDQDB@KKHMF@RGDKKLHCCDMENQSDMNESGDRHSDR*CHCGNVDUDQ@KRNBNLOHKDSVN
LNQDHL@FDRSG@S*@BPTHQDCSGQNTFGLX@QBGHU@KQDRD@QBG RDD'HFTQDRSGQNTFG 
'QNLSGDRDHL@FDR HSHRPTHSDBKD@QSG@SSGDCDMRHSXNERGDKKCDDLDCMDBDRR@QXSNB@KK@
RHSD@RGDKKLHCCDMG@RCHLHMHRGDCRSD@CHKXEQNLSGDRSNSNC@X*MNSGDQVNQCR RHSDR@QDRSHKK
ADHMFBK@RRHEHDC@RRGDKKLHCCDMR@KSGNTFGSGDO@Q@LDSDQRENQRTBG@BK@RRHEHB@SHNM NQVG@SBNTMSR
@R@RGDKKLHCCDMSNC@X RDDLRSNADBG@MFHMF @KSGNTFGSGHRG@RMDUDQADDMNODMKXCHRBTRRDC
@LNMF@QBG@DNKNFHRSRHMRNTSGDQM/DV&MFK@MC
";@AD@3DD3F;H7BD7E7@57

D5:37A>A9;EFE3@6AF:7DEB75;3>;EFE

0MKXOTAKHRGDCHL@FDR@BST@KKXRGNVDC@QBG@DNKNFHRSRm@SVNQJn ENQDW@LOKD RDD
'HFTQDR@MC *S@OOD@QR@RSGNTFGSGDODQRNM@KOQDEDQDMBDNESGD@TSGNQ R @MCSGD
OTAKHB@SHNMNTSKDSCDSDQLHMDRVGDSGDQNQMNSHL@FDRRTBG@RSGDRD@QDHMBKTCDCHM@OTAKHB@SHNM
#XE@Q3HSBGHD  HMBKTCDCSGDLNRSOHBSTQDRNE@QBG@DNKNFHRSR@SVNQJ VGHBGL@JDRRDMRD@R
GHRANNJV@RHMSDMCDCENQ@VHCD@TCHDMBD
6MOTAKHRGDCOGNSNRSDKK@CHEEDQDMSRSNQXGNVDUDQ VGDQDSGDEHDKCHROGXRHB@KKX@MC
LDMS@KKXCDL@MCHMF5VNTMOTAKHRGDCOGNSNREQNLSGD)NQMAKNVDQRHSD DMSHSKDCm/NNMHMFn
RGNVSGDEHDKCBQDVQDK@WHMFKHJDKX@ESDQKTMBG@MCCTQHMFSGDGNSSDRSGNTQRNE@M"TFTRSC@X RDD
'HFTQD )DQD+NGMRNM@MCGHRVHEDCHRS@MBDCSGDLRDKUDREQNLSGDQDRSNESGDFQNTO VGHKD
RDUDQ@KNSGDQRQDRSDCADMD@SG@B@Q0MDOGNSNEQNLSGD)TFGDR4HSDRGNVR@FQNTONEEHUDLDM
DMK@QFHMFSGDFQ@UD@QD@ RDDLHMFKXTMBDQS@HM@ANTSSGDM@STQD@MCDWSDMSNESGDRHSD@SSG@SSHLD
RDD'HFTQD "OGNSNEQNLSGD$TMMHMFG@LRHSDRGNVR@M@QBG@DNKNFHRSVQHSHMFMNSDRVGHKD


*NMKXHMBKTCDCNESGDRDHL@FDRGDQD @R3HSBGHDpR  HL@FDNESGD1Q@SSRHSDRGDKK
LHCCDM@KRNRGNVDCGTL@MQDL@HMR





EN@LF@QCDMDQpRJMDDO@CR@QDUHRHAKDHMSGDENQDFQNTMC@MCA@BJFQNTMC RDD'HFTQD *MXDS
@MNSGDQOGNSNEQNLSGD$TMMHMFG@LRHSD @M@QBG@DNKNFHRSVNQJRRGHQSKDRRHMSGD+TKXGD@S RDD
'HFTQD 4DUDQ@KOGNSNRCN@SSDRSSNSGDLDMS@KCDL@MCRNESGDEHDKC*MNMDHL@FDS@JDM@SSGD
1Q@SSRHSD @M@QBG@DNKNFHRS@SSGDE@QQHFGSNESGDOGNSNBNMSDLOK@SDRVG@SHRADENQDGHL RDD
'HFTQD 5NSGDKDES@MNSGDQ@QBG@DNKNFHRSVQHSDRMNSDRHMGHRMNSDANNJVGHKDKNNJHMFNUDQGHR
VNQJ*M@RHLHK@QOGNSNEQNLSGD$TMMHMFG@LRHSD @M@QBG@DNKNFHRSRHSRNM@RL@KKENKCHMFBG@HQ
@MCBNMRHCDQRSGDVNQJGDG@RITRSBNLOKDSDCVGHKDVQHSHMFMNSDR RDD'HFTQD 1GNSNRSG@S
B@OSTQDSGDFDMDQ@KLNUDLDMS QD@CBNLLNSHNM @S@MDWB@U@SHNM@QDMDUDQOTAKHRGDC
7E57@63@F5A??G@;F;7E

/N HL@FDR VDQD OTAKHRGDC SG@S @BST@KKX RGNVDC /@SHUD SQHA@K LDLADQR 8GHKD
@QBG@DNKNFHRSR L@X MNS BNMRHCDQ CDRBDMC@MS BNLLTMHSHDRp BNMMDBSHNMR SN SGD @QBG@DNKNFHB@K
QDBNQC @MC SGDHQ GDQHS@FD  SGHR SQDMC G@R ADDM HM EKTW ENQ RDUDQ@K CDB@CDR MNV .NQD QDBDMSKX 
/@SHUDODNOKDG@UDADDMSNL@MXNESGDRDRHSDRDHSGDQADENQD CTQHMF@MCNQ@ESDQ@RHSDDWB@U@SHNM
"KSGNTFGRTBGRHSDUHRHSR@QDCDRBQHADCHMOTAKHB@SHNMR SGDQD@QDMNUHRT@KQDOQDRDMS@SHNMRNE@MX
JHMC*E/@SHUDSQHA@KLDLADQRQDPTDRSDCSGHR SGDMHSHRTMCDQRS@MC@AKDNEBNTQRD*ESGDQD@QDMN
NAIDBSHNMR @QBG@DNKNFHRSRRGNTKCCNBTLDMSSGDHQOQDRDMBD@S@MBDRSQ@KRHSDRUHRT@KKXSNN
"KSGNTFGSGDQDVDQDMNOGNSNFQ@OGR RDUDQ@KNSGDQHL@FDSXODRCHCQDOQDRDMSCDRBDMC@MS
BNLLTMHSHDRHMSGDRGDKKLHCCDM@QBGHUD @RKNVSQDMCSG@SADF@MHM)DQD4G@V@MC4@UTKHR
 OTAKHBKX@BJMNVKDCFDC@/@SHUDBNLLTMHSX(HUDMSGDM@STQDNESGD@QBG@DNKNFHB@KRHSD 
SGDX@KRNHMBKTCDCRDUDQ@KE@LHKXFDMD@KNFHDRNE@8@LO@MN@FE@LHKX @RVDKK@RNSGDQGHRSNQHB@K
HMENQL@SHNM@ANTSSGDE@LHKX@MCSGDHQOQNODQSX
;EFAD;53>D787D7@57E


5GDQDVDQDUDQXEDVGHRSNQHB@KHL@FDRNE@MXJHMCHMSGDRGDKKLHCCDM@QBGHUD XDSVGDM
OQDRDMSSGDXSDMCDCSNENBTRNMSGDGHRSNQHB@KED@STQDR@MC@QSHE@BSRTMBNUDQDC@S@RHSD4NLD






TMHPTDHL@FDRCHCDWHRSGNVDUDQ RTBG@R@BDMRTRBG@QSENQSGDSNVMNE.@RGODDEQNL
@MCU@QHNTRGHRSNQHBL@OR ENQDW@LOKD RDD'HFTQD 
):7@3DD3FAD

.@MX D@QKHDQ SDWSR m@KKNVDC SGD M@QQ@SNQ SN AD OQDRDMS HM SGD SDWSn )NCCDQ  
4SXKDR VHSGHM SGD CHRBHOKHMD  @R VDKK @R DCHSNQH@K OQDEDQDMBDR  G@UD LNUDC @V@X EQNL SGD TRD NE
EHQRSODQRNM VGHBG*@QFTDCNDRG@UD@RTABNMRBHNTRDEEDBSNMANSGSGDQD@CDQ@MC@TSGNQ#X@M
@TSGNQ MNS RHST@SHMF GHL NQ GDQRDKE HM SGD SDWS  LHFGS HS @OOD@Q @R SGNTFG SGD M@QQ@SNQ HR
NLMHONSDMS 
#3F;H7B7AB>7;@F:7B3EF

"R@KQD@CXLDMSHNMDC OQDBNMS@BS/@SHUDODNOKD@QDRDKCNLCHQDBSKXCHRBTRRDC@MCVGDM
SGDX@QDSGDX@QDRDKCNLONQSQ@XDC@RRNOGHRSHB@SDC@BSNQRHMSGDO@RS*MRNLDHMRS@MBDRHSHRHE
@QBG@DNKNFHRSRG@UDFNMDNTSNESGDHQV@XSNDQ@RD/@SHUD@BSHNMHMSGDO@RS'NQDW@LOKD HM@
Q@SGDQKDMFSGXCHRBTRRHNMNEOQDBNMS@BS/@SHUDCHDS .NEEDSSVQNSDHMRTBG@V@XSG@SSGDENNC
HSRDKEADBNLDRSGDRTAIDBSQ@SGDQSG@MSGDNAIDBSNED@BGRDMSDMBD"RGDDWOK@HMDC
5GDNXRSDQV@RSGDE@UNQHSDRGDKKEHRG VHSGSGDBK@L@MCSGDPT@GNFMDWSHMNQCDQ
4B@KKNOR LTRRDKR @MCNSGDQU@QHDSHDRNERGDKKEHRGVDQDBNMRTLDCSN@KDRRDQDWSDMS*S
VHKKG@UDADDMMNSHBDC GNVDUDQ SG@SLNRSNESGDRGDKKQDL@HMRC@SDEQNLSGDK@RSODQHNC
NENBBTO@SHNM'HRGVDQDTRDC HMBKTCHMF@LNMFK@QFDEHRG@MCRSTQFDNM5GDCDDQV@RSGD
LNRSHLONQS@MSF@LD@MHL@K#NMDRNESGDCNFVDQDOQDRDMS @RVDKK@RSGNRDNERL@KKDQ
@MHL@KRMNSHCDMSHEHDC@RSNJHMC8@SDQENVK@MCNSGDQAHQCRVDQDGTMSDC/NSQ@BDNE
UDFDS@KENNCRV@RQDBNFMHYDC @KSGNTFGHSL@XADOQDRTLDCSG@S@FQHBTKSTQDV@ROQ@BSHBDC
HM@SKD@RSSGDK@RSRS@FDNENBBTO@SHNM<.NEEDSS@=

"RSNMHRGHMFKXSGDQDHRMNLDMSHNMNE/@SHUDODNOKD@S@KKHMSGD@ANUDO@RR@FD*M@BNMSQ@QX
DW@LOKDGNVDUDQ .NEEDSSNEEDQRNMDNESGDLNRSGTL@MBDMSDQDCO@RR@FDRHMSGHRKNB@KRGDKK
LHCCDM@QBGHUD8GDMROD@JHMFNMSGD)NKCDMRHSD GDHL@FHMDCGNV
SGDK@QFDQO@QSNESGDAK@BJD@QSG V@RSQ@BJDCHMNMSGDVDSEDDSNESGDHMG@AHS@MSR NQ
AQNTFGSHM@CGDQHMFSNBK@LR EHRG F@LD EHQDVNNC @MCRNNM1DNOKDLTRSG@UD
BNMSHMT@KKXADDMBNLHMFEQNLBK@LEK@SR@MCB@MNDK@MCHMFR@OOQN@BGHMFSGDRHSDAXV@X
NEO@SGRVNQMCNVMSNSGDA@QDR@MCXRTQE@BDNESGDQDFHNM*MSGDNQX@SKD@RSSGD*MCH@MR
VNTKCG@UDBNLDHMVHSGVDSEDDS@MCB@QQXHMFVDSNAIDBSR0MKD@UHMFSGDRGDKSDQEDDS
VNTKCG@UDADDMQDK@SHUDKXCQX RNSG@SKHSSKDR@MCVNTKCG@UDADDMSQ@BJDCNTS<.NEEDSS
=







5GDQD@RNMENQSGHRRS@QJCHEEDQDMBDADSVDDMSGD@ANUDSVNO@RR@FDRL@XADSGDCHEEDQDMBDHM
HMSDMCDC@TCHDMBD5GDEHQRSO@RR@FDB@LDEQNLSGDD;;4C8=>5C74#0BB027DB4CCBA2704>;>6820;
)>284CH VGHKDSGDK@SSDQO@RR@FD@OOD@QRSNG@UDADDMHMSDMCDCENQ@FDMDQ@KOTAKHB@TCHDMBD
5GDRDmQNL@MSHBnLTRHMFRLHFGSG@UDADDMCDDLDCHM@OOQNOQH@SDENQSGD."4QD@CDQRGHO@MC
@QD@KRNPTHSDCHEEDQDMSEQNLGHRNUDQUHDVNESGD)NKCDMRHSDENQSGD."4#TKKDSHM )NKCDM
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E@LHKH@QVHSGSGDHQRSQTBSTQD@MCRGNTKC@KRNCHRBTRRV@XRHMVGHBGNSGDQRBNTKC
O@QSHBHO@SDHMSGDQDONQSVQHSHMFOQNBDRRENQSGNRDRHSDRSG@SSGDXVNQJNM

 'HDKCENQLRRGNTKCADBG@MFDCHMV@XRSG@SVNTKC@RJEHDKCSDBGMHBH@MRSNQDEKDBS
NMSGDVNQJSG@SSGDX@QDCNHMF@RVDKK@RVG@SSGDXSGHMJSGDX@QDRDDHMF@MC
GNVSGHRLHFGSQDK@SDSN/@SHUDKHED@SSGDRHSD5GHR@KRN@OOKHDRSNK@ASDBGMHBH@MR
VGNBNTKCGDKOVQHSDU@QHNTRO@QSRNESGDQDONQS*MFDMDQ@K@LNQDNODM
CHRBTRRHNMRGNTKCNBBTQHMQDF@QCRSNRHSDQDONQSVQHSHMF @RSGHRHRMNVFDMDQ@KKX
CNMDADGHMCBKNRDCCNNQR@MCHMUNKUDRUDQXEDVODNOKD#NSGNESGDRD
RTFFDRSHNMRBNTKC@BST@KKXADBNRSR@UHMFLD@RTQDRENQ$3.EHQLR@RQDONQSR
LHFGSDUDMADBNLOKDSDCLNQDPTHBJKXNMBDSGDRDLD@RTQDRVDQDOTSHMOK@BD





 4)10R )HRSNQHB@K$NLLHRRHNMR@MC$3.EHQLRRGNTKCBNMRHCDQSGDLXQH@C
V@XRSG@SRHSDQDONQSRB@MENBTRNMSGDKHUDCDWODQHDMBDRNE/@SHUDODNOKDHMSGD
O@RS SGDV@XRHMVGHBGSGDRDRHSDRROD@JSNBNMSDLONQ@QX/@SHUDODNOKD@MCGNV
@BST@K@QBG@DNKNFHRSRB@LDSN@OOQDBH@SD@MCTMCDQRS@MCSGDRDRHSDRHMSGDHQNVM
V@XR@RVDKK5GHRL@XQDPTHQD@RDL@MSHBQDENBTRNMVG@S@QDONQSLD@MR
GNVDUDQ VGHBGHRBNLLNMKXTMCDQRSNNCSNAD@CDS@HKDC@BBNTMSNERNLDSGHMF

 8GHKDRNLDNESGDK@MFT@FDVHSGHMRHSDQDONQSRBNTKCBDQS@HMKXADBG@MFDCHM
NQCDQSNADLNQDODNOKDENBTRDC4)10R )HRSNQHB@K$NLLHRRHNMR@MC$3.
EHQLRRGNTKC@KRNOQNLNSDSGDBQD@SHNM@MCHMBKTRHNMNE@OODMCHBDRVHSGHMRHSD
QDONQSRSG@SLNUDADXNMCSGDANTMC@QHDRNESQ@CHSHNM@K@QBG@DNKNFHB@KM@QQ@SHUDR
4NLDDW@LOKDRHMBKTCD-DUDHKKDDpR  =%;3&;024)0540=3'D84C
;02:BC>=4(8E4A,0;;4HA4<0C8>=DA80;)8C4 SGDANNJKDSNM*74=380=
A>BB8=6)8C48=782>?44#0BB027DB4CCBAX+NMDR4C0;  @MC+NGMRNMpR
 ANNJKDS=284=C-8=C4AB*74A2704>;>6H>5C74;066)F0<?
(>2:B74;C4A#0A;1>A>D67#0BB027DB4CCB4HMBD$3.EHQLR@QDQDPTHQDCSNCN
OTAKHBNTSQD@BGENQL@MXNESGDHQOQNIDBSR SGHRBNTKCADNMDV@XSN@KRNR@SHREX
SGHRFN@K

4NLDNESGDRDRTFFDRSHNMRBNTKCR@SHREXDWHRSHMFDWODBS@SHNMRHMMDVV@XR@MCVHSGEDV
RSQTBSTQ@KBG@MFDR*MFDMDQ@K GNVDUDQ LXRTFFDRSDCBG@MFDRVNTKCKHJDKXQDPTHQDDWSQ@SHLD 
VNQJ @MCETMCR4HMBD$3.BNMSQ@BSR@QDNESDM@V@QCDCSNSGDKNVDRSAHCCDQ @MCRHMBDSGDQDHR
FQD@SOQDRRTQDSNJDDOSGDANSSNLKHMDKNV $3.@QBG@DNKNFHRSG@UD@G@QCSHLDITRSHEXHMFDWSQ@
SHLD VNQJ @MC TKSHL@SDKX OQHBDS@FTMKDRRRTBGVNQJHR<0=30C43TMCDQRS@SDODQLHS@MCNQRDS
@RBNLOKH@MBDRS@MC@QCR6KSHL@SDKX HMNQCDQENQSGD$3.HMCTRSQXSNBG@MFD D@BGNEEHBDNESGD
4S@SD"QBG@DNKNFHRSVNTKCG@UDSNBNMRHCDQ@CUNB@SHMF@RDSNERS@MC@QCR@RDQHDRNERL@KKATS
RHFMHEHB@MSBG@MFDRSG@SVDQD@HLDC@SQDBSHEXHMFSGDCDEHBHDMBHDRHM@QBG@DNKNFHB@KM@QQ@SHUDR
5GHRSNNVNTKCADMNRL@KKBG@KKDMFD@MCVNTKCQDPTHQDSGDBNLLHSLDMSNEL@MXHMD@BG@MC
DUDQXRS@SD0MDBNMBQDSDQDBNLLDMC@SHNMHRSG@SSGHROQNBDRRBNTKCADHMHSH@SDCAX@M
NQF@MHY@SHNM RTBG@RSGD$NTMBHKENQ/DV&MFK@MC"QBG@DNKNFX $/&" .DLADQRNESGHRFQNTO
HMBKTCD@B@CDLHBR OQNEDRRHNM@KR RSTCDMSR @CLHMHRSQ@SNQR @MCBNLLTMHSXRS@JDGNKCDQR
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4NLDENQSXXD@QR@FN GHRSNQH@M)@XCDM8GHSDQDUD@KDCSNGHRBNKKD@FTDRV@XRHMVGHBG
GHRSNQHB@KM@QQ@SHUDRBNTKCADBNMRHCDQDC@MDV)HRRDLHM@KANNJ #4C078BC>AH TKSHL@SDKXGDKODC
SNTRGDQHMSGDmKHMFTHRSHBSTQMnHMGHRSNQX)DQDGDRGNVDCGNV@TSGNQRDLOKNXDC @KSGNTFG





ODQG@ORRTABNMRBHNTRKX NMDNEENTQOKNSSDBGMHPTDR NQDLOKNSLDMS QNL@MBD SQ@FDCX BNLDCX 
@MCR@SHQD"RNMDNE8GHSDpRBNMSDLONQ@QHDRDWOK@HMDC 8GHSDpRVNQJRGNVDCGNVGHRSNQX
mBNTKCADOQ@BSHBDCHMQ@CHB@KKXCHEEDQDMSV@XR D@BGNEVGHBG HMOQHMBHOKD V@RDPT@KKX
KDFHSHL@SDn 1@TK 
)DBNMSHMTDCSNBK@QHEXGHRONRHSHNMHM*74>=C4=C>5C74>A< HMVGHBGGDQD@RNMDC
SG@SM@QQ@SHUDR@QDHMUDMSDC"RGDDWOK@HMDC Q@SGDQSG@MmQDUD@KHMFSGDSQTDDRRDMBDNEO@RS
QD@KHSX GHRSNQHB@KM@QQ@SHUDHLONRDR@LXSGHBRSQTBSTQDNMSGDDUDMSRHSOTQONQSRSNCDRBQHADn
8GHSD "KSGNTFG*EHMCL@MXO@Q@KKDKRADSVDDMSGDCHRBHOKHMDRNEGHRSNQX@MC
@MSGQNONKNFX@QBG@DNKNFX *G@UDMNSENTMC8GHSDpRENTQOKNSSDBGMHPTDRDMSHQDKX@OOKHB@AKDGDQD
8G@SG@RHMROHQDCLDHRSGDOK@BDEQNLVGHBG8GHSDVQNSD)DV@MSDCGHRSNQXSNADKHADQ@SDC*
@KRNEDDKSG@S@QBG@DNKNFHRSRRGNTKCMNS@TSNL@SHB@KKXBNMENQLSNSGDM@QQ@SHUDBNMEHMDRSGDXG@UD
HMGDQHSDC@MCRGNTKCVNQJSNBNLLTMHB@SD@ANTSSGDO@RSHMV@XRSG@S@QDDL@MBHO@SNQX
-DRRSG@M@CDB@CDK@SDQ -XNS@QC  OTAKHRGDC*74&>BC<>34A=>=38C8>= VGHBG 
KHJD#4C078BC>AH @KRNBNMRHCDQDCK@QFDRB@KDSQDMCRHMJMNVKDCFDOQNCTBSHNM)DQDGDRGNVDC
GNVL@MXFQNTORG@UDADDM@AKDSNF@HM @MCL@HMS@HM ONVDQSGQNTFGLDS@M@QQ@SHUDRRHMBDSGD
K@SDDHFGSDDMSGBDMSTQX @KSGNTFGVHSGHMGHRVNQJGDQDEDQQDCSNSGDL@RmFQ@MCM@QQ@SHUDRnNQ
mL@RSDQM@QQ@SHUDRn *ML@MXB@RDR LDS@M@QQ@SHUDRBNTKCADUHDVDC@RC@MFDQNTRlDUDMETDKHMF
@SQNBHSHDRKHJDSGD)NKNB@TRS-XNS@QCpRVNQJRGNVDCSG@SNMDNESGDFQD@SDRSA@SSKDRV@FDCAX
ONRSLNCDQMHRSRV@R@K@QFDRB@KDBQHSHPTDNELDS@M@QQ@SHUDR1NRSLNCDQMHRLG@RSTQMDC@V@X
EQNLLDS@M@QQ@SHUDR HMRSD@CENBTRHMFNM?4C8CBAK28CB NQmKHSSKDM@QQ@SHUDRn 
-XNS@QCADKHDUDCSG@Sm4BHDMBDG@R@KV@XRADDMHMBNMEKHBSVHSGM@QQ@SHUDRn -XNS@QC
WWHHH 'NQDW@LOKD @QBG@DNKNFHRSR @MCLNRSRBHDMSHRSR @QDDWODBSDCSNVQHSDMNS@R@
OGHKNRNOGDQ ATS@R@MDWODQS"R-XNS@QCDWOK@HMDC mSGDK@SSDQJMNVRVG@SGDJMNVR@MCVG@S
GDCNDRMNSJMNVSGDENQLDQCNDRMNS0MDBNMBKTCDR SGDNSGDQPTDRSHNMRlSVNUDQXCHEEDQDMS
K@MFT@FDF@LDRn -XNS@QCWWU -@MFT@FDF@LDR@QD HME@BS @JHMSNBGDRR)DQDVGDMNMD






ROD@JR SGDXROD@JNMKXHMSDQLRNEB@KBTK@SDCLNUDR VGHBG@KRNGDKOSNRNKHCHEXSGDRNBH@KANMC
ADSVDDMROD@JDQR -XNS@QC 
5NADBKD@Q RBHDMSHRSRCNSDKKRSNQHDR @KSGNTFGSGDX@QDmCTSXANTMCSNUDQHEXSGDLn
-XNS@QC 8GHKDRBHDMSHEHBJMNVKDCFDNMKXENBTRDRNMmKDFHSHL@SDCJMNVKDCFD n
M@QQ@SHUDJMNVKDCFDB@MMNSADPTDRSHNMDCAXHSRUDQXM@STQD)DQDGDHRHME@BSBNMSQ@RSHMF
mADSVDDMRSNQXSDKKHMF@MCoRBHDMSHEHBp@ARSQ@BSHNMn +@LDRNMWHH 'QNLSGHR -XNS@QC
BNMSDMCRSG@SM@QQ@SHUDR@QDCDLNBQ@SHBAXM@STQD VGHKDRBHDMSHEHBJMNVKDCFDM@QQ@SHUDR@QD
@KV@XREQ@LDC@R@CDA@SD5N-XNS@QC SGDRDSVNM@QQ@SHUDSXODR@QDHMBNLLDMRTQ@AKDVGHKD
RBHDMSHEHBJMNVKDCFD@KRNRDDJRSNCNLHM@SDNUDQM@QQ@SHUDJMNVKDCFD5GHRHRC@MFDQNTRHMGHR
DXDR @RMDHSGDQCNL@HMB@MB@OSTQDDUDQXSGHMF1DQG@ORRTQOQHRHMFKX -XNS@QCADKHDUDRSG@S
M@QQ@SHUDRGDKONMDENQFDS Q@SGDQSG@MQDLDLADQSGDO@RS"RGD  DWOK@HMR m5GD
M@QQ@SHUDpRQDEDQDMBDL@XRDDLSNADKNMFSNSGDO@RS ATSHMQD@KHSXHSHR@KV@XRBNMSDLONQ@MDNTR
VHSGSGD@BSNEQDBHS@SHNMn5GHRKHDRHMBNMSQ@RSSNSGDRBHDMSHEHBDMSDQOQHRD VGHBGENBTRDRNM
mRSNQ@FD GN@QCHMF @MCB@OHS@KHY@SHNMn +@LDRNMWHH -XNS@QCB@TSHNMRSG@SONRSLNCDQM
QDRD@QBGDQRRGNTKCMNSRSQHUDSNBQD@SDK@QFDRB@KDBNMRDMRTR ATSKNB@KHYDCBNMRDMRTR@QNTMCSGDHQ
O@QSHBTK@QmKHSSKDM@QQ@SHUDnF@LDR0MDRGNTKC@KRNVNQJSNEHMCMDVLD@MHMFHMNKCK@MFT@FD
F@LDR VGHBGHRVG@S*G@UDRNTFGSSNCN
*SB@MMNSADCDMHDCSG@S@QBG@DNKNFHRSRSDKKRSNQHDR5GQNTFGLX@M@KXRDR *G@UDENTMC
SG@SVHSGDUDQXOTAKHB@SHNM @QBG@DNKNFHRSRG@UDBNLAHMDCSGHQSDDMM@QQ@SHUDDKDLDMSRSNSDKK@
TMHPTDRSNQX5GDRDRSNQHDRENKKNVSGDRSQTBSTQDNE@MNUDKOK@X VGHBGG@RRHWO@QSRADFHMMHMF 
HMBHSHMFHMBHCDMS BNLOKHB@SHNM BKHL@W @MSHBKHL@W@MCBNMBKTRHNM RDD'HFTQD *MNVNEEDQ
RODBHEHBDW@LOKDRNERTBGRSQTBSTQDRVHSGHMRGDKKLHCCDMM@QQ@SHUDRVGHKD@KRNBNMRHCDQHMFSGDHQ
DEEDBSRVHSGHM@MCADXNMCSGDCHRBHOKHMDNE@QBG@DNKNFX


*MSGDRODBHEHBBNMSDWSNE@QBG@DNKNFX *TMCDQRS@MCmUDQHEXnSNLD@MSG@S@QBG@DNKNFHRSR@QD
QDPTHQDCSNRTOONQSSGDHQVNQJVHSGC@S@@MCRNLDENQLDUHCDMBD
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"BBNQCHMFSN3TRG  SGDHMSQNCTBSHNMHRVGDMSGDmBTQS@HMFNDRTO n@KSGNTFGHS
MDDCMNSFNTOHMSGDmADFHMMHMFn 3TRG 5GDQDENQD MD@QKXDUDQXOTAKHB@SHNMQDUHDVDC
GDQD@BST@KKXADF@MHMVG@SBNTKCADBNMRHCDQDCSGDmLHCCKDnNESGDRHSDpRRSNQX&@BGRGDKK
LHCCDMM@QQ@SHUDENBTRDCNMNMDNEENTQRSXKDR RDD5@AKD *Mm4SXKD n@TSGNQRNODMVHSG@
CHRBTRRHNMNESGD@QBG@DNKNFHB@KDWB@U@SHNM*Mm4SXKD n@TSGNQRNODMVHSG@FDMDQ@KCHRBTRRHNM
NESGDRHSDpRM@STQ@KDMUHQNMLDMS VGHBGHMDRRDMBD@BSR@R@mSHLDKDRRnCDRBQHOSHNM @MCSGDM
BNMSHMTDRVHSG@CHRBTRRHNMNESGD@QBG@DNKNFHB@KDWB@U@SHNM*Mm4SXKD n@TSGNQRRS@QSAXAQHDEKX
CHRBTRRHMFSGD@QBG@DNKNFHB@KRHSD@MCSGDMNTSKHMDDHSGDQSGDm'HQRS$NMS@BSnADSVDDM&TQNOD@MR
@MC/@SHUDODNOKDHMSGD@QD@NQRHFMHEHB@MSHMBHCDMSRHMSGD$NMS@BS@MC)HRSNQHB1DQHNCR*M
m4SXKD nVGHBGHRQ@SGDQQ@QD @TSGNQRADFHMAXCHRBTRRHMF/@SHUDODNOKDHMSGDO@RS*MDRRDMBD 
MD@QKXNED@BGRGDKKLHCCDMM@QQ@SHUDG@C@MHMSQNCTBSHNMSG@SV@RHMRNLDV@X
@QBG@DNKNFHB@KKXENBTRDC*SHRHLONQS@MSSNMNSDSG@SFHUDMSGDKDMFSGNEL@MX$3.QDONQSR SGD
ADFHMMHMFL@XBNLDHMRDUDQ@KmV@UDRn'NQDW@LOKD@ESDQHMSQNCTBHMFSGD@QBG@DNKNFHB@K
OQNIDBS )DQARSDQpR  RDBNMC@MCSGHQCBG@OSDQRENBTRNMm&MUHQNMLDMS@K$NMSDWSn@MC
m/@SHUD"LDQHB@M$TKSTQ@K$NMSDWSn*MSQNCTBSHNMRGNVDUDQSG@SENBTRDCNM/@SHUDODNOKDHMSGD
O@RSVDQDPTHSDQ@QD(HUDMSGDQ@QHSX@MCRHFMHEHB@MBDNESGHRM@QQ@SHUDRSXKD *QDUHDVANSG
DW@LOKDRGDQD@MCBNMRHCDQ@MXHRRTDRSG@S@QHRDVHSGHMSGDRDM@QQ@SHUDR
)TMSHMFSNM  NODMDCGHRRDBNMCOHDBDNMSGD-@FNNM1NMCRHSDAX@RRTLHMFSG@S
SGD@UDQ@FDODQRNMRGNTKCJMNV
VDKKDMNTFGVGDMSGDEHQRS8GHSDRDSSKDQRB@LDSNSGD*RK@MC8GDMSGDEHQRS*MCH@M
RDSSKDQRB@LDHR@MNSGDQL@SSDQ1DQG@ORSGDXB@LDCQXRGNCADENQDSGDRD@G@CAQNJDM
SGQNTFGHMSNVG@S@QDMNV7HMDX@QC@MC/@MSTBJDSRNTMCR1DQG@ORSGDXB@LDK@SDQ@ESDQ
SGD*RK@MCV@R@MHRK@MC HMSGDHQCTFNTSB@MNDR#TSVGHBGDUDQV@XSGDXB@LDHSV@R@
KNMFSHLD@FN"SHLD@FNLD@RTQDCMNSHMGTMCQDCRATSHMSGNTR@MCRNEXD@QR

"KSGNTFGSGHRAQHDEHMSQNCTBSHNMCNDRENBTRNM/@SHUDODNOKDHMSGDO@RS HSCNDRRNNMKX@ESDQ
ADHMFRHST@SDCVHSGHMSGD$NMS@BSNQ)HRSNQHB@KODQHNCR)TMSHMFSNMpRO@RRHMFQDEDQDMBDSNm8GHSD
RDSSKDQRn@RVDKK@Rm4SXKDnM@QQ@SHUDR BNMENQLSNVG@S+@MD"MCDQRNMG@RCDRBQHADC@RmSQXHMF





SNMNQL@KHYDSGDK@MCRB@ODAXL@JHMFBNMMDBSHNMRSNSGDHQ<QD@C&TQNOD@M=GHRSNQXn +@MD
"MCDQRNM ODQRNM@KBNLLTMHB@SHNM 3@HMDXpR A OHDBDADFHMRAXCDRBQHAHMF
/@MSTBJDS*RK@MCV@REHQRSDWOKNQDCAX/@SHUD"LDQHB@MFQNTOR@OOQNWHL@SDKX SN
 XD@QR@FNCTQHMFSGDD@QKX)NKNBDMD1@KDN*MCH@MLHFQ@SHNMHMSNSGD/NQSGD@RS
'QNL@RL@KKOD@JNMSGDU@RSBN@RS@KOK@HMSN@QDLNSDHRK@MC@SRD@ /@MSTBJDSpR
CXM@LHBSDQQ@HMG@RADDMGNLDSN@RTBBDRRHNMNEQDL@QJ@AKX@C@OSHUDGTL@MFQNTOR@MC
SGDHQCDRBDMC@MSRRHMBDSGDK@RSFK@BH@KQDBDRRHNM"KSGNTFG@BNGDRHUDDMSHSXNE
BNMSDLONQ@QX/@SHUD"LDQHB@MRENDRMNSDWHRSNMSGDHRK@MC TMCNTASDCKXSGDQD@QD
HMCHUHCT@KRKHUHMFHMSGDQDFHNMSNC@XVGNL@XSQ@BDSGDHQGDQHS@FD HMO@QS SN/@MSTBJDS
*MCH@ME@LHKHDR

3@HMDXpRNODMHMFO@Q@FQ@OG HMSDMCDCENQ@OTAKHB@TCHDMBD V@RBDQS@HMKXBQ@ESDCVHSGB@QD
3@HMDX @$3.OQNEDRRHNM@K V@RVNQJHMFVHSGHM@UDQXCHEEDQDMSRNBHNONKHSHB@KBKHL@SDSG@M
)TMSHMFSNMV@RENQSXEHUDXD@QRADENQD8GHKD*BNLLDMC3@HMDXGDQD L@MX$NMSDLONQ@QX
/@SHUDODNOKDVNTKC@QFTDSG@SHSHRRSHKK@QBG@DNBDMSQHB/NS@KK/@SHUDODNOKDADKHDUDHMSGD
#DQHMF-@MC#QHCFDSGDNQX @QFTHMFSG@SHSMTKKHEHDRSGDHQNQ@KSQ@CHSHNMR %DKNQH@ &UDM
NSGDQ@QBG@DNKNFHRSRCHR@FQDD@ANTSGNVSGD"LDQHB@RVDQDONOTK@SDC RNOQDRDMSHMFSGHRSGDNQX
@RTMCHROTSDCE@BSHROQNAKDL@SHBNML@MXEQNMSR ENQ@KSDQM@SDSGDNQHDR RDD(QTGM<= 
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"MHMBHSHMFHMBHCDMSNBBTQRVGDMSGDVNQKCHRmSGQNVMNTSNEA@K@MBDn 3TRG *S
B@M@KRNADCDRBQHADC@R@BQHRHRLNLDMSSG@SRDSRmDUDMSRHMLNSHNMn 3TRG *MRGDKK
LHCCDMM@QQ@SHUDR SGDHMBHSHMFHMBHCDMSRB@MNESDMADSQ@BDCSNU@QHNTRM@STQ@K@MCBTKSTQ@KENQBDR
DQNRHNM BNMRSQTBSHNM @MCKNNSHMF *MNSGDQVNQCR SGDM@STQ@KDMUHQNMLDMSNQSGDMNM
@QBG@DNKNFHB@KVNQKC@EEDBSDCSGDRHSDHMRNLDV@X L@MXSHLDRL@JHMF@MDWB@U@SHNMMDBDRR@QX
HMSGDDXDRNE@QBG@DNKNFHRSR5GDQDENQD @QBG@DNKNFHRSRBKD@QKXDLDQFD@RSGDm@FDMS<R=NE@BSHNM
<j=SGDODQRNMVGNL@JDRRNLDSGHMFG@OODM VGNHR@BSHUDQ@SGDQSG@MO@RRHUD @MCVGN
SGDQDENQDADBNLDRSGDCQHUHMFENQBDn 3TRG 4HSDRL@X@KRNG@UD@QNKDGDQD @RSGDX@QD 
HMDRRDMBD ONQSQ@XDC@RSGDmBG@Q@BSDQRnSG@S@QDSGDLNRS@EEDBSDCAXSGDHMBHSHMFHMBHCDMS)DQD
@F@HM RHSDR@MCNQL@SDQH@KBTKSTQD@QD@MSGQNONLNQOGHYDCVHSGHM@QBG@DNKNFHB@KM@QQ@SHUDR
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5VNPTDRSHNMRMNVDLDQFDHMSGDM@QQ@SHUD  VG@SHRSGDRSNQXpRFN@K@MC  VG@SHR
SGDBG@Q@BSDQpR ORXBGNKNFHB@K FN@K 3TRG 5NADBKD@Q VGDMBNMRHCDQHMFSGDRSNQXpR
FN@K NMDLTRSBNMRHCDQmVG@SSGDBG@Q@BSDQV@MSRSNFDSn 3TRG $NMUDQRDKX VGDM
BNMRHCDQHMFSGDBG@Q@BSDQpRFN@K NMDLTRSBNMRHCDQmVGXGD<NQRGD=V@MSRSNFDSHSn 3TRG
 "RSGDBG@Q@BSDQpRFN@KR@QDNESDMHMSDQM@K@MCMNSMDBDRR@QHKXUHRHAKD SGDRSNQXFN@KR
@QDHLONQS@MSADB@TRDSGDRD@QDFN@KRSG@SSGDQD@CDQB@MmV@SBGn 3TRG 
*MNMDRDQHDRNERGDKKLHCCDMM@QQ@SHUDR SGDRSNQXFN@KR@QDSNDWB@U@SD@RHSDSNADSSDQ
TMCDQRS@MCOQDBNMS@BS/@SHUDL@SDQH@KBTKSTQD KHEDV@XR@MCNSGDQCDS@HKR@ANTSSGDO@RS HD
8XL@M<= #QNNJR<= )TMSHMFSNM< = 5GD@QBG@DNKNFHRSR NQHMUDRSHF@SNQR 
HMUNKUDCRDDJSNCNSGHRADB@TRDSGDXG@UD@FDMDQ@KBTQHNRHSX@ANTSSGDO@RS ATSMNSMDBDRR@QHKX
@ANTSSGDO@QSHBTK@QRHSD R DWB@U@SDC*MNSGDQVNQCR DWB@U@SHNMRRDDLSNNBBTQ@SSGDRDRHSDRAX
BG@MBD@MCSDBGMHB@KKXBNTKCG@UDNBBTQQDC@S@MXNSGDQRHSD*QDEDQSNSGHR@RSGDm"MXRHSDn
LNCDK*M@RDBNMCRDQHDRNERGDKKLHCCDMM@QQ@SHUDR HD$G@RD<= .NEEDSS<@=@MC
<B= 3HSBGHD<= .B.@M@LNM4C0;<= $GHKSNM@MC%NTBDSSD< = @RHLHK@Q
RSNQXFN@KTMENKCRATSVHSG@MHMSDQDRSHMFSVHRSSNSGDBG@Q@BSDQpRFN@K)DQDSGDRSNQXpRFN@KHRRSHKK
SNDWB@U@SD@RHSDSNADSSDQTMCDQRS@MCOQDBNMS@BS/@SHUDL@SDQH@KBTKSTQD@MCKHEDV@XR ATSSGD
BG@Q@BSDQpRFN@KQDUNKUDR@QNTMC@RDMRDNETQFDMBXVHSGSGDRDRHSDR"KKNESGDRHSDRSG@SE@KK
VHSGHMSGHRRDBNMCB@SDFNQXVDQDSGQD@SDMDCHMRNLDV@X L@JHMFSGDHQDWB@U@SHNMHLODQ@SHUDSN
SGD@TSGNQR*MDRRDMBD SGD@QBG@DNKNFHRSRDDJRSNDWB@U@SD@O@QSHBTK@QRHSDRNSG@SHSVHKKMNSAD
mKNRSnBNLOKDSDKXHMSGDMD@QETSTQD DHSGDQSGQNTFGM@STQ@KNQBTKSTQ@KENQBDR DQNRHNM 
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FQNTOR5GHRSQDMCHRBKD@QKXEDKSAXCDRBDMC@MSBNLLTMHSHDRRTBG@RSGD8@LO@MN@F VGHBG*
@CCQDRRRGNQSKX
"R*G@UDRGNVM VG@S@FQNTOD@SR@MCGNV@FQNTOCHRONRDRNEHSG@RADDMBKNRDKX
BNMMDBSDCVHSGGNVSGD8DRS @MCAXDWSDMRHNMSGDCHRBHOKHMDNE@MSGQNONKNFX G@RUHDVDCSGD
VNQKC&@QKXQDRD@QBGDQRRSQDRRDC VHSGLTBGR@SHRE@BSHNM GNVLTBGNESGD8DRSDQMVNQKCG@C
DUNKUDCEQNLD@QKXGTMSDQF@SGDQDQQNNSRVGHKDSGDX@KRNRD@QBGDCNTSFQNTORSG@SG@CXDSSNKD@QM
RTBGBHUHKHYDCmL@MMDQRn&UDMVDKKHMSGDSGBDMSTQX 8@LO@MN@FS@RSDRVDQDCDBHCDCKXE@Q
mADGHMC nRGNVHMF@BKD@QK@BJNEOQNFQDRR*MDRRDMBD GTMSDQF@SGDQDQRVDQDDHSGDQSNNK@YXNQ
TMHMSDKKHFDMSSNBG@MFD VGHBGLD@MSSG@SSGDXVDQDDHSGDQCDRSHMDCSNADBNLDDWSHMBSNQ HESGDX
VDQDKTBJX @RRHLHK@SD5GDBQTWNESGHR@QFTLDMSV@RCHRBTRRDC@SKDMFSGAX(DMDQ@K-HMBNKMHM
)DQDGDONRHSDC 







4GNTKCSGD*MCH@MM@SHNMRHMFDMDQ@KMDUDQADBNLDBHUHKHYDC VDL@X *SGHMJ ONHMSSNSGD
BNMRDPTDMBDR/@STQDENQAHCRBHUHKHYDC@MCTMBHUHKHYDCODNOKDONRRDRRHMFSGDR@LD
SDQQHSNQXENQSGDLD@MROTQRTDCAXSGDBHUHKHYDC SNNAS@HM@RTOONQS BNTMSDQ@BSRSGD
VHRGDR@MCCDRHFMRNESGDR@U@FD8GHKDSGDENQLDQ@QDATRHKXDLOKNXDCHMQDLNUHMF
EQNLSGDD@QSGHSRM@STQ@KFQNVSG @RMDBDRR@QXSNSGDHQDRS@AKHRGHMFSGDLRDKUDR@R
GTRA@MCLDM SGDK@SSDQ@QDVHRGHMFSNHMBQD@RDSG@SM@STQ@KRGDKSDQ @MCGHCHMFOK@BD ENQ
SGDAD@RSRNESGDENQDRSENQVHSGNTS@BNUDQHMF SGDXB@MMNSADQDS@HMDC ATSVHKKRDDJMDV
EDDCHMFFQNTMCRBNMRDPTDMSKXSGDR@U@FDLTRSQDSHQDSNSGNRDK@MCRVGDQDSGDXB@MVHSG
LNQDD@RDNAS@HM@RTOOKX5GDHQMDVONRHSHNMB@MMNS GNVDUDQ KNMF@U@HKSGDLENQ
BHUHKHY@SHNM@MCBTKSHU@SHNMVHKKL@JDQ@OHCRSQHCDR @MCOQNFQDRRE@RSSNV@QCRSGDL@MC
SGDXLTRSMDBDRR@QHKXL@JDV@XENQRTBG@OOQN@BGDR AXENKKNVHMFSGDF@LD  VGHBG
S@JDRSGDEHQRS@K@QL NQKD@UDSGDHQOQDRDMSOTQRTHSR@MCLNCDRNEKHUHMF @MCNOONRDSGD
BTKSHU@SNQAXBTKSHU@SHNM<-HMBNKM=

)DBNMSHMTDCSG@S

5GDR@U@FD@QLHRSNNEDDAKD HM@MXNSGDQV@X SNBNTMSDQ@BSSGDOQNFQDRRNESGDHQ
BHUHKHYDCMDHFGANTQRATSHSHRG@QCKXSNADDWODBSDC SG@SSGDXVHKK HMSHLD RDDSGD
HLONQS@MBDNESGHRLD@RTQD BNMRHCDQHMFSGDHQOQDITCHBDR@MC@SS@BGLDMSRATSVHKK
BNMSHMTDQDSHQHMFADENQDSGDDMKHFGSDMDCGTRA@MCL@M TMSHKSGDXRG@KKLDDSSGNRDQDFHNMR
NESGDMNQSG HMSNVGHBGGDB@MMNSOTQRTDSGDL5GDQD HMLXNOHMHNM SGDXVHKKADRDS
CNVM @MCKDES HMSGDTMCHRSTQADCONRRDRRHNMNE@BNTMSQX TMDMUHDCAX@MX@RSGDK@RS
QDRNQSNE@ODNOKD VGN G@UHMFR@BQHEHBDCDUDQXBNMRHCDQ@SHNMSNSGDHQKNUDNED@RD VDQD
MNVBNLODKKDC AXSGDDEEDBSRNESGDHQNARSHM@BX@MCCHRNADCHDMBD SNFHUDTO@KKGNODNE
DUDQQDF@HMHMFSGNRDGNROHS@AKDSQ@BSREQNLVGHBGSGDXG@CQDSHQDC @MCVGHBGSGDXG@C
RTQQDMCDQDCSNNSGDQRVGHKDM@STQDG@CETQMHRGDCSGDLVHSGSGDONVDQNEG@UHMFENQDUDQ
O@QSHBHO@SDCHMSGDDMINXLDMSNESGDL#DHMFMNVHMSGDONRRDRRHNMNE@BNTMSQXEHSSDC AX
M@STQD SNSGDKHEDNE@RONQSRL@M SGDXVHKKOQNA@AKXBNMSHMTD@R@ODNOKDTMSHKSHLDRG@KK
ADMNLNQD<-HMBNKM=

*MSGD@ANUDO@RR@FDR ENNC K@MC BTKSTQD OQNFQDRR @MCONVDQ@QDSHFGSKXBNHKDC.NQDQDBDMS
RBGNK@QR GNVDUDQ G@UDRGNVMSG@SSGDGTMSDQF@SGDQDQV@XNEKHEDV@R@27>824<034AX
BNTMSKDRRFQNTOR VGNJMDVSG@S@KSDQM@SHUDRDWHRSDC $GHKSNM *SCHCMNS @MCCNDR
MNS HLOKX@MXHMEDQHNQHSXVG@SRNDUDQNEBNTQRD3DF@QCKDRR HSV@RTRDCSNITRSHEXENQFDMNBHCD
@MC@RRHLHK@SHNM*SB@M@KRNAD@QFTDCSG@SOQNFQDRRHNMSGDNQX8CB4;5DUNKUDCHMSN@MNSGDQBNLLNM
SXONKNFX VGHBGHRDPT@KKXEK@VDCATSRSHKKTRDCSNC@XSNCHRBTRRRNBHNONKHSHB@KRXRSDLRSG@S@QD
RTOONRDCSNBNMENQLSNDHSGDQ@A@MC SQHAD BGHDECNL NQ@RS@SD RDDGNVDUDQ1@TJDS@S<=
@MC:NEEDD<= 
5GDRD@MCNSGDQSXONKNFHDR@QDRSHKKTRDCAX@QBG@DNKNFHRSRSNC@X CDROHSDSGDHQEK@VR 
VGHBGRNLD@QBG@DNKNFHRSRG@UDVHKKHMFKX@CLHSSDC"R*G@UD@KQD@CXONHMSDCNTS SXONKNFHDR@QD
BNCDRSG@S@QBG@DNKNFHRSRTRDVGDMS@KJHMFSND@BG@ANTSL@SDQH@KBTKSTQD*MO@QSHBTK@Q SGDRGDKK





LHCCDMRHSDSXODHR@O@QSNE@"8=6D05A0=20 @RHSHRQDBNFMHYDCAX@MCLD@MHMFETKSNSGD
HMSDQM@SHNM@K@QBG@DNKNFXBNLLTMHSX8GHKDRGDKKLHCCDMCHRBNTQRDCNDRAQHCFD@MCTMHSDHMNMD
HMRS@MBD HSB@M@KRNADQ@SGDQCHUHRHUD"QBG@DNKNFHRSRG@UDADDM@O@SGDSHBVGDMTRHMFSGDRD
BNMBDOSR@MC@KRNBNLOK@BDMS@ANTSSGDSHFGSFQHOSG@SSGDRDSDQLRG@UDNMSGDCHRBHOKHMD
.@RR@BGTRDSSRRGDKKLHCCDMRGNVDUDQ@OOD@QDCSNADmHLONRSDQRnSNRNLD@QBG@DNKNFHRSR
VGNVDQDHMSDQUHDVDC.@QJQDEDQQDCSNRHSDSXODR@RmCQD@LRnVGHKDR@XHMFmHEHSpR@QD@KRGDKK
LHCCDM:NTCNMSEHMCSNNL@MXNESGNRD:NTEHMCKNSRNERHSDRVHSGRGDKK@KKNUDQSGDOK@BD ATS
XNTCNMpSEHMCSNNL@MXLHCCDMR<j=SGDXpQDQ@QDn .@QJ ODQRNM@KBNLLTMHB@SHNM 4GDKK
LHCCDMRVDQD@MXSGHMFATSQ@QDEQNLLXD@QKXQDRD@QBG@SSGD.@RR@BGTRDSSRRHSDEHKDRGNVDUDQ 
@RRGDKKLHCCDMRL@CDTONESGDOQDBNMS@BS/@SHUDRHSDRNM$@OD$NC .@QSG@pR7HMDX@QC 
@MC/@MSTBJDS*ELNRS.@RR@BGTRDSSRRGDKKLHCCDMRVDQDE@JDR SGDMVGHBGRGDKKLHCCDMRVDQD
QD@K 4NLDQDRD@QBGRTAIDBSRS@KJDC@ANTSSGDL@RRHUDRGDKKCDONRHSRHM%DML@QJ 'KNQHC@ 
,DMSTBJX .@HMD @MCDUDM1DQT"RL@MXDWOK@HMDC RGDKKLHCCDMRHSDRHM.@RR@BGTRDSSRO@KDC
HMBNLO@QHRNM*ADKHDUDGNVDUDQSG@S@QBG@DNKNFHRSRHMLNRSBN@RS@K@QD@REDDKBNLODKKDCSNB@KK
RHSDRVHSGCDMRDRGDKKmRGDKKLHCCDMRn@RSGHRRDQUDRSNKDFHSHL@SD@MCBNMMDBSSGD@QBG@DNKNFXNE
@M@QD@SNNSGDQQDFHNMR@BQNRRSGDFKNAD*MDEEDBS SGHRRHSDSXODOTSRBTKSTQDR@MCQDRD@QBGDQRHMSN
@RNQSNERNBH@KMDSVNQJSG@SRO@MRSHLD@MCRO@BD DUDMSGNTFGMNSQTDO@Q@KKDKRL@XDWHRS
(:7>>?;667@@3DD3F;H7EOFKB7PA8E>AI67?;E7

#XRKHFGSKXBG@MFHMF(@KSTMFpR  CDEHMHSHNMRNSG@SHSL@XADTRDETKENQ
@QBG@DNKNFHRSR LHFGSRSQTBSTQ@KUHNKDMBDADCDEHMDC@RSGDCHEEDQDMBDADSVDDMSGDONSDMSH@KVNQKC
@MC@2>=BCAD2C43NMD *ERN SGDMRGDKKLHCCDMM@QQ@SHUDR@KRNDWDLOKHEXRSQTBSTQ@KUHNKDMBD
8GHKD*@LMNS@QFTHMFSG@SRGDKKLHCCDMRG@UDADDMQDRONMRHAKDENQ@MXKHSDQ@KCD@SGR DHSGDQ
RKNVNQPTHBJ *CNADKHDUDSG@SSGDXQDOQDRDMSSGDRXLANKHBCD@SGNE/@SHUDODNOKDHMSGDO@RS 
@KSGNTFGM@QQ@SHUDRNUDQSGDO@RSSGQDDNQENTQCDB@CDRCNRDDLSNRGNV@RKNVATSCDBHCDC
QDRTQQDBSHNM






5GDTRDNESGDRGDKKLHCCDMRHSDSXODHM.@RR@BGTRDSSRG@R@EEDBSDCCDRBDMC@MS
BNLLTMHSHDRHMS@MFHAKDV@XR5GD8@LO@MN@FGNMNQ/@MSTBJDS4NTMCm@RHMSDFQ@KSNSGDHQ
BTKSTQ@KKXQHBG LTKSHCHLDMRHNM@KENKJKHEDENQHSRRXLANKHB@MCQDKHFHNTRPT@KHSHDR @MCADB@TRD
L@QHMDQDRNTQBDROK@X@MHLONQS@MSQNKDHMSQ@HMHMFSGDFDMDQ@SHNMRHMSGDBNMSHMT@SHNMNESGDHQ
L@SDQH@KBTKSTQD ENNCV@XR OQ@BSHBDR BNRLNKNFX @MCM@QQ@SHUDSQ@CHSHNMRn .@RR@BGTRDSSR
)HRSNQHB@K$NLLHRRHNM 5G@SRGDKKLHCCDMR@MCDUDMANCHDRNEV@SDQRTBG@R/@MSTBJDS
4NTMC@QD5Q@CHSHNM@K$TKSTQ@K1QNODQSHDRHRCHEEHBTKSENQL@MXMNM/@SHUDODNOKDSNFQ@RO
.@RR@BGTRDSSR)HRSNQHB@K$NLLHRRHNM 'QNLGDQD DWOK@HMHMFSGDMDDCSNOQNSDBSSGDRD
RHSDRHRDPT@KKXBG@KKDMFHMF8GHKDSGD8@LO@MN@FTMCDQRS@MC$@OD$NC .@QSG@pR7HMDX@QC 
@MC/@MSTBJDSSNAD@KHUHMFK@MCRB@ODSG@SRTOONQSDCSGDHQ@MBDRSNQRSGQNTFGSHLD @QBG@DNKNFHRSR
G@UDQDBNMEHFTQDCSGDHQHMSDQDRSHML@SDQH@KBTKSTQDSNENBTRE@QSNNLTBGNMSGDL@SDQH@K Q@SGDQ
SG@MNM@A@K@MBDADSVDDML@SDQH@K@MCBTKSTQD
(K?4A>;5H;A>7@5736AG4>776976EIAD6

*G@UD@QFTDCGDQDSG@S@QBG@DNKNFHRSRRGNTKCVNQJVHSG/@SHUDODNOKDSNC@XVGDM
DWB@U@SHMFNQHMSDQOQDSHMFCDMRDRGDKKCDONRHSRNM$@OD$NC@MCSGD*RK@MCR*SHRBQTBH@KSG@S*
@CLHSSG@SSGHROQNBDRRBNTKCBNMS@HMDKDLDMSRNERXLANKHBUHNKDMBDHEMNSCNMDVHSGB@QD*M
"MCQD@4LHSGpR  OQNUNB@SHUD@QSHBKDm4OHQHST@K"OOQNOQH@SHNM@R4DWT@K7HNKDMBD nRGD
@QFTDCSG@SV@MSHMFSNmJMNVnLNQD@ANTS@BNLLTMHSXCNDRG@UD@RDWT@KBNMMNS@SHNMHMSGD
+TCDN$GQHRSH@MSQ@CHSHNM)DQDRGD@QFTDCSG@Sm8GHSDRG@L@MHRLnHR@JHMSNQ@ODADB@TRDHS
HMUNKUDRJMNVKDCFDSG@SHRS@JDMQ@SGDQSG@MFHUDM4HLHK@QKX HEJMNVKDCFD@ANTSRGDKKLHCCDMRHR
S@JDMQ@SGDQSG@MFHUDM NQFHUDMVHSGNTSHMENQLDCBNMRDMS UHNKDMBD@F@HMRS/@SHUDODNOKD
VNTKCBNMSHMTD
"R4LHSG  DWOK@HMRmoJMNVKDCFDp@ANTSRNLDNMD@KRNFHUDRNMDONVDQNUDQSG@S
ODQRNM8HSGGNKCHMFJMNVKDCFD SGDM HR@M@BSNEQDRHRS@MBD@F@HMRSSGNRDVGNCDRHQDSNJMNV
XNTHMNQCDQSNADSSDQBNMSQNKXNTn 4LHSG 8GHKD*@FQDDSG@SSGHR20=ADSGDB@RD 
/@SHUDJMNVKDCFD@ANTSRGDKKLHCCDMRRHSDRRGNTKC>=;HADRG@QDCVHSG@QBG@DNKNFHRSRSG@S





RTOONQSSGDRDBNLLTMHSHDR@MCQDRODBSSGDHQGDQHS@FD*MRGNQS KD@QMHMFLNQD@ANTSRGDKKLHCCDM
RHSDREQNL/@SHUDODNOKDRGNTKCMNSNMKXDLONVDQ@QBG@DNKNFHRSR5GHRHROQDBHRDKXVG@S'NTB@TKS
V@QMDC@F@HMRSVGDMCDRBQHAHMFGNVKNB@KJMNVKDCFDBNTKCADGDKCGNRS@FDAXCNLHM@MS @MC
CNLHM@SHMF CHRBNTQRDNMKXSNADBNKNMHYDC@F@HM 'NTB@TKS %DRBDMC@MSBNLLTMHSHDR
BDQS@HMKXG@UDSGDQHFGSSNRG@QDNQMNSSNRG@QDJMNVKDCFD5GDXL@XADENQBDCSNL@JDCHEEHBTKS
CDBHRHNMR ITRS@RRNLD/@SHUDSQHADRG@UDNOSDCNTSNESGD'DCDQ@K3DBNFMHSHNMOQNBDRRADB@TRD
NEHSR@OO@QDMSQDV@QCR0=3ODM@KSHDR ENQDW@LOKD RDD,KNONSDJ<= .HKKDQ<= 
GFGD7'7E73D5:

*@CLHSSG@SHSHRHQNMHBSNHMBKTCDRTBG@RDBSHNMGDQD @ESDQ*GHFGKHFGSDCHSRRXLANKHB
DEEDBSVHSGHM@QBG@DNKNFHB@KM@QQ@SHUDR)NVDUDQ @RLXB@QDDQG@RNMKXITRSADFTM *@LHMBKHMDC
SNBNMRHCDQGNV*BNTKCBNMBDHU@AKXBNMSHMTDLXQDRD@QBGHMSGDENKKNVHMFENTQCNL@HMR  
SXONKNFHDR   RGDKKLHCCDM@QBG@DNKNFX @MC  RNBH@KQDBNMRSQTBSHNM
)KBA>A9;7E

5GDRGDKKLHCCDMRHSDSXOD @RHSHRBTQQDMSKXTMCDQRSNNC@MCTRDCHM.@RR@BGTRDSSR
BNMSDWSR HRNARNKDSD8GDM@M@QBG@DNKNFHRSTRDRSGHRSDQL SGDXDEEDBSHUDKXR@XUDQXKHSSKD@ANTS
SGDO@RSVGHKDR@XHMFUNKTLDR@ANTS@CHRBHOKHMDSG@SG@RGDKCNMSNSGHRBNMBDOSENQE@QSNNKNMF
5GQNTFGNTSSGDCHRRDQS@SHNM *G@UDRGNVMGNVSGHRRHSDSXODFQNRRKXNUDQRHLOKHEHDRL@MXRHSDR@R
OK@BDRNEENNCQDETRDCHRONR@KNM$@OD$NC .@QSG@pR7HMDX@QC @MC/@MSTBJDS4GDKKLHCCDM
@QBG@DNKNFXB@MMNSLNUDENQV@QCVHSGNTSEHQRSQDBNMBDOST@KHYHMFSGDRDOK@BDRAXB@QDETKKX
BNMRHCDQHMF@KKENQLRNE@OOKHB@AKDJMNVKDCFDRTBG@R/@SHUDNQ@KSQ@CHSHNMR DSGMNGHRSNQHB@K@R
VDKK@RDSGMNFQ@OGHB@MC@QBG@DNKNFHB@KC@S@
'NTB@TKSQDLHMCDCRBGNK@QRSG@S@MXPTDRSSG@SRNTFGSSNBQD@SDCNBTLDMSR@ANTS
LNMTLDMSR@BST@KKXBQD@SDCCNBTLDMSRSG@SVDQDSGDLRDKUDRLNMTLDMSRSGQNTFGSGDOQNBDRR#X
ROD@JHMF01>DCRGDKKLHCCDMR L@MX@QBG@DNKNFHRSR@BST@KKXSGNTFGSSG@SSGDXBNTKC@KRNROD@J5>A
SGDL5GDRNBH@KVNQKCRSG@S*L@OODCEQNLSGDRGDKKLHCCDM@QBGHUDRGNVSGDV@XRHMVGHBG






@QBG@DNKNFHRSRSQHDCSNCDKHMD@SDVGNBNTKC@MCBNTKCMNSROD@J@ANTSSGDL NQODQG@ORKD@QMGNV
SNL@JDSGDLROD@J5GDRDLNMTLDMSRG@UDADDMB@QDETKKXFT@QCDC@MCBNQCNMDCNEE VGHKD
L@MX@QBG@DNKNFHRSRCHRQDF@QCDCNSGDQRUNHBDR5GD@QBG@DNKNFHB@KCHRBHOKHMDG@RVNQJDC
B@QDETKKXSNKHLHSRTBGCHRBNTQRD AXCHRBQDCHSHMFSGNRDSG@SSGDXCNMNSV@MSSNDMSDQHMSNSGD
CHRBNTQRD VGHBGVNTKCKHJDKX@KSDQSGDCHRBNTQRDHMTMENQDRDDMV@XR5GQNTFGPTHDSHMFSGD
mMNHRDnNENSGDQR @QBG@DNKNFHRSRDRS@AKHRGDCSGDLRDKUDR@RSGDRNKDHMSDQOQDSDQRNESGDRDmRHKDMSn
LNMTLDMSR"QBG@DNKNFHRSRVGNENTMCSGDLRDKUDRHMONRHSHNMRNEONVDQVHSGHMSGD
@QBG@DNKNFHB@KDRS@AKHRGLDMSG@UDG@C@G@QCSHLDPTDRSHNMHMFENTMC@SHNM@K@RODBSRNESG@S
DRS@AKHRGLDMS KHJDSGDRGDKKLHCCDMRHSDSXOD5GHRGHRSNQXV@RNMKXAQNTFGSSNKHEDSGQNTFGSGD
RGDKKLHCCDM@QBGHUD VGHBG@KSGNTFGBNMRHCDQDC@RKDDOHMFFH@MS V@RHME@BSHLO@BSHMF
RTARDPTDMSFDMDQ@SHNMRNERGDKKLHCCDM@QBG@DNKNFXHMUDQXQD@KV@XR
*G@UD@KRN@QFTDCSG@SSGDRGDKKLHCCDMRHSDSXODFNDR@F@HMRS5@KKFQDMR  
ONHMSSG@S6RD@MCETMBSHNM MNSENQL RGNTKCADSGDRS@QSHMFONHMSNEQDRD@QBG 4LHSG
 "RSGDSXONKNFHB@KB@SDFNQXNESGDRGDKKLHCCDMENBTRDRNMHSpR@QBG@DNKNFHB@KENQL
EHQRS @QBG@DNKNFHRSRLTRSSGDM@RRTLDTRD@MCETMBSHNMHML@MXHMRS@MBDRNQNUDQDLOG@RHYD@MC
NUDQRHLOKHEXSGDTRD@MCETMBSHNMNESGDRHSDENQ/@SHUDODNOKDHMSGDO@RS4NLDSHLDK@SDQ#QDV
<=<DLOG@RHR@CCDC= F@UDQDEKDBSDCNMSXONKNFHDRR@XHMFm8DLTRSMNSAD
R@SHREHDCVHSG@B8=6;4BK@RRHEHB@SHNMNE@FQNTONE@QSHE@BSRNQNE@BTKSTQ@KCDUDKNOLDMS ENQSG@S
V@XKHDRCNFL@@MCCDED@Sn
#DB@TRDNMDRHYDMDUDQEHSR@KK *SNN@QFTDENQLNQDSXONKNFHDRQ@SGDQSG@MKDRR5GDRD
SXONKNFHDRRGNTKCNMKXADTRDC@ESDQB@QDETKKXBNMRHCDQHMFSGDTRDR@MCETMBSHNMRNESGDRDRHSDR
VHSGHMO@QSHBTK@QQDFHNMR Q@SGDQSG@MA@RHMF@MXHMSDQOQDS@SHNMNMENQL@KNMD5GDRDSXONKNFHDR
RGNTKC@KRNRSQDRRNQCHM@KQ@SGDQSG@MMNLHM@KU@QH@AKDR @KSGNTFGSGHRSNN HM@MCNEHSRDKE VNTKC
MNSNEEDQ@BNLOQDGDMRHUDRNKTSHNMSNSGHRBNLOKDWOQNAKDL"R3D@C  DWOK@HMDCmSGD
B@SDFNQHDRNE@MNLHM@KU@QH@AKDQDOQDRDMS@OQHNQHB@SDFNQHDRHMSGDLHMCNESGD@QBG@DNKNFHRS @MC
MNSMDBDRR@QHKXHMSGDLHMCNESGDM@SHUDn 3D@C 8HSGSGHRR@HCGNVDUDQ SGDRD





SXONKNFHDRRGNTKCHMRSD@CENBTRNM@RDQHDRNETMHPTDHMSQHMRHB@MCBNMSDWST@KU@QH@AKDRQ@SGDQSG@M
HMEDQDMSH@KNMDR "C@LR@MC"C@LR 1DQG@OR3D@C  DWOK@HMDCHSADRS R@XHMF
mVHSGNTS@OQHNQH@RRTLOSHNMR SGDQDHRMNTMHPTDRNKTSHNMSNSGDOQNAKDLNECDSDQLHMHMFVG@S
BNLAHM@SHNMNE@SSQHATSDRQDOQDRDMSR@SXODn 3D@C 


*MSDQLRNESGDTRDNESGDRGDKKLHCCDMRHSDSXOD *@KRNTQFD@QBG@DNKNFHRSRSNTRDQDRSQ@HMS

@MCB@TSHNMTMSHK@RHSDpRTRD@MCETMBSHNMHRGNMDRSKX@MCSGNQNTFGKXBNMRHCDQDC*MGHMCRHFGS *
EDDK@RRTQDCSG@SMNMDNESGDRHSDRSG@S*RDKDBSDCENQSGHRCHRRDQS@SHNMVDQDB>;4;HOK@BDRENQSGD
CHRONR@KNEENNCQDETRDRGDKK NQDUDMQDETRDLNQDAQN@CKX /@SHUDODNOKDKHUDCNMSGDRDRHSDRENQ
ODQHNCRNESHLD ATQHDCSGDCD@CGDQD @MCDUDMQDSTQMDCSNQDLDLADQ@MCGNMNQSGDHQ@MBDRSNQR
"MXRTBGQDRD@QBGRGNTKCENBTRNMVG@SODNOKDVDQD3>8=6@SSGDRDRHSDRA@RDCNMSGD@U@HK@AKD
C@S@'NQDW@LOKD @CDMRDRGDKKSXONKNFXLHFGSHMBNQONQ@SDRNLDNESGDENKKNVHMFPTDRSHNMR  
%HC?4>?;4ATQXGTL@MQDL@HMRGDQD   8DQD?4>?;4KHUHMFGDQD   8DQD?4>?;4KD@UHMF
@QSHE@BSRADGHMCGDQD   8G@SSXODRNE@QSHE@BSRVDQDKDESGDQD   8DQDSGDRD@QSHE@BSRVGNKDNQ
AQNJDM   8DQDODNOKDATHKCHMFEHQDRGDQD   8DQD?4>?;4VNQJHMFGDQD L@JHMFONSSDQX 
BNNJHMF L@JHMFRSNMDSNNKR   8DQD?4>?;4CHFFHMFOHSRGDQD   8DQD?4>?;4D@SHMFGDQD 
 8DQD?4>?;4QDSTQMHMFSNSGDRDRHSDRNUDQSHLD   8DQD?4>?;4ONRRHAKXDMF@FHMFHM
QHST@KHRSHBADG@UHNQGDQD "R3D@C  DWOK@HMDCQDRD@QBGDQRRGNTKCENBTRNMVGDSGDQODNOKD
VDQDOQNBTQHMF@MCNQOQDO@QHMFQDRNTQBDR@RVDKK@RL@MTE@BSTQHMF@MCNQL@HMS@HMHMFHSDLR
5GHRFDSRA@BJSN@MNSGDQNMDNELXONHMSRGNVDUDQ SG@SNMKXENBTRHMFNMNMKXSGDRDENTQ@QD@R
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